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TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE.

Modern sociologists are still groping about for a point of de-

parture from which to explain the complex of social phenom-

ena. It was easier for the philosophers of the last century,

for all were then agreed that Society was to be " rightly

constituted by victorious Analysis ". But Philosophism has

had its day, and Positivism now reigns in the domain of social

science. We no longer hope to reconstitute society upon a

fabulous state of nature ; we are seeking now to discover the

natural laws of social evolution.

On the one side there are the biological sociologists who
would determine the principles of the new science by analogies

drawn from the animal world. But it is not enough rnerely to

substitute super-organic for organic evolution, and proceed at

once to confer biological definitions upon sociological facts.

True, the terminology of the science is thereby enriched and

its methods somewhat improved ; but the principles peculiar

to social growth still remain to be discovered. There is also

a group of psychological sociologists who seek the motives of

collective life in the individual instincts of the man. But

personal proclivities are so largely the result of historical

inheritance and the social environment, that there is constant

danger in pursuing this method of confusing cause with conse-

quence, and thus becoming involved in a vicious circle. It is

difficult, besides, without some guiding principle, to hit upon

instincts that are especially 'characteristic of the human
species, and at the same time sufficiently original and universal

to apply to all social phenomena. Still another coterie of geo-

graphical sociologists endeavours to explain society from the
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standpoint of the physical environment. Racial peculiarities

may perhaps be accounted for on these grounds, and there can

be no doubt that early social development is strictly determined

by geographic factors, or that variations in primitive communi-

ties are largely the result of differences in environmental

conditions ; but modern society is far removed in time and

acquired attainments from purely physical nature, and it is

impossible any longer to refer historical phenomena directly

to their geographical antecedents.

A modicum of the truth is, indeed, contained in each of

the above-mentioned explanations of social phenomena; no one

alone is able, however, to account for the " standing miracle

of this world ". A term is still lacking to explain the peculiar

constitution of society and mark off the collective activities

of mankind from similar phenomena occurring in the animal

world. What is required is some unifying concept that will

take from biology, psychology and geography the necessary

first principles, and construct these premisses into a distinctly

sociological theory. How then shall we describe the immediate

antecedents of society ?

Aristotle categorically declared that " man is by nature a

political animal," and Darwin also took it as an axiom that

"man is a social being". But this is not strictly true. The

human being may inherit certain traits that make for collective

activity, but to say that he is naturally political or social is

purely gratuitous. The ape-like progenitors of man evidently

lived, like their nearest simian relatives to-day, in detached

family groups, and the lowest savages to-day know nothing

of political or social organisation. It is evident thus that the

social faculties of man are a later acquisition, and, if we mistake

not, they were originally derived from the antecedent economic

instinct. It is impossible, of course, to separate man sharply

from the animal world ; but qualitatively, at least, he is to be

distinguished from the lower orders by his marked economic

capacity. As far back as we know anything about him, the

human being has shown a conscious desire to improve his lot.
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He wishes to satisfy his increasing wants, and so acquire

pleasure ; he is equally anxious to rise superior to the antago-

nistic forces surrounding him, and so avoid pain. So long as

he could gain his quotum of pleasure and avoid unnecessary

pain without the help of his fellows, isolated production was
the rule, and the family constituted the largest social group.

But as the economic struggle for existence became more

severe, utilitarian motives led to co-operation and association,

and the family was accordingly enlarged into the clan and the

tribe. Economic necessity thus determined the original forms

of social life, and collective activity was primarily derived from

that natural desire common to all sentient beings, but peculiarly

characteristic of man, to avoid the evil things and obtain the

good things of the material world.

On its subjective side sociology is thus connected with

biology by economic psychology. But as superorganic evolu-

tion is equally as dependent as organic evolution upon the

physical world, it is left for environmental conditions to give

direction to the economic instinct of man, and so determine

the peculiar constitution of society. Thus, on its . objective

side, sociology is connected with biology by economic geography.

In short, the antecedents of society are strictly economic in

character, and, in its broadest sense, economics constitutes

the logical link connecting sociology with the preceding sciences.

Now the heretofore independent science of political economy

is itself established upon psycho-geographical premisses, and

stands ready at hand to apply the logic of its limited con-

clusions to the broader sociological field. Thus, if it is possible

to account for the origin of society on economic grounds, it is

certainly consistent to continue the same method and refer

the abstract principles of political economy to the concrete

development of social institutions. The economic would seem

thus to be the only proper point of departure for the study of

social phenomena, and it may well be that by applying the

economic laws of production and consumption, distribution

and exchange, historically to social evolution the sociological
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process will itself become intelligible and the true philosophy

of history stand revealed.

Such at least is M. Loria's conviction, and in describing

the economic foundations of society he has certainly rendered

inestimable service to the coming science of society. Like

Aristotle, our author divides social evolution into two distinct

stages, the precapitalistic and the capitalistic. M. Loria's

"final economy" established upon free land is Aristotle's

"natural economy," where there was no " retail trade "
; each is

non-capitalistic in character, and both form the first and last

terms of social evolution. Unlike Aristotle and all subsequent

writers, M. Loria, however, continues to rate the intermediate

stages of historical development in economic terms. This

long period of elaboration he divides again into three epochs,

the slave-economy, the serf-economy, and the wage-economy,

and proceeds to show how the " connective institutions of

society," morality, law and politics have been consistently

dominated through these three stages by a capitalistic spirit.

Objections have been raised to M. Loria's general point of

view, as well as to his particular conclusions, but as the author

meets these criticisms himself in this edition of his work it

would be out of place to anticipate the discussion in the

preface. Being in such hearty accord with the economic

theory of our author, we do not wish to take captious exception

to any part of his doctrine. It does seem to us, however, that

rather too exclusive importance is attached to the land as a

sociological factor, and too little weight given to other forms

of capitalistic opportunity. Nor do we find that the geographic

premisses of the argument receive the attention they should

to make the dynamics of the economic theory effective. On
the other hand, M. Loria's greatest contributions to economic

sociology appear to us to lie in the domain of political science.

His theory of the economic basis of political sovereignty is

especially remarkable, and his description of the political

function of the "unproductive labourers" may almost be

regarded in the light of a revelation.
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But what we desire above all, in introducing the work of this

illustrious Italian scholar to the great English-speaking public,

is to emphasise the significance of his general point of view,

and insist upon the correctness of his economic analysis of

society. Indeed, there is a special fitness in presenting these

theories in the classic land of Political Economy, and before a

people whose activities have been so largely along economic

lines. It is our hope, therefore, that in its present English

form M. Loria's work will continue to receive the marked

attention thus far accorded it on the Continent.

Translation involves an inevitable loss both in style and

lucidity, and we cannot but feel that the present book has

suffered exceptionally from the process. We trust, therefore,

that all shortcomings in this direction will be laid at the door

of the translator, for in the original Les Bases Econotniques de

la Constitution Sociale is a model of good logic and elegant

diction.

L. M. KEASBEY.
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The rich ruleth over the poor and the borrower is servant to the lender.

Proverbs, xxii. 7.

Una genie impera e I'altra langue.

Dante, Inferno, viii. 82.

Thirteen years ago I sketched a rough outline of the present

work to serve the modest purpose of an inaugural dissertation

for the University of Sienna. I had little thought at that time

that the book would ever have the honour of being translated.

Nor can I attribute the flattering reception my original work

received entirely to its intrinsic worth, for the merits of the

first edition were slight. I must rather refer the success of the

book to the perfect frankness with which it denounced the

enormities of contemporary morals and politics, and set the

plain truth over against the systematic falsification of things

so common to modern sociologists. The book revealed the

secret to the world : it boldly declared what no one had had

the courage to say, that cupidity, narrow, mean egoism and

class spirit ruled in our so-called democracies ; it ruthlessly

unmasked the political deities that the world had been in the

habit of invoking with pompous phrases, and, raising the veil

that covered them, it showed that where we had expected to

find the mystical I sis, there was only a yawning greedy crocodile.

To bome the revelation seemed bold, to others sacrilegious,

but to all extremely interesting. Thus the fragile bark,

intended only for the tranquil waters of Tuscan rivers, has

made a tour of the world and navigated distant seas without

suffering serious shipwreck.

Now that opportunity has offered itself to put forth the

results of my continued researches before a larger public,

instead of publishing a bare translation of the original Italian
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edition, I have decided to undertake a complete revision of

the work. The flattering reception my book received has

imposed new obligations upon the author, however, and it has

become incumbent upon me to submit my conclusions to a

searching examination, and support them with fresh analysis

and repeated proof. This task, I may say without hesitancy,

I have conscientiously fulfilled. All parts of my main thesis

have been scrupulously examined and revised, and the theory

itself has been amplified and completed. It is thus less of a

translation of the original work than an entirely new book I

offer in this edition. On account of the new matter introduced,

and the important modification of the old, the present work is

far superioi', in my own opinion, to the original edition.

That the book still contains imperfections I shall be the

first to admit. In spite of the many improvements made in

the text, I feel I ought to repeat, by way of preface to this

translation, what I remarked concerning the first edition

:

" It is after all but a sketch, a rapid review of the principal

aspects of a theme which demands closer investigation and

considerable enlargement ". Nevertheless, imperfect as it is,

I cannot but believe that the work will prove of some value,

and that it will induce more competent scholars to accord these

studies the technical skill and broad knowledge of philosophy,

law and politics that an intellect, strolling through a field not

peculiarly his own, cannot well be expected to possess. And
it may be permitted me to hope that in its more ambitious

form my book will enlist as much, if not more, sympathetic

attention than the original edition received. Let us trust that

the larger vessel will have no less happy a voyage than the

little bark on whose lines it has been constructed! Such is

my ardent hope in launching these pages upon the stormy sea

of international science.

O navis, referent in mare te novi

FluctusI . . .

ACHILLE LORIA.

Padua, September, 1898. "
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INTRODUCTION.

THE ECONOMIC CONSTITUTION OF SOCIETY.

If we examine attentively the societies developing at the

present day in the civilised countries of the old and new
worlds, they present, we find, one common phenomenon

:

absolutely and irrevocably all of them fall into two distinct

and separate classes ; one class accumulates in utter idleness

enormous and ever-increasing revenues, the other, far more

numerous, labours life-long for miserable wages ; one class

lives without working, the other works without living—without

living a life, at least, worthy of the name. When confronted

by so marked and so painful a contrast, the question must at

once occur to every mind that reflects : Is this sad state of

affairs the result of inherent necessity, inseparable from the

organic conditions of human nature ; or is it merely the

outcome of certain historical tendencies that are destined to

disappear at a later st;i«c of social evolution ?

After a long mental pilgrimage through the vast domain of

economic sociology, I, for my part, have arrived at the con-

clusion that the truth is to be found in the latter alternative

:

that capitalistic property, with its caste division of humanity

into capitalists and labourers, is by no means the product of

conditions inherent in human nature, but simply the result of

powerful historical causes which will eventually disappear.

In support of this conclusion, I shall have occasion, in the

course of the present work, to set forth a variety of facts.

Hut before entering into the complexities of the problem, I

will undertake at the outset to outline the results of my
investigations in the following rough sketch.

I
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In this way 1 would account for the genesis, the character

and the tendencies of capitalistic property : while free lands

exist that can be cultivated by labour alone, and when a man

without capital may, if he choose, establish himself upon an

unoccupied area, capitalistic property is out of the question

;

as no labourer is disposed to work for a capitalist when he can

labour on his own account upon land that costs him nothing.

Evidently, therefore, while such conditions prevail, the labourers

will simply take possession of the free lands and apply their

labour to the soil, adding to this the capital they accumulate.

In case the productivity of the land be high, these producers

of capital, as I shall call them, will not be disposed to

co-operate, as it is not at all to their advantage to subject

their natural independence to the restraints of association,

merely to increase a product which is already sufficiently

abundant in itself. Under this supposition, isolated production

constitutes, therefore, the natural economic form ; unless,

perchance, the despotic authority of the State compels the

producers to co-operate. If, however, the productivity of the

land be low, a motive will at once appear, urging the producers

to join their forces with a view to increasing the product. The

necessary economic form under this hypothesis, is consequently,

either a partnership of producers of capital, who labour jointly

and divide the product in equal parts—and this I shall call the

simple association—or a voluntary co-operative group composed

of one or more producers of capital and one or more ordinary

labourers, who act conjointly, each receiving an equal share in

the product—and this we shall speak of as the mixed association.

But free land being given, the above-mentioned division of

society into a class of non-labouring capitalists, and a class of

non capitalistic labourers, is in either case out of the question
;

for under such circumstances, it is impossible for an idle

capitalist to acquire any profit. -

Access to the free lands, whence the labourers derive their

power and their independence, must, consequently, be in some

way cut off before capital -can acquire any profits. And if, on
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account of the sparsity of population, the soil itself cannot be

entirely appropriated, access to the free lands can only be

prevented by subjugating the labourers themselves. Property

in human beings is, therefore, the first step toward the

realisation of capitalistic ownership. At the outset the

subjugation of the labouring population may be accomplished

under the brutal form of slavery ; but, later on, when the

declining productivity of the soil has to be offset by labour

of a higher degree of efficiency, slavery must be mitigated

in the interests of production by some milder form of ser-

vitude.

Colonial countries, where free lands abound, offer striking

illustrations of these propositions, and any one who has rightly

comprehended the development of these interesting lands,

must recognise the truth of our assertions. Note, for example,

in the descriptions of the early days of the United States, how
this fortunate country is depicted as inhabited by a noble race

of independent labourers, ignorant of the bare possibility of

capitalistic property ; read Washington's letters which tell how
impossible the farmers found it to acquire any income what-

soever from their lands unless they cultivated them along with

their labourers ; and mark how Parkinson, Strickland and

other Europeans who travelled in America during the eighteenth

century, were one and all struck with amazement at this strange

land where money did not breed money. We can also under-

stand why the slave system of the ancient world and the

serfdom of the middle ages were both re-introduced into our

modern colonies; for it was only by resorting to such means
that profits could be acquired during these epochs preceding

the appropriation of the soil.

Certain economic phenomena of the middle ages also illustrate

the effects produced by the existence of free land. Thus with

the disappearance of serfdom from manufacturing industries

while fertile lands still remained unoccupied, there developed

that primitive form of the mixed asscjciation known as the

crafts-gild, which categorically excluded profit by dividing the
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product in equal proportions between the producers of capital

(the gild-masters) and the ordinary labourers (the journeymen).

And as profits could only be extorted by violence, persecution

of the workmen followed in time as a natural result. The
prohibition of usury was another outcome of these conditions

;

for the capitalists' difficulty in acquiring profits from industrial

enterprise rendered the very idea of interest on capital incon-

ceivable, and thus naturally caused it to be regarded as the

result of theft or fraud.

But the normal increase of population eventually results in

the appropriation of all lands cultivable by labour alone, and

the economic system then undergoes a radical transformation.

The labourer now loses that liberty of choice which up to this

constituted his safeguard against the usurpations of capital,

and henceforth he has no means of livelihood other than to sell

his labour to the capitalist for the wages which it pleases the

latter to determine. The wage-earner is now actually compelled

to give over to the capitalist the better part of the product,

and so accord the latter a profit on his capital. In this way
profits are instituted automatically, no longer through violence,

but simply by dint of the progressive appropriation of the soil.

This process, by depriving the labourer of his liberty of choice,

establishes his economic bondage.

The simple appropriation of all lands cultivable by labour

alone does not, however, succeed in completely guaranteeing

the existence of the capitalistic economy, for there must still

remain a great number of plots whose cultivation, it is true,

cannot be undertaken without some capital, but which do not

require any great amount. Were the labourers thus in a

position to lay by sufficient wealth, with the possibility still

open of establishing themselves upon free land, they would at

once recover their liberty of choice, and the exclusion of all

profits would be the inevitable result. Thus the reduction of

wages to a minimum, preventing the possibility of accumulation,

is the condition sine qua non of the continuance of the capital-

istic economy ; and it is,, consequently, indispensable for the
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capitalists to reduce the remuneration of their labourers to the

strictest necessities.

This reduction of wages to a minimum may be brought about

in a variety of ways : by the actual lowering of wages ; or

through the depreciation of money ; or by means of the intro-

duction of machinery more costly than the labour which it

replaces ; or by the expansion of unproductive capital employed

in credit and banking transactions, in the use of metallic

money, and in public debts ; or through the introduction of an

excessive number of useless intermediaries ; or by the creation

of a superfluous population producing competition among the

workmen employed. It is true, all these methods put a check

on production and correspondingly diminish the surplus, but,

nevertheless, the proprietary class cannot refuse to employ

them, as they afford the only means of assuring the persistence

of profits, by preventing a rise in wages which would inevitably

result in the total suspension of the revenue derived from

capital.

But a further augmentation of population must eventually

result in the total occupation of the land, and the capitalists'

exclusive appropriation of the soil then suffices of itself to

deprive the labourers of their liberty of option and afford a

perpetual income to property. Capitalists thus find themselves

relieved of the necessity of having to resort to costly and un-

productive means of reducing wages in order to guarantee the

continuance of their incomes. The action of capitalistic

property becomes henceforth automatic—that is to say, it con

tinues to exist without any direct effort on the part of the

capitalist toward restricting the liberty or limiting the re-

muneration of the labourer. The capitalists, in other words,

have only to see to it, henceforth that landed property does

not escape from their grasp in order to be assured of a per-

petual income at the expense of the labouring class. Thus

the basis of capitalistic property is always the same, it rests

upon the suppression of the free land and the exclusion of the

labourer from access to the productive powers of the soil.
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This exclusion is accomplished by different means following the

different stages in the progressive occupation of the land, and

according to the varying degrees of fertility of the soil. So
long as there remain free lands which can be cultivated by

labour alone, suppression can only be accomplished by means

of slavery and serfdom ; but when the still unoccupied stretches

can only be cultivated by those who possess capital, suppres-

sion of the free lands can then be effected by means of a syste-

matic reduction of wages on a scale which does not allow the

labourers to accumulate wealth. Finally, when the augmenta-

tion of population makes it possible to occupy all the land

then, at last, suppression can be accomplished by the simple

appropriation of the soil on the part of the capitalist class.

The transition from one to another of these successive phases

in the suppression of the free land is effected through an

economic revolution, which decomposes the effete social system,

and brings to light a new social form.

Besides thus radically affecting distribution, the suppression

of the free land also exercises two opposing influences upon

production. By co-ordinating the efforts of slaves, serfs and

wage-earners, the suppression of the free land does, indeed,

have the effect of rendering labour more efficient. But, on

the other hand, the compulsory character of such co-operation

necessarily confines production within sensible bounds, which

can only be stretched to a limited degree by the introduction

of less restrictive methods of suppressing the free land. Co-

operative labour is, in other words, more productive than

individual labour, but compulsory co-operation is still inferior

in efficiency to voluntary co-operation. If, then, free access to

lands of a high degree of fertility would naturally engender an

economy of isolated producers, suppression of the free land

is in this case technically superior to free land itself, and

constitutes a step toward progress and civilisation. But in

cases where the poor quality of the soil would of itself

naturally determine a system of voluntary co-operation, sup-

pression of any kind is technically disadvantageous and merely
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offers obstacles to production. Now in the course of the

normal increase of population, the fertilitj^ of the last lands

cultivated is bound to diminish until a limit is finally reached,

when the quality of the soils on the margin of cultivation

would, if the land were free, naturally determine a voluntary

co-operation of labour. When this point is reached, the con-

tinued suppression of the free land no longer constitutes a

factor in technical progress, but must become henceforth an

obstacle to further production, and the exigencies of an

augmenting population only renders the retention of the

compulsory system still more intolerable. Thus the ultimate

effect of the suppression of the free land is to confine pro-

duction within continually narrowing bounds. The first result

is to curtail capitalistic incomes, and the ultimate extinction

of the revenues is only a question of time. The day is,

tlicrefore, bound to come, when production can no longer

proceed under the capitalistic regime. And, then, in order

to avoid increasing penury, society will practically be compelled

to re-establish free land, and accord to every individual the

right to occupy as great an area as he can cultivate with his

own labour. A voluntary system of co-operation will then

establish itself spontaneously upon the basis of free ownership

of the soil. This will constitute the only adequate economic

form, and result at last in social equilibrium.^

To resume : we find ourselves confronted by two social

forms that are radically opposed. On the one hand, there

is the mixed association, which is based upon free land, and

established upon tiic riglit of each individual to occupy as

great an area as he can cultivate with his own labour. This

system involves an equal division of the product between the

capitalist labourer and the co-operating labourer, and con-

stitutes a social form which excludes all class differences,

eliminates privilege, and does away with all manner of

' For tin- fullcf ticvclopmcnt i)f the tlicoi-y here outlined, we must
refer the reader to our Annlysc di la Pri)/>riiti Cupifnlistt', Turin, Bocca,

1889.
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usurpation. On the other hand stands capitalistic ownership,

which rests upon the suppression of the free land and the

consequent exclusion of the mass of humanity from access

to the productive capacity of the soil—an exclusion which is

effected first through slavery and serfdom, then by the

reduction of wages, and finally through capital's exclusive

appropriation of the soil. Under this latter social form the

collective product is divided into two great portions—the

wages of labour and the income from property ; and humanity

is accordingly severed into the classes of the exploited and

the exploiters.

The mixed association constitutes the final economic ^ form

towards which society is unconsciously tending ; while capital-

istic property, on the other hand, represents, in its successive

phases, the several stages in this evolution, the long and painful

process of elaboration from which the definitive economic

organisation of humanity will one day emerge. The former

system thus possesses a normal and absolute value, while the

latter is of but historical and transitory importance. During

the course of the ages the final economic form has only shown

itself sporadically and in part. Up to the present it has only

appeared like an indistinct mirage upon the extreme horizon

of evolution. But every phenomenon and every problem must

be studied in its final phase, and in the last stage of its develop-

ment. Thus, in order to properly appreciate the character of

social evolution, to fathom the true nature of past and present

conditions, and to trace their mysterious processes back to

their original causes, it is essential for us to analyse this final

economy.

Now all manner of usurpation and every species of conflict

being absent from the final economic system, it is perfectly

well able to persist by itself, without relying upon any extrinsic

1 1 may state here, once for all, that by the expression " final form "

{forme limite de Veconomie)—borrowing a term well understood by mathe-

maticians— I mean that form which represen's the last stage in the

development of a phenomenon.
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supports. But capitalistic property presupposes the exclusion

of the toiling masses from the possession of the soil, and must,

therefore, be established by violence. It is accordingly main-

tained by virtue of two distinct processes. Economic means

are requisite, in the first place, in order to enforce the continued

suppression of the free land. The analysis of these methods

pertains to political economy, and does not properly enter

into the subject-matter of the present work. But in order

to support itself, capitalistic property must furthermore have

recourse to a series of, what w^e may call, connective institutions,

whose special function it is to guarantee property against all

reaction on the part of those excluded from the possession of

the soil. The most important of these so-called connective

institutions are : viorality, law and politics. These great

social phenomena may, accordingly, be regarded as organic

products of capitalistic property—or property, at least, meta-

morphoses, and adapts them to suit its own ends. This is the

point we have to prove, and we believe the reader who follows

us through the investigations forming the subject-matter of the

present work, will be convinced of the accuracy of our analysis.





PART I.

THE BCONOMIC FOUNDATIONS OF MORALITY.





CHAPTER I.

THE MORALITY OF THE FINAL SOCIETY.

Let us suppose the existence of a free-land economy and its

natural corollary, the mixed association of labour. What, then,

would be the highest rule of human conduct and how could we
be assured of its fulfilment; wherein, in other words, would

the ethical sanction of such a system consist ? The answer to

this question is contained in the supposition itself.

The morality of the final organisation of society simply

consists in the acts and abstentions that make for cohesion

and social well-being. Individual egoism suffices as a motive,

and no further sanction is necessary. By the very hypothesis,

all acts injurious to social cohesion and collective well-being,

all forms of usurpation between man and man, turn im-

mediately to the disadvantage of the agent himself, and this

of itself is enough to show him that such conduct is contrary

to his enlightened egoism. The very existence of the mixed

association implies that the society in question has already

reached that stage in its development when the suppression of

the free land no longer accords permanent advantage to the

capitalist, as the limitations of production preclude the pos-

sibility of accjuiring any revenue from capital. No one is, ac-

cordingly, inclined to suppress the free land in order to establish

a capitalistic economy, inasmuch as he is aware that such

suppression carries with it no lasting advantage. Under such

conditions, therefore, economic usurpation is absolutely ex-

cluded.

But even if usurpation were not thus excluded in the agent'J*

own interest, any attempt of one protlucer to injure another

must at any rate provoke an immediate reaction injurious

to the usurper himself. Indeed, under any economic system

(13)
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where men are free and equal, usurpation is both irrational and
anti-egoistic, since it is bound to provoke a corresponding re-

action rendering it harmful to the agent himself; but where
the economy is associative in character the injury is especially

marked. Thus the producer of capital who should endeavour

to curtail the compensation of the ordinary labourer would only

urge the latter to disrupt the association, thus in the end de-

priving his own labour of the power and efficiency accorded it

by the association. And the result would be the same if the

ordinary labourer should attempt to effect an unjust reduction

in the compensation of the producer of capital. In like

manner, any arbitrary attempt on the part of one class of

producers to deprive another class of its legitimate influence

in public affairs, would only offer provocation to the injured

class to break up the association of labour, and this in turn

would result in the ultimate injury of those instrumental in

bringing about the original rupture. Thus a rule of justice

emerges spontaneously from such a social organisation, origi-

nating in the enlightened egoism of all its members.

And over and above this purely negative function, expressed

in the dictum, neminem Icede, egoism also enforces the

positive and nobler aspects of morality, summed up in the

precept, inio oinnes quantum pates jiiva. It is, indeed, but a

natural consequence of the associative character of this final

economy, that the kindness accorded a co-partner should

accrue to the advantage of the benefactor himself. Thus
the producer of capital who exhibits a kindly spirit toward

the ordinary labourer, actually augments the productive

activity of the latter, thus increasing the total product, and

therewith adding to the portion thereof which reverts to him,

the benefactor. And the same holds true of the acts of

kindness performed by a producer of capital to his partners,

and of the services rendered by the ordinary labourers to the

producers of capital, or to the other workmen with whom they

cooperate.

In short, under an economic system where value is exclu-

sively measured by the cost of production, and where no

species of monopoly prevails, the favours conferred by one
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producer upon another accrue to the advantage of the former,

as he in his capacity of consumer profits by the improved

conditions under which the goods he demands are produced.

Thus, from whatever side we look at the matter, abundant

proof is offered that individual egoism of itself suffices in the

final society to determine a system of morality, assuring social

well-being, and corresponding to the highest ideal of virtue

imaginable.

Nor is the moral constitution of this final society in the

least disturbed by the fact that the several producers may
possess different degrees of physical and intellectual force.

As a matter of fact, the present disparity in the physical and

moral powers of individuals, is largely a bye-product of the

capitalistic regime itself, and it may reasonably be expected

that the prevailing inequalities among producers will be to a

large extent neutralised under non-capitalistic conditions, but

we have not to rely upon this contingency to support our

contention. The associative character of the final economy of

itself renders absolutely irrational all desire on the part of the

strong to take advantage of their superiority, to the detriment

of the weak ; for any such attempt would only impel the

weaker producers to retire from the association, and this in

turn would render the labour of the strong less efficient, and

consequently diminish the return f(jrmerly accruing to them.

The better endowed may, indeed, profit from their superiority

by producing more abundantly, and in obtaining in return a

greater reward ; but beyond this legitimate advantage, no

further privilege is conceivable. Thus, instead of dissipating

their forces in a useless and sterile conflict with the weaker

producers, the strong apply themselves exclusively to aug-

menting social production. Untjer such economic conditions,

enlightened egoism may even urge the strong to succour the

weak, since the improved condition of the latter accrues to

the advantage of the association, and consequently to the

strong themselves. Thus not through a spirit of disinterested-

ness, but simply in accordance with the law of self-interest,

the strong naturally devote some of their energies in rendering

assistance to co-producers less fortunately endowed.
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Thus granting a disparity of forces among the several pro-

ducers, we are still led back to the same conclusion : under the

supposed economic conditions egoism assures the fulfilment of

the most scrupulous justice, and makes for general kindliness.^

^ It is evident from the above that in order to prove that the ethics of

love will be spontaneously established within the final society, it is not

necessary to suppose with Bellamy and other socialists, that egoism will

cease to be active under this final economic regime, and that each will

take pleasure in working for others. This would only be admissible

under the supposition that the final society would succeed in changing

human nature—a thing at least very problematic. The above de-

monstration holds good, however, without recourse to any absurd

hypothesis. We have simply to take account of the fact that, within

an economy where equality prevails, especially if it be associative in

character, respect for the well-being of another is in conformity with

the egoism of the individual, because every injury and every benefit

accorded to others inevitably reacts to the disadvantage or advantage of

the agent himself. It is thus with good reason that Lange {Gcschichtc des

Materialismiis, Iserlohn, 1875, ii., pp. 470-472) remarks that a morality

founded upon egoism would prove both possible and effective in a society

of equals. There is, accordingly, nothing strange in the fact that among
peoples who know nothing of the inequality of wealth, morality is ruled

by egoism, as for example, among the savages of Australia, where every

useful act is reputed just (Letourneau, Evolution de la .morale, Paris,

1887, p. 172). Hobbes was, therefore, absolutely in the wrong when he

conceived the natural state of man to be the war of all against all ; for,

within an economy where equality prevails, the reciprocal limitations of

individual desires must, on the contrary, determine universal peace.



CHAPTEE II.

MORALITY IN THE CAPITALISTIC SOCIETY.

If, after having analysed the ultimate conditions of economic

evolution, we now turn our attention to the process of develop-

ment, we shall readily perceive that during these unperfected

stages individual egoism dictates a very different rule of con-

duct. Where the free land is suppressed, society no longer

constitutes an aggregate of economic equals, but becomes

divided into two distinct and separate classes : one composed

of men deprived of their liberty of choice and obliged to work

for their living, and the other made up of men with the privi-

lege of living without working—and this latter class is again

split up into a number of sub-classes and groups.

During these unperfected stages of economic evolution, a

group of men may suppress the free land to advantage and

establish thereon their economic superiority. Usurpation

becomes thus useful, and, therefore, rational. The strong,

who in the free-land economy were unable to take advantage

of their strength to the detriment of the weak, may now use

force to exclude the weak from the possession of the soil, since

from such usurpation they acquire a large and lasting profit.

And after having violently suppressed the free land the vic-

torious class may cf)ntinue to exercise its egoistic instincts in

a limitless manner at the expense of the vanquished; for the

latter are no longer able to free themselves from this rela-

tion of subjection by disrupting the compulsory association

of labour. Among a society of equals such offences are im-

possible, since every man is opposed in the exorcise of his own
egoism by the egoism of his fellows ; but when equality no

longer prevails, and society is divided into two classes, the

egoism of the masters is given free rein and may go to any

2 (17)
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excess at the expense of the slaves, because such acts of ag-

gression assure definite advantages to their perpetrators, and

there is no longer any fear of retaliation or of refusal to work

on the part of the disfranchised. The result is that individual

egoism now, for the first time, provokes a series of acts which

are distinctly injurious to the greater number of society.

Usurpation also becomes possible in the midst of the pro-

prietary class as well, on account of the disparity of wealth

prevailing among the members of this group—a disparity which

allows large owners to realise on appropriations and abuses

at the expense of the small. But the relations existing among
proprietors do not at all resemble those of which we have just

been speaking, where some persons possess all the power and

others have none, and where rebellion being precluded, domina-

tion is the only relation possible. They differ likewise from the

relations which prevail in the mixed association among indi-

viduals endowed with an equal amount of economic force, and

between whom, consequently, all strife is impossible—or, in

any event, sterile. They are rather the relations which grow

up between individuals who are independent of each other and

yet equipped with different economic resources, and placed,

accordingly, under conditions where mutual antagonism becomes

at once possible, and, at the same time, fruitful in its results.

This competition among proprietors, unequally endowed with

economic force, necessarily leads to the encroachment of the

stronger upon the weaker ; but such usurpation always finds

its limit in the strength of the competing proprietors, and in

the organic conditions of property itself. The less powerful

proprietors—and herein they differ from the labourers—can,

to some extent, prevent the aggression of the strong, by uniting

their capitals and thus mitigating their economic inferiority.

Such is the first check imposed upon the conduct of the larger

proprietors in the interest of the smaller. Another no less

efficacious check arises from the fact that the inherent con-

ditions of property render it impossible, or at least, very

difficult, for proprietors to carry out any such plan of mutual

encroachment. To this we may add, that proprietors, great

and small, are banded together politically, to form the state,
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and in their own interests, they are therefore not inclined to be

implacable in their reciprocal usurpation. Thus, though the

egoism of the proprietors may follow its extreme bent in its

manifestations against the proletariat class, whenever it at-

tempts to exert itself in the midst of the proprietary class, it

finds powerful obstacles in the strength of the competitors

engaged in the struggle and in the organic conditions of pro-

perty.

But if labourers and small owners can neither frustrate the

efforts nor prevent the usurpations of capitalists and large

owners, what is to prevent them from having recourse to the

ultima ratio of the oppressed—insurrection? If the labourers

cannot forsake the capitalist because the free land is suppressed,

why do they not rebel and break down this economic system

which oppresses them ? Is it not perfectly clear that the

labourers would naturally endeavour to revolt against this

violent suppression, and is not their acquiescence in such

suppression therefore in direct contradiction to their most

elementary egoistic instincts ? ^

Far from ignoring these problems, the capitalistic class has

solved them with marvellous adroitness. To this end, capital

first has recourse to methods essentially economic in character.

By enrolling unproductive labourers on its side, and by making

parasites of a number of its hirelings—who, with nothing to

do, are still richly paid, and therefore interested in defending

the property system—capital renders of less avail the numer-

ical superiority of those excluded from the possession of the

soil. But such means of themselves are inadequate to offset

the numerical superiority of the labourers, and prevent a revolt

on their part, which by virtue of their very numbers must
necessarily prove successful. The capitalistic class resorts ac-

' Maine (Ancient Law, p. 243 ff., Henry Holt & Co., N.Y., 1888) asks

how the respect for property entered into the human miml, and answers
that it was developed as the result of time ami tradition. Hut it is per-

fectly clear that such an answer explains nothinj*, as there still remains
the question of its otij^inal appearance. For, even before the element of

time had come to militate in its f;ivoui', property was still respected by
non-owners, whose very self-interest must have urged them to violate it.
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cordingly to a more decisive method, whose application is again

entrusted to the unproductive labourers. The means employed

are no longer material in character, but marked with a moral

impress. The unproductive labourers, who have no other

effective occupation, are now employed in giving a false

direction to the egoism of the subjugated classes, and in

perverting the calculation on which it is based. This is

effected by setting up a fanciful moral sanction over against

the labourers' revolutionary tendencies, causing the disin-

herited classes to dread the idea of revolt, and to look upon

rebellion as more abhorrent even than submission. In this

way, the bearing of the proletarians toward their masters (and

the same may be said of the attitude of small owners toward

the large) comes under the discipline of a moral law, which is

exactly calculated to pervert their egoism, and render them

tolerant under capitalistic usurpation.

But it does not suffice to proceed against the oppressed

classes alone in such a way as to render reaction on their

part less probable ; it is also necessary to persuade the pro-

prietors themselves not to push their policy of usurpation to

the point of provoking the downtrodden classes to revolt in

spite of themselves. The conduct of capitalistic proprietors

toward the poor and toward small owners has likewise to be

disciplined by a series of checks in order to prevent them from

going to excesses, endangering the very existence of capitalistic

property. It may seem at first as though no sanction were

necessary to induce the large proprietors to assume a proper

attitude toward the poor and toward the smaller proprietors,

as such conduct is really in direct conformity with their en-

lightened self-interest. But such is not the case. It is true,

egoism suffices of itself to direct human conduct so long as the

results which it entails are evident and recognised beforehand.

Thus, for example, in the society established upon free land,

egoism is, of itself, quite enough to prevent aggression, as it is

perfectly evident that the immediate effect of any such attempt

would be injurious to the agent himself. But the society

founded upon the suppression of the free land differs from the

free-land society in that social relations are in the latter case
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unconscious and the agent remains ignorant of the results of

his acts. Another fact must also be taken into account in this

connection, namely, the possibility afforded by the suppression

of the free land of allowing the injury resulting from an

action to fall upon other shoulders than those of the person

who commits it. In a social economy based upon free land an

injurious action reverts at once, and without any possibility

of mistake to the disadvantage of the perpetrator, and self-

interest urges him accordingly to abstain from like acts in the

future. But an evil act perpetrated within an economy where

the land has been appropriated only reacts upon him who com-

mits it after a complicated series of repercussions which make
it impossible for him to comprehend beforehand the injurious

nature of the act that he commits and the consequent neces-

sity of abstaining therefrom. This very complication of capita-

listic relations furthermore allows the agent to shift upon

others the injury resulting from his own acts, and thus renders

his abstention still less rational and essential. As a result,

egoism no longer suflices of itself to restrain the conduct of

proprietors toward the poor and toward other proprietors

within fixed bounds. It has, therefore, to be curbed and held

in check by means of a morality which represents, as producing

some fanciful injury, the act whose real evil effects are beyond

the ken of the agent. Thus the same sort of moral coercion

as is necessary to induce the poorer classes to adopt a line of

conduct contrary to their real egoism, is found to be equally

essential in lending the richer classes to follow a line of

conduct which is indeed at variance with tiieir apparent, con-

scious and immediate interests, but which conlorms uncon-

sciously and indirectly with their real egoism. Thus it happens

that we are witnesses of this strange and, at first sight, incom-

prehensible spectacle of a class constrained to act according to

its own interests.

We are accordingly obliged to recognise that the relations

existing between large owners on the f)ne hand, and labourers

and small owners on the other, give rise to a twofold moral

code : there is the ethics of obedience instilled into the minds
of the suhjugntcd classes, compelling them to act in conformity
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with the interests of the rich ; and there is the capitaHstic

morahty which, while permitting the most pitiless usurpations,

still prevents such excesses as might lead to a revolt of the

oppressed, and thus undermine the property system.

But what is the nature of the moral force which thus

compels the proprietary classes to act in conformity with

their real interests, and at the same time forces the poorer

classes to conduct themselves in a manner diametrically

opposed to theirs ? To understand the nature of a moral

force of this kind, which is essentially psychic in character,

it is first necessary to examine the psychological influences

exerted by the suppression of the free land ; for it is clear

we cannot understand the workings of a machine until we
know the conditions under which it operates, and the materials

upon which its activities are employed.

Now if we examine the psychological influences surrounding

isolated or co-actively associated labour, we find they reduce

themselves to the following : First, labour, whose productivity

is limited, either on account of its lack of association, or by

reason of the checks imposed by compulsory association, is

unable to dominate matter completely, and finds .itself accord-

ingly unable to effectually control the forces of nature. Second,

this fact, taken together with the unconscious character of the

social relations surrounding the individual, determines a sort

of obsession of the mental faculties, and engenders a feeling

of degradation and impotence, because he, as an individual,

feels himself the victim of social forces, of whose ulterior

tendencies he is ignorant, and whose processes he is unable

to control. Third, the necessity of reconciling the social

conscience to the existence of economic forms which are

essentially corrupt, leads, by a systematic falsification of logic,

to the institution of a settled sophism.

These three influences combined—and more particularly the

first—result in a psychological phenomenon of extraordinary

compass, namely, the idea of the supernatural. Recognising

the futility of his attempts to conquer matter by his own
labour, the human being is wont to regard nature's resistance

in the light of a hostile force, as the emanation of a will
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superior to his own, which by prayers and offerings he seeks

to render propitious. There is, indeed, nothing more natural

than that the individual, who feels himself powerless to over-

come the resistance of nature by his own physical force, should

see in such resistance the work of a supernatural being, against

whose might his own powers are dissipated, and whom sup-

plications and sacrifices alone can appease;—nothing more
natural, in other words, than that " the technically inadequate

human economy, instead of endeavouring to perfect itself,

should invoke the aid of religion. The priests by invoking

rain can drive away the drought, wizards are able to cure

disease, discover the whereabouts of criminals, and guarantee

property against theft. The fetich directs the course of the

lance and arrow if the hand of man be incapable." ^ It is,

therefore, in no wise strange that the religious sentiment is

thus developed as the psychological product of isolated or

co-actively associated labour.-

This explanation is moreover confirmed by the very remark-

able fact that the sense of the supernatural becomes continually

weaker, and religion becomes ever more rationalistic in char-

acter, as less and less restrictive methods are employed for the

compulsory association of labour, and as the power of man over

nature becomes greater in consequence. Thus in northern

countries where the greater resistance of matter necessitates,

and accordingly evokes, the invention of extremely efficient

productive methods, the co-active association of labour is

effected by means which only limit production slightly. And
it is in these very lands where man's power over nature has

attained its most complete development, that religion has

assumed a rationalistic character far removed from the super-

stitious forms of southern religions. Protestantism's triumph

in Germany and England, and its failure to take root in Italy,

' Herrmann, Technischc Fragcn und Problcmc dcr inodcrmn Volkswirth.

scha/t, Lcipzi}?, 1891, pp. 20-21.

^ This psychic product of economic relations is, inJccd, normal; but

Still not necessary in every case. Hence there is nothinj; contradictory

to our thesis in the fact, that people have been discovered absolutely

devoid of relij;ioii.
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Spain, or any of the countries of the South, is also to be
explained in this way. This great historical fact, of which
Macaulay gives so mean an explanation—to wit : the powerful
administrative organisation of the Roman Church !

^—was the
necessary result of labour's inferior ability to overcome the
resistance of matter in these southern countries, and of the
consequent greater intensity of the Southerner's feeling of
impotence and subjection to occult and invincible forces.

But even though the obstacles confronting production con-
tinue thus to diminish as the economic system progresses,
still, they cannot disappear entirely until the compulsory char-
acter of the labour association is destroyed, and a voluntary
association of labour, based upon free ownership of the soil, is

established. Only with the advent of this final social form,
therefore, will the idea of an irresistible power superior to the
forces surrounding mankind ultimately disappear, and therewith
also the religious sentiment, which is its natural corollary.

We see, thus, how strangely those err who regard evil as a
stumbling block in the way of religious belief; for, far from
being in opposition to such belief, evil really constitutes its

foundation. It is, in fact, these very social evils themselves
man's powerlessness over matter, his ignorance of the economic
relations in which he lives, his constant fear in the presence of
their undiscernible and mysterious processes—which together
constitute the pedestal upon which the throne of the Godhead
is erected.

We also see the mistake of those who, though they recognise

a relation of do tit des between God and man in modern re-

ligions, fail to take account of the same in the religions of the
past. 2 This characteristic is, in fact, common to all religions,

since, in all, man is obliged to render supernatural beings pro-

pitious in order to obtain their aid and support. ^ The only

^ Macaulay, Critical and Historical Essays, London, 1883, " Essay on
Ranke," p. 560 ff.

^C/., e.g., Gibbon, History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire
chapter xv.

•'The Romans worshipped the gods solely to gain their support (Mar-
quardt, Romische Staatsalteftlii'imer, Leipzig, 1878, iii., pp. 53, 255 fl). In
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difference among the divers religions consists in the fact that,

in some, this alliance is simply sought during the life on earth,

for the visible struggle between man and nature ; while other

religions fancifully prolong human life beyond the tomb, and
invoke Divine goodness and generosity for an ulterior existence

as well. Thus the pagans of antiquity sought to render the

gods propitious before proceeding with either war or the har-

vest—the two great functions which characterised their social

life—but they accorded only scant importance to the future

life, which (among the Greeks at least) was regarded as a

privilege reserved for eminent personalities. Nor was it other-

wise with the religion of the Jews, who were wont to call upon
their God as an ally in battle, as the dispenser of the harvest

and as the giver of health and material prosperity. In the

Christian world, on the contrary, we invoke the Divine alliance

not merely for the vicissitudes of this temporal life, but also for

the contingencies of an obscure hereafter.

This concept of a life beyond this world will be found,

however, on closer examination to be but a natural filiation

lengthily elaborated of the primitive religious idea. Having
personified the adverse forces of nature and identified them at

will with one or more supersensible beings, the human mind

primitive times, religion simply consisted in an cxchanj^c of services be-

tween men and the j^ods. The altars themselves were nothing but tables

li faded with meatotTerirgs to the gods, and a perfect correspondence
prevailed between that which one asked of the gods and that which one
gave them. The offering, in other words, corresponded to the importance
of the request (Guyao, L'iri'ili^ion dc Vavmir, Paris, 1886, ch. ii.), and
things were not very different in an age more nearly approaching our
own. " Me who speaks of religion, speaks of wealth," wrote Scipione

Ammirato, the Florentine canon, " and the reason is very simple. Re-
li)»ion being a separate account which one keeps with the Seigneur Dieu,

and we mortals being obligcil to apply to him in many events, be it to

return thanks to him for benefits received and evils avoided, or to pray
him to spare us from this or accord us that, it is necessary in cither case,

whether it be as solicitors or as recipients, that wc part with our goods,
not to the God of the Universe who needs them not, but to his temples
and his priests" (Opus Disc. 7). The do iil dts relation between man and
God assumes a brutal character in modern Russia (Lcroy-Heaulieu,
" Sentiment religieux en I^iissie " in the Rivuc dis deux »ioiid,s, 1877).
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then passed on to a fantastic conception of these creatures of

its imagination, and elaborated in fancy their mode of life and

their attitude toward human beings. In appointing the recip-

rocal relations among these supernatural beings, the mind

naturally co-ordinated them in a series which faithfully re-

flected the human hierarchy and reproduced in heaven all the

castes and class distinctions by which the earth has so long

been dishonoured. Thus among the gods as well as among

men, there are the great and the small, nobles and plebeians,

the rich and the poor, freemen and slaves.

^

The connection established in this life between gods and

men consists in rewards and punishments, on the one side, and

worship on the other. And these relations between mankind

and the Godhead, in their turn, reproduce in a mystical manner

the actual economic relations prevailing between man and man

during different historical periods. Thus, during the pagan

epoch, when labour's dependence upon property had its origin

in a brutal subjugation of the many by the few, the relation

1 " Primitive religions reveal a celestial pantheon fashioned in imita-

tion of the existing social order. In the world beyond, the masses of

the population are composed of the shades of men, while the aristocracy

is made up of demigods, above whom again stands the sovereign, re-

presented by the supreme god. In some states of Asia the people re-

cognise one god even as they obey one king, and just as they can ask

nothing of the king except through the medium of satraps and ministers,

so they can demand nothing from their god except through intermediaries

or demigods. In China, likewise, a celestial hierarchy exists which is

the exact reproduction of the earthly hierarchy, and all the privileges of

the upper classes are carried over intact into heaven " (Sieber, Essai sur

la civilisation econotiiique priynitivc, Petersburg, 1883, p. 409). In India

the successive degrees of metempsychosis correspond exactly with the

various existing castes. The elder Hartung {Religion dcr Ronicr, Erlangen,

1836, p. 16) has made some very judicious observations upon the basis

of the Roman religion, and upon its derivation from the social surround-

ings. We might compare our modern concept of God with the idea of

the constitutional monarch or the president of a republic ; while the God

of the middle ages may be likened to the absolute monarch. The inverse

proposition, that social relations are derived from religious institutions,

has been upheld, among others, by Quinet [Le genie dcs religions, CEuvres,

Paris, 1869), and by Max Miiller (Lectures on the Science of Religion,

London, 1870),
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between mankind and the Divinity was likewise derived from

a primitive conquest, supposed to have been effected by the

triumphant gods over all humanity and symbolised in the

victory of the gods over the Titans. During the middle ages, on

the other hand, when the relation between property and labour

assumed a patriarchal character, the relationship between man
and God was likewise rehabilitated in similar guise ; and in

the legends of this period we find the Redeemer represented

in the garb of a feudal lord with the Apostles as his vassals and
mankind as his serfs. Having gone thus far, it was natural

that the imagination of man should prolong the relations thus

established beyond the grave. The mind which admitted the

existence of immortal beings could likewise conceive of man
himself surviving the tomb. It was, therefore, in no wise an

extraordinary idea that the men who worshipped the gods

during this earthly life should be reunited with them at their

death and go to dwell with them in a world beyond.

Thus religious ideas, however elaborate and complex, are all

derived from the original feeling of impotence that the human
being experiences before the forces of nature ; and this senti-

ment, in turn, is the historical product of either the non-

association or the compulsory association of labour. Such is

the psychological basis upon which capitalistic society has

been able to elaborate its methods of coercive morality. Now,
given such psychological conditions, with their resulting mental

phenomena, the means of moral suasion which society has at

its disposal, evidently reduce themselves to the following i/t-ar,

rdiffwn and public opinion.

The first and third methods are easily explainable. They
rest upon the timidity and discouragement resulting from

isolated or compulsorily associated labour, which cause the

human mind to readily submit to the influences of the social

environment. Men are thus forced to act in a manner
contrary to their own interests, either by means of the

semblance of power with which the dominating class surrounds

itself, or by virtue of a system of imaginary penalties which
fall, or appear to fall, upon those who do ncjt act according

to the rules laid down by this class. But the second process
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is not so easy to understand. Religion, in the sense of an
invocation of Divine aid through prayers and offerings, does
not of itself imply morality. Morality is a relation between
man and man ; religion is a relation betvi^een man and God

;

and these two relations may very well be disconnected and
exist independently of each other. This is so true that in

many religions the moral element is absolutely lacking. By
means of sacrifices, the Godhead is in such cases rendered
propitious to material life in general, and to production in

particular; but there is never any thought of gaining his

good-will by following a line of conduct determined by purely
human relations. But though religion is thus not necessarily

accompanied with moral sanctions, it may, nevertheless, be
made to serve as an excellent instrument of moral coercion.

It is sufficient for this purpose that the performance of acts
which are opposed to one's interests be represented as neces-
sary in order to render the Divinity propitious, and avoid his

anger and chastisement. The means of acquiring Divine
favour have, in other words, simply to be so extended as to

include not merely man's acts of reverence to the Deity, but
also a series of actions determined by the relationship of man
to man. In this way God becomes, as it were, the capitalist of

heaven, crediting men with the good actions performed during
their life-time, and paying them a proportional salary either in

this life or in the life to come. Thus the fear of Divine punish-
ment succeeds in doing violence to the egoism of the individual,

deterring inm from acting in conformity with his own interests,

and impelling him to acts which are opposed to his own, but
in conformity with the real egoism of his oppressors.

Let us now see how these three means of moral compulsion
have been applied under the different economic systems.

In the primitive economy where individuals are compelled by
some despotic power to co-operate—but for the good of the
labourer himself, be it remembered, and not at all to the
advantage of the private capitalist—moral coercion is applied

with a view toward forcing men to act in conformity with their

real interests, of which they, indeed, are unconscious, but
which, in reality, demand the conjunction of their forces. A
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code of ethics adapted to such conditions is developed by means
of a series of penalties, pre-eminently religious in character,

which are imposed upon all acts conformable with man's

apparent egoism that tend toward disassociation. We find

examples of such sanctions in the internal life of primitive

communities like the marh or the clan, whose really pure and

elevated morality is entirely directed toward assuring reciprocity

of services among the members of the community, and toward

strengthening the bonds of an association which the individual-

istic instincts of men might tend to break asunder.^

But of still greater interest is the study of the ethics of

savage communities where the relation of individual subjection

only exhibits itself in a partial way. The morals of such

societies, whose members are all free, equal and independent,

should be spontaneously determined by an egoism scarcely

enlightened by a dawning intelligence ; for though, indeed, the

lack of association precludes any egoistic impulse toward

benevolent acts, the very conditions of equality at least create

egoistic motives for abstaining from malevolent acts, which

would provoke an immediate reaction and thus turn to the

disadvantage of the agent himself. But the necessity of moral

coercion is likewise imposed upon these primordial communities

by the existence of domestic servitude, which can only persist

when one entire class, or one sex, is constrained to perform

acts, or endure treatment contrary to its enlightened self-

interest. Now the savage woman's acquiescence in servitude

of this kind can only be obtained through a systematic per-

version of her egoism, representing tolerance and docility as

in conformity with her interest. And the man has also to

contain himself somewhat in his acts of violence toward

womankind, for in overstepping the prescribed limits he will

surely provoke a reaction on the part of the oppressed se.x.

' C/"., e.f^., Maurer, Geschichte der Dorfoerfassung, Erlangcn, 1862, i., pp.
328-40. Prince Krapotkine rightly insists upon the purity of morals in

primitive societies; but he fnils to note tlie coercive ciiaractcr of such

morality and its dcpeniience upon the co-active nature of the economy
(" Mutual Aid amon^j Savaijes," in the Nimlitiilh Century of April, 1891.

i(/., " Amon^ Hinbarians," ibiil., January, 1892).
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But these bounds cannot be spontaneously determined, as

the naturally egoistic man, seeing nothing beyond his own
immediate advantage, with difficulty comprehends the im-

portance of curbing his own desires. Limits have therefore

to be imposed upon the egoism of the dominant sex by means

of an imperative sanction. Thus the introduction of a super-

natural code of morality becomes necessary in order to hold

the oppressed class to a line of conduct contrary to its real

egoism, and to force the dominant class to act at variance

with its immediate interest.

With this in mind, all those terrible prescriptions and super-

stitions that one meets with among savage peoples become

at once intelligible. Up to the present these phenomena have

completely baffled the sociologist, and have thus far only been

explained by means of the most equivocal sophisms. Thus
Wake regards the savage's code of ethics as a product of

his egoism, pronouncing spontaneously upon the necessity of

respecting the property rights in another's chattels and wife,

in order that his own rights to chattels and wife be in like

manner respected.^ But this explanation gives no account

of the supernatural and imperative character of the savage's

moral code, which indeed would have no raison d]etre were the

moral act simply the spontaneous product of individual egoism.

To explain the supernatural character of the morals of the

savage, Wake is therefore driven to take recourse in the

following line of reasoning : First, he tells us that the ethical

character of morality, or the idea of duty, is derived from

respect for the departed, and the belief that the dead require

vengeance for injuries received. Elsewhere he explains to us,

how, on the contrary, man came gradually to admit that that

which was socially injurious was likewise displeasing to the

gods, and then to affirm that that which was displeasing to the

gods was morally reprehensible. And it is from this last

concept that the idea of duty arose, meaning thereby an act

imposed upon the individual in opposition to his egoism. But

in order to reach this difficult combination called duty, Wake
also adds other still more complicated ingredients, as for

"Wake, Evolution of Morality, London, 1878, p. 293 ff.
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example ; a chief of some tribe endowed with genius, custom

and a host of other fine things which render truly laborious

not merely the active formation but even the mere concept of

moral duty.' All these complications are explainable on the

supposition that the author found himself in the presence of

a society where the majority of the population was composed

of free and equal individuals placed under the conditions most

favourable to the spontaneous germination of egoistic morality,

and that the existence of a subjugated class, which alone

renders egoistic morality impossible, escaped his attention.

But the moment we recognise that an oppressed class is

present, even in savage communities, we must at once under-

stand that this class's acquiescence in the existing order of

things is really in opposition to its real interests, and that such

acquiescence must therefore be effected by superior force, as

it can never be spontaneous. The supernatural and imperative

character of prehistoric morality can thus be explained very

simply.

The points we are insisting upon come out still more clearly

when we examine a society somewhat further on in its develop-

ment, where oppression has assumed a more complete form,

and become economic rather than purely domestic in character.

Such are the characteristics of the slave-economy. Here the

psychological and human element is practically lacking, and the

labourer is reduced to the condition of a brute. His acquies-

cence in usurpation is accordingly assured through fear, which

causes him to look upon revolt as totally incapable of securing

him his liberty. An imposing system of moral oppression

succeeds in making the labourer really believe that he is a slave

by nature, that his chains have been forged by a superior power,

and that it is vain to strive to break them. This fiction, built

up with the secular assistance of clients and liegemen, becomes

so formidable in the minds of the oppressed, that they no

longer dare to rebel against their masters, and bow instead

before the destiny which condemns them to serve. Thus the

usurpant egoism of one class, while assuring it enormous

advantages, engenders as its natuiai corollary, the necessity

'Wake, loc. cH., i., pp. .T2()-50.
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of perverting the egoism of the other class, in order to induce
it to endure in silence the injustice of which it is the victim.

The necessary perversion is accomplished by investing the
ruling class with an appearance of terror and almost supersti-
tious awe, which exert an overwhelming influence upon the
oppressed. The obligation thus imposed upon the capitalistic

class of maintaining an awe-inspiring attitude in order to
dominate the disinherited of the land, and the necessity of
instilling fear into the oppressed, either by force or by a show
of force, engenders that morale de Vepee, so common in the
ancient world, whose leading characteristic is the cult of
heroism. But the glorification of personal valour was a
sentiment exclusively reserved for free men. For them alone
force constituted the highest law, while for the slaves, passive
obedience was the only alternative. And this, indeed, was
imposed by every means upon the forsaken and suffering
classes.

During the period of slavery moral compulsion was thus
effected principally through fear, though not to the exclusion
of the other forms of moral co-action that we have mentioned.
Religion especially very often served as a cloak to be assumed
by the instrument of terrorism, in order to assure- the preser-
vation of the slave society. Thus the Jewish religion included
nothing beyond a series of threats of earthly ills wherewith
God frightened men, and prevented them from performing
certain acts that were socially injurious. The pagan religions
likewise threatened the violators of social peace and its system
of organised oppression, with countless evils. These primitive
religions succeeded much better, however, in restraining the
excesses of proprietors among themselves or toward their
slaves, than they did in checking revolts among the slaves.

This, indeed, was very natural ; for how, indeed, could these
religions be expected to exercise any moral force upon the
labourers ? How could they possibly reconcile the labourers
with their present misfortunes, when they looked upon the
future life of man as but a continuation of his terrestrial

existence, and thus offered the slave no other outlook beyond a
perpetual bondage in the world to come ? Far from instilling
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a spirit of docility and obedience in the souls of the oppressed,

such religions could only have the contrary effect of urging the

oppressed to revolt ; since, were they successful according to

the dominant belief, they would ameliorate their condition, not

only in this life, but also for all eternity.^

During this phase, religion was, accordingly, not of the

quietive kind, but rather revolutionary in character. Hence,

social statics could never make use of it as a means of morally

coercing the subjugated classes. Religion did not appeal to

the slave's heart, nor did it so much as attempt to mould him

in meekness. On the contrary, religion then addressed itself

solely to the proprietary classes, since, as Aristotle plainly said,

the gods could only be worshipped by freemen, a civibus enim

deos coli dccet ; ^ and this, indeed, had the happy result of

tempering and facilitating the relations prevailing among pro-

prietors themselves.^ Thus they were wont, for example, to

call upon the god Terminus to protect their possessions—that

is, to defend one proprietor from the usurpations of another.

Divine sanction was also necessary to assure the validity of

the given word, the binding nature of an oath, and all matters

pertaining to the family and inheritance. Even the theoretical

ethics of this period—and it is again Aristotle who makes the

assertion *—had only to do with free men. To them it, indeed,

counselled kindness in their reciprocal relations, but, at the

same time, it allowed the perpetration of flagrant outrages

upon the enslaved labourers, and even proclaimed the abjection

of the latter to be in conformity with nature.

In slave societies the dominion of the morality of fear thus

operated very differently upon the proprietary classes and the

labourers. By threatening free citizens with the wrath of gods

' Siebcr /ot. c;7., pp. 410-11. '•* Politica, vii., 9.

^This was not alw.nys the case, however; as the Roman rclif^ion, for

example, served for a long time as a means in the hands of the Patricians

of oppressing the people, and consequently aided in aggravating tho

conflict between the two classes (Gaston Boissier, La riligiuii. roiiuiiiic,

Paris, 1884, i., p. 40).

•//Of. c«/., vii., 8. Denis, Histoire dcs theories et tics idecs moynlis dans
Vantiiiuiti, Paris, 1S5G, i., p. 220 ff.
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and men as a result of their excesses or their faults, this

ethical system succeeded in instilling a spirit of kindness and

equity into the reciprocal relations of proprietors, and, at the

same time, prevented them from exercising such cruelties

toward their slaves as might have provoked them to revolt.

In other words, it imposed actions upon proprietors which

were really in harmony with their egoism, although they

themselves were unaware of the fact. On the other hand, it

held the slaves to obedience by giving the dominating class an

awe-inspiring aspect, and thus succeeded in directing the

actions of the oppressed in a manner contrary to their real

egoism.^

These ethics of fear, which prevailed in classic antiquity,

are necessarily reproduced whenever the economic or geo-

graphic conditions recur upon which they were based. They
reappeared, accordingly, in Christian America, where slave-

owners committed, under the auspices of the Gospel, the most
iniquitous outrages against their negroes, and kept them in

subjection by assuming a fear-inspiring attitude. They have

come to light again in our day in Erythrean Africa, where we
Italians have become sanguinary creatures, conquerors and
violators of female slaves ; and where we pooh-pooh the morals

of pity and love, in which we affect to believe at home, in order

to establish a very different ethical code, that of orgy, rapine

and slaughter.

As we pass on to a consideration of the serf-economy we
find the ethical system undergoes a radical change, presenting

still more interesting phenomena. Moral suasion is still

applied to the capitalists, to lead them to act in opposition

to their conscious interest, as well as upon the labouring

classes, to force them to act contrary to their real interests

;

but the methods of such compulsion are completely changed.

1 La Boetie is right up to a certain point when he declares that slavery

is only possible when the slave himself desires it, because if he did not

wish to remain a slave, no human -force could hold him in bondage.

But the ingenuity of the capitalistic system shows itself just here, in its

employment of psychological methods which vitiate the will of the slave,

and make his acquiescence under the yoke which oppresses him appear

desirable.
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Acts that are socially injurious are now threatened with punish-

ment in the life to come, and a dread of the future is thus

made to take the place of present fear. Such was the great

capitalistic function performed by Christianity. A religious

sanction was thus introduced for the first time as a means of

moral co-action and as a safeguard to property. In this regard

Christianity transcended the ancient religions, which were in-

capable of attaining such social ends. In fact, the terrestrial

sanctions with which these older religions threatened immoral

acts, very often failed to be realised, and this, in the long run,

weakened the power and influence of the entire ethical system.

By carrying the sanction over into the future life, Christianity,

however, removed this assurance of impunity, and conse-

quently, precluded any reliance upon the emptiness of the

threat. Armed with an anathema that was invisible in its

results, whose decrees one could neither criticise nor avoid,

Christianity accordingly addressed itself to the labouring

classes, and dictated to them a series of acts in opposition

to their egoism, threatening those who would not obey with

terrible punishments in the world beyond. The serf's resigna-

tion under such subjection was furthermore assured, with even

greater efficacy, by means of that fecund dogma which taught

that the gates of heaven were only open to the poor. Thanks
to this doctrine, the serf came to look with a smile of contempt
upon the fleeting fortunes of the rich, which were to exclude

them from the delights of eternity, believing his present sub-

mission would be rewarded by a crown of glory, and with

felicity in the life to come. This inverse relation between
terrestrial happiness and future felicity—which was entirely

unknown to the ancient religions, and indeed, antithetical to

them—became a very powerful instrument for reconciling the

unfortunates with the system which exploited them, and consti-

tuted the most deserving claim that Christianity acquired

among the dominant classes.

^

'Ghndstonc ("Ancient Relief in a Future Life," in the Nlnctrfufh Ceiitttry

for October, 1891), observes that belief in a future life was characteristic
of the Jews, the Persians, and more especially the Ej^yptians, and that
it was just this which constituted the strongest sanction and the most
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With its dogma of charity, this new religion addressed itself

no less efficaciously to the ruling classes, and directed their

acts in conformity with their real interests. The self-interest

of these classes, indeed, demanded that they should look with

care to the well-being of the labourer in order to avoid all

danger of a revolt on his part, and in order that production

—

which had practically been brought to a standstill through

slavery—should receive a fresh impulse. But the Christian

religion went further, and spoke also to the heart of the rich,

imposing upon them the duty of alms-giving, as the only means
whereby a man, deprived of the passport of poverty, could enter

the kingdom of Christ and take part in future felicity. This

religion also sought in the same way to contain the intercourse

among proprietors themselves, within definite bounds, and pre-

vent all such extremes of violence as might compromise the

persistence of the property system.

But this same religion which took such care to check all

acts injurious to proprietors, gave free scope to the most

unbridled usurpation, provided it was not of such a nature as

to compromise the capitalistic system. Hence the opportunity

for those infamous offences committed during the entire

middle ages under the auspices of religion.- Christianity

severe discipline of moral conduct among these people. It is neverthe-

less true, that it was left for Christianity to elaborate and perfect this

belief, by adding to it the idea of an inverse relation between the present

and future condition of the believer. The religions that preceded it had
nothing like this in their doctrines. Buddhism is completely without the

conception of a future life. The Finnish infernal regions, like the Greek

Hades and the Scandinavian Niflheim, have nothing of the significance

of a place of punishment (Comparetti, Mcmorie dei Lincei, viii., p. 91).

The conception of God's primitive function in the world to come only

began to appear within the Roman religion in a confused manner, and

mingled with numerous restrictions and multiple contradictions (Boissier,

loc. cit., p. 32 ff.). Hence Gibbon concludes: "We are sufficiently ac-

quainted with the eminent persons who flourished in the age of Cicero,

and of the first Csesars, with their actions, their characters and their

motives, to be assured that their conduct in this life was never regulated

by any serious conviction of the rewards or punishments of a future

state " {Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, Milman Ed., 1883, vol. i.

p. 528).
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permitted the feudal lord to muzzle the tired serf who ground

the corn, that he might not convey a morsel of the flour to

his mouth. The religion of the day put no check to the acts

of violence, the massacres and the rapine that so long

scourged Western Europe and Asia. It tolerated the warfare

waged by Christian capitalists against their Jewish rivals in

mediaeval Europe (as it does to-day in Russia where the same

conditions are historically reproduced), and lent finally its

sanction to the most ferocious orgies of blood. And why?
Macaulay, with his habitual elegance of style which skims over

the surface of things but ignores their real depth, attempts to

explain the morals of Machiavelli's century as the product of

mercenary armies ; ^ but Adam Smith accords them a much
more studied and complicated interpretation.-^ According to

the latter author, at this time when great crimes were habitual

and went unpunished, they involved no lack of discretion—

a

vice which public opinion censured above all others during this

epoch—and they were consequently tolerated and even uni-

versally encouraged. But this explanation appears at a glance

both superficial and absurd ; for the question still remains as

to why, during so long a period, great crimes were thus

habitual and succeeded in escaping all punishment. Society's

toleration for great crimes is always explainable from the

evident fact that all moral and legal sanctions are of no avail

against those who are audacious enough to commit them ; but,

the real and decisive reason is, that crimes of such a nature

instead of compromising the property system, are in fact its

normal and necessary outcome, and even constitute one of

the indispensable conditions of its existence. Thus Machia-

velli's enthusiasm for Cxsar Borgia is only intelligilile to one

who has grasped the true nature of feudal property, and under-

stood both the inherent necessity of the spoliations, extortions

and crimes which characterised its career of violence, and also

the historical justification of the acts that favoured the

persistence of this dominant social form. In the same way,

' Macaulay, Inc. cit., " Essay on Macliiavclli," pp. 28-31.

-Adam Smith, " Theory of Moral Sentiments," in his JEssu^i, World
Ed., p. 192.
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the persecution of the Jews during the middle ages was
tolerated and even instigated, because it was rendered neces-

sary by the reaction of feudal against personal property. And
modern society's indulgence toward the coup d'etat is, in like

manner, due to the fact that the change tends to fortify and

favour the development of capitalistic fortunes rather than to

endanger their solidity.

Thus during the entire feudal period, religion constituted a

powerful organ of moral co-action,^ imposing upon the proprie-

tors certain acts that were contrary to their conscious interests,

and upon the labourers certain acts that were in opposition to

their real interests,^ But with the appearance of the wage
economy, which succeeded in freeing the labourer from his

material and intellectual bonds, the influence of religion was
impaired and it ceased henceforth to be a reliable means of

perverting egoism. Voltaire, it is true, continued to make vows
in order to preserve faith in God so that the tenants might still

pay their rents and obey their lords. And Kant, too, after

having dethroned religion in the name of pure reason, im-

mediately re-established it in the name of practical reason,

in the belief that the postulate of the Deity was necessary

for the recognition of the moral law. This latter theory,

indeed, corresponds very closely with the spirit of the

feudal period—to which the Germany of Kant still belonged

—which necessarily had recourse to religious beliefs in order

to divert the masses from acting in conformity with their

^ Cf. in this connection, Laiargue, Evolution of Property, London, 1891,

p. 58.

'^In spealdng of Philippe le Bel, Sismondi wrote: "II savait que les

pretres etaient les meilleurs instruments pour assoupir les consciences et

que, pour faire taire la morale, ils feraient parler la religion " (Histoire

des frani;ais, Paris, 1837, ix., 177). Clamageran expressed himself thus

in regard to the France of bygone centuries: " Les jouisseurs sceptiques

fais:iient, par necessite, alliance avec les ecclesiastiques, dont ils avaient

besoin pour tenir le peuple en bi'ide " (Histoire de Vinipot en France, Paris,

1872, iii., p. 207). Every church had its saint and each saint his tradition

fabricated with a view toward enriching the churches placed under

its protection (Lecky, History of European Morals, London, 1869, ii.,

p. 230).
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interests. 1 In Italy, likewise, Mamiani regarded religion as a

means of coercing and disciplining popular feeling. And even in

our days, the landed proprietors of East Prussia are urging that

missionaries be sent out through Saxony with a view to suppress-

ing the pretensions of the agricultural labourers who migrate to

Saxony temporarily and bring back better formulated demands

from this more enlightened country, and in the hopes of lulling

earthly covetousness to sleep among these people by means of

the precious narcotic of faith.- There can be no doubt, in short,

that, after all has been said in regard to Catholic and Papal

socialism, religion and the Church still constitute to-day no

mean factor in the persistence of capitalistic property.

Nevertheless, despite these posthumous attempts, we can

henceforth accord religion but a secondary influence upon

human actions, and we must therefore recognise that the

conduct of the labouring classes has in our day to be subjected

to a more modern and potent method of discipline. This

modern method of moral coercion is supplied through the

influence of public opinion, which, by means of a series of

psychological processes and adroitly inspired ideas, succeeds

in rendering every act dishonourable which carries with it

any menace to the property system, and thus prevents its

commission.^ Public opinion requires the labouring man to

> Mario, .S_)s/t'»« der Wcetockonomic, i., p. 347. Even Roschcr himself

[Naixirlehrc der Diinnkratic, 1S90, p. 73) looks upon religion as a political

meansof holding democracies within bounds. The modern recrudescence

of the Catholic idea is simply a reaction against the influence of irrcligion

which is disturbing the docility of the lower classes.

^ Karger, Die Sachsnigdiiiurci, Berlin, 1890.

•' Bryce {The Amcricau ConttitoinvedUli, London, 1888, iii., p. 502) rightly

observes that morality is the basis of social persistence in America, and

that social cohesion is there maintained by the acquiescence of the

majority in the existing order of things. However expedient this state

of things may be for America, this author allows us to see that he does

not believe it to be adaptable to Europe, where the physical force of

armed men suflices, in his opinion, to maintain order among the popular

classes. But we may be permitted to ask why these armed men, who
belong for the most part to the disinherited classes, do not refuse to per-

form this function whose purpose it is to hold these very classes in

restraint; and why, indeed, they sometimes go so far as to turn their
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acquiesce in the domination of capital. It appeals, indeed, to

his intelligence, but only to warp his judgment, with a view of

urging him to fulfil certain requirements which, though directly

contrary to his own real interest, are nevertheless rendered

attractive by the approbation of the well-born. ^ Public opinion

at the same time requires the capitalists to restrain themselves

in their policy of usurpation within certain bounds, in order not

to compromise the fate of the property system. Having be-

come the despotic arbiter of judgments and deeds,^ public

opinion now sets the seal of its disapproval upon the least

reaction on the side of the labourers against the system which

oppresses them, and yet it tolerates usurpation on the part of

proprietors to the injury of labourers,^ and it even favours

suspicious appropriations by one capitalist to the detriment of

another, so long as such acts do not threaten the cohesion of

the capitalistic system.

arms against them ? This can only be explained through the medium of

a moral influence which holds the popular classes in obedience, and

either blunts the arms they hold, or makes use of them in defence of the

dominant class.

^ Religion has but little hold over the labourers. Legal punishments

or " the fear of losing universal esteem prevent them from falling into

bad ways, or sinking into immorality" [Commission dii travail. Reponses,

Brussels, 1887, n. 1008). Romagnosi [Genesi del diritto penale, part v.,

chap, iii.) insists upon the efficacy of a good reputation and the standards

of honour as means of preventing social disorders. Such sanctions are,

nevertheless, always inspired in the interest of the dominant class, and

are always designed to misrepresent the egoism of the subjugated

classes. They are, moreover, only possible when these classes are

sufficiently educated and civilised enough to be susceptible to moral

Influences. For the grosser and more stupid labourers, on the contrary,

it is necessary to have recourse to material punishment. Thus in

Venetia, "the peasants fulfil their obligations in the firm conviction

that they must yield to force " (Morpurgo, / contadini nel Veneto, negli

atti dcll'inchiesta agraria, p. 50. Cf. Schopenhauer, Le fondement de la

morale, Paris, 1888, p. 97).

'^De Toqueville and John Stuart Mill both make judicious observations

touching the tyranny of the public opinio.i of our day.

3 The attitude of the Irish landlords toward their tenants is the nega-

tion of that Christian morality they profess with such fervour (Cairnes,

" Fragments on Ireland "in his Political Essays, 1873).
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What though the essence of modern morality be a sealed

book to contemporary doctrinaires, it was no mystery to the

theorists of the last century. And particularly was it no secret

to the founder of the science of economics, who, on the con-

trary, proclaimed it aloud in his immortal work ; for the theory

of sympathy expounded by Adam Smith, corresponds admirably

to the historical conditions surrounding the wage system, and

the prevailing moral code that prevails therein. This doctrine

which teaches that human actions are determined by a desire

to please the spectator—a theory, by the way, only qualified

apparently to develop a race of charlatans—is, in fact, but a

brutal representation of our own morality, subjected as it is

to the capricious judgment of public opinion. It is still but a

superficial representation, however, which does not go back to

the causes that so strictly determine this verdict.^ It does not

explain on what grounds public opinion favours certain acts

with its sympathy while it condemns others, nor does it deter-

mine the motive that guides the current of sympathy and

inspires the decrees laid down. All this must remain without

adequate explanation so long as we fail to trace moral phenom-

ena back to their final cause in the egoism of the capitalistic

class. This is the spirit which silently inspires public opinion,

and uses it to impose certain acts upon the proprietary classes

that are in conformity with their real egoism, and upon the

labouring classes certain other acts which are in contradiction

to theirs.

It is because he failed to take account of the essentially

capitalistic character of morality that Adam Smith was never

able to comprehend the coercive nature of the morals of every

epoch. If it were true that a natural instinct urges every man
to perform acts calculated to arouse the sympathy of the dis

interested spectator, why then was it necessary to have recourse

during so long a perif)d to religious suasion, in order to induce

men to perform acts which universal sympathy would have

applauded ? Why does there exist so large a number of

individuals, even in our modern societies, who are loth to act

' " La sympathie est le symptome, non la cause do la moralile dune
action" (Cousin, Prefan- a Smith, Ruhisse des nations).
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in conformity with public opinion, and must therefore be com-

pelled to do so by material force ? And why, in any event,

should men perform deeds that are agreeable to others rather

than those that are pleasing to themselves ; why, in other

words, should the motive of man's acts not be self-interest

rather than sympathy ? The theory is still more strange,

emanating as it did from this writer, who was later to con-

struct an entire system of political economy on the theory

:

that the egoism which develops without restraint from economic

activity leads to perfect social harmony. If this were true,

egoism ought of itself to lead to conduct which would assure

social equilibrium without it being necessary to have recourse

to an external sanction, the sympathy of the multitude, in order

to bring about this result. But we may go still farther. Smith

himself had a number of luminous observations to make upon

the influence exerted by association, in rendering benevolent

acts conformable to the interest of the agent ; and he remarked

that it was only in the commercial society—which is essentially

disaggregated—that such conformity suddenly disappeared.

^

This amounts to saying that, under social conditions different

from our own, there existed a code of morals which, instead of

being grounded in the sympathy of the spectator, was rather

identified with the real egoism of the individual ; that under

the modern social organisation, the real egoism of the individual

cannot conduce to moral acts, simply because the very ensemble

of relations in the midst of which it operates, makes usurpation

or rebellion more in conformity with egoism than benevolence

;

and that for this reason alone, the individual must be led to

benevolent acts, by means of a compulsory morality which

vitiates and artificially perverts his egoism. Such coercion

—

and here we are in accord with Adam Smith—is exerted in our

day through public opinion ; but only in our day, for, formerly,

it had recourse to very different and much more solemn sanc-

tions.

^Adam Smith, Theory of Mural-Sentiments, p. 198.



CHAPTER III.

A COMPARISON OF THE DIFFERENT SYSTEMS OF
MORALITY.

Within the final economy established upon free land, morality

will obtain its highest form, and become entrusted to the en-

lightened egoism of all the free and equal members composing
the society. The ultimate ethical system is thus based upon
self-interest, for in an economy composed of equal and freely

co-operating individuals, the personal interest of each precludes

all acts that are injurious to others and encourages deeds of

kindness. Individual utility, which constitutes the only test of

human actions at this stage of social evolution, accordingly

determines a line of conduct conducive to social happiness.

For so long as each individual follows his own advantage only

in so far as it does not interfere with, but rather favours that of

others, then the well-being of the individual tends toward social

well-being, and the free exercise of each man's egoism suffices

of itself to assure the greatest sum of collective happiness.

Within an economy where the land is pre-empted, the egoism
of those retaining their liberty of choice leads, on the contrary,

to a line of actions prejudicial to the less fortunate members of

society, who, in their turn, are thus urged to rebel. In order

to assure social cohesion under conditions so menacing as these,

it is therefore necessary on the one hand to deter the capitalistic

class - and that too in its own interest— fiom excessive usur-

pation, and on the other hand to keep the labouring classes from
revolt. This latter result is attained by so vitiating the labourer's

egoism that the part of temperance and acquiescence appears

to him, by a sort of mirage, to be in greatest conformity with

his interest. Moral suasion of this nature was first effected

in slave societies through intimidation, which caused the pro-

(43)
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prietors, in their own interest, to refrain from making exorbitant

demands, and at the same time prevented the slaves from having

recourse to rebellion, which was really in conformity with their

interests. Later on, in the feudal society, the same ends were

effected through religion, and in our modern wage-societies by

means of public opinion.

Spontaneous morals, having their root in pure egoism,

belong thus exclusively to the final economic form. During

the capitalistic stages we find, on the contrary, an impera-

tive code of ethics based upon a series of psychological,

religious and social imperatives which restrain the egoistic

impulses of the capitalistic class and vitiate the egoism of the

labourers.

On comparing these two basic systems of morality we find,

first of all, that they exert diametrically opposite influences

upon human character. So long as economic conditions of

themselves dissuade the individual from dealing detrimentally

with his fellows, his very powerlessness of doing harm and the

personal injury incurred by a malevolent act, together cause a

love of the good and a horror of evil to grow up in his mind.

Thus the observance of pity and justice, though in reality

imposed by egoism, gradually suffers the recollection of its

origin to be lost and assumes an ideal character which makes
of it a true virtue worthy of being practised for its own end and
independently of the utility of its effects. On the other hand,

under economic conditions where one man can seek his own
advantage at the expense of another, usurpant egoism is allowed

free rein and may accordingly abandon itself to the most
terrible excesses against the subjugated classes. As a result,

instead of an aversion for evil and a lofty cult of the good, we
find a persistent and inhuman exploitation of the greater number
by the privileged fcM'. Thus the untamed ferocity of the master

toward his slaves,^ and the cynical indifference of the modern

^Thebrutality of Racine's Nero, which is voiced in the infernal speech,

"j'aimais JKsqu'd ces piciirs que jefnisais couler,^^ W3LS but the product of

the slave-economy which allowed the greatest ferocity toward the slaves

and even made it a necessary condition for guaranteeing the persistence

of the capitalistic economy..
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capitalist offer a sinister contrast to the gentleness of character

and serene benevolence that characterise the pure economic

form.

When confronted with the fact that human nature itself

changes radically with a change in the economic conditions,

those universal maxims, so dear to philosophers of former

times, lose all their force. Nothing is, indeed, more erroneous

than Rousseau's assertion that man emerged virtuous from the

hands of the Creator, and only became evil and unjust under

the influence of social institutions. And nothing again is more

absurd than the contrary statement of Hobbes, that man by

nature is the enemy of man. Neither assertion is true. Man of

himself is neither good nor bad, he is neither controlled by

virtue nor by vice. A single sentiment guides him, one impulse

drives him on : the instinct of self-preservation or personal

egoism, which in its turn is nothing but one of the multiple

manifestations of the conservation of energy.

But this fundamental instinct is in itself undetermined in its

direction; it manifests itself in a manner either benevolent or

malevolent, it urges toward justice or toward injustice, toward

virtue or toward vice, simply in accordance with the economic

relations under which it operates. If the economic constitution

assures equality among producers, then all forms of usurpation

are injurious to the agent, and hence his very egoism impels

him to virtuous acts, if, on the contrary, there exists a class

of men who are deprived of all choice and every means of

defence, and conseijucntly exposed to the most ruthless ex-

ploitation without the possibility of retaliating, then usinpation

is advantageous to the agent, and in line with his egoistic

instincts. This .same egoism, therefore, which in the former

case leads to goodness, in the latter leads to wickedness—to

good and to evil, for which not egoism itself, but rather the

conditions under which it operates are responsible.

Another antithesis, no less important, next claims our at-

tention. Ultimate ethics are based upon the egoism of the

individual, while capitalistic morality is inspired exclusively by

the egoism of the dominant class. Thus the morality of the

Chinese had its origin in the welfare of the family, that of the
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Jews in the material well-being of the individual, that of the

Greeks in the force and grandeur of the man, and that of the

Romans in the might and glory of the State ; simply because

such were the various forms the egoism of the proprietary

classes assumed among these different nations. It is the

interests of this class which in reality inspire the necessary

moral sanctions, and dictate the lines of conduct to be followed

by proprietors and labourers respectively. It is true, the

capitalistic character of morality is not at first sight apparent,

because it is hidden behind the mask of such high-sounding

terms as social welfare and collective utility, with which man-

kind has always been so willingly deceived. But the slightest

examination is sufficient to demonstrate that these turgid

expressions are but an impudent falsification of the facts,

designed to strengthen the power of the dominant classes,

by causing to appear spontaneous and generally useful the

very acts these classes impose on others, in order to assure

their own well-being—an easy way, indeed, of rendering the

subjugated classes more docile !
^

The more clear-sighted thinkers of the world have marked

the existing conformity between capitalistic morality and the

exclusive egoism of the proprietary classes, and- noted the

existence of the twofold moral code, allowing pleasure and

license to the rich, and counselling submission and obedience

to the workers. Many indeed have remarked the aristocratic

character of morality, and some have courageously denounced

it. The reader doubtless recollects Thrasymachus in Plato's

Republic, who insisted that justice was the interest of the

stronger; 2 and likewise John Stuart Mill, who said so ex-

plicitly :
" Wherever there is an ascendent class, a large portion

of the morality of the country emanates from its class interests

and its feelings of class superiority. The morality between

Spartans and Helots, between planters and negroes, between

princes and subjects, between nobles and roturiers, between

men and women, has been for the most part the creation of

^Conigliani, in the Giornale degli Economist!, August, 1S92.

^De Republica, i., 9.
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these class interests and feelings." ^ And elsewhere the same

writer says: "In an aristocratic society, the elevated class,

though small in number, sets the fashion in opinion and

feeling ; even virtue will, in that state of society, seem to be

most strongly recommended by arguments addressing them-

selves to pride ; in a democracy, by those which address them-

selves to self-interest ".2 But the writer who has put this

concept in its truest light is undoubtedly Mandeville ; and it is

precisely because he openly expressed a truth that subsidised

science had tried in a thousand ways to hide, that his F^xble of

the Bees has been condemned. According to Mandeville, public

benefits are promoted by private vices, that is to say, by the

exercise of the most unbridled egoism ; not, however, on the

part of all men, but simply on the part of those directing

society. For these ruling classes, this philosopher-physician,

accordingly recommended a morality of limitless license, while

he, at the same time, reserved a Christian morality of toil and

submission for the poorer classes.^ Albert Lange rightly ob-

serves, that Mandeville's ethics were designed expressly for

modern capitalists and founders of joint stock companies,^ and

it is a significant fact that the doctrine was proclaimed and

welcomed at the very epoch when nascent capital required free

scope for its spoliation, and an extremely elastic system of

morality. But this idea that public benefits are promoted by

private vices has a still deeper significance, which it will be

well to take account of at this point. Capitalistic property

possesses, in fact, an historical justification, since, at a certain

period of social evolution, it is the condition precedent to the

association of labour, and, consequently, to civilisation itself.

Inasmuch, then, as capitalistic property can only be developed

'John Stuart Mill, On Liberty, London, 1868, p. 15. Langc, Zoc. ci/.,

ch. ii., p. 4H2.

^ John Stuart Mill, Dissertations and Discussions. Democracy in America

Henry Holt & Co., 1882, vol. ii., p. 129.

•'' Mandeville, The Fable of the Bees, Ed. Edinburgh, 1772. pp. 120-140.

* Lange, loc. cit., pp. 421, 309, and Adam Smith, loc. cit., p. 273. See

also Hasbach's " Essay on Mandeville " in the Jahrbuchfiir Grsctzi^rhunir^

1890, pp. 34-40.
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through the unrestrained egoism of the privileged classes, the

morality which is thus inspired, and which both encourages

and sanctions this state of things, does more than merely cater

to the sordid interests of the proprietary classes. In a broader

sense, these ethics are the theoretical expression of the supreme

interests of civilisation, of which capitalistic egoism is but the

blind tool.

Such is the essential contradiction between the free morals

of individual egoism prevailing in the final economy, and the

coercive morality of disciplined and perverted egoism that we
find in the capitalistic economy. The difference in method by

which such moral coercion has been applied during the suc-

cessive stages of capitalistic appropriation has also exerted

important influences that deserve to be mentioned. The more
violent the suppression of the free land, and the greater the

moral coercion exerted upon the poorer classes, the narrower

is the sphere of action within which they are allowed to move.

Now it is easy to understand that the more limited the sphere

of action conceded to a certain class, the more readily will the

members of this class endeavour to break through the barriers

wherewith one would encompass their liberty, and the more

frequent, in consequence, will be their lesions of the laws that

oppress them. The immoral acts committed by the poorer

classes are accordingly more numerous in proportion as the

force restraining them is more rigorously applied, and become

less and less frequent as continually milder methods are resorted

to in the suppression of the free land. For the same reason,

one might be led to conclude a priori that the immoral acts

committed by the proprietary classes tended, on the contrary,

to increase, inasmuch as economic progress leads to greater

restrictions in the proprietors' sphere of action against

labourers and competing proprietors. But this is only the

case to a limited extent. True, in proportion as the means

employed in suppressing the free land assume a less violent

character, so much the less possible does it become for capital-

ists to perpetrate deeds of violence against the labourer ; and

all acts of this kind, furthermore, meet with a sudden check

just so soon as the legal liberty of the labourer becomes an
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essential condition of efficient production. But the very eco-

nomic progress which thus gradually precludes the possibility

of violence on the part of capital against labour, at the same
time eliminates the patriarchal relations that accompanied the

earlier economic systems. Thus the kind and almost paternal

feelings that actuated the proprietor of the middle ages in his

dealings with his serfs, urging him to ameliorate their lot with

his attentive care, were sentiments that belonged exclusively to

the organic conditions of the serf economy, where the well-

being of the labourer constituted a necessary condition of

capitalistic production. But with the institution of the wage
economy and the prevalence of technical capital all such senti-

ments had necessarily to disappear, for there is no longer any

connection between the welfare of the labourer and the quantity

of the product. Hence the modern capitalist's cruelty toward
the wage-earner who is pitilessly bound to protracted toil that

is always exhausting and often unhealthful, forms a painful con-

trast with the sentiments of kindness that bound the medieval
proprietor to his serf.

It is only when capitalistic exploitation has stretched the

wage-earners' endurance to the utmost, and when the con-

tinued exhaustion of their forces threatens to check production

at its very sources, that the inherent necessity of maintaining

the capitalistic system imposes a check upon this homicidal

exploitation. Evoked once more by the organic conditions of

the economy, there then appears a new species of charity, no
longer individual as heretofore, but collective in character, and
imposed by the law of the state.' Hence originate all the
provisions the State feels called upon to make for the protection

of women, children and impotents, for the limitation of tlie

hours of labour and the like, all of which go to make up
what we call social hf^islatiou. Now the mere necessity of

enforcing by law the fulfilment of deeds that were formerly

'The metamorphosis rendered necessary in morahty by a chanjjc in

the underlying economic conditions has been well j^rasped by Jciiro Ono
(The hiduslridl Tramition of Japan, Baltimore, 1890, pp. 92 and 93), who
observes that Japan's late transition from the feudal to the wage-
economy is also making a moral transition necessary.
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dictated by the individual conscience of the capitalist, shows of

itself that the morality of the proprietary class has, in some
respects at least, undergone a retrogression, inasmuch as it

now permits actions injurious to others that in former times

it forbade. It demonstrates also that, while the labourer's

liberty has increased with economic progress, that of the

capitalist in his relations with the labourers has not corres-

pondingly diminished, but simply assumed a different form.

Capital now stops short of violence, because this, in our day,

is incompatible with the capitalist's own interest, but it reaches

out correspondingly on the other side toward usurpations and
excesses, which, though formerly injurious to the agent, now-

a-days redound to his advantage. As much might be said

concerning the relations that exist among the proprietors

themselves, whose excesses are more or less restrained by

moral limitations, according as they cause any appreciable

prejudice to the dominant economic system.

Thus we see that public opinion in the United States in-

dulgently puts up with malversation in office, the abuse of

employees, and the sale of votes, while in Europe such things

arouse the utmost indignation. And why ? it will be asked.

Because, on account of the limitless resources of this fortunate

land, excesses of this kind cause no prejudice to the capitalistic

classes, and even accord them positive advantages by absorbing

the plethora of riches which, otherwise, might endanger the

persistence of their income by raising the wages of labour.

In Europe, on the other hand, such a procedure would inflict

real injury upon the capitalistic classes by diminishing and
jeopardising their acquired fortunes.

The sphere of action allowed to the capitalist in his relations

with the labourers and with other capitalists is thus always the

unconscious product of organic, economic conditions—or, in

other words, of the real interest of the proprietors, which in

turn allows a greater or a less freedom to the acts and usurpa-

tions of the capitalist class. ,



CHAPTER IV.

MORAL CRISES.

As the reigning morality is always the product of existing

economic conditions, the disintegration of any established

economic system necessarily involves the dissolution of its

corresponding system of ethics. The process of economic

decomposition itself effects this moral dissolution, by cutting

off the support that the unproductive labourers have, up to

this, accorded—or rather sold—to capital, and causing them
eventually to join forces with the productive labourers. We
have already seen that in order to exert moral suasion sufficient

to pervert the egoism of the oppressed classes, the co-operation

of unproductive labourers is required, whose special mission it

is to reconcile the groaning masses with the capitalistic system.

Now the decomposition of an established system of capitalistic

economy carries with it a progressive diminution in the in-

come from property, and consequently involves a corresponding

falling off in the unproductive labourer's share therein. This

in turn dissolves their partnership with capital, and puts an
end to their task of psychologically coercing the productive

labourers. The bandage is thus suddenly removed from the

eyes of the oppressed, and the systematic perversion of human
egoism up to this, in force, is abruptly brought to an end. The
labourer sees at last the line of conduct that is dictated by his

real egoism, and recognises that the destruction of the existing

social order can alone ameliorate his condition and assure him
his liberty.

But this clear perception of social realities on the part of the
labouring classes, this crystalline clarity in the relations existing

between the individual and the economic system, hardly endui-es

for the space of a morning. Scarcely has the inevitable course
of events, embittered now by the rebellious acts of the labourers

(50
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hounded to its grave the existing system of oppression, when
there arises another, which is milder in character, upon the

ruins of that which has disappeared. Under the new system

of suppression, the ancient alliance between capital and un-

productive labour is re-established, and at once inaugurates a

new process, which is better adapted to pervert the egoism of

the productive labourers.

The great crises that morality has passed through in history

during periods of social decomposition and recomposition set

forth this interesting process with marvellous clearness. Upon
the decline of the Roman economy, for example, production,

carried on with slave labour, became evermore inadequate, and

finally ceased to afford an income to capital. Then the clients,

who from the first had allied themselves with the owning

classes in order to share in their profits, refused any longer to

lend them their support, being henceforth too miserably paid,

and passed over with bag and baggage to join the ranks of the

labourers. These same allies, who had up to this taken such

pains to blind the slaves to the course of conduct that was

really in conformity with their interests, now enlightened them

in this regard, and provoked them to revolt. Under the in-

fluence of this new alliance between unproductive labourers

and rebellious slaves, the morality of subjection was suddenly

transformed into the ethics of revindication which found ade-

quate expression in the socialistic words of Jesus. Clients

and slaves were readily converted to the new creed ; but the

patricians, the rich proprietors and the educated classes gener-

ally remained true to paganism. But after the revolt of the

slaves had hastened the inevitable dissolution of the Roman
economy, a new form of capitalistic property was developed,

and with it a fresh alliance between capital and unproductive

labourers, who were now employed anew in coercing the

enserfed classes. What the Roman clients accomplished by

fear, the priests of the feudal age effected with the aid of

religion, whereby they succeeded in so perverting the egoism

of the labourers as to keep them from revolt. It is curious to

note how such perversion was deduced, by means of a simple

dialectic artifice, from, the very morals that had previously
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inspired the demands of the rebellious slaves. Despite the

fact that the greatest of all reformers denounced the furtive

nature of property and the usurpatory character of wealth,

both of which he excluded from the future life,i his disciples

hastened to draw a conservative deduction from this same
doctrine. The inevitable exclusion of the rich from the king-

dom of heaven, and the necessary triumph of the poor in the

life to come, constituted, indeed, an excellent argument to

reconcile the oppressed with the social system under which

they groaned. Thus, under the evil influence of property, the

very morality which for the moment enlightened the labourers

on their true course, became an efficient means of perverting

their egoism, and turning it from its proper path. Just as the

Bible, in spite of its republican spirit, had so often been used

in the defence of kings, so now the Gospels, despite their

communistic tone, likewise became a powerful instrument for

the protection of the richer classes when confided to the hands

of mitred sophists, who understood how to transform the

greatest book of socialism into the meanest defence of property.

The inherent antithesis between the primitive and essen-

tially revolutionary nature of Christian morals, and the quietive

character derived therefrom through a malicious artifice, neces-

sarily engendered pernicious digressions during the course of

religious evolution and introduced violent contradictions which

often ended in bloody conflict.'- But these contentions and

' The essentially critical and socialistic character of the early Christi-

anity has been very clc.Trly set forth by Nitti in his Socinllsiiw cattolico,

2nded., Turin, 1891.

'^Thus, for example, in 1322 a Provencal priest, who was a very warm
advocate of the primitive Christianity, declared that as Christ had owned
nothing, so the Church should likewise own nothing. This audacious
assertion which jeopardised the very integrity of ecclesiastical revenues
called forth an energetic reaction on the part of prelates and monks who
hastened to combat the thesis. Even the sovereign Pontiff did not hesi-

tate to condemn this opinion hostile to Christ's property, as, if sanctioned,

it would have caused the Roman Church, itself so richly endowed with
earthly goods, to be considered heretical. The minor friars continued

nevertheless to maintain the assertion, and by way of punishment they

were put umler an interdiction by the Pope fiom ever possessing anything
(Villani, Clinniiclu-. b-lorence, 1N23, iv., p. 1-lS).
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antinomies concern us but little. All we have in mind is to

affirm the interesting dualism that is to be observed in every

period of moral crisis. In the earlier phases of such a crisis,

morality guides the labourers in accordance with their interests,

but during the later phases it reverts again to a systematic

perversion of their egoism. And this is not a phenomenon

pecuHar to the great period of history we have just cited. At

the moment when the feudal economy was about to disintegrate,

we notice again the rapid development of a revolutionary

morality which enlightened the egoism of the serfs and or-

ganised them for a Titanic assault upon property. But shortly

afterwards, morality again assumed its old form, and by syste-

matically perverting the egoism of the suffering masses, it still

holds them within the orbit of their duty And what used to

be the work of priests has since become the office of publicists,

professors, lawyers and magistrates.

Thus all moral revolutions following the same course pass

through two phases which correspond to the double process of

social decomposition and social recomposition. The former,

which is essentially subversive, enlightens the real egoism of

the oppressed, and urges them to consummate the downfall of

the already tottering edifice ; while the latter, which is essen-

tially conservative, applies itself to welding the chains of the

fresh victims of the rising social form.

Such are the effects which economic revolutions exert upon

the morals of the labouring classes ; but economic decomposi-

tion and recomposition exercise diametrically opposite influences

upon the morality of the proprietary class. At the moment
when the disintegration of capitalistic relations is about to

direct the egoism of the poorer classes toward its real ends, it

begins at the same time to undermine the egoism of the pro-

prietary class by removing bit by bit its foundation rests. In

fact, the essential characteristic of such periods of economic

decomposition consists in the impotency of capitalistic self-

seeking, which, while still airhing at enrichment, is driven by

the stress of circumstances in an opposite direction. The
evident futility of an egoism which reacts upon its own designs

necessarily engenders a kind of moral indifference and a disdain
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for pleasure and pain, which are precisely the characteristic

signs of these great periods of social decomposition. Thus,

during the grand crisis of the Roman economy, we mark the

appearance and ascendency of Stoic morality, which constituted

the exact reflex, as well as the highest idealisation, of an egoism

which no longer attained its ends.^ In like manner, during the

crisis of feudal society, a morality of indifference again appeared

and flourished in England in the sects of the Quakers and

Puritans, and in Germany among the Moravians and Hussites.

Out of this again usually proceeds the asceticism of critical

periods, which, on the one hand, inspires the demands of the

subjugated classes by creating a spirit of sacrifice, and arousing

that cult of the ideal which alone renders great revolutions

possible ; and, on the other hand, corresponds to the disillusion

of the capitalists, who are no longer able to obtain normal

satisfaction from their egoistic demands. It is hardly necessary

to add that these periods of discouragement for capital are

but transitory, and that they cease with the passing by of the

impotency that momentarily paralysed capitalistic egoism and

interrupted its efficiency. As soon as the real egoism of the

labourers begins to decline under the influence of methods

designed to pervert it, capitalistic egoism rises again and starts

on a new and more vigorous flight. Then the morals of capi-

talistic egoism again hold sway, but they in turn must now be

restrained by a new moral force, in order that they may not go

so far as to compromise the very existence of property.

Running parallel to this revolution in the morals of the

dominant class, a like change is effected in their manner of

looking upon life, in their conduct, and consequently in the

tout ensemble of scientific and literary production which proceeds

r*olely from this class. It is, therefore, not surprising that

evei*y great economic revolution has been followed by a literary

revolution which forms, as it were, its complement and necessary

consequence.

LccUy (/o( . t //., i., pp. 2;W, 338) very properly rcmarlis that the transi-

tion from l^onian materi.iHsm to Stoicism and Christian asceticism, was

the product of the underlying social transformation. See also Lange,

loc, cit., i., p. 147.
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Philologians have long since made note of the fact that

economic transformations are the cause of great changes in

language. The classic speech of normal periods is nothing but

the language spoken by the dominant classes. It alone possesses

a literature of its own, and it alone is woven into the exquisite

productions of science and art. The speech of the lower

classes, on the contrary, is condemned to occupy an inferior

position. It forms no part of any literary production. It is

but a dialect, and constitutes a kind of unobserved under-

current in the great river of language. But during periods of

social decomposition, when the oppressed classes assume the

ascendency and succeed in establishing their claims, their dia-

lects triumph likewise. These dialects then take the place of

the classic language up to this in vogue, or at least limit its

absolute sway, and compel it to incorporate a large number
of its dialect forms and accord them the right of citation. A
complete transformation is thus effected, and the language

becomes substantially modified by the new elements that social

evolution has thus forcibly added.

^

And side by side with this revolution in language, a like

revolution is effected in literature which also docilely follows

the changes occurring in the social system. Thus the poesy

of the Trouveres and Troubadours, which flourished so rarely

during the feudal epoch, and was itself a product of the econo-

mic and family conditions prevailing during the middle ages,

faded away with the appearance of the bourgeoisie in history.

Sismondi tells us that in 1324 the people of Toulouse conceived

the idea of inaugurating a competition in Provencal poesy, to

honour the entry of Charles IV. into their town. Seven bour-

geois of Toulouse, who called themselves les sept troubadours

de Toulouse, invited poets to present their works, promising

as a prize to the victor a golden violet and the title of docteur

dans la gate science. Such was the origin of the floral fetes, by
means of which they hoped to retain at least the shadow of the

ancient Provencal poesy. But the times were changed, and
with the disappearance of the courts of the South, had also

^ Cf. Max Miiller, Lectures on the.Science of Lnngiiage, 1866, i., p. 197, and
Whitney, The Life of Language, 1875, p. 103,
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gone the Troubadours and the customs and manners of life

that were pecuhar to them. The bourgeois of the towns who

replaced them were of far greater worth perhaps, but they

were certainly much less poetic. They were less addicted to

idleness, in short, and they possessed less imagination, less

fondness for pleasure and less gallantry. ^ A literary revolution,

different indeed from the above, but nevertheless proceeding

from the same series of causes, was also effected in Italy by

the bourgeois revolution. Thus the civil revolution of 1282

was succeeded in Italy, and more particularly in Tuscany, by

a revolution in literature as well. And again, the Tumult of

the Ciompi, and the democratic-bourgeois revolution were both

followed by a corresponding form of literature which poured

itself out in invectives against poverty and against the species

of Christian socialism advocated by ascetic writers. In like

manner the amorous and erotic poetry of the eighteenth

century expressed the passing-over of the bourgeois class to

the life of pleasure that had up to this remained an exclusive

privilege of the nobility. The great revolutionists in France,

Robespierre and Saint Just, for example, wrote amorous and

erotic poems ;''^ and in Italy also, Parini's poetry was but the

literary expression of the bourgeois' revolt against the nobility.

Across the Alps this same revolt found equally good expression

in Beaumarchais, whose Mariage de Figaro effected a revolu-

tion in French comedy. Up to this one had been in the

habit of seeing the nobles make sport of the people on the

stage, but now for the first time a very different performance

was presented. Lessing, one of the greatest, if not the greatest

of Germany's authors, both in his critical and assthetic works,

energetically espoused the interests of the bourgeois class,

whose wealth and power were then beginning to assume an

increasing importance.

At every involution of the social organism, we note, on the

contrary, a corresponding reversion in all forms of literature.

And by way of a memorable example, wc have only to point to

the bestial degeneracy of English literature during the period

of the Restoration.

' Sismondi, loc. ell., ix., p. 419. -Carducci, Libra dfllc Prrftizioni,
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Thus in all countries and at widely separated periods, eco-

nomic crises have always inevitably resulted in corresponding

moral crises. Now if our present economic system is bound

to go to pieces in the not far distant future, it is certainly not

rash to forecast the approach of a moral decomposition which

will in turn be followed by a period of moral recomposition.

The unproductive labourers now allied to capital and employed

in perverting the real egoism of the wage-earners by systema-

tically influencing public opinion, will break away from this

alliance as soon as the capitalistic income begins to fall off,

and pass over to the ranks of the labourers to lend them their

aid and advice. No longer artificially perverted, the labourers'

egoism will then be developed directly to their own advantage,

and this will impel them to overthrow the social order that

oppresses them, in order to replace it with a better economic

system. And this must be the one social form which is superior

to the present in productive power, namely : the mixed associa-

tion. Then as the product of this economic transformation,

a moral crisis will occur whence will finally issue the ethics of

the new era. Being no longer imperative in character, and

requiring neither moral suasion nor a perversion of egoism, the

morals of the future will thus be spontaneous and dictated by

enlightened self-interest. A moral system of this kind, freely

and voluntarily adopted by individuals who are equal co-

partners, will of itself suffice to assure union and reciprocal

respect, social equilibrium and the happiness of mankind.



CHAPTER V.

A CRITIQUE OF THE DOMINANT THEORIES OF MORALITY.

Since the human mind began to concern itself with the problems

of morality—which, indeed, are as old as philosophy itself

—

two concepts have battled for supremacy upon this field of

thought. On the one side is ranged the theory that deduces

morality from precepts of supreme justice, either conceived by

man himself, or revealed to him through some Divine agency

;

while, on the other side, the opposite theory prevails, which

considers human happiness the sole criterion of moral acts.

According to the former theory, moral actions should be essen-

tially altruistic, that is to say, they cannot be actuated by any

personal interest of the agent himself. Following the latter

theory, on the contrary the hidden spring that determines

morality and the series of acts it counsels or commands, is to

be found in the well-ordered interests of the individual and of

society. It is only through an analysis of the economic bases

of morality that we can detect the organic flaw in each of the

above doctrines, and at the same time recognise the particular

phases of the truth represented by each, which explain their

temporary success at different stages of civilisation.

The theory which conceives of morality as the sublimate of

individual egoism and regards the pursuit of individual happiness

as the highest criterion of ethics, collapses at once under the

most elementary analysis of the capitalistic economy. Under

such a social system, the class that is numerically the stronger

clearly acts contrary to its own interests in submitting to the

usurpation of which it is the victim, and it is only by silencing

the egoism of this class that capitalistic forms are able to exist

at all. It is, indeed, so far from the truth tiiat in this economic

system moral acts are dictated to individuals by their real

(59)
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interests, that if every one were really to follow his egoistic

instincts, the entire social structure would immediately collapse

like a house of cards.^ However inadmissible as a whole, this

doctrine nevertheless contains a modicum of the truth. What
though our imperfect moral systems be not grounded upon
individual egoism, they are nevertheless always rooted in the
egoism of the capitalistic class; and what though the conduct
of the poorer classes be in reality contrary to their actual
interest, their acts nevertheless conform to an apparent egoism
that is held before them artificially by means of a clever display

of psychological force.

A like judgment must be passed upon the opposing theory
which makes disinterestedness the dominant characteristic of

the moral acts that God imposes upon His creatures as their

inviolable duty. If applied to the labouring classes this theory
has an incontestable appearance of truth, and it was no doubt
evolved from actual experience with the conduct of the lower
classes. It is perfectly true that the class deprived of its liberty

of choice adheres to a line of conduct that is in fact, at least,

altruistic, and which seems therefore inexplicable under any
theory of egoism. It is equally clear if we except the period

of slavery that such altruistic conduct has always been assured
by means of a line of ascetic, religious and moral precepts that
preach disinterestedness and meekness to the groaning multi-

tude, and this in itself is sufficient to have engendered the
concept of an abstract moral law revealed to man and imposed
upon humanity as a duty regardless of the precepts of individual

egoism and even contrary to the same; contrary that is, to

the happiness that human egoism naturally seeks. But the
plausible look of this conclusion does not succeed in hiding its

inherent flaw, for even so cursory an examination will at once
reveal the fact that the conduct of the poorer classes, although
altruistic in deed, is, nevertheless directly and exclusively in-

spired by individual egoism. These acts are indeed altruistic

in so far as their ultimate co'nsequences are concerned, since

they redound to the advantage of the capitalistic class and to

1 Hertzka has some excellent observations to offer on this point [Die
Gesetze dcr socialen Entwicklung, Leipzig, 1886, p. 274).
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1

the disadvantage of the poorer classes. They are nevertheless

immediately egoistic, inasmuch as the labouring people have

their own good in mind and are really seeking their own advan-

tage. This class may indeed be mistaken in its calculations in

that it prefers to forego present advantages in order to secure

fanciful rewards or avoid imaginary ills in the future ; but

this does not prevent egoism from being the mainspring of

their acts; nor does it preclude the possibility of ascetic

morality and the ethics of submission and obedience being

themselves rooted in the self-interest of the individual which

may, indeed, be skilfully perverted but which is never entirely

suppressed.

There is also an intermediary doctrine which deserves special

mention because it is so generally followed. Morality, accord-

ing to this theory, is the product of the egoism of the Inoiian

species, or, as others express it, the product of our altruistic

instincts. These are at bottom egoistic instincts, but they find

their satisfaction, nevertheless, in the performance of just and

benevolent acts. Thus, according to some writers, moral acts

either result from the mere pleasure afforded by doing good,

or emanate from that feeling of pity which vibrates in the

hearts of most men, and urges them with an irresistible force

to the performance of disinterested acts.^

But first we might ask these theorists whether the altruistic

instincts upon which they rely actually exist, and whether, as

a matter of fact, they do influence human conduct. And with

still greater assurance we might request the doctrinaires of

sympathy to tell us frankly if man were free to act as he

would, and if the opposition of others in no wise restrained

him, whether he would not kill his fellows simply " pour frotter

ses bottes avec leurgraisse ".'^ We might, indeed, go so far as

to say that this desire of explaining benevolent acts as products

of an instinct, is an easy way of avoiding deep research into

the causes f)f acts and feelings, and we might also suggest that

' Schopenhauer, /of. ci<., pp. 118, 2.S5. Ardi^o has enunciated an idea

that docs not dilTer much from this (I.a morale dti positivisti, Milan, 1879,

p. 166 ff.).

'^Schopenhauer, loc. cit., p. 107.
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the process of reasoning through which these theorists have

endeavoured to afford a logical, metaphysical or positive basis

for these instincts is extremely arbitrary. ^ Or v^^e might add

vsrith Spencer that sympathy becomes vi^eaker as misfortunes

increase, and that pity is less easily moved and less intense

just when it should wax strong.

But an argument whose logical force runs along quite different

lines may better be directed against the doctrine in question.

If, as a matter of fact, pity and the satisfaction of doing good

really constitute the mainspring of human acts, then the

social schism that is characteristic of the capitalistic economy

would carry with it no sinister results. Nor would it involve

usurpation, since the privileged classes if inspired with such

altruistic sentiments would naturally endeavour to eliminate

all chance of injury to the poorer classes resulting from their

inferior condition, and themselves abstain from the commission

of all violent and illegitimate acts. It is scarcely necessary to

add that nothing of the sort has taken place ; but that, on

the contrary, in the relations between capitalists and labourers

free rein is given to exploitation and the most unprincipled

spoliation. We are therefore forced to recognise that al-

truistic sentiments play no part in the more normal and

really important relations among men ; but that on the con-

trary, absolute egoism there reigns supreme. If pity really

affects human actions, its influence must therefore only be

subsidiary, and exerted with a view toward mitigating and

making partial amends for the wrongs done by the egoistic

acts of man.

According to this view, egoism would supply the motive for

the habitual and more important acts of life and thus constitute

the mainspring of morality, while altruism would merely form

the motive of a secondary ethical code serving to blunt the too

sharp and painful edges of egoistic morals. Men would act, in

short—to follow a comparison made by Lange—like the Eng-

lish dealers in Indian idols, who in their capacity of merchants

favour Buddhism, but as Christians give alms to Protestant

1 See for example Schopenhauer, loc. cit., p. 178 ff. Ardigo, loc. cit.,

p. 154 ff.
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churches and encourage their missionary work. That is to say,

the individual in his capitahstic capacity might practise the

most shameless extortion against his fellows, while as a com-

passionate being he loaded his own victims with kindness. But

the co-existence of two such contradictory systems of morality

must appear upon a moment's reflection to be the acme of

absurdity. What importance are we to attach to sympathy of

this kind, and how can we possibly regard it as an autonomous
moral factor or take it as a guide to conduct when it does not

succeed in directing us in the more serious and important

affairs of life, but leaves us still under the sway of our egoism ?

But the moment we recognise the fact, and there is, indeed, no
help for it—that pity is after all but a subsidiary moral factor

acting within the limited sphere allowed it by our dominant
egoism—the way is already opened to a more synthetic, har-

monious and truer conception, according to which egoism deter-

mines not merely the essential but also the subsidiary moral

code, and is only masked behind the altruistic sentiments which

appear to dominate the latter. Sympathy is but the outward
and visible mantle, while the unseen hand operating under this

cloak is none other than egoism itself.^ It is the voice of egoism

that advises the dominant class to relieve the sufferings it has

caused, in order to avoid the danger of possible retaliation. To
be sure, egoism of this character is far too remote to be directly

appreciated by the beings it inspires. Their conscience merely

perceives a mirage which causes their acts to appear like

spontaneous outbursts of pity and love— for certainly no one

would think of saying that he who succours the poor and un
fortunate, does so with the premeditated intention of avoiding

possible reactions on the part of the down-trodden classes. But
it is none the less true that the alleviation of misfortune is in

the interest of the very classes that have unconsciously caused

' Spinoza said :
" L'hommc aide ses scmblablcs uniqiicincnt parce que

sa raison le lui conseillc ; en dehors do ccllcci, 11 n"y a plus qu'unc passion

bl.lmable, la pitiij " {filliiqiie, part, iv., Propos. 50). And a philosopher
who certainly cannot be accused of materialistic excesses concludes
by afllrmin;,' that sympathy toward others is nothing but sympathy
toward ourselves (L'i)i)ttio e It sciin:,^ morali, Milano, 1869, p. 29).
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it, and it is this very interest that constitutes the unrecognised

impulse of their benevolent acts.^

These general and abstract theories of morality are, con-

sequently, all three incomplete. First, the egoistic theory does

not explain why the more numerous classes of society act

according to criteria that are opposed to their real egoism.

Secondly, the theory of duty fails to take account of the fact

that the ethics of every epoch are inspired in the interests of

the proprietary classes, and that the labouring classes are in-

fluenced in their actions by an apparent egoism that is artificially

engendered in their minds through moral suasion. The third

theory finally becomes involved in an absurd category of

altruistic sentiments, and seems to ignore the egoistic elements

that lie at their root.

John Stuart Mill and Herbert Spencer have given us truer

and much more complete theories of ethics. According to

Mill, utilitarian morals can only be maintained when social laws

and regulations have placed the happiness of every individual

in harmony with the interests of the whole. In a society of

masters and slaves, on the contrary, the idea of the utility

of acting in another's behalf could never arise. And in general

it may be said that whenever a social institution allows one

class to promote its interests at the expense of another, this

1 Wake remarks that the Arab's generosity is simply the result of his

enlightened self-interest ; for he knows full well that the possession of

wealth does not count for much in the midst of the desert. It is the

poor but strong man who is apt to rule there, and it is therefore advis-

able to secure his good will (loc. cit., i., p. 475). The distribution of corn

in ancient Rome, says the same author, was no act of charity but

simply a matter of policy {loc. cit., i., p. 461). One could say the same
of the English poor laws, of the Toynbee Halls, of the missions

organised by General Booth, and the like. " Capitalistic charity," says

an official reporter, "does not spring from sympathy but from the

presence of a common danger " (Fifth Annual Report of the Statistics

of Labour, New York, 1887, p. 19). A German writer expresses himself

still more bluntly as follows: "The eleemosynary institutions founded

by capitalists are rarely inspired by charity. Often the interest on the

capital thus invested falls short of the amount they would have been

obliged to expend in providing for the needs of the poor " (Singer, Soziale

Zustdnde in Bohtnen, Leipzig, 1885, p. 102).
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institution will appear both just and moral to the privileged

class, simply because it is useful to it. Under such conditions,

therefore, the egoistic sentiment would never succeed in estab-

lishing perfect moral relations. But inasmuch as our capitalistic

system allows one set of men to follow their interests at the

expense of another, this amounts to saying that utilitarian

morals are inconceivable in a capitalistic society, and that they

can only be finally instituted in some higher social form. And

this, moreover, is precisely what our eminent philosopher him-

self explicitly affirms when he concludes that the usefulness to

the individual of respect and kindness toward others—that is

to say, the acceptance of utility as the foundation of perfect

morality—can only be realised in a society of equals.^ What
we have thus far maintained, substantially accords with these

ideas, as can readily be seen. Where Mill makes his only

mistake, it seems to us, is in believing that intellectual progress

will of itself bring us to an epoch when utilitarian morals may

be established,'' and that the institution of this higher social

system rendering perfect morality possible, can be entrusted

to laws and social regulations. In reality, however, this meta-

morphosis of our existing capitalistic system into a social

constitution founded upon equality and co-operation can only

be accomplished through the natural evolution of economic

relations.

Of Spencer's well-known doctrine we have also something to

say. According to his theory we have first to conceive of an

ideal morality based upon the final utility of individual acts,

which will assure the survival of the fittest and lead to perfect

social happiness. But this moral system is only to be realised

after a long evolution of the human mind, and as the last stage

in a series of temporal experiments with the influences e.xerted

by human actions in producing happiness. During this evolu-

tional period, the moral conduct necessary to guarantee social

cohesion can only be assured by means of moral, political and

social regulations.' This concept has the great merit of recog-

' John Stuart Mill, Utililarianism. ^/rf., loc. cit.

'Spencer, Lcs bases de la morale evoliitionnistc, Paris, 1879, p. 126 ff

See also Gabelli, loc. cit., pp. 104-106.

5
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nising that morality, like all other manifestations of human
activity, is passing through an evolution and tending toward a

final form. It is defective, however, in several important points

that must be taken into account.

In the first place, Spencer affirms the existence of a final

morality without accurately determining the social conditions

essential to the realisation of this ethical ideal. He regards

the imperfect morals of war as belonging to the period of

militarism, and believes that they will fall into decay with the

growth of the spirit of industrialism that is beginning to show
itself among the civilised nations of the world. But this dis-

tinction between the military society and the industrial society

does not go to the root of the matter. It opposes against

each other two organisations that are both based upon a com-

pulsory association of labour, and which do not differ from one

another materially, and least of all in their moral systems. In

the industrial society also it is the ethics of animosity that

prevail, and within our most cultured communities a certain

portion of the population is given over to the most unbridled

egoism, while the remainder is held in check through a system-

atic perversion of its egoism rather than by any sentiments of

respect.

We must take still more serious exception to Spencer, when
he declares that the ethics of egoism—that is to say, the final

morality—will assure the survival of the fittest, and therefore

constitute a factor in progress. We cannot accept this conclu-

sion. In the pure economic form, where alone the philosophy

of egoism could prevail, the strong would find no means of

exerting their strength at the expense of the weak. They
might make it serve, indeed, to increase their own product,

but beyond this legitimate reward, which far from being

injurious to the community, would rather be a benefit, they

could procure no other advantage at the expense of the

weaker members of society. The very idea of the survival of

the strong through a victory Won over the weak, must,

consequently, be regarded as an unconscious and inexact

reminiscence of experiences encountered in the capitalistic

society, and inapplicable, therefore, to the social phenomena
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belonging to economic equality. We say that the reminiscence

is inexact, because in the triumph of one class of men over

another in the capitalistic society, the victors are by no means
the stronger. Were they so, they would not have to resort to

the complicated methods we have already analysed in order to

pervert the egoism of the vanquished and so guard against

possible reactions on their part, for their superior strength

would itself suffice for this purpose.

1

There is yet another point in the theory of this great philo-

sopher from which we must mark our dissent. Spencer believes

that the gradual transition from compulsory morality to the

spontaneous ethics of egoism is due exclusively to the growth

of experience. The morals that rest upon political, religious

and social sanctions belong, he thinks, to an early stage of

development when the human race was not yet sufficiently

informed by experience as to the efficacy of acts that go to

produce social happiness, and had, consequently, to be com-

pelled to do those things which were useful and leave undone

those things which were injurious. But here Spencer fails to

see that in a community where men are free to co-operate on

equal terms, where economic relations are consequently trans-

parent, and where no social institutions exist to warp individual

judgment, a very limited degree of experience suffices to de-

monstrate what acts redound to the advantage of the agent. So
true is this, that in primitive communities where capitalistic

property does not exist, wc find that the ethics of egoism suc-

ceed perfectly in assuring the welfare of both the individual and

society, despite the still embryonic state of utilitarian experi-

ence. In the capitalistic society, on the contrary, the complexity

of economic relations renders it impossible for the owning classes

to foresee the results of their own acts, and prevents them
consequently from entrusting themselves entirely to the sway

of their own egoism. The laboin-ing classes would, however,

readily discover the line of conduct conducive to their welfare

were their egoism not purposely perverted. It is thus by no

'This is precisely what Tuiatc has set fortli so well in his reply to

Cimhalis" work. II dirilto del piti ftirif, Rome, 1891 (Crilicd svcialc, Septem-
ber, 1891.)
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means due to an insufficient development of the intellect that

individuals are now-a-days unable to foresee what acts are in

real conformity with their egoism. It is the complication of

capitalistic relations that prevents proprietors, on the one
hand, be they ever so intelligent, from perceiving the final

results of their acts ; and the systematic perversion of the

egoism of the masses that, on the other hand, prevents the

labourers from recognising the results of the acts that are

really in conformity with their interests. This impossibility of

recognising what acts are in harmony with one's egoism is not,

therefore, the result of psychological causes, but due simply

to the prevailing capitalistic conditions, which interpose them-

selves between the intellect of man and the results of his acts,

rendering egoism blind and thus incapable of regulating human
conduct. The necessary acts have, therefore, to be instigated

by moral suasion.

So long as present social conditions persist, even the most
marked progress in human intelligence can never clear the

way for the institution of the ethics of egoism, because the

system would still be vitiated and interrupted in its proper

workings by existing economic conditions. But with the es-

tablishment of an economy of equals, egoistic morality will at

once become possible, as the very equality of conditions will

tear away the veil which now renders egoism blind. On this

account we are not even able to share Spencer's opinion that

the ideal morality stands in the same relation to the relative

morals of different historical periods as physiology to path-

ology ; for if we regard these uncompleted moral forms as

organic products of historically necessary economic conditions,

it is certainly illogical to affirm that imperfect morality is a

pathological phenomenon. Rather is it a physiological phe-

nomenon, even as the social organism of which it is the product

is physiological in character.

We must therefore conclude that capitalistic morality is

made up of a series of regulations, imposed by the owning

classes upon the labourers in opposition to their real egoism,

and upon their own number in opposition to their immediate

interests; and that it is these regulations which succeed in
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guaranteeing the persistence of capitalistic society. But it

will readily be recognised, that, though simple moral suasion

suffices to hold a certain portion of the population from pro-

scribed acts, there will always remain a certain number who
will continue to be rebellious under such slight restraint.

Against this element it is necessary to proceed in a different

and much more energetic way. In such cases penalties that

are substantial and no longer merely imaginary have to be im-

posed upon the commission of acts threatening the persistence

of property. Thus where morality is unable to hold human
conduct within the orbit traced out by the necessities of

capitalistic cohesion, a stronger and more definite connective

institution—the law—steps in. The law's dependence upon

economic conditions will, accordingly, next claim our attention.





PART II.

THE ECONOMIC FOUNDATIONS OF THE LAW.





CHAPTER I.

THE ECONOM'C BASIS OF LEGAL SANCTION?^

When we come to consider the legal characteristics of the final

economy, we find the law reduced to a set of imperative rules,

designed to protect the different producers in the enjoyment of

the results of their labour, and in the accumulation of its

products. But, inasmuch as it is to every one's interest in this

economy to respect the property of others, the law never has

to apply its own penalties, since no one would ever think of

violating it. Or if it were ever necessary to resort to legal

penalties, it could only be against madmen or fools ; for nothing

less than aberration or insanity could possibly impel any one to

commit illegal acts that clashed with his own interests.

Locke's proposition : wliere there is no property there is no

injustice, is as capable of demonstration as those of Euclid ; for

the idea of property being a right to something, and the idea

we designate under the name of injustice being the invasion or

violation of such a right, it is clear that the latter cannot exist

without the former. But it is not necessary to go so far as

to assume the non-existence of property in order to show the

impossibility of injustice; for under an adequate system of

private property, any violation of the rights of another would

be in contradiction with the self-interest of the transgressor,

since, as we have already seen, it would necessarily react to his

own disadvantage. No violation of another's property rights

could occur in a society made up of producers of capital and
ordinary labourers all having equal incomes; for any attempt

on the part of one member of the group to usurp the rights of

another could only succeed in driving the latter to disrupt the

mixed association. This, in turn, would result in lessening the

joint productivity of labour, and so diminish the income of the
(73)
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would-be usurper. In such a community, the law would there-

fore simply consist in the theoretical affirmation of the rights

and duties of the individual, and these would never have to be

incorporated into penal sanctions. Utility, which according to

Hobbes constitutes the essence of the law in the state of nature,

would then form the sole rule of justice ; but, instead of leading

to the war of all against all, this criterion would naturally and

logically result in the respect of reciprocal rights and in social

peace.

The logic of this conclusion comes out with still greater

clearness in the argument drawn e contrano from the legal

characteristics of the economic form radically opposed to the

above ; namely, the capitalistic economy. It is evident that the

law which assures to every individual the peaceful enjoyment

of his income is no longer so sure of universal observance in

a comn-unity that tolerates, sanctions, and even accentuates

economic inequality, and where one portion of the population

grows rich at the expense of the other ; for it is to the interest

of those who possess less to usurp the rights of those who

possess more, and those who labour without receiving any

revenue have certainly everything to gain from violating the

law and appropriating the revenue of the capitalists and non-

labouring proprietors. And although in the free-land economy

violations of the law are powerless to augment the welfare of

the agent, and in the end only succeed in diminishing his pros-

perity, where land is pre-empted, such illegal acts constitute,

on the contrary, a very efficacious means of increasing the

transgressor's competency. For this reason, the law can no

longer confine itself, in this phase of economic evolution, to a

mere theoretical affirmation of the economic privileges of the

individual, but must arm itself with rigorous penalties to lay

upon those whose individual interests urge them to violate its

rules.

We have already noted while speaking of morality, that, in

the capitalistic society, the real interests of the labourers urge

them to revolt against the capitalistic class, while the conscious

interests of the members of tiiis capitalistic group lead them to

resort to reciprocal usurpation among themselves, and to be
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implacable in their attitude toward the labouring population,

although such conduct really results to their ultimate dis-

advantage. For this reason, as we have seen, the ethics of

egoism cannot, under such conditions, lead to social equilibrium,

and it is, therefore, necessary to resort to an imperative code

of morals, with a view to vitiating the egoism of both classes by

creating an ostensible egoism calculated to detach the poorer

classes from their real interests and the well-to-do classes from

their conscious interests. In cases where this perversion of

egoism is not complete in its results, and where, on this account,

the imperative code of morality does not of itself suffice to

assure social equilibrium, the law intervenes. Instead of

vitiating human egoism, and then allowing the individual to act

freely according to the tenets of his perverted interests, the

law proceeds either by absolutely forbidding acts that are in

conformity with one's own interest, or by subjecting such acts to

penalties so severe that their performance becomes henceforth

anti-egoistic. Morality thus comes to the support of the capita-

listic system by means of a fiction; for, even while permitting

the individual to follow out his own inclinations, it takes care to

vitiate his egoism and direct it in a sense opposed to his interests,

real or conscious as the case may be. The law proceeds more

explicitly and imposes at once so severe a penalty upon the

egoistic act that its performance really becomes contrary to the

agent's interest. Morality imposes an ostensible penalty upon

him who commits an egoistic act and thus renders the abstention

therefrom apparently egoistic ; while the law, on the contrary,

inflicts its effective punishment upon the self-same act and thus

renders the abstention really egoistic. Morality accordingly

vitiates our interests, while the law, on the other hand, alters

the conditions under which they are moved and determined.

This characteristic of the law has been vaguely compre-

hended by the more illustrious writers on jurisprudence; but

their ignorance of the economic element has always prevented

them from grasping the true nature of the institutions of

which we are speaking. Thus Ihering regards the law as a

compulsion exercised upon individuals by the collective autho-

rity, with a view to deterring them from excesses that would
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turn to their own disadvantage, which they themselves are

unable to foresee.^ This definition, indeed, exactly describes

the characteristics of the law in so far as it applies to the

relations existing between the members of the capitalistic

group, upon whom the law actually imposes a series of acts

that are in conformity with their real interests ; but it is not

applicable to matters concerning the labourers, for they are

obliged by law to act contrary to their real egoism. In the

second place, this definition takes no account of the anomalous

fact that individuals have to be constrained to act in con-

formity with their own interests ; and it fails to see, that this

contradiction must necessarily be the result of an abnormal

and transitory economic system, under which acts that are in

reality useful do not appear so to the individual and must,

therefore, be dictated by some superior force. If, however,

we turn aside for a moment from the capitalistic economy

and fix our attention again on the final economic form, we

will perceive that, owing to the transparent nature of the

prevailing social relations, the individual is there able to

recognise immediately the personal advantages and disadvan-

tages resulting from the different acts he performs. A spon-

taneous fulfilment of the egoistic act is thus assured," and there

is no longer any reason for psychological absurdity of its

enforcement.

Prom all this it will be readily recognised that the legal sys-

tem is much more complicated than the moral code. Morality,

in short, requires no special institutions to guarantee its ob-

servance since it is left to the persuasions of conscience. But

the law, on the other hand, demands a whole series of institutions

to secure its fulfilment. Morality, besides, depends upon the

work of a relatively restricted number of unproductive labourers

whose business it is to preach moderation to the masses and

the elite of society ; while the law, on the contrary, employs a

triple army of unproductive labourers : one branch to formulate

the principles of justice, another to carry out these principles

into practice, and the third to assure their execution ; that is

to say, there must be jurists, judges and police. From this

J ihering, Zweck itn Recht, Leipzig, 1877-83, i., p. 250.
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we must conclude that the law is a phenomenon belonging to a

more advanced stage of social evolution than morality, since it

is a more complex and heterogeneous institution, corresponding

to a more highly developed system of capitalistic civilisation.

It is also a more costly system, and one to which capital only

has recourse after it has experienced the inefficacy of the less

expensive methods of safeguarding the persistence of property.^

Thus, as a coactive and imperative instruction, the law is

likewise a necessary product of the capitalistic economy, serving

to protect the income-holders from their own importunities and

from attacks on the side of the labourers.- It becomes thus

at once the complement and the integration of capitalistic

morality, wherever the latter proves insufficient.

This organic connection between the application of the legal

sanction and the institution of capitalistic property finds its

proof in the entire history of the law During the long period

preceding the institution of the capitalistic regime legal pen-

alties were never incorporated into material acts, and the purely

abstract nature of the legal system finally gave rise to the

theoretical illusion that a law could exist without its correspond-

ing sanction. As a matter of fact, however, a law deprived

of its material sanction is plainly an impossibility, since the

essential characteristic of the law, and that which distinguishes

it from morality, consists in just this material penalty. But
th(;ugh there cannot be a law without the existence of a

corresponding sanction, one may still admit the possibility of

a law without the exercise of its sanction, provided economic

circumstances render it feasible to dispense with the necessity

of resorting thereto. Now, just such circumstances are to be

met with in an economy where equality of conditions prevails.

Under such circumstances the application of the legal sanction

'The opposite thesis is upheld by Pellegrini, who regards morality as

the inlcgfation of the law, and considers it accordingly as a later develop-

ment in the evolution of social ideas (Dirilto Socitilf, 1891, p. 14) But
this is wrong ; for the very rigidity, precision and complexity which arc

the special characteristics of the law, of themselves denote it <o be a

more advanced institution than morality, and mark it as belonging to a
later stage of human development.

•^C/. Vanni, G<:i sliuit di Hir H. Maine, 1892, p. 46.
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is rendered superfluous by the fact that acquiescence in the

law is to every one's interest. Under such conditions the law

simply amounts to a technical classification of the acts and

abstentions that are to be the advantage of the citizens of the

State ; and, on this account, respect for the law is assured on

the part of such citizens without the necessity of applying any

penalties. Thus there is nothing extraordinary in the fact,

that the primitive tribunals were simply courts of arbitration

which left their verdict to the voluntary execution of the

parties. The sanction becoming thus purely theoretical, it

ended in being no longer even the object of a threat.

It is thus easy to explain how the non-exercise of legal

penalties during this social period came to encourage the belief

in the non-existence of such penalties, and consequently caused

the jurist to imagine the possibility of the existence of a law

without its corresponding sanction. The matter is also explic-

able from the fact that the non-exercise of the legal sanction

continued even after the conditions of economic equality that

first rendered this state of things possible ceased to exist. The

non-exercise of the legal sanction for so protracted a period,

resulted, in fact, in the atrophy of the social organs whose

function it was to apply it. Thus at the outset of "the capita-

listic regime the sanction was but imperfectly applied, because

the necessary organs were still inert or imperfectly developed.

The legal sanction was for this reason inadequate ^ during the

early days of capitalistic society, and primitive legislators had,

therefore, according to Maine's profound observation, to accord

to procedure an importance that seems to us out of all

proportion, as modern legislators throw the prescriptions of

procedure into the background. In early times the legislator

had, indeed, to exert every effort to assure the rigidity of the

legal sanction and to repair the insufficiency resulting from its

practical disuse. This very inadequacy of the legal sanction

during so protracted a period was, indeed, the cause both of its

frequent violation and of its 'employment by private citizens.

The revolts against the constituted judicial authority occurring

during the middle ages and even in our day in some of the less

iC/. Maine, Ancknt Law, and Vanni, Maine, p. 61 ff.
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civilised countries—the camorra and the maffia—are striking

examples of the systematic violation of the legal sanction. On
the other hand, we find no less remarkable examples of its

employment by private citizens in the vendetta, so common
during the middle ages and still actually in vogue in certain

countries, and in the application of lynch-law in the United

States, These two lines of phenomena, so diametrically op-

posed to each other, are both but the necessary products of

a legal sanction that is inadequate in itself and imperfectly

applied by the collective authority. It is only after the course

of ages and with a constant improvement in its use that the

application of the legal sanction becomes certain. Rebellion

then becomes more rare, and obedience to the law more

regular. Thus beginning with that spontaneous submission

to the law, arising from conditions of economic equality which

made such conduct conformable to the natural interests of

the agent, we reach a reflex obedience which is the product,

not of natural egoism, but of the infallibility of legal penalties,

which in turn assures the requisite transformation of egoism

demanded by the property system.

If the law then constitutes the sanction that society, or

more strictly, its ruling classes, accords to existing economic

conditions, it must then of necessity reflect these same con-

ditions, and docilely follow in the train of their successive

transformations. The law, in other words, proceeds from the

economic constitutif)n and changes as it changes. The theory

of Savigny and the historical school, which regards the law as

the product of the national conscience, or the result of the

peculiar inheritance and habits of a people, is thus entirely

erroneous. On the contrary, the legal systems of the most

widely separated races and nations must be the same when-

ever the prevailing economic conditions are identical. On the

other hand, every nation must undergo a change in its legal

system when the onward march of its civilisation has brought

about radical changes in its ecouonuc constitution.



CHAPTER II.

THE ECONOMIC BASIS OF LEGAL TRANSFORMATIONS.
AN HISTORICAL DEMONSTRATION.

Changes in the prevailing economic conditions necessarily

involve corresponding alterations in the law. This is a truth

that is evident from vi'hat we have already said, and the history

of law furnishes us, besides, with clear and definite demonstra-

tion of the fact. From the early dawn of juristic life, during

that primitive period when the law was worked out upon a

family and not upon a property basis, mother-right prevailed

among the most profoundly different peoples, and in the most

widely separated places. The maternal family, with its com-

plicated system of relationships, flourished alike in Asia, Greece

and Africa, as well as in prehistoric America. When we come

down to times that are less obscure and to facts that are more

definite, we are again struck with amazement at the profound

similarity in the legal systems prevailing among the most

different peoples during these early historical periods. We
know, as a matter of fact, that the ancient laws of the Romans,

the Irish, the Gauls and the Germans were practically the

same, or presented but imperceptible divergences. Among these

different peoples the law shows us the same classification of

persons, the same absolute character of marital and paternal

authority, a like constitution of the family and an identical

distinction between the ager publicns and the ager privatus.

In each of these countries the law maintained the inviolability

of private property, determined the boundaries of the patrimo-

nial fields, proclaimed the personal nature of an obligation and

fixed the rigorous bonds that shackled the liberty of the debtor

and transformed the security pledged into a right of property.

In all four cases, finally, the law insisted upon respect for the

(80)
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sacredness of the oath, accorded ample confidence to the witness

and arranged for the intervention of judicial warranties.^

Germanic law, it is true, founded property rights in the family,

while Roman law accorded such rights to the individual ; but in

the primitive Roman law there are also many traces of the earlier

family community. That so striking an analogy should exist

in the legal systems of two peoples so profoundly different and

so widely separated is a highly significant fact and one worthy

of serious consideration ; on the one hand because it radically

r -'verses the theory that regards the law as an emanation of the

national consciousness, and on the other hand because it shows

that the law necessarily depends upon existing economic con-

ditions. The Romans and the primitive Germans were profoundly

different in race and manners and lived under different climatic

conditions. Between these two peoples and these two lands

there was, indeed, nothing in common beyond the identity of

their economic systems; or, to put it more definitely, there was

nothing in common between them except identical territorial

conditions, which irresistibly impelled them to adopt an identical

economic constitution. It is perfectly evident that this profound

analogy in the legal systems of these two peoples could not have

been the product of conditions wherein they differed, and must,

accordingly, have resulted from the one element common to

them both, namely: their economic system.

Thus the Roman economy and the German economy pro-

ceeded together for a certain time at about equal paces along

the lines of their respective development. But after the col-

lective economy gave place to the system of capitalistic property,

based upon the suppression of the free land, their ways lay

apart ; for Germany's free land, being of a low grade of fertility,

could be taken from the labourer without resorting to very

serious violence, while in Southern Europe, on the contrary,

where the land was of an exuberant fertility, a rhfime of blood

and iron could alone succeed in preventing the labourers from

establishing themselves on the free land. Now this violent

suppression of the free land accomplished by means of slavery

' Laferriere, H'ntoirc dii droit Frnn^ais, Paris, 1846, ii., p. 168 ff. Maine,

Ancient Law.
6
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serred in Southern Europe as the foundation for an admirably

f>erfected capitalistic system upon which a corresponding legal

structure had to be raised- The phenomena of redistribution

in particular, that is to say, the complex relations prevaihng

among proprietors, called for legal relations equally as subtle

pan complex. It is not surprising, therefore, that such economic

conditions engendered a system of legal relations and corre-

sponding doctrines that remain to our day a superb monument
to Latin genius.

From this f>oint of view Roman law bears a striking analogy

to English political economy. The former was the product of

the complex relations prevailing among slave owners, while the

latter was the outcome of the no less complicated relations

springing up among modern capitalists. Both were the natural

fruits of a countrj* where egoism reigned supreme and of a

people actuated by none of the softer sentiments. The only

difference between the two systems consists in the fact that

the Roman law only traces out the technology, while English

political economy reveals the verj' physiology of human egoism.

The law accordingly presents a more superficial character, cor-

responding to an earlier stage in the development of scientific

thought, which can only proceed to more profound researches

on reaching maturity. And just as classical political economy
is a reflex of the economic situation surrounding the wage-

system, so the Roman law was an ideal product of the eco-

nomics of slavery. A like legal system could never have arisen

out of conditions of economic equality nor could it have been

raised upon a patriarchal basis.

As soon as the slave economy began to disaggregate, the

classic law fell into abeyance and another legal system, more
in harmony with the new economic form, took its place. This

p>eriod of legal decomposition and recomposition is of extra-

ordinary importance, and confirms our chosen theorj' in the

most striking manner. We have already obser\ed that the

slave economy was never established in all its rigour in Teutonic

countries, and that from the ver>' outset the suppression of

the free land there assumed the milder form of serfdom. Thus,

while the slave economy prevailing in Southern Europe en-
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gendered one set of legal relations, an absolutely different legal

system, based upon serfdom, was established in the countries

of the North. The latter legal system differed from that of

Rome in three respects : it instituted and sanctioned patri-

archal relations between property and labour ; it protected the

serf from arbitrary acts of violence on the part of the pro-

prietor, and it placed respect for the family and the sentiment

of solidarity above the mere satisfaction of a brutal egoism.'

In the course of time Southern Europe was also obliged to

introduce the serf system, and it then became expedient to

substitute the Germanic code, which was the outgrowth of

the serf economy, for the classic law of Rome that was the

product of slavery. The national law of Italy thus sank into

abeyance and came to occupy a subordinate position beside

the barbarian codes which were henceforth to prevail.'- This

change, as we can readily see, had nothing to do with the

victory of one national code over another. It was simply the

natural reproduction of a legal system already determined for

the purpose, to meet the reappearance of the very economic

conditions that had originally given it life. We have thus

additional proof of the law's absolute independence of national

character, and its exclusive dependence upon the economic

structure of society.

The introduction into mediaeval Italy of economic conditions

similar to those prevailing in primitive Germany thus brought

with it the barbarian codes of the Teutons. And in a somewhat

analogous manner the later institution in Germany of economic

relations similar to those formerly prevailing in Rome introduced

the Roman law into that country at a subsequent period. This

latter phenomenon, which has so puzzled legal historians and

still forms a stumbling-block to the Savigny school, loses its

anomalous character when regarded in the light of the theory

' C/ Schmidt, Der principidle Unterschicd zwischen den romischen und

germaniichcn Rechten, Rostock, 1853, p. 272 ff.

' F^y the twelfth century "Roman jurisprudence and the books of

Justinian had fallen into oblivion in Italy, and the code of the I.ombards*

held full sway " (Giannone, Storia civile del regno di Napoli (1723), Italia,

1821, i., pp. 289 91).
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which looks upon legal revolutions as the necessary concomitant

of economic change. ^ The wage economy that grew out of the

old trunk of feudal society engendered, it is true, an absolutely

new set of relations between property and labour, and these in

turn had consequently to give rise to legal institutions heretofore

unknown. But the system of redistribution instituted under

this new economic form, though it differed widely from that

prevailing during the feudal period, offered a profound analogy

to that of the slave economy. Thus though the law regulating

the labour contract had to be an original creation of the new
economic system (or at best an elaboration of the contract of

feudal '^ service), the law regulating the relations among proprie-

tors could practically be reproduced in its classic Roman form.

Now it is exactly these relations between proprietors that

constitute the essential object, and form, as it were, the organic

tissue of the law, while the relations between property and

labour only enter in a subsidiary way. Thus the organic and

vital side of the law could be regulated by the principles of the

jus romanum. The Roman law accordingly emerged from the

tomb where it had so long reposed into the expansion of a new
life. The movement toward this awakening commenced in

Italy where the wage economy first began to develop, following

the expropriation of the cultivators. The new and more active

economic relations that were springing up in the industrial cities

of the Italian peninsula soon became incompatible with the

narrow rigidity of feudal law and communal customs, and accord-

^ Dankwardt very well remarks that the introduction of the Roman law

into Germany—which according to some could only have been effected

by missionaries after the manner that a new religion is imported and
propagated—was really occasioned by an alteration in relations of fact,

which made the ancient German code no longer possible {National-oeko-

nomisch-civilistische Studien, Leipzig, 1862, pp. 19-30).

^ In Roman law the contract locatio condiictio operarum, which was not

-even protected by an action, was applied in the very rare cases where a

freeman hired out his own services, and in the more frequent instances

when the slave owner rented the labour of his slaves. But personal

relations were more common in feudal law, and we, consequently, come
more often upon contracts of service under the feudal system. It was
these, therefore, that the new law turned to account [Handworterbuch

.^der Staatswissenscha/ten, vgl. Arbeitsvertrag).
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ingly necessitated the institution of a legal system more rapid

in its workings and more subtle in its movements, and such a

system was found already elaborated in the Roman law.i

This renaissance of the Roman law in Italy was thus the

natural consequence of the new economic system which intro-

duced relations of redistribution analogous to those of the slave

society; and the successive ramifications of the Roman law

from Italy into Germany was again but the necessary corollary

of the economic revolution that spread these same conditions

throughout northern Europe.

The introduction of this foreign law into Germany was not,

however, effected without intense opposition, and it, indeed,

contributed not a little to embitter the very economic relations

of which it itself was the product. We find proof of this in the

German peasant's intense hatred of the new law, a hatred so

deadly and implacable that it recalled to the brilliant civilisation

of the renaissance the rage with which the German warrior

pierced the throat of the Roman jurist after the defeat of Varus,

1 C/. Lerminier, Introduction g'en'erale a Vhistoire du droit, Brussels,

1836, p. 139. Maine likewise (Ancient Law) sees in the development of

economic conditions the cause of the modern renaissance of Roman

law and of the substitution of individualistic law for feudal law. Even

Savigny recognises that the earlier re-establishment of the Roman law

in Italy " was due to the prosperity and flourishing condition of the

cities. This system had, in fact, to be revived in the cities and by the

cities. It was not, therefore, by chance but tlirough the necessary

course of events that Roman law was re-established in the Italian cities,

whence it passed on into France and Germany to correspond to lilte

needs'" (Storia del diritto romnno nil medio evo, Turin, 1859, i., p. KiO).

Truly one could not affirm with greater clearness the economic basis of

the law. And in several other passages in his work this illustrious author

further recognises the fact. Thus, for example, in speaking of the legal

system established in Italy toward the close of the barbarian invasions,

he says: "Had landed property been taken from the Romans, the pre-

servation of the Roman constitution would therewith have become im-

possible. From the permanence of the Roman constitution, one has

therefore to presume the permanence of landed property among the

Romans " {Ibid., i., p. 198). Now in thus aflirming that the persistence

of economic conditions makes the persistence of legal conditions a

matter of certitude, the author practically admits that the latter are

the necessary product of the former.
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crying, " Now viper, hiss again if you can !
"^ Nevertheless it

would be an unpardonable error to regard the new law as the

cause of the modern capitalistic system and all the crying

injustices that accompanied its formation, since the new code

only sanctioned and gave legal expression to economic conditions

that were already in existence.

Thus legal history shows us that instead of being the product

of abstract reason, or the result of national consciousness, or a

racial characteristic, the law is simply the necessary outcome

of economic conditions.^ For this reason a definite legal system

may pass on from one nation to another and leap from an earlier

to a later century, whenever its corresponding economic system

is transmitted from this people to that and from one historical

epoch to another.

After this rapid survey of the history of the law, let us now
examine the various juristic institutions, and we shall there

find additional confirmation of our main thesis.

1 Grimm, Deutsche Rechtsalterthumer , Gottingen, 1854, Preface, xi. Eich-

horn, Deutsche Staats-und Rechtsgcschichte, Gottingen, 1819, iii., p. 337.

2 "Property is the principal factor in the development of the law."

Thus Stein expresses himself {Franzosische Staats- und Rechtsgcschichte,

Basel, 1875, p. 15). On page 369 of his work Stein, however, introduces

an ideal element into this evolution, namely, the idea of the State.



CHAPTER III.

THE ECONOMIC BASIS OF DIVERS LEGAL INSTITUTIONS.

Modern law, as we have just seen, is only really modern in its

subordinate elements, in that portion, namely, which pertains

to the relations between property and labour; and this is due

to the fact that these secondary relations now assume a form

unknown to former times. In its fundamental lines, however,

that is to say, in everything that touches the relations among
proprietors, modern law is but a reproduction of the Roman
law ; and this is the case, because these more important re-

lations practically reproduce the earlier Latin structure. We
have already demonstrated the relation of dependence existing

between legal systems and economic conditions, by noting the

constant recurrence of the same legal system whenever the

corresponding economic conditions were reproduced. If we

now make a careful analysis of the various legal institutions

we will discover that they, too, are each and every one the

necessary product of particular economic conditions.

I.

—

The Law of the Family,

Let us first examine the law of the family. The transition

from primitive promiscuity to that earliest form of familial

aggregation, known as the maternal family, was brought about

by an increase of population, and the consequent need of

augmenting the means of subsistence through organised co-

operative labour. This necessity of forming an association of

labour, however imperfect, inspired in the mind of the primitive

man the idea of uniting into distinct groups individuals, who

had up to this been in the habit of wandering at will from place

to place. These groups were constituted, and at the same time

(87)
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circumscribed, by forbidding intermarriage among their mem-
bers, and by compelling the women of each group to select

their husbands from a foreign group. Within the familial

clans thus constituted, the children always belonged to the

clan of the mother, and consequently to a different clan from
that of the father. In this way individuals belonging to

different clans, but all collected around the same maternal

head, were able to establish a primitive labour association.

The maternal family was thus the first means employed to

concentrate the labour of several individuals upon a definite

territory. It constituted the first limitation placed upon the

dispersive tendencies of savage life, and effected the first

improvement in productive force.

But this prehistoric method of associating labour soon gave
evidence of its multiple defects. It resulted in the dispersion

of the masculine element of each clan over a vast territory,

and brought together upon a restricted area a number of men
belonging to different clans who owed obedience to different

powers, and consequently were little inclined to work together

in harmony. Production was thus confronted with serious

obstacles, which became more and more difficult to overcome
as the increase of population necessitated greater jjroductive

force. In the end, therefore, the maternal system had to give

way to the paternal family. Under this latter organisation it

was the men who sought their wives among foreign tribes and
transmitted their name and descent to their children.

i

The institution of the paternal family was also necessitated

on other grounds. When subsistence could no longer be pro-

cured except by labour, the younger and weaker members of

the family finding it impossible to produce enough for their

needs were forced to recognise that their very life depended
upon the labour of the older and stronger members of the

group. The existence of the women and children came, in

short, to depend henceforth upon the labour of the man, and
he, therefore, naturally acquired ecortomic, and therewith also

legal power over those who owed him their life. Henceforward
the supervision of the family—which in prehistoric times had

1 Sieber, I'oc. cit., p. 351 f¥.
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rested with the mother—became the privilege of the father,

and he acquired therewith a despotic right over his wife and

children. The husband now prevented his wife from having

any further intercourse with other men (thereby destroying

at a blow the primitive polyandry), and subjected her to his

authority in all the acts of her life. Over his children likewise

the father exercised a limitless patria potestas, and practically

assimilated them with his slaves. Now the sovereignty ex-

ercised by the father over the members of his family is in

reality but an extension of the prevailing economic relation

between property and labour, and for this reason it is bound

to become modified as this economic antithesis is softened.

Thus in the slave society the wife and children were legally

the slaves of the husband and father, while in the feudal eco-

nomy they found themselves rather in the position of his serfs

and vassals, and in our modern wage economy, and especially

among the poorer classes, they assume the position of his em-

ployees. Thus as economic relations change, domestic relations

have likewise to be modified, and as Georges Sand has so pro-

foundly observed, proprietors as well as labourers carry over

into their domestic life the same relations of authority which

they exercise or submit to in the outside world.

The institution of private property exerted still another im-

portant influence upon the constitution of the family. The
complicated system of relationships growing out of the maternal

family, which gathered so large a number of individuals about

a common head, could only picvail l>efore there was any such

thing as private possessions. As soon as the idea of private

property arose the bond of relationship ceased to be represented

by a community of sentiments and aspirations, and became
embodied in the economic relation of hereditary succession.

Thus when this institution was once firmly established, the

maternal family with its innumerable host of relations became
clearly intolerable, since it necessitated the division of the

heritage among an enormous number of consanguins. The
institution of private property consequently truncated with a

blow the multiple ramifications of relationships growing out of

the n-i^inte of collective property, and replaced them with a
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simpler system of consanguinity and a more restricted form of

the family.

1

Finally succession in the paternal line was necessary in order

to allow the father to satisfy his natural desire of transmitting

his possessions to his children ; for under a system of maternal

succession his property must have gone to his brothers, or to

his sister's children. For all these reasons, the maternal family

constituted the familial form correlative to the system of com-

munal property ; while the paternal family arose as the necessary

corollary of private property.

But the influences exerted by economic conditions upon the

constitution of the family are not confined to those here in-

dicated. On the contrary, they are so numerous and so deep

that a writer who devoted his whole life to the study of this

question did not hesitate to declare that every stage in the

evolution of the family is determined by considerations of

property.2

II.

—

The Law of Property.

The influence exerted by economic conditions -upon the law

of property is no less important. Thus the distinction between

the ager publicus and the ager frivatus, to be met with both

in primitive German law and in the Roman law, was but a

survival of the era of collective property, from which these two

peoples had but recently emerged. The absence at this time

of any distinction between movable and immovable property

was the result of the unlimited extent of free land which

allowed cultivated soil to be compared exactly with any other

product of labour. And the rigorous law of property enforced

during Rome's best days was again the product of the then

prevailing economic conditions. But after production had

received so serious a check as that imposed by slavery, it

became more than ever necessary to exclude all other institu-

tions tending to restrict the product, for a situation that

was already unsatisfactory could not well be aggravated. It

was inexpedient, therefore, to load the right of property with

1 Cf. Morgan, Ancient Society, London, 1877, p. 168 ff.

2 MacLennan, Studies in. Ancient History, London, 1886, pp. 136, 377.
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legal limitations, for these only offered further obstacles to the

productivity of labour. In the end, therefore, property came
to assume the character of an absolute right.

This essentially economic reason for the existence of Quiri-

tarian property appears also e contrario from the fact that the

Roman law did not hesitate to place rigorous limitations upon

the right of property whenever such action was rendered

necessary in the interests of production. It was with this end

in view that legal servitudes were established, as they afforded

an opportunity of developing rural production. It was in the

same spirit that permission was given to hunt over private

estates, because the chase benefited extensive agriculture by

destroying the wild animals that were wont to injure the fields.

According to Ihering the peculiar provision of the Roman law

which allowed him who had appropriated an object to return

its price instead of restoring it in kind, also rested on economic

grounds. In order to encourage the cultivation of the soil, it

was further arranged that he who cleared an uncultivated area

should become the proprietor thereof after a lapse of ten

years. And it was also with an economic end in view that the

usucaptio was introduced, which aimed at rewarding the spirit

of industrial initiative by punishing absenteeism among land-

lords. The essentially economic character of this latter insti-

tution comes out still more clearly from the fact that it did

not exist in countries where economic conditions rendered it

unnecessary. The exigencies of Roman production, which

had already become relatively intensive in character, made it

expedient for the law to recognise such a right of property in

him who had devoted his labour to a certain piece of land for

a long period of time ; but the agricultural conditions of the

Orient, that were much more extensive in character and

facilitated besides by the exuberance of nature, made no such

demands, as production could proceed in a very satisfactory

way without according any right of this kind. Thus in solemn

contrast to the usucaption ol the Romans stood the Jewish

Jubilee, which disregarded everything that time and labour

had added to the value of property, and assured its periodic

return to the idle or absent landlord,
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Even in the Roman economy the limitations laid upon the

rights of property with a view to increasing the rights of labour

were effected by degrees, and only increased in number as

production itself became more intensive in character. We can

accordingly account for the gradual prevalence of the theories

of the Proculeians, who maintained that the property right in

the thing manufactured out of materials belonging to another

was lodged in the maker, over those of the Sabiniens, who
accorded this right to the owner of the original materials. This

very prevalence betrayed, however, a prejudice in favour of the

exigencies of production, and this prejudice also became more
marked as production became more intensive. ^ Primitive Rom-
man law furthermore allowed the possessor in good faith of

another's estate to be ejected by the rightful owner and even

deprived of his property in the fruits. We can readily under-

stand, however, what difficulties a rigorous application of this

law would, in the course of time, place in the way of agricultural

progress, and how it must have become necessary to guard the

interests of the cultivator by some milder form of legislation.

For this reason it was later provided that the fruits should

remain the property of him who held in good faith.^ We can

also recall another incident of the same order. The rigorous

provisions of primitive Roman law that permitted and even

encouraged the most signal bad faith on the part of contractual

parties, became with economic and commercial progress a

serious obstacle to all business transactions, because they gave

rise to numerous tricks and subterfuges that prevented honest

men from entering into contracts at all. With the growth of

capitalistic property, the necessity was, therefore, felt of exacting

good faith on the part of those entering into a contract, and of

departing from the rules of the primitive 5^Hc/?/wy?/5 upon this

subject.

3

In general we may say that the jus gentium of the Romans
was, in its entirety, the product of the development of their

^ Oertmann, Die WirthschaftsUhre dcs Corpus Juris Civilis, Berlin, 1891,

pp. 27, 60, 71, 119, etc.

2 Dankwardt, Nntional-ockonomie undjurispriidenz, Rostock, 1857, i., p. 49,

3 Schmidt, op.cit., p. 268.
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intensive economy, which compelled them to pay continually

greater consideration to the producer's capital. Later on,

during the days of the feudal economy, the liens placed upon

property in favour of labour were provided simply with the idea

of favouring production, which at that time required the em-

ployment of assiduous, efficacious and, consequently, well-paid

labour. A like thought inspired that set of servitudes, emphy-

teuses, quit-rents and the like, which encumbered property

during the middle ages—and so true is this that the moment

these provisions became an obstacle to production they were

at once abandoned. Thus in mediaeval England, the right of

pasturage upon the uncultivated lands of the seignorial demesne

formed an integral part of the feudal lord's grant, because

without the exercise of this right the cultivation of land was

impossible. But with a change in agrarian conditions, this right,

instead of favouring agriculture, became an obstacle in its path,

and it was accordingly abolished.' In short, all those strange

rights attached to feudal property constituting what are spoken

of as banalities {tnoitlin banal, four banal, etc ), the right of

chase, and others of a like nature, were but products of con-

ditions inherent in the mediaeval economy, for, seeing their

income constantly curtailed, property owners had to arrogate to

themselves all sorts of lucrative rights and privileges in order to

increase their revenue.

III.

—

The Law of Inheritance.

The influences exerted by economic conditions upon the right

of succession are still more interesting. When regarded from

the economic standpoint the singular evolutions of this law are

not so difficult to follow. The fundamental principle that has

determined the course of hereditary succession is as follows

:

During the primitive period when property belonged to the

family, succession was necessarily ab inteslato as the several

members of the family group already enjoyed a right of property

or conduminintn in the common professions. But the motive

' Biackstonc, Commnttarics on the Laws of England, London, 1854, ii.,

p. 36.
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that led to inheritance ah intestato disappeared upon the insti-

tution of the slave economy and the introduction of private

property. Other reasons also argued in favour of according

the proprietor the right of disposing of his goods upon his

death. Slavery, as we have seen, placed serious obstacles in the

way of production and accumulation, and these obstructions

had to be overcome by the creation of some counteracting

force equally as powerful. Among the forces applied to this

purpose nothing was so effective as the right of testation, which

excited the desire of accumulation and finally rendered it insati-

able. Thus the individualistic character of slave property and

the bounds it set to production together resulted in the ap-

pearance of the testament.

But continued accumulation aroused all the antagonisms in-

herent in the slave system and ultimately threatened universal

impoverishment. Thus there was no longer any reason to

stimulate production, and the desire arose to confine the oppor-

tunities for accumulation within narrower bounds. Numerous
exceptions were therefore made to the freedom of testation,

and the right was further limited to a part of the testator's

possessions. At a later period, when slavery was succeeded by

serfdom, some of the conditions of the primitive economy were

reproduced. Holdings of serf-lands were not granted to the

individual but to the family, to be handed down undivided to

succeeding generations. This was due to the necessity of

allowing the soil that had been so exhausted by slavery to

recuperate through continuous and careful cultivation. Thus
the exigencies of agriculture necessitated inheritance ah intestato

for peasant holdings. The political nature of feudal property

introduced a like necessity for seignorial holdings, since the

jurisdiction accompanying the property right of the early

middle ages rendered it necessary that the estate should not

pass out of the family, inasmuch as the family was the depositary

of political sovereignty and answerable for the same to the

king. Sovereignty, moreover^, was essentially monarchical and

could not be divided among a number of lords. Thus the

property right which constituted the basis of such sovereignty

had likewise to be transa^^tted to but one of the sons or de-
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scendants. Hence the right of primogeniture, so general

during the middle ages, was, as Adam Smith remarked, the

product of the political power inherent in property. Its end

was in no wise to deprive some members of the family of their

share in the common heritage, but simply to entrust one of

them with its administration and jurisdiction.

^

And even after the right of property ceased to carry with it

political power, other reasons entered in to limit the heritage

of landed property to a single descendant. Collective inheri-

tance ah intestate was compatible enough with the primordial

economy, where the several members of the family worked

together and jointly administered their common possessions,

but the arrangement became intolerable after the growing spirit

of individualism had induced the several co-heirs to dismember

the family heritage to the injury of production and economic

life in general. The necessity then arose of immobilising the

land in the hands of one of the descendants. Herein also lies

the explanation of the survival of the right of primogeniture,

and of the fidei commissa after the downfall of the feudal

system, and the tenacious persistence of these two forms for

so long a period. In this connection it is also interesting

to note that while the evolution of inheritance ah intestato

proceeds from institutions that tend to dismember property

(by dividing it up among the legitimate heirs) and makes for

institutions, like the fidei commissa that succeed in concen-

trating it, the course of inheritance by testament, on the

contrary, proceeds from institutions that tend toward the

concentration of fortunes (by transmitting them to a single

heir), and makes for institutions that tend toward their disin-

tegration, by dividing up the legal reservation among all the

nearest descendants.

Inheritance ab intestato was thus the prevailing form of

succession in the serf economy, because the advantages of the

testament in encouraging accumulation were far outweighed

by the advantages secured through inheritance ah intestato,

' Ad:im Smith, Wialth of Nations (standard edition), p. 305. Mias-

l<o\vsUi, I)(is Erhrccht uitii die Grtindcii^inthumsvcrlhiihtngen iiii Dciitschiii

Reich, Leipzig, 1885, ii., pp. 44, 201, 253, etc.
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which favoured a restorative cultivation of the soil and trans-

mitted political povi'er uninterruptedly in a definite family group.

But the reasons that led to inheritance ah intestato vanished

with the disappearance of the serf economy. After the labourer

had been deprived of the possession of the soil he cultivated,

and there was no longer any connection between property and

labour, the transmission of the holding within the proprietor's

family circle was of no further interest to the producer, and

consequently carried with it no advantages to rural production.

Like other productive enterprises, agriculture found itself bene-

fited by the testament, which was at that time encouraging

capitalistic production and accumulation. It is thus easy to

understand why the right of testation was revived with the

institution of the wage economy, and became the normal

corollary of the property system, for the accumulation of

wealth and its subsequent concentration in the hands of the

few proceeded more rapidly under this impulsion. But as

was the case in the slave economy before, so now the process

of accumulation under the wage system came in time upon

obstacles which it could not surmount without provoking

general disaster. It was thus to the public's advantage to set

bounds to capitalisation and enrichment. For this reason

freedom of testament had again to be limited, because it

encouraged too much accumulation. It was at this juncture,

accordingly, that the institution of the legitime was re-estab-

lished, which had originally been instituted toward the close

of the slave economy.

This alternate development of inheritance ah intestate and

the testament is written indelibly in the history of the law.

Thus in primitive Germany inheritance was ah intestate, and

the heritage was handed down ipse jure to all the members of

the family. Inheritance ah intestate was likewise the rule in

primitive Roman law, and the testament—which in itself was

an exceptional act needing a special law to invalidate it—was

resorted to in the early days simply with the view of assuring a

portion of the family heritage to the emancipated sons, who,

according to the strict law, would otherwise have been excluded.^

' Maine, Ancient Law,
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Even to-day in Russia the peasants recognise nothing but

inheritance ah intestate, because all the members of the family

jointly cultivate the paternal property and regard themselves in

consequence as the possessors of a right of condoiHiniuin in the

estate.' But in western Europe the introduction of the slave

economy gave rise to testamentary institutions. Upon the

decline of this economic system, however, and with the decom-

position of the capitalistic economy, these institutions, in turn,

came to be limited by the institution of the Falcidian portiott.

As the slave economy gave rise to testamentary succession in

Italy, so the serf economy revived inheritance ab intestato in

Germany, and grafted on to this old trunk the right of primo-

geniture and the jidei conimissa. These latter institutions

afterwards spread out over the Latin world as well, when the

serf economy took root there among the ruins of slavery.

When the free land could be suppressed automatically, serf-

dom finally made way for the wage system, and the testament

appeared again in Italy to start on a fresh course of develop-

ment. The barbarians themselves adopted all the provisions of

the Roman law relative to testation with the single exception

of the Falcidian portion, which, it should be remarked, they

emphatically repudiated.^ And why was this? Simply because

this provision was an expedient to check dangerous and excessive

accumulation, and it had therefore to be thrown aside at an

epoch when, as was the case during the early days of the

development of the wage economy, the normal process of accu-

mulation was barely sufficient to satisfy the needs of production.

From Italy the testament passed on into Germany, where the

older feudal relations were likewise undergoing a process of

disintegration to make way for the institution of the wage

economy. This process continued until the growth of an

abundant fund of capital—always an element of crises and

disasters —made it necessary to impose a series of progressive

checks upon accumulation. Limits were then set to the right

of testation, and more stress came to be laid upon the import-

ance of inheritance al> intestato through the institution of the

legitinif.

' Glasson, flistnirc dii droit [etc.] de la France, 18S7, iii., p. 188.

7
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Economic science thus furnishes the simplest and most
natural explanation of the evolution of the law of inheritance

;

while legal philosophers, too often ignorant of economic
principles, have never succeeded in making it accord with

their systems. The theories of Gans and Lassalle are the

most ingenious legal philosophy has to offer us on this

subject.

Gans regards inheritance ah intestato as the result of necessity

and the testament as the product of liberty. The former system
thus predominated in the east, where the seeds of liberty never
germinated, and it also prevailed in the early days of Rome
before liberty was born. But as soon as the ideal of liberty

took root and spread, it caused testamentary institutions to

bloom throughout the Latin world. But this theory fails to

explain how it was that the Germanic world—which according

to Gans himself represented the completest expression of liberty

—so long ignored the right of testation. Nor does it explain

why, upon the abolition of slavery, this right was also suppressed

in the Latin world itself.^

Lassalle, on the other hand, looks upon the testament as a

phenomenon peculiar to ancient Rome, a product, in other

words, of the psychological stage that this nation was then
passing through. The religious concept peculiar to this epoch
was the immortality of the will, symbolised in the myth of the

God Lar, or the idea of the continuance of the spirit of the

defunct in the house after his death. But the carrying out of

the deceased's wishes must have given rise to an impossible

condition by subjecting the patrimony to the will of the dead,

thus paralysing all effort on the part of the living. To obviate

this difficulty the institution of the testament was interposed,

whereby the defunct abdicated his rights over patrimonial

^ Gans [Das Erbrecht in seiner iveltgeschichtlichen Entwieklung, Stuttgart,

1835, iv., p. 214 ff.), it is true, says that the German system of inheritance

constituted a step in progress in comparison with the Roman system,

because in the former the will of tht individual no longer operated against

ihe sacred rights of family, and only exercised itself after family rights

had been satisfied. But this does not interfere with the fact that the

system countenanced a backward step in the freedom of the testator, and
by no means constituted a factor of progress in his direction.
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affairs and invested them in his heir. It was thus the latter

who was left to carry out the wishes of the deceased and prolong

as it were the original individuality.^ But, adds Lassalle, the

human mind, in the course of its evolution, finally broke away
from its earlier belief in the immortality of the will, and rose to

the higher conception of faith in the immortality of the soul.

Now this new faith excluded all desires on the part of the

deceased in regard to earthly things, and thus severed the

connection that the testament had established between the

will of the testator and the heritage. This at once demon-
strated the absurdity of desires that were supposed to cease

with this life continuing to direct and command temporal

affairs after their own extinction. Thus the historical and

psychological reasons for the testament disappeared, and hence-

forth inheritance had by the very nature of things to be ah

iutestato. Such, accordingly, was the system which was estab-

lished and became general throughout the Germanic world.

But why then was the testament re-established in Germany
toward the close of the middle ages ? This, Lassalle concludes,

was entirely due to an error on the part of the jurists of the

time, and to a false application of the Roman law which the

human mind when better informed must sooner or later set

aside.'-

Thus according to this ingenious philosopher the modern
will is the result of the error of some sage. This all important

institution, entering so closely into the economic life of the

people, had its origin in the caprice or ignorance of some doctor

of law ! Such are the conclusions and such the absurdities

to which we are led by following a theory that endeavours to

deduce the law from the nebulous regions of myth instead of

allowing it to proceed naturally from the prosaic but real world

of economic fact.

> Lassalle, Sysfcm dcr rnt'orbcnen Rcclitc, Leipzig, 1861, ii., p. 10 ff.

Fustcl de Coulangcs also deduces the testament from religious concepts,

and declares that it was unltnown in the early days of Rome simply
because it was incompatible with the primitive religious beliefs of the
Roman people (La cite mitiqiir, Paris, 1S90, p. 87).

' Lassalle, loc. cit., ii., p. 497.
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IV.

—

The Law of Contract.

Passing on from the law of inheritance to the law of contract,

we come upon fresh proof of the law's dependence upon economic

conditions. The personal basis of obligations, the sanctity of

the oath, and the absolute faith in the testimony of the witness,

were, as we have said, common characteristics of German and

early Roman law. Now the personal basis of obligations was

rendered necessary from the existence of free land, which

excluded the possibility of the wage system, and, consequently,

compelled the capitalist to take advantage of his debtor's

insolvency in order to reduce him to a condition of servitude

and so obtain his profits. This important legal phenomenon

has, accordingly, been reproduced among all peoples possessing

an abundance of unoccupied fertile land. It prevails to-day in

Africa, where the law makes the insolvent debtor and his de-

scendants the slaves of the creditor so long as the debt remains

unpaid.^ The probative force of oral declarations was, on the

other hand, a product of the open brutality and the absence of

all fiction prevailing in the slave economy. In the midst of

the wage economy falsehood, indeed, reigns supreme and covers

with a mantle of justice the injustices inherent in such economic

conditions ; but fiction was unknown to the slave society, whose

economic relations were openly based upon force. It is thus

easy to explain why so great faith was accorded to the given

word in this society, and how evidence came to be accepted as

proof.^

A still more suggestive comparison next demands our atten-

tion. Even a superficial study of the rent-contract reveals a

substantial difference between the condition of the Roman
tenant, who only held a jus ad rem (which was, however,

^ Post, Afrikanischc jfurispriidenz, Leipzig, 1887, i., p. 90.

2 Ihering (loc. clt., ii., 608) has judiciously remarked that the lie is only

punished when it is socially injurious, and that it is not so, for example,

under the despotic regime, hecause'lying is- then a necessary condition of

social existence and individual tranquillity. But the economic despotism

that is founded upon the exclusive appropriation of the soil likewise makes

lying a condition precedent to individual and social existence, and there-

fore leads also to its impunity.
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somewhat enlarged during the later days of Rome through the

action of the prsetor), and that of the modern tenant, who
possesses (at least according to a well-recognised authority)

a jus in re. Now the cause of this difference lies in the

dissimilarity of conditions existing in the slave economy and

the wage economy. In the slave economy only the most fertile

lands were reduced to cultivation,'and this practically excluded

economic rent. Hence it was impossible that a progressive

increase of the revenue from this source should ever induce

the landlord to evict his tenant in order to obtain a higher

rent. Upon the introduction of the wage economy, however,

a difference arose in the fertility of the different lands under

cultivation, and economic rent consequently entered in. The
upward tendency of this return offered an inducement to the

proprietor to break the contract with his tenant as soon as

the amount of the economic rent exceeded the amount stipu-

lated in the lease. The condition of the tenant was thus

rendered precarious, and the uncertainty affected cultivation

injuriously. The necessity thus arose of providing for the

exigencies of production by assuring the tenant a position that

was securer and less exposed to the arbitrary acts of the

landlord. We notice the first timid manifestation of this

tendency in the provisions of the Code Napoleon which

accorded the tenant aj«.'> in re. In England and Ireland still

stronger provisions were adopted for the purpose. Thus Eng-
lish legislation recognises a right of compensation in the tenant

for improvements worked into the land, while in Ireland the

redemption of the rent-charge is allowed, that is to say, the

substitution of the tenant for the proprietor. In this manner
the legal form of the rent-contract was substantially altered

under the pressure of economic conditions, which rendered the

ancient form no longer compatible with the normal advance of

production. At first exposed to the arbitrary will of the land-

lord, the tenant came gradually to encroach upon tlie position

of the proprietor and threaten his rights.

I-iconomic evolution has, moreover, long since resulted in

the application of the principle of redemption to the perpetual

lease or emphyteusis. Indeed, the greater the augmentation
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of production, the smaller became the proportion that the

fixed rent bore to the total income of the estate. The economic

power of the emphyteuta thus increased at the expense of

the proprietor, and it thus became comparatively easy for him
to have the right of redemption introduced by statutory en-

actment. This right of redemption was besides vigorously

demanded in the interests of production, as agriculture was
otherwise fettered by a perpetual lien that burdened the soil

and interfered with the liberty of contract. With the increase

of population and economic progress this antagonism became
more marked, until at last it determined the destruction of the

ancient legal form and introduced a new practice and a new
theory of the perpetual lease.

It would be easy to show in a more general way how all the

important and really fruitful legal reforms have been carried

through with a view to advancing economic evolution. Thus,

beside the redemption of the rent-charge that we have just

been speaking of, the abolition of a legal rate of interest, and
of imprisonment for debt, the publicity of the mortgage, and
the free alienation of land, were all legal reforms rendered

necessary by a change in economic conditions. But though

it be a fact that the law is thus metamorphosed with every

readjustment of economic relations, it is nevertheless true that

this transformation is effected very slowly and only after a

considerable interval has elapsed. Thus our present legal

system has already grown rigid, and seems, as it were, to be

stricken with a kind of paralysis. This is simply due to the

fact that it is no longer inspired with economic life, and thus

fails to respond with sufficient readiness to modern demands.

Frequent contradictions are thus apt to occur in applying the

law of the past to the present economic situation. The new
conditions to-day entering into rural industry call for agrarian

contracts that are more elastic and more favourable to the

labourer, but the law, wrapped in its dark mantle of Roman
formalism, still holds fast to legal forms that have long since

ceased to be applicable. This legal system, which is in large

part the product of a past age, is even being applied in all its

rigour to new colonial lands. It is also the present desire to
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confine the contracts on the Bourse within the narrow limits

of the Roman law. The German system of the land register,

an invention so well adapted to facilitate the free alienation of

the soil and the raising of mortgages, is frowned upon by jurists

because, forsooth, it does not enter into their traditional for-

mulas. The landlord's legal rights over the tenant's farming

implements likewise constitute a serious obstacle to the intro-

duction of an agricultural credit system. The Code Napoleon

(as Pelegrino Rossi has already remarked) and the Italian Code
both evince an unjust partiality in favour of landed property,

according it an excessive importance no longer compatible with

the development of personal wealth.

There is thus a sorry contrast between economics and our

modern legal system, which no longer answers readily enough to

the exigencies of economic evolution. The law is thus defeating

its own ends ; for instead of facilitating the existing relations

among proprietors and favouring the development of property,

it often places obstacles in the way of its own expansion.

V.

—

The L.aw Regulating the Relations between
Masters and Workmen.

The legal forms thus far mentioned deal exclusively with

matters pertaining to the redistribution of wealth. It is the

object of these provisions to repress all violations of the right

of property arising among the owning classes, and establish such

relations among proprietors as are calculated to favour the

extension of capitalistic property. Now this part of the law

presents a deep impress of equity, and thus gives countenance

for the moment to the idea that the law is indeed the realisation

of justice. But this is simply due to the fact that these legal

provisions regulate the affairs of men who are economically

equal—or at least enjoy a liberty of choice—and among whom
usurpation is excluded. But as soon as we turn our attention

to the legal provisions regulating the relations between pro-

prietors and non-proprietors, we perceive at once that our

former concept was but an infantile delusion ; for this side of the

law shows us an obstinate, impudent and thorough consecra-

tion of privilege and a decisive preference for property rights.
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So long as propertj' was founded upon slavery, the usurpa-
tory character of the law was not accentuated, because the
labourer was excluded entirely from legal relations, which then
only took account of the affairs of proprietors. We may there-
fore look in vain through Roman law for the exhibition of
any hostile intent toward the labourer. And yet the law
brutally proclaimed its inherent character by affirming the
entire institution of slavery to be contrary to the laws of
nature. In our modern epoch, on the contrary, capitalistic

property is based upon the exclusive appropriation of the
soil, and accordingly has no motive in suppressing the legal

personality of the labourer. Modern law thus reflects the
usurpatory nature of its origin and clearly betrays its emana-
tion from capital. This fact appears very clearly from the
law's unremitting care for the fortunes of the masters, and
from its no less constant abandonment of the workmen's
interests. The truth is shown again in the complete liberty

that the law accords to property in its dealings with labour, in

striking contrast with the multiple checks it places upon the
reciprocal relations of proprietors.

Upon this point a comparison between modern and mediaeval
law is enlightening. During the middle ages when capital was
weak and labour acquired its strength from the existence of

free land, the law came to the assistance of capital by regu-
lating the labour contract in a manner hostile to the labourer's

interest. In our times, on the contrary, when capital is strong
and labour is deprived of its liberty of action, the law amply
fulfils its office of guardian of property by abstaining from
regulating the wage contract at all, and leaving it to the
dictation of capital. Following the transition from the syste-

matic to the automatic economy, the labour contract has thus
descended from its former condition of being regulated in a
capitalistic sense, to a position beyond the reach of the law
entirely, where it is now handed over to the tender mercies of
capital.

And does any one doubt that the civil code was really inspired

in the interests of the richer classes ? Matters pertaining to
redistribution or the reciprocal interests of proprietors are
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regulated with the utmost care. But as far as distribution is

concerned, the wage contract is purposely left to the good

pleasure of the capitalists, who are thus in a position to exploit

the working men at their pleasure. The law's silence upon the

rate of wages, and in regard to the manner, the form and the

time of their payment furnishes the capitalist with the legal

possibility of practising usury, and allows him to pay his wages

in damaged products, bad meats and the like. The lack of any

provision to the contrary also permits the manager to sit as

judge over the labourers under his control and inflict fines upon

them freely and according to his own caprice. Jurists class

such fines among the penal clauses of the contract, but, as a

matter of fact, they are real penalties, and only too often serve

as inequitable expedients for reducing the wage that is already

too small. And at all events the result of such conditions is

that the capitalist is at the same time judge and party to the

suit I All the efforts that have been made to guarantee labourers

an indemnity for injuries received during the course of their

employment have met with systematic opposition on the part

of jurists, who have succeeded in forging out of their classical

formulas an insidious weapon which they employ against those

who work for their living.

All the learned discussions over the violations of the labour

contract clearly betray the capitalistic character of the law and

its ill-will toward the labourer. During the course of the

interesting controversies upon this subject in Germany, Lasker

maintained that the contract being a matter of the civil law, its

violation must come under the same head, and that, therefore,

the violation of the labour contract ought not to be subjected

to a penal sanction. But the sycophants of property were not

in the least ashamed to uphold the opposite thesis. Thus his

opponents argued that violation of contracts on the labourer's

part ought to be the object of a penal sanction, because breaches

of this kind endanger the internal security of the State ; but

that violation of contracts on the part of the capitalists might

be left to civil sanctions, because such offences do not com-
promise social security, and because in any event the capitalist

can always make good any damage he may do ! Let us hasten
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to add, however, that this Ultima TJmle of sophism did not

succeed in making its way into German legislation, and that up

to the present the law has refused to take any explicit measures

against the labourer who breaks his contract. But what
legislation is unwilling to do, jurisprudence has accomplished.

Always amenable to the wishes of capital, jurisprudence has hit

upon the proper measures, thanks to a sophistical interpretation

of the existing law. The capitalist is, in short, allowed to hold

back as much as a quarter of the wages due, in order to

guarantee him against the contingency of a violation of the

labour contract. So the net result of these learned discussions

and these court-chicaneries has been cheerfully pocketed by the

capitalists in the form of an increase of profits.

All the legislation concerning seduction and illegitimate chil-

dren—matters which involve the violation of the honour of the

poorer classes by the rich—is exclusively inspired in the interest

of the latter, and tends to exempt the wealthy in every possible

way from the consequences of their acts. The law reaches

this result by forbidding the revelation of paternity, by refusing

to give illegitimate children any right to the father's possessions,

and by other such means. A fact particularly worthy of remark

—and also of regret—in this connection, is that the rights of

the poorer classes were much better protected under the

absolute regime of the past than they are at present, for the

government then succeeded to some extent in restraining the

exactions of the bourgeoisie, while under the liberal regime of

our day the upper classes are able to attain their complete

satisfaction. Thus the provisions of the Prussian law born

under the shadow of absolute power and imbued with pity

toward the seduced woman and illegitimate children, excited

the antipathy of the rich classes, and their paid advocates the

jurists. So as soon as these classes acquired political power

by the institution of representative government, they availed

themselves of this opportunity to abrogate these well-intended

prescriptions and substituted their own law of blood and iron

—the law of the 20th of April, 1854.

And though debtors in easy circumstances are protected

against usurious contracts, nothing is done to preserve the
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poorer classes from the most inhuman usury. The property

of minors is placed under the strictest guardianship, but no

steps are taken to protect their persons. For this reason

poor children who have only their persons to dispose of are

abandoned without recourse to the most deplorable abuse and

pitiless exploitation. Finally by establishing the principle that

ignorance of the law does not excuse without at the same time

providing any way by which the poor can inform themselves of

legal provisions, the civil code places the masses in a disad-

vantageous position and renders them an easy prey to the

upper classes.

In regard to the general principles of the law our criticism

would be still sharper. In general we should say that all legal

aphorisms have been drawn up in the interests of the rich and

strong and in contempt of justice and equity.^ We might even

add that the law in its entirety vindicates the assertions of Saint

Simon de Championniere (who was himself a jurist) and other

impartial writers who regard lawyers as the most implacable

enemies of the labouring classes and the most zealous defenders

of feudal and capitalistic usurpation.

VI.

—

Criminal Law.

In passing on, finally, from civil to criminal legislation, we
find the influences exerted by economic conditions upon these

legal phenomena are, if anything, still more sharply accentuated.

We should also note that economic conditions here operate at

once, and with equal force, upon the crime itself and upon its

punishment. A lengthy demonstration is scarcely necessary

to establish the fact that a very important class of crimes,

namely, those against property, are the result of economic

conditions and proceed directly from the misery that weighs so

'On these points cf. Monger's very important work, Das burgrrliche

Recht uitd (lit- beiitzlnscit Clusicn (Anhiv fur sozliile Gcstlz'^tbunfr und
Statislik, 1889, 1890). Salvioli, / di/itti sociali del codic- civile, Palermo,
1891. Hechaux, Lc droit et Us /aits icotiomiqtics, Paris, 1889, pp. 101, 156,

171, etc., and for the opposite point of view cf. Nani, // sociulismu tul

cudice civile, Turin, 1892.
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heavily upon the larger proportion of the population in our richest

and most civilised countries.^ And crimes which at first sight

offer but slight evidence of correlation with the economic
condition of the criminal, such as crimes against the person
and crimes committed by the rich, upon more careful analysis

also reveal their economic essence. It has been remarked,
however, that crimes against the person are more frequent

during periods when living is cheap and prosperity more general.

The conservative school has hastened to conclude from this

that a large number of crimes are independent of the economic
condition of the criminal and the general distribution of wealth.

^

But the error of this deduction becomes apparent when
account is taken of the fact that an augmentation of material

wealth only leads to foolish waste or criminal design when
prosperity is precarious. Thus if the labourer profits by a rise

in his wages to employ his funds in an illegitimate manner, or

if, as Toynbee said, an augmentation of wages simply means
an increase of crime, this is true only because the increase of

wages comes in the way of an act of munificence from the

^ Baudrillart has discovered that the greatest criminality and the

greatest frequency of quahfied thefts occur in the Department of the

Eure, which is one of the most intellectual and richest departments of

France {La Nonnaiidie et la Bretagne, 1885). "With the diffusion of

manufactures the number of crimes against persons diminish while those

against property increase " {An Itiqtiiry into the State of the Manufacturing

Population, London, 1831, p. 9). Del Mar (History of the Precious Metals,

London, 1880, p. 342) furnishes eloquent facts upon the influence exerted

by the discovery of gold mines upon the increase of crime (and upon the

increase of suicides as well). Levasseur (La population franqaisc, ii., pp.

46, 129) shows that the constant increase of second offences (and also of

suicide) is the result of economic causes.

*Ferri, Das Vcrbrechen in seiner Abhangigkeit von dem jcihrliclien Tem-

peraturwcchseln, Berlin, 1882. The fact alleged in the text has been recently

contested by Silioy Cortes (Ecolc positive, February, 1892), who shows by

figures taken from Spanish statistics that there is a constant parallelism

between crimes against persons and crimes against property. Lux (Arehiv

fur soziale Gesetzgebung, 1892, p. 277 ff.), on" his side, has established the

fact that in Germany economic depression has not only added to the

crimes against property but also to those against morality, by rendering

classes less resistent to deleterious impulses. Cf. also the striking

remarks of Tarde, La criminalite comparee, Paris, 1886, pp. 66-72.
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upper classes, and its essentially transitory character renders

any wiser employment irrational. But the result would be

very different if we had to do with a really lasting amelioration

in the condition of the lower ranks of society. A betterment

of this kind would have the inevitable result of raising the

general standard of morality, and this in turn would introduce

a greater power of resistance to deleterious appetites.^ As for

the criminal acts of the rich, we must bear in mind that

economic conditions exert a corrupting influence upon morals,

not only through an excess of misery but also by a super-

abundance of wealth. The criminality of the rich is, therefore,

not so independent of the influence of the economic environ-

ment as one would think.

But the anthropologists insist—and their argument is the

strongest of all—upon the existence of a distinct criminal

class, made up of born criminals. These natural criminals are

driven to crime, they say, by reason of their physiological

constitutions, and no mere change in economic environment

could accordingly have any ameliorating effect.'^ These at-

tempts to deduce criminal phenomena from anthropological

antecedents give evidence, however, of an incomplete study of

the facts. A more independent examination of the subject

will show that these phenomena, instead of being the result of

individuiil causes, are rather the outcome of general conditions

acting upon society as a whole. And a little further study

must convince even those who wish to premise a criminal type,

that the physical characteristics of the criminal are by no

means the product of natural and unavoidable necessity, but

' " Chaque citoyen possede-t-il quelque bien dans un Etat, le desir de

la conserviition est, sans contredit, le voeu general de la nation. Le
grand nomlirc, au contraire, y vit-il sans propriete, le vol dcvicnt le voeu

g'.'ntral dc cettc miLinc nation" (Hclvctiiis, De rhommc, sect, vi., ch.

vii.). Sec on this subject Ferri's excellent work, Sociologia criminale,

Turin, Bocca, 1892, p. 246.

-Maylicw has remarked :
" It is noticeable that the dangerous classes

of our cities, who arc indeed vagabonds and savages, present the same
anthropological characteristics as nomad tribes, like the Kafirs, the

Fellahs, etc. ; and especially in that their skulls show a large development
of the jawbone " {London Labour and London Poor, p. 4).
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rather the work of economic causes that have operated long

enough to bring about degeneration in the criminal or in his

ancestors. Prolonged poverty, hard labour performed by
women during the period of pregnancy, malodorous and un-

healthful dwellings, insufficient and anti-hygienic alimentation,

alcoholism (the fatal corollary of idleness among the rich as

well as among the poor), spasmodic work for varying and
uncertain wages, the dissolvent influences of indolent and
inactive wealth—all these prepare the way for deep degrada-

tion which, lasting through a number of generations, can

perfectly well manifest itself in external characteristics and
anthropological anomalies, inevitably leading to crime. Crimi-

nal anthropologists, and in particular their illustrious master

Lombroso, look no farther than the asymmetrical cranium, or

the projecting ear, or epilepsy, and attribute criminality to

these factors. The imperfection of the logical process is

apparent, for it does not inquire into the causes that led to the

asymmetrical skull and the other anthropological peculiarities,

which they are content to regard as mysterious phenomena
derived from some atavic reversion more mythical than the

Indian Trimurti. The theory fails, in short, to recognise that

these anthropological phenomena constitute simply the last

detritus and external indications of a long erosive process

worked out by economic conditions, mercilessly operating upon
human life.

Crime being a morbid emanation of capitalistic conditions,

tends to interfere with their normal functions, and the punish-

ment of crime is thus the legal means employed to consolidate

and protect these same relations. Penal sanctions have, accord-

ingly, followed the alternate prevalence of the different forms

of ownership and favoured the entire evolution of property.

Thus an agricultural state metes out its heaviest penalties to

crimes against landed property, while a commercial state punishes

most severely the crime of issuing false money. Severity

against theft, again, is an indication of the prevalence of

movable over fixed property. For this reason primitive Roman
law proceeded with great severity against thieves, while under

the code of Justinian the rigour of the early law was considerably
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modified. And in general each state proceeds most severely

against the crimes that injure its predominant interests.^

But though the law varies thus in its predilections toward

different forms of property at different epochs, it is nevertheless

always constant in its partiality toward proprietors. It is,

indeed, scarcely necessary to insist upon this point, as the best

criminalists have already vigorously denounced the essentially

capitalistic character of the law of punishment, with its constant

solicitude for the privileges of property and its total abandon-

ment of the poorer classes. To be sure, jurists now recall with

indignation that under the Salic law the punishment for the

theft of animals was visited more severely upon the poor than

upon the rich ;- some sociologists also regard it as an enormity

that savages should punish theft more severely than homicide;*'

and an Italian traveller has recently recounted with horror how
theft and brigandage go unpunished among the Somali if com-

mitted on a large enough scale. But when we notice what is

going on round about us, honestly compels us to admit that,

in the matter of legal morality, we Europeans are not much
above the Somali. Pelegrino Rossi has, indeed, deplored the

fact that in a civilised country like England the indulgence of

the law toward assassins should offer so striking a contrast

with its severity toward thieves. But the same contrast is

to be met with among all modern nations, and the system of

punishments generally in force in the most civilised countries

of the wf)rld certainly deserves no less decisive condemnation.

Bismarck also deplored the fact that in matters of money the

liaw shows an absolute rigour, contrasting strangely with its

relative indifference to questions of health, life and honour.

The Italian code, likewise, inflicts vei-y severe penalties upon

theft and proceeds with vigour against strikers; while it treats

'Wilman, Die Rezrptiou (Its romischen Rcchts iind die soeitille Frage,

Leipzig, 1890, p. 40.

^Glasson, Histoiredii droit [etc.] ih- 1(1 France, 1887, ii.,p. .S(i7. Among the

Marca, likewise, an African tribe, the thief, if he He a noble, is only obliged

to return the thing stolen ; but if he be a man of the people, he is con-

demned to give up everything that he possesses {post, loc. cit., ii., p. 89).

*De Greef, Introduction a la sociologie, Brussels, 1886, ii., 267.
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with manifest indulgence a large number of crimes especially

characteristic of the richer classes. On this point the learned

criminalist EUero has expressed himself as follows: "Theft

under certain aggravating circumstances has to be expiated by

twenty years in the galleys, while for swindling five years in

prison suffice, one year is the penalty for violation of the domicile,

and six months for outrages of chastity, while under certain

circumstances these crimes are merely punished by a fine of

five hundred francs. ^ I understand full well that swindlers

deserve all the consideration possible—especially when they

become millionaires—but it would seem, nevertheless, as though

domestic peace and modesty—even though these things are

good only for the miserable—should be rated a little higher

than five hundred francs. And how does it happen that the

petty thief has to expiate a fault that may presuppose great

degradation, but not necessarily perversity of character, much

more severely than the dastard who tramples upon the most

sacred joys of humanity. In short, the entire civil code is in

favour of the rich and in opposition to the poor; it guarantees

the bourgeoisie and abandons the proletariat.'' P. Rossi also

has remarked :
" The upper classes of society simply look upon

criminal justice as an instrument to be directed against those

whom they speak of as the multitude or herd—in other words,

the people," 2 and a writer of our day concludes: "The office

of criminal law up to the present has not been to protect

society as a whole with all the various classes that compose it,

but more particularly to defend the interests of those under

the favour of the constituted political authority, or in other

words, the proprietors".^

Thus under all its varied forms the law constitutes a very

powerful means of preventing reaction among labourers and of

1 These facts are taken from the penalties laid down in the Sardinian

Code. The new Italian Code has reduced the punishment for qualified

theft to eight years of confinement, and raised the penalty for outrage

of modesty and for violation of the domicile to thirty months.

2 1 borrow these quotations from Colajanni's substantial book on

Crim'mal Sociology, Catania, 1889, vol. ii., pp. 648, 658-61.

3 Vaccaro, Genesi e ftimione delle leggi pennli, Rome, 1889, p. 101.
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assuring the continued existence of property.^ It follows from

this that the decomposition of the capitalistic economy must

involve a corresponding crisis in the legal system. At every

period of social decomposition a dissolvent, accordingly, works

its way into the law and changes its elements. Thus in our

day a growing current of aversion has set in against the excessive

individualism of the law. The opinion is also gaining ground

that this individual tendency ought to be checked by the

intervention of the social element, that the right of property

might be progressively limited by law, and that the /?(.s abutendi

should be forever abolished.

Now whence comes this critical tendency in modern law?

It is simply a product of that slow process of social disintegra-

tion which is day by day rendering our dominant economic

form and its legal manifestations more intolerable. This modern

criticism of things in general has already eaten its way into

our vitiated economic system, and is now forcing upon us

the necessity of building ane-vv. The confused conditions of our

economic life have thus laid the law open to criticism as well.

But a glance reveals to us the antagonistic and contradictory

character of this latter critique ; for it is endeavouring to in-

troduce into the law, which is essentially an individualistic

production, the social element, which is heterogeneous and

therefore irreconcilable with the suggested reform. An anala-

gous and equally contradictory critique appeared toward the

decline of the Roman economy, when the organic dissolution of

economic relations caused a reaction against the exclusiveness

of the Quiritary law and gave rise to the idea of tempering its

severity with milder provisions. In fact in every case it is

always the same causes which produce the same efTects. Over

against the comparative perfection of the legal system resulting

'These remarks and these facts show a^ain tlic perversion of tlie

theory that endeavours to derive economic conditions fi-om the law. I

have opposed this theory for fourteen years while it was still in vogue

(sec my Rtndito fmidiaria, Milan, 1S79, chap. vi.). It wnuld not be fair to

combat it any further now that it has been abandoned I y its own parti-

sans. Cf. Carle, La vita del diritlo iwi SKoi ra/'porti colla vita sociali-, 2nil

ed., Turin, 1891.

8
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from a relative equilibrium of economic relations, there is

always to be set the imperfect and hybrid character of the

law during the critical periods of society when the shock of

the social elements, warring together in the undercurrents of

economic life, give rise to counter conflicts between tendencies

and elements in the field of legislation. We need not be
surprised, therefore, if the coming social revolution which is

now assuming such alarming proportions should determine a

corresponding crisis in the law. The adumbrations of this

event are already apparent, and in the near future we may
expect to witness still more interesting phenomena. This last

legal crisis will not pass over until a new and adequate social

system is established, wherein the law of equality shall prevail.

The law will then no longer constitute the justification and
support of privilege, but will rather stand for the consecration

of labour.

To sum up in a few words what we have set forth in this

second portion of our work : the law is really derived from
economic conditions, and it is only in the light of the latter

that we are able to understand the genesis of legal sanctions,

the history of the law, and the real structure of its various

institutions; the law is also a monopoly of wealth, and in the

temple of Themis there is no place reserved for the labourer.

If capital desires to accord an irresistible and solemn
character to the legal sanction, it must model the law after its

own design and prevent the labouring classes from subsequently

modifying it to suit themselves. To this end it is, however,
essential for the capitalistic class to possess the necessary

power to create the laws, and the requisite force to apply them.
In a word, it behoves capital to gain control of political power.

It is to this final conquest, constituting property's brightest

crown and forming the most interesting page in its history,

that we have now to direct our further studies.
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CHAPTER I.

ECONOMIC REVENUE AND POLITICAL SOVEREIGNTY.

Turning now to the politics of the final economy, we find that

the economic conditions there prevailing naturally give rise to

a perfect type of political democracy. The absolute equality

in the incomes of the several producers—or the necessarily

transitory character of such trifling inequalities as may arise

—indeed, makes it impossible for one set of producers to

acquire any ascendency over the others. The absence of class

conflict does away, moreover, with the necessity of establishing

a despotic centralised authority to restrain individual excesses.

Thus where free land prevails the normal development of

economic relations should in itself suffice to assure perfect

liberty.

This appears most clearly if the free land determines the

simple economic form—meaning thereby a spontaneous labour

association between producers of capital and ordinary labourers.

If, however, the free land, by reason of its high degree of

fertility, engenders an economy of isolated producers, and if

co-operation among such producers can only be effected through

political force, then the state has to be endowed with absolute

authority in order to triumph over the recalcitrant impulses of

the various producers. Under such conditions, despotism is,

therefore, the necessary political form. Not that species of

despotism, however, which results from class privilege and is

employed by the few to the injury of the many, but a form of

despotism that is at no one's particular service, and which,

springing from the collective interest, employs itself to the

advantage of even those against whom it is directed. Des-

potism, under such economic conditions, is simply an adequate

means of allowing every one's labour force to acquire the

(117)
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highest degree of efficiency. It is thus an instrument for

potentiating labour, and becomes in this way a means of

enlarging and guaranteeing liberty.

But the conditions change radically as soon as free land

ceases to exist and the capitalistic system is instituted ; for

the conquest of sovereignty on the part of the proprietors and

the exclusion of the labourers from all share in authority

constitute the conditions precedent to the existence of this

form of property. This exclusive retention of political authority

by the owning classes does not, however, result entirely from

property's innate tendency toward expansion and limitless

domination. It is also essential to the continuance of eco-

nomic revenue ; for it is evident that any extension of political

authority to the non-proprietary classes would determine a

course of collective action hostile to the income holders, and

lead to the establishment of that socialistic polity which is at

all times the dream of the disinherited and the nightmare of

the capitalistic class.

This conclusion might be objected to on the ground that, at

a certain stage of economic evolution, the suppression of the free

land is in any event the condition s,{ne qua nan to the associa-

tion of labour and the onward march of civilisation. ' On this

account there would seem to be no reason to fear lest the

labourers' participation in political authority should permit

them to establish a different economic form ; for even if they

succeeded in destroying the capitalistic system, it would surely

be resuscitated very shortly by way of a counteractive to the

disassociation of labour and its disastrous results. But it is

easy to see that such a restoration of the capitalistic system

would after all bring but slight satisfaction to the recently

expropriated, for the re-establishment of the capitalistic regime

would not necessarily result in the reintegration of their former

possessions. On the contrary, their property would much

more probably constitute henceforth an appanage of the

successful appropriators.

Now it is just this danger of a change in the personality of

ownership that urges the revenue holders to employ every

means at their disposal to render the labouring classes sub-
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missive. Moral suasion and legal compulsion are resorted to

in turn to attain this end, but whatever the efficacy of these

earlier methods of control, partial insurrections on the part

of the labouring classes are still possible ; for by peaceful

means they may still seek to obtain legal protection for labour

and a more equitable distribution of the product. In order to

check these insurrections a show of force is necessary, and in

order to counteract these democratic attempts at legislative

reform, capital has, as a last resort, to lay hold of political

power. Political sovereignty thus becomes the ultima ratio

of the property system. Now it is enough for the proprietary

class to desire to lay hold of political power in order to insure

it the monopoly thereof; for the labouring classes, deprived of

all choice in the matter, and compelled to solicit their very

subsistence at the hands of capital, have no possible means of

disputing this conquest of sovereignty. The labourers are

thus compelled to uphold this combination of political power

and economic revenue, and in this way property's hold upon

political sovereignty becomes an accomplished fact.

The appropriation of political authority is certainly the most

costly of all the means employed by capital to keep down the

disinherited classes. To be effective it not only necessitates

the institution of complicated political machinery, but it

furthermore requires a much larger army of unproductive

labourers than the moral and legal methods of compulsion.

Property only has recourse to this system, accordingly, after

long experience has demonstrated the imperfect efficacy of the

two methods previously employed. It is not strange, therefore,

that moral imperatives and judgments of legal tribunals have,

in the course of history, preceded the institution of political

society on a capitalistic basis. Property, in other words, only

attempts to suiistantiaily modify the state after it has already

radically transformed morality and the law and fashioned them
both in its own interests. But what though political power
is thus, in point of time, the last of the social influences

employed by property, it is none the less vigorous, for it

completely changes the political organism and converts the

state into an infallible instrument of dominion and exploitation.
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The history of mankind furnishes striking demonstration of

the powerful influence exerted upon the political constitution

by the suppression of the free land and its outcome the capi-

talistic property system. And to demonstrate the truth of this

fact it is not necessary to recur to the hypothesis of a " state

of nature," as was the delight of the philosophers of the last

century, for the development of our modern colonies has cast

in striking relief the effects thus produced by the gradual

absorption of the free land upon the constitution of the State.

Adam Smith attributed colonial prosperity to two causes : the

enormous extent of fertile free lands and political liberty. But
the history of new countries—taking the United States as our

example—shows us that these two causes may practically be

reduced to one. Political liberty can, in short, only develop

where there is an abundance of free land, and with the pro-

gressive diminution of this element freedom is gradually cur-

tailed and eventually disappears. During the early days of

America the colonial congresses expressed the sentiments of

the entire nation, and the modest farmers who formed its

nucleus sent men of their own stamp to represent their interests

in these legislative assemblies. As Burke observed : " The
people, by their being generally freeholders, and by their form

of government, have a very free, bold and republican spirit".^

Toward the close of the last century another Englishmiin made
this remark : "The British Parliament is made up principally

of wealthy men, but the American Congress is composed of

men chosen from the people. Their money never has any
influence upon their election, and there is no example of electors

allowing themselves to be corrupted, or of any attempt being

made in this direction, for any such procedure would only

result in arousing the indignation of the entire population." 2

Twenty years later the conditions were yet unchanged, and

obedience to the will of the people still remained the essential

principle of action of the American Congress. Thus, for example,

' Burke, European Settlements, London, 1777, ii., p. 167.

^Letters on the Present State of England and America, London, 1794, pp.
117-18. Cf. also Lecky, History of England in the Eighteenth Century, i.,

p. 330 ff, -
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when the people demanded an emission of paper money Congress

had to yield. 1 "The people, who possess the power in the

United States, certainly have not accomplished half as many

acts of injustice in their legislation against the rich as the

British aristocracy has committed with its legislation against

the poor." ^ Nevertheless " in New York the people pay one-

third less and property pays one-fourth more than in England.

Throughout the United States taxes are lighter upon persons

and heavier upon property, while in England they are lighter

upon property and three times as heavy upon persons. In New
York the citizen has the right of vote, while in England one

has to be a proprietor in order to enjoy this right. In a word,

the great contrast between England and America consists in

the fact that in America the masses make the laws and property

pays, while in England, property makes the laws and the people

pay." »

But as population increased inequality of fortunes entered in,

and with the growth of landlords and capitalists the American

Congress came to be gradually filled up with representatives of

the privileged classes, and the contrast between the real country

and the country as legally constituted became continually more

marked. Although every one recognised toward the middle

of the century that " the labourer's influence in the American

Government was powerful and irresistible," still people " began

to note the beginnings of jealousy between the labourers and

the capitalists, eager for power".'* After this things proceeded

more rapidly, and political power soon became the monopoly

of property. Thus instead of a Congress composed of great

plebeians, constituting the legislative expression of the epoch

of independent producers, we now find a Congress made up of

plutocrats and agents of railway companies, forming the legis-

lative expression of an epoch when capital predominates. Dr.

Tocqueville, in his dense ignorance of the economic bases of

'Bolles, Financial History of the Unitrcl States, New York, 1879, i., pp.

39-41.

2 Combe, Notes on the United States, Edinburgh, 1841, i., p. 351.

'Johnston, Notes on North America, London, 1851, ii., p. 254.

' The American Labourer, New York, 184.1, p. 237.
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political authority, imagined that the political conditions of

Europe would one day approach the purely democratic ideal

worked out in America at the beginning of our century. But

exactly the contrary has happened ; for instead of European

conditions coming around to the American democracy, it is

rather the political situation in America that is approaching

the European oligarchy so long established by economic con-

ditions.

But the more rapid evolution of the colonies only allows us

to trace the broad outlines of this political transformation ac-

companying the institution of capitalistic property. The slower

and more complete development of ancient Europe makes it

possible to analyse this memorable event more closely. If we

turn our attention, accordingly, to the most perfect example

of an economic community that history has thus far afforded

the Germanic mark—we will find that it was composed of

a number of cultivators holding their lands in common and

co-operating under a regime of perfect equality. Now this

economic equality involved as its necessary adjunct political

equality as well. All the members of the community took

part in the assemblies which elected officers to measure off

the fields and to act as rural police, which determined the

amount of the impost and assessed every one equally, and

which established rules relative to the rotation of crops and

to the time of tillage and harvest. And all the co-associates

owed absolute obedience to the enactments of the community.^

Under this ancient political form the State was not something

apart from society ; it was simply society itself organised.

Collective authority proceeded naturally from the prevailing

economic conditions, and the laws of the mark in the form of

acts of joint sovereignty were dictated by the very necessities

of production. Reducing this political system to its simplest

expression, we may therefore say that it was the requirements

of production which made it obligatory for the communists to

subject their liberty to certain restrictions in order to render

their labour efficient. In other words, the exigencies of pro-

iMaurer, Gcschkhtc dcr Markvcrfassung, Erlangen, 1856, pp. 21, 57 ff,
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duction not only transformed the isolated producer, whose

labour had up to this point proved inefficient, into a member
of a productive community, but also endowed this community

with sufficient coercive power over all its members to develop

an effective labour association. And though the liberty of

each communist was henceforth subjected to restrictions,

these limitations were in no wise imposed upon him by the

authority of a higher caste, nor were they intended to promote

interests that were foreign to his own. But in so far as he

formed part of the collective will it was, on the contrary, he

who subjected himself to such restrictions simply because they

were necessitated by interests which he as a producer was
bound to defend. Under this social form, therefore, a perfect

system of self-government resulted from conditions of economic

equality.

in cases where the purely democratic form of government

proved incapable of associating labourers whose natures rebelled

against political cohesion, a despotism was usually established

which laid its yoke upon the entire population and rendered

them all equal under a single tyranny. Thus the Asiatic

despotisms were simply the outcome of this necessity of forcibly

associating labourers—who would themselves never have volun-

tarily resolved to unite their efforts— in order to accord their

work a greater efficiency and a higher degree of productivity.

^

A tyranny of this kind is always founded exclusively upon the

organic exigencies of production, and therefore responds to the

interests of the people it dominates. It is, furthermore, auto-

matically regulated by the existence of free land, which of Itself

renders the exercise of true despotic authority impossible so

long as slavery is unheard of; for the subjects always have a

way of avoiding the oppressions of the sovereign by abandoning
him and setting up for themselves upon an unoccupied territory.

It was in this way, for example, that the Khan of Bukara,

failing to take account of the possibilities thus afforded by the

existence of free land, lost a large number of his Turcoman
subjects, who, weary of his vexations, simply transferred thcm-

' MctchnikofT, La Ctvilisdiion et Us grands jlntns liisturiqucs, I'aris,

1889, pp. 2'24 ff.
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selves to the Government of the Khan of Khiva. ^ The gens

society discovered by Morgan among the American aborigines

was also ruled over by a military chief who was often a tyrant

;

but his tyranny was precarious and always directed to the

common good.^ In Trinidad, likewise, the Indians are ruled

by chiefs who only exercise absolute authority during the

periods of production, that is to say, when the tribe is engaged

in hunting, fishing or in agricultural pursuits.^ Under such

economic conditions it usually behoves the constituted autho-

rity to flatter his subjects in order to keep them under his

jurisdiction. The despotic regime must thus be exercised in the

peoples' interests and aim at preserving them from disassociation

and its resulting barbarism.

Association of labour constitutes, therefore, the original

foundation of civil society. But, at the outset, it does not

necessarily mean private property ; for, at first, co-operation

usually accompanies the collective property regime. We can

thus recognise at once the falsity of the assertion that the first

man who subjected the soil to private ownership was the

original founder of civil society. But though property be not

the immediate concomitant of the social aggregate—which in

reality antedates the genesis of property by several centuries

— it, nevertheless, has considerable influence upon the consti-

tution of the state. The institution of private property has,

indeed, exerted a twofold influence upon the political consti-

tution. By allowing the members of the same gens, heretofore

united by communal property, to appropriate isolated and

remote lands in severalty, the admission of the right of private

property, in the first place, destroyed the ancient gentile

nucleus and substituted the State based upon territory for the

State founded upon the getis. From this followed an increase

in the extent and population of the State ; for its citizens had

no longer to belong necessarily to the same gens. Nor were

they any longer joined together in a compulsory labour

^ Sieber, Essai sur la civilisation economique primitive, Saint Petersbourg,

1883, p. 440.

-Morgan, Ancient Society, London, 1877, p. 149,

'Sieber, loc. cit., p. 431.
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association, which of itself checked the territorial expansion

of the primitive state and restricted the growth of its population

to a limited number of men.^

But beyond this somewhat superficial change in the political

constitution, private property with its natural outcome, the

capitalistic system, produced a further transformation, impor-

tant in a very different way. It concentrated political power in

the hands of the proprietary class, and consequently introduced

radical changes in the nature of sovereignty. Under the regime

of collective property, the State differed very slightly from

society, of which it was simply the organising force. But

with the institution of private property and the concentration

of political power in the hands of the proprietary class, the

State suddenly severed its former connections with society, as

a whole, and came to represent the interests of a mere fraction

of the community. Thereupon two distinctly separate series

of relations were established, one between the State and the

proprietors, and the other between the State and the non-pro-

prietors. As against the proprietors the State found itself,

on the one hand, in a passive relation, inasmuch as it was

the creature of their own making, and, on the other hand, in

an active relation in so far as it placed certain restrictions

upon their liberty. But these restrictions were laid down in

the interest of the proprietors who composed the State, and

they were besides of a far less exacting nature than those

formerly imposed upon the members of the primitive society;

for the proprietors, being exempt from labour, naturally

avoided all the exactions that used to discipline the labour of

the communists. The institution of property thus mitigated

the restrictive action of the State upon the class which com-

posed it, and accordingly extended the liberty of the proprietors.

' Morj^an, Inc. cit., pp. 264, 268. Licbcr (loc. cit., p. 450), on the contrary,

believes that the chan}<c of sovcreiyjnty from *he j^entilc into the terri-

torial form must have been effected before the institution of private

property, and as soon as exogamy had brought together upon one

territory men belonging to different tribes, because a State based upon

the gens would have been unable to discipline these men in their

reciprocal relations and unite their forces.
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The condition of the non-proprietors was, however, very

different. The State stood entirely in an active relation to

them, for it issued from influences that were foreign to their

interests and subjected their liberty to such restrictions as it

pleased the proprietors to impose, and the above-mentioned

limitations that served the ends of the landowners in no way
corresponded to the interest of the classes that were excluded

from ownership entirely. Thus although the institution of

property effected an enfeeblement of the State in its relations

with its component parts, the proprietors, it brought about at

the same time an extension of State authority over those who
were now excluded from ownership. This latter dominion was

still further increased by the necessity of holding the non-

owning classes in obedience and preventing violent reactions,

which, however powerless they might be to destroy the eco-

nomic system, nevertheless disturbed the tranquillity of the

opulent classes.

The extra authority that property thus transferred to the

State with a view to holding the subjugated classes in check,

often reacted against the proprietors themselves and limited

their own privileges. The divisions among the various classes

of proprietors (of which we shall have more to say in the

following chapter) likewise tended to increase the power of

the State and accentuate its effect in limiting property.

But in spite of these exceptions it is still true that the

institution of property lessened the coercive power of

the State over proprietors ^ and increased it over non-pro-

1 Spinoza {Trait'e theologico-politique, Paris, 1842, i., p. 293) gives a

well-chosen instance of this influence that property exerts in weakening

the political system in relation to the class out of which the State is

constituted. So long as the Hebrews remained nomads, he remarks,

and everything belonged to all, they had a chief. But after the con-

quered lands had been divided among the tnibes, and private property

was instituted, the necessity for a common chief was no longer felt as

the chiefs of the several tribes Sufficed.- Under such conditions only

one of the two opposing influences exerted by private property upon the

political constitution could manifest itself, because it was impossible for

property to have any influence in reinforcing political power in the

absence of a class of non-owners.
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prietors. For the former it therefore meant an extension,

and for the latter a curtailment of liberty. Now the

increase of power that the State acquired from the greater

energy of its procedure against the non-owners more than

counterbalanced the loss of energy sustained through its

weakened position toward the owning classes. And this was

the case because, under normal conditions, the non-owners

far exceeded the owners in numbers, and because the force

directed against the former had to be very great in order to

compel them to act contrary to their interests. Considered

in its entirety, therefore, the power of the State was increased

by the institution of capitalistic property.

With this augmentation in force, the entire organisation of

the State also underwent a substantial modification. During

the epoch of collective property either a patriarchal form of

government prevailed, wherein authority was accorded to the

oldest or wisest, or a military tyranny was established, which

was elective and transitory in its nature and founded upon

popular approval. But with the growth of capitalistic pro-

perty these forms of government were rejected, because they

were incapable of disciplining the class excluded from pos-

session of the soil. The State that then appeared was
capitalistic in character, and no longer permeated with the

principles of equality. Henceforth the State no longer echoed
the peaceful and equitable expressions of universal consent,

but became in the hands of a rapacious minoiity a terrible

engine of defensive and offensive warfare against the exploited

majority.*

> Cf. Ferguson, ///s/ory ofCivil Society, with Hearn, The Aryan Household,
Melbourne, 1879, pp. 322-25. Morgan (loc. cif., p. 2(i4) shows very clearly

how the institution of capitalistic property, or slavery, in Greece rendered
the older political form, founded upon the jjcns and collective property,

no lonj^er tolerable and caused its destruction at the hands of Solon.

The two latter writers, however, Hearn and Morj^an, refuse the ap-
pellation of State to these primitive forms of political government, and
aflirm that the State only emerges upon the dissolution of the antique
gens, upon the establishment of a fixed domain, and more especially
with the institution of private property, making a coercive power neces-
sary to hold the lower order of non-owners in subjection. In this
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The great truth, ah-eady voiced by Hobbes, that wealth is

power, because the holders of riches always appropriate to
themselves political authority, is common to the various
historical phases of capitalistic property. It is the class

that predominates economically that holds the political power
in each historical period. Thus in the Greco-Italian world it

was the slave-owning class, in the middle ages it was the
feudal lords, and at the present epoch it is the bourgeois
proprietors who are politically supreme. The labouring
classes, on the other hand, either found themselves brutally
excluded from all share in political authority, as was the case
in the ancient world, or at best they were given a nominal
right of participation, like that exercised by the representa-
tives of the bourgeoisie in the States-General of France,
and by our modern labour candidates, who do not in the
remotest degree threaten the political preponderance of the
capitalist class.

^

Nevertheless these different social periods offer marked
differences in the manner in which the dominant class succeeds
in excluding the others from all participation in the affairs of

the State. During the epochs of slavery and serfdom the
labourer was definitely excluded from political power by the
same law that determined his economic bondage. But after

liberty had been proclaimed, it became an absurdity and a
contradiction to exclude the labourers any longer from political

matter of terminology (for it does not go beyond that) we do not, how-
ever, share the opinion of these historians, for it seems to us that the
primitive clan and gens both show us, though in embryonic form, a
political organisation, and, therefore, the institution of the State.

^ In the French Chamber elected in 1885 there were but eleven
labourers enrolled among the deputies, their number amounting to about

^V of the national representation. The number of working men deputies
in the House of Commons elected in 1886 represented the same pro-

portion. In the House of Commons elected in July, 1892, the labouring
class had but two representatives. And even though the political

representation of the labouring class exists thus in embryonic form,
" the few representatives of labour who do get into the House of
Commons are there quite swamped and made powerless to move by the
mass of landlords and capitalists around them (Webb and Cox, The
Eight Hours Day, London, 1891, p. 178).
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rights ; for the bourgeoisie, who had crushed out feudalism in

the name of legal equality and were even then calling on

these rights of equality to justify the economic system they

were establishing, could not well make political rights a class

privilege without traversing the very principles of their civic

life. The labourer had thus to be excluded from political

authority in some indirect way, and herein the cleverness of

the ruling class showed itself anew. Thus in France the

Constitution of the 3rd of September, 1791, established a

distinction between citoyens acfifs and citoyens passi/s. Only

those who paid taxes amounting to at least three francs were

classed among the active citizens, while the rest, who were

grouped together as passive citizens, were excluded from the

right of suffrage. The Constitution, furthermore, regarded all

those who worked for wages as passive citizens, and therewith

denied political rights to the entire labouring class. In this

way the suffrage was so restricted that in the Faubourg St.

Antoine, for example, there were only 200 electors among

30,000 residents. And though temporarily suspended during

the really popular period of the French Revolution, this law

was reinforced under the Restoration. In the different states

cf Germany, three, ten, thirty or even more poor electors for

a long time only exercised a right of vote equivalent to that

of one wealthy landowner, and according to the law of the

30th of May, 1849, 153,800 rich men possessed the same

right of suffi-agc as 2,691, 9v50 workmen. The law of 31st May,

1850, accorded the right to vote only to such citizens as

had resided three years at least in the place where they were

at the time of the election, and, taking into account the

frequent changes in domicile that modern industrial conditions

require, such a provision was bound to exclude a large number

of labourers from their right to vote.^ In regard to England

John Stuart Mill wrote: "The present electors, and the

bulk of those whom any probable Reform Bill would add to

' Lassallc, Prof;rn»ime ouvricr in the Bibliollirque dc I'Econniiiistr.

Lassallc, however, like VV'ebster (Works, Boston, 18.S3, i., p. 3S), thouj^ht

universal suffrajic would prove suOicicnt to brcal< down the political

monopoly of property. Facts have proved him to be wrong.

9
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the number, are the middle class ".^ Even in the United

States " the suffrage is far from being universal, as the poor

and illiterate are excluded ".2 Where Parliament is composed
of two houses, it is sufficient, however, that the right of

suffrage be limited to the election of one of the two legislative

branches and not necessarily to both. Thus in a large number
of the English colonies election to the lower house is by

nearly universal suffrage, but for election to the upper house

the suffrage is restricted to the landowners exclusively. As a

result, reforms that are voted in the lower house are continu-

ally being rejected in the upper.^

All these restrictions laid upon the right to vote—and we
could cite many other examples—undoubtedly tend to disappear

and give place gradually to universal suffrage,^ but even after

this right has been established it is still easy for capital to

maintain its monopoly of political power. If wages have already

been reduced to a minimum, this is done by tyrannising over

voters ; but if this be not the case, the same result is obtained

by corrupting those who are elected. After a series of economic

influences (of which the most important is the declining

productivity of labour) has resulted in reducing wages to a

minimum, the labourer having no savings laid by finds himself

completely at the mercy of the capitalist, who by threatening

him with dismissal practically threatens his life. Henceforth

the capitalist has only to condition the further employment of

his employees upon their support of his candidate in order to

dispose of their votes, just as the feudal lord disposed of the

1 Mill, Thoughts oji Parliamentary Reform, in the Dissertations and
Discussions, London, 1875, iii., p. 37.

^Bryce, loc. cit., ii., p. 130 ff. ^Webb and Cox, loc. cit., p. 44.

^The electoral reforms in Italy in 1882 and the English reforms of

1885, for example, considerably extended the political suffrage. Even
to-day, however, universal suffrage is opposed by some writers precisely

on this ground of the economic constitution of the State. A contemporary

economist argues, for example :
'* Labour does not produce until it has

already consumed a fund of pre-existing wealth. It is, therefore, econo-

mically dependent upon capital. It should, accordingly, be politically

dependent likewise ; ergo universal suffrage is unjust " (Philipp, The

Function of Labour in the .Production of Wealth, London, 1890, p. 92).
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services of his vassals. ^ And every one knows that this is a

phenomenon of regular occurrence in all modern countries.

Bagehot observes that in England " the great capitalists

believe they are sincere in asking for more power for the

working man, but, in fact, they very naturally and very properly

want more power for themselves ".^ Not long since Herbert

Spencer deplored the fact that in America twenty thousand
labourers were guided at the polls by the will of a single

entrepreneur, and that only the capitalist class was represented

in Congress. And an impartial observer gives us the following

account of the subject in modern Sicily: "As the landowners
traffic in the manual labour of the husbandman, so they also

dispose of his will. The peasants go to the polls in obedience

to an order received from their patron or from the country

magnates. The electoral reform has been a plague to the

husbandmen, and has spread a new vice, the sale of votes,

tliroughout the agricultural class." ^

It is, however, much more difficult for the capitalist to exercise

undue political pressure upon his labourers after an increase in

the productivity of labour has caused a marked rise in wages
above the minimum of subsistence. To be sure, the entre-

preneur can, even under these conditions, threaten to dismiss

' This remark is attributed to a certain lord :
" With limited suffrage I

control six of my constituencies, under universal suffrage I would control
them all". The Pall Mall Gazette of 12th November, 1885, offers the
instructions given by Sir John Swinburne to the tenants on his
Northumberland estates as a unique example of political disinterested-

ness
:
the English baronet forbade his agents to ask the agricultural

labourers for whom they intended to cast their vote, or to make any
suggestions in this regard.

'^Bagehot, The E mulish Constitution, London, 1867, p. 203. Though
recognising so explicitly that the working man's vote is dependent upon
the will of the c.ipitalist, this author, nevertheless, contradicts himself
in the most singular way. He admits, indeed, that an extension of the
suffrage to the agricultural labourers would only augment the political

preponderance of the landed proprietors, but he denies that the same
would be true of industrial labourers, for they, he thinks, would elect the
representatives of their choice (pp. 218-20).

'Dam'iaiii, Relaziotie in the Atti delfiitc/tinsiu agiaria, vol. ii No 4 nn
419-20.
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all employees who refuse to cast their votes for the capitalist

candidate, but labourers who are able to support themselves on

their savings during a period o. idlrj-iess are not to be frightened

by such threats, for they know full well that they will more

than indemnify themselves for this brief suspension of wages

under the new shaping of the State constitution that is to turn

the balance of power in their favour. But capital succeeds in

avoiding this fresh difficulty by other ingenious means. In the

first place, capital can retain its paramount influence over the

labourer's suffrage by buying their votes, either out and out,^

or indirectly, by making the rate of wages proportional to the

number of votes the labourers give to the capitalist candidate.

Thus when Mr. R. Boch stood for the district of Saar in

Germany, the capitalists of the house of Billeroy and Boch

divided their labourers, scattered among the different villages,

into fourteen classes, according to the number of votes they

secured in each village, and adjusted their wages proportionally.^

In the next place, the numerous expenses attendant upon

an election render it increasingly difficult for those who are

not especially well-to-do to obtain a seat in Parliament.^ And

for this reason the great majority of seats are occupied by the

rich. "There are said to be 200 members for the railways in

the present Parliament. The Saturday Revieiv said, some

years since, that the ability of Parliament was a protected

ability ; that there was at the door a differential duty of at

least £2000 a year." ^ The total wealth of the Senators of

the United States reaches 600,000,000 dollars, and each

Senator controls the appointments in his own State,^ in that

he recommends his candidates to the President, who feels

morally obliged to conform to the suggestions. Seats in

Congress and the Senate, as well as the Presidential office,

are all open to the highest bidder in America, and consequently

' In the month of November, 1888, during the election of the President

of tiie United States, votes were yoid in New York at fifteen, twenty and

twenty five dollars apiece. ^ Nciie Zcit., 1S91, p. 633.

'Syme, Representative Government in England, London, 1881, p. 192.

<Bagehot, loc. cit., pp. 139, 209.

•Meyer, Ursachen der Amcrikanischen Concurrcnz, Berlin, 1883, p. 731.
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a monopoly of the wealthy. In one American State (Dela-

ware) it is necessary to "own freehold land of 200 acres or

real or personal estate of the va'ue of £1000 "^ in order to be

a Senator. The Spanish Senate is exclusively composed of

wealthy men.^

Rut it is not in this that capital's cunning is best exem-

plified: there are other means at its disposal. In fact, when

capital can no longer prevent the labourers fi-om electing the

representatives of their choice, it employs itself instead in

transforming these representatives into defenders of capitalistic

income, buying up their votes so long as they hold their seats

and indemnifying them handsomely afterwards for thus betray-

ing their own electors, if these, by chance, have become

indignant over their defection. Thus the people's representa-

tives usually end by voting in favour of capital, as they reap

advantages in this way which they could never obtain under a

truly popular r'cinme. Even in Australia, where the high rate

of wages gives the labourers a certain independence in electoral

matters, the legislatures are composed of proprietors or their

representatives, and legislation is inspired exclusively in the

interests of property. This is possible because capital suc-

ceeds in linking the people's representatives to its own for-

tunes.^ This condition of affairs is still more marked in the

United States. To take one example among a thousand : In

one State an election was conducted on the platform of taxation

of corporations. The popular party, which desired to see the

companies taxed, happened to be victorious, and its representa-

' Bryce, American Comtnonwcalih, 3rd ed., i., p. 482.

"Montero, /'/ fiositivismn ni hi cicncia ([iiiriJiia fete] itdliniin, Mndrid,

1891, ii., p. 76.

•'Dilke, Problnns of Cmtitrr Brila'ni, Lonclon, 189n, p. .SOI. Wallace,

Riinil F.cuiKitny of Aiislniliii, etc., London, 18f)l, p. 2S7. Wc can sec from

this that the remuneration of deputies, which is usually a part of all

democratic schemes, must end in acccntuatinj^ the oniiii|-iotence of

capital, for it eliminates any feeble desire the people mii;ht have to

replace the modern conomic system by another form which would

necessarily preclude any such j^i-oss rewards. There is nothing, there-

fore, which is moi-e thoroughly bourgeois than this legislation al'iording

remuneration to representatives.
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tives introduced a bill to this effect in the legislature. But the

plan was defeated through the activity of a certain corporation

counsel who had formerly been president of the convention

of the popular party, and by the aid of the telephone companies'

lawyer who had himself drawn up the original manifesto in

favour of the taxation of corporations.^ Thus when capital

is no longer able to prevent the election of popular candidates,

it still succeeds in corrupting them and in transforming them

into advocates of its own interests.

It is moreover well known that the representatives of the

American people are rapidly being converted into a venal class

of politicians (already numbering some 200,000) who are but

the tools and creatures of capital, and who, when they fail of

re-election receive ample compensation in the form of offices

and sinecures. " In all the great American cities there is to-

day as clearly defined a ruling class as in the most aristocratic

countries of the world. Its members carry wards in their

pockets, make up the States for nominating conventions, dis-

tribute offices as they bargain together, and—though they toil

not, neither do they spin—wear the best of raiment and spend

money lavishly. They are men of power, whose. favour the

ambitious must court and whose vengeance he must avoid.

Who are these men? The wise, the good, the learned—men
who have earned the confidence of their fellow-citizens by the

purity of their lives, the splendour of their talents, their probity

in public trust, their deep study of the problems of government ?

No ; they are gamblers, saloon-keepers, pugilists, or worse, who
have made a trade of controlling votes and of buying and selling

offices and official acts. They stand to the Government of these

cities as the Prictorian Guards did to that of declining Rome.

He who would wear the purple, fill the curule chair, or have

the fasces carried before him, must go or send his messengers

to their camps, give them donations and make them promises.

It is through these men that tlie rich corporations and powerful

pecuniary interests can pack the Senate and the Bench with

their creatures."

^ Eiy, Taxation in American States and Cities, New York, 1888, pp.

276-77.
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The bourgeoisie monopoly of power is no less general in

Europe. In fact a Conservative member thus expressed him-

self in the House of Commons: "The people regard us as

incomparable when it comes to the question of defending the

cause of the rich and the powerful, but they consider us but

listless legislators when it concerns the interests of the labourers

and the disinherited". And it is equally the case in Italy,

where wealth rules supreme over the elections and in the

Government, as witness the words of one of her most illustrious

authors, Villari : "Constitutional Government is in substance

the rule of the bourgeoisie. The proprietary class is become

the governing class, and in its hands are the municipalities, the

provinces, charitable endowments and the rural police." ^

We are thus able to trace a remarkable evolution in the

methods employed to exclude the labourer from political power.

During the period of slavery it was the legal status of the

labourer that shut him out of all participation in the govern-

ment of the State. When the rate of wages is at its lowest,

the exclusion of the working man from political power is effected

by means of this very depression of wages which subjects the

labourer's vote to the decision of the capitalist. But during

a period of high wages this exclusion has to be systematically

obtained, Hrst by laws restricting the right of suffrage and then

by allowing the people's representatives to share in the incomes

and fortunes of capital. But though the processes be different

the result is always the same ; namely, the political monopoly
of the proprietary class.

Changes of this kind in the economic constitution not only

effect a corresponding dilterentiation in the processes whereby

the labouring class is excluded from power, but also determine

the different methods of appropriating and exercising such

authority on the part of the capitalistic class. Thus different

' Villari, Lettere mcridiouali ed altri scritti sulla qtiestioncsociale, Florence,

187S, p. 48 ff. Turiello, Govcrno e Govcrnati in Italia, Boloj^na, 1890, i., p.

1S9 ft. One of our best deputies, M. Oiu.sfino Fortunato said in the
Italian Chamber on 17th February, 1890, " Loria is, indeed, rij^ht. All

political systems and all {governmental constitutions of whatever form
aie always consciously or unconsciously predominantly inspired in the

interests of the social classes which direct the State."
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kinds of revenue give rise to substantially different political

systems. We should add, however, that this correlation of

economic and political forms though normal is still not always
so essential as to exclude the possibility of the existence of an
economic system that does not correspond with the political

constitution. Indeed when we realise that the political con-

stitution is after all but a superstructure built upon economic
conditions, we can readily understand how the latter may
change without causing an immediate or perhaps any alteration

at all in the former. Political relations are, indeed, but the

involucel, the outer covering of society ; and even as the same
hat may fit the man of genius as well as the fool, so the most
diverse economic forms can adapt themselves to the same
political system.

And what we have said of politics applies equally as well

to legal, commercial and even monetary systems. They are

all superficial forms that may remain invariable, despite

profound alterations in underlying economic conditions. VVe

have already noted the revivification of the Roman law upon
the decay of the feudal system and its application with some
important modifications to modern economic conditions. In

the same way we come upon identical monetary systems and

uniform commercial legislation at widely different economic

epochs. And so too we may discover almost identical political

conditions prevailing at periods that are nevertheless dis-

tinguished from one another by substantially different economic

systems.

But though the superficial character of the political system

thus allows frequent and important exceptions to this connection

between the species of economic revenue and the form of

political power, the correlation nevertheless exists ; and corres-

ponding to the three principal economic systems—slavery,

serfdom and the wage system—we find three distinct govern-

mental forms.

While slavery prevailed, pi-ivate "law gave the proprietor

absolute authority over the labourer's person, and it was not

necessary to possess political power in order to acquire and

augment the revenue from property. Under such conditions
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political sovereignty was only important to the proprietors as a

means of guaranteeing the source of their income, and in order

to prevent the economically subjugated class from instituting

measures hostile to the capitalistic system. In order to attain

these ends it was not necessary for the proprietors to possess

any individual authority ; for collective or class sovereignty

was amply sufficient for the purpose. Nor was it essential for

such sovereignty to be an exclusive privilege of the slave

owners, since all freemen participated either directly or indirectly

in the property system. And though changes occurred in the

internal composition of this small group of freemen who exercised

active political power during the successive stages of the

ancient economy—political dominion being first the heritage

of patricians, and then opened to the plebs ^—it was still

always an economic sovereignty that prevailed, as the plebeians

also participated in the property system, though to somewhat

less extent than the patricians, and themselves constituted

one of its essential supports.'^ It is only when one appreciates

the real character of these ancient societies where all freemen

participated either directly or indirectly in the property system

and consequently also in sovereignty, that one is able to

understand the true nature of that ceaseless struggle between

the optimates and the people, which marks the course of ancient

society. It was simply a stiuggle among the several factions

of the owning class to secure control of political power.

Property's monopoly of the sovereign power in ancient times

is also attested explicitly in the censuses of Solon and Ser-

vius Tullius, wherein property's political omnipotence was

definitely decreed. And the fact is still more clearly estab-

lished in the words of Seneca: "It is the census that raises

a man to the dignity of a Senator; it is the census that

distinguishes the Roman knight from the plebeian; it is the

census that determines promotions in the camp, and it is

according to the census that the Juiigo is chosen in the

' In Greece political power was a monopoly of the wealthy ((Irote,

History o/Gnicr, London, 18(il, i., p. (i5). This was liki:wisi- true during

the early days of Rmhic, the rulo of the plebs belon^inj^ to a later age.

- See on this point I,i>ri:i's .Iin'/jv', ii. p. 95.
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Forum ''.^ " In our country," said a Greek to Familius, " it is

wealth that rules, and all else is subservient thereto." ^ " It

is riches that makes the man, and he that is poor is neither

honoured nor esteemed." ^

The political constitution of serfdom was profoundly different,

as were also its economic antecedents. Physical control over

the personality of the labourer was no longer compatible

with the lower fertility of the soil. A more fecund social

system was required, and therewith a milder method of sup-

pressing the free land, in order to afford greater stability of

conditions and to ameliorate the condition of the labourers.

Subjection, it is true, increased in extent as a large number of

freemen were now reduced to serfdom, or to a state bordering

thereon ; but it diminished, nevertheless, in intensity. Slavery,

as we have seen, gave the proprietor an exclusive right over

the person of the labourer, and consequently afforded him an

opportunity of obtaining a maximum return. But the new

economic system, according the serf a right of property in the

fruits of the soil allotted to him, and subjecting him to a

fixed charge, made it impossible for the proprietor to acquire

an increasing income. Thus in order to obviate conditions so

disadvantageous to the dominant class, it was necessary to

transfer political sovereignty to the individual proprietor.

This allowed him to impose charges upon his serfs under the

form of tributes that he could not have extorted in the name

of property. An alliance was thus effected in the serf economy

between property and sovereignty. It was not, however, the

owning class as a whole that now exercised sovereignty in the

state, but each individual proprietor was sovereign over all

who dwelt upon his estate. The proprietor was, however, in

no position to engross political authority without allowing his

clients, and more particularly the ecclesiastics, to have their

share in the same. These men were necessary to guarantee the

persistence of serfdom, and as,they participated in the revenue,

they had also to share in authority. Political sovereignty

was thus altered substantially with the modification of the

revenue system. From being a collective privilege of freemen,

'Controv., ii., 5. '^Livy, xxxiv., 31. "Aristodemus.
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it was transformed into a personal privilege of the individual

proprietor with his clients and retainers.

When the appropriation of the soil became enough of itself

without any direct action on the part of the proprietor to

compel the working man to toil for the capitalist and leave him

the greater part of the product, the theoretical freedom of the

labourer was proclaimed. It was no longer necessary then for

the proprietor to claim a right of private property in the

labourer's person or to insist upon individual sovereignty,

because the mere ownership of capital made it possible to secure

the maximum profit without vesting the person of the proprietor

with sovereign authority. Personal jurisdiction was thus again

disassociated from property and collective or class sovereignty

reappeared. This separation of property and personal sove-

reignty occasioned a revivification of the ancient re'^inie, but

with this important difference : in the antique world political

power was apportioned among all freemen, as all shared either

directly or indirectly in the property system ; but in modern
society liberty has no longer any necessary connection with

property and consequently none with political power. Thus
legal liberty implying, under the ancient regime, a participation

in the property system involved a corresponding share in

collective sovereignty. During the middle ages, on the other

hand, the proprietor and his unproductive labourers were given

individual sovereignty, because this alone made it possible to

extort a progressive -share from the productive labourers. But
in our day legal liberty carries with it no participation in property

and therefore involves no share in political power, so sovereignty

now remains an exclusive monopoly of the actual owners and
their unproductive labourers. It is, however, no longer uti

sittgnli, as was the case during the preceding epoch, but uti

universi, simply because individual sovereignty is no longer

necessary to maintain the existing revenue system.

Not only is the method of appropriating political power thus
definitely determined by the different forms of capitalistic

income, but also the manner of exercising such sovereignty.

The most important modilication that capitalistic property has
as yet umlergonc, and the change that has had the greatest
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influence upon the constitution of the State, is the transition

from the servile to the wage economy. While slavery and

serfdom prevailed the proprietor was freed by the very

mechanism of the productive system from the vulgar cares of

accumulation, and could thus devote his whole energy to the

affairs of State. The automatic process of production, such as

we find in the Greco-Roman oikos, rendered it unnecessary for

the proprietor to devote his labour and intelligence to private

enterprise, and thus made civil life the end and aim of his

activity. Hence the identification (if 1 may use such a term)

between the citizen and the State in the ancient world, and

the prevailing influence of public over private law (of the citizen

over the man) which forms one of the most interesting char-

acteristics of this period.

Under the wage system it is quite difl"erent. The proprietor

is now compelled to intervene constantly in the mechanism of

production and busy himself with the material cares of indus-

trial enterprise. He is, therefore, forced to detach himself from

active participation in public life and the struggles for political

office. Individual activity in politics has thus come to succeed

the political solidarity of ancient times. This clearly recog-

nised contrast drew from Ferguson, Adam Smith's precursor,

the following melancholy conclusion :
" If the lot of a slave

among the ancients was really more wretched than that of

the indigent labourer and the mechanic among the moderns,

it may be doubted whether the superior orders, who are in

possession of consideration and honours, do not proportionally

fail in the dignity which benefits their condition. If the pre-

tensions to equal justice and freedom should terminate in

rendering every class equally servile and mercenary, we make

a nation of helots, and have no free citizens." ^ " We call

it a Society, and go about professing openly the totalest

separation, isolation. Our life is not a mutual helpfulness,

but rather, cloaked under the due laws-of-war, named • fair

competition' and so forth—it is a mutual hostility." 2

* Ferguson, loc. cit., ii., pp. 143-44. The same author adds: "How
can he who has confined his views to his own subsistence or prcrer-

vation be intrusted with the conduct of nations ?
"

'^Past and Fnsait, 1S5S, p. 185.
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From this point of view we can distinguish four distinct

epochs differing from one another in the relations established

between the economic and political constitutions. During the

period of collective property complete political consolidation

resulted from, and exactly corresponded to, the existing econo-

mic solidarity. Under the slave system the former economic

solidarity gave place to an equally pronounced individualism,

with its bitter conflict of opposing interests ; but the older

political solidarity still persisted because the freemen were all

jointly interested in the political collectivity, which was indeed

a necessary element of their existence and part of their very

personality. This was particularly true in the case of the

(jreeks, who had only recently emerged from the primitive

period of collectivism. Thus Greek civilisation was character-

ised by marked political solidarity; whereas in Rome, where

capitalistic property had been established for a longer time

individualism broke through its bonds more readily. Under

the feudal system economic conditions resumed their ancient

consolidated character, but the political constitution was then

characterised by the most pronounced individualism—excepting

of course the political solidarity of the free towns. Finally,

in our day absolute economic individualism is accompanied by

political atomism no less complete, and the older community
of interests between the citizen and the State has given place

to the more modern relations of mutual tolerance or indiffer-

ence.

The most important phenomenon resulting from this meta-

morphosis of the servile into the wage economy is the

instituticjn of representative government. The direct exercise

of political authority was possible under the vi'i^'uuc of col-

lective property, because society was then divided up into

distinct communities, which were limited in size and member-

ship. But the institution of capitalistic property, favouring as

it does the creation of large states, places difficulties in the

way of such an exercise of political power and therewith

prepared the v.'ay for the representative system. Nevertheless,

so long as the original form of capitalistic property, the slave

system, remained, direct government still persisted even in the
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largest and most populous States. Rome furnishes an example.

Even in the serf economy the representative system only

attained an embryonic form in the States-General, called

together at secular intervals. In fact, in all history we only

find one country where the great extent of territory rendered

representative government necessary during the periods of

slavery and serfdom, and this was the United States. The
vast extent of the States at a time when the means of

communication were but slightly developed made direct

government a material impossibility, and thus occasioned the

necessity of establishing the representative system. But
even in the United States direct government still prevailed

in administrative bodies so long as slavery endured, and it

was only upon the institution of the wage system that it

ceased to exist entirely.

These facts are readily comprehensible from the preceding

considerations. Slavery and serfdom both tended to exclude

the owning classes from productive activity and to concentrate

their energies upon public life, whereas any system of repre-

sentation would, on the contrary, have shut out the large

majority of proprietors from the exercise of political power.

Under such circumstances, therefore, representative govern-

ment was thus logically impossible. The conditions were

altered, however, when the wage system began to re-enlist the

proprietor's energies in matters of industrial enterprise and

accumulation ; for the representative system then became a

condition precedent to any reconciliation between the engross-

ing demands of production and the necessary participation

of the owning classes in sovereign power. Hence England,

which was the first country to institute the wage system, was
also the first to establish the representative system. A long

period of time elapsed, however, after the institution of parlia-

mentary government in Great Britain before Germany emerged

from the superannuated institution of the Curiae, each made
up of a distinct social order, and only -coming together in cases

where extraordinary contributions were required to meet some
public danger.^ Thus an alteration in the mechanism of

^ Gneist, Geschichte der engtischen Selbstvcrwaltniig, p. 140.
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production brought with it an important, though not perhaps a

substantial, modification of the political constitution, by repress-

ing the direct form of government that had prevailed during

the period of slavery and serfdom, and replacing it with the

representative system.

^

The conditions inherent in the wage economy render it

impossible, in short, for the large majority of capitalists to take

an active part in the work of legislation, and compel them

accordingly to delegate their political authority to men who

belong to another class of society. But, let us hasten to add,

this deputation detracts in no way from the political sovereignty

vested in property, because the representatives chosen are either

already dependent upon the propertied class or made dependent

from the fact that they owe their election to its good pleasure.

The choice of the proprietary class as a matter of fact usually

falls upon the unproductive labourers, lawyers, doctors, pro-

fessors and the lii<e, and these men living upon the fruits of

property, are not at all inclined to deny the principles of their

existence. It is for this reason that unproductive labourers

constitute the most numerous element in our modern Parlia-

ments. It is true in conservative Holland the members of the

elective bodies that constitute their Parliament are still largely

recruited from among the wealthy cultivators ;
'^ and even in

England, until recently, a large number of landed proprietors

were regularly returned, but this was evidently due to the fact

that the mere acquisition of rent (in contradistinction to profits)

requires no very assiduous attention to productive enterprise

on the part of the landlord, and consequently opens up to him

a broad field of political activity. Since the year 1880 the

number of unproductive labourers in the British Parliament

has, moreover, been constantly on the increase. In the French

and Italian chambers they constitute an overwhelming majority,

and in America this class, under the name of a strange

'When Mommscn declares that the ancient democracies were

founded in an error because they were not representative, he shows that

he has not understood the economic basis of representative govern-

ment or its dependence upon the wage economy.

'Laveleyc, ].a NccrUmdt, Paris, 1865, p. 132.
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variety of so-called politicians, practically makes up Congress,

as neither planters nor directors of railway companies have

time to spare for active politics.^ But to whatever class the

nation's representatives belong, they are always dependent

upon the property system, either because capital has bound

them body and soul to its fortunes by graciously allowing them

to share in its revenues and thus made them its unproductive

stipendiaries, or more particularly because property, being sove-

reign over the elections, is able to dictate the political conduct

of its elected representatives. It is therefore of much greater

importance for the bourgeoisie to control the electors than the

elected ; - for by disposing of the votes of the former they may
be perfectly sure that the latter will never give voice to their

own sentiments in opposition to the interests that determined

their election, or, in other words, the interests of the capital-

istic class.

It is, therefore, ridiculous to offer in objection to this theory

of the economic composition of the State the fact that modern

Parliaments are so largely composed of lawyers, professors,

functionaries, higher officers, journalists and the like. It is

ridiculous, I maintain, because none of these men really repre-

sent their own interests in the legislative assemblies, but

simply support the property system, upon which they are

1 Bryce, loc. cit., p. 171 ; ii., p. 392, etc.

2 Would property be represented if the representatives of property

were elected by men that did not possess a shilling ? No ; Arthur Young
replied with his usual good sense: "The number chosen is of little con-

sequence while persons without property are the electors" (Travels in

France, 2nd ed., London, 1794, vol. i., p. 615, note). But this does not

appear to be understood by those who offer in objection to our hj'pothesis

that there are landed representatives who favour free trade and other

measures of a like nature that would tend to reduce their rents ; for they

do not take into account that it is not so much the personality of the

elected as the character of the class which elects that really counts.

If this class gains any advantage from such democratic provisions, the

landed deputy will vote for the democratic cause in order to retain his

seat, which of itself compensates him for the loss of a small portion of

his income. If, on the contrary, the electoral class be made up of pro-

prietors, their deputy will uphold the interests of wealth even though

he belong to the proletariat
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dependent, either directly as its stipendiaries, or indirectly as

its representatives.

1

I will go still further. Far from the representative system

weakening the political power of property, it is, on the contrary,

the political organisation best adapted to assure the domination

of the proprietary class. We will admit it sacrifices the in-

dividual by preventing possible excesses on his part, but it

considerably strengthens the power of the mass. True, the

bourgeois monopoly of political authority is identified under

the representative system with the governmental majority, and

consequently associated with the irreparable weakness of social

sovereignty. Hence arises the political paradox, that the pro-

gress of civilisation while it increases the attributes of the

State, at the same time diminishes its force by allowing it to

become entangled in the antagonism of the diverse interests

prevailing among its innumerable collaborators. But the very

weakness of the modern State is an advantage to the bourgeoisie,

whose interest it is to iii^^it collective authority in order, as

individuals, the more freely to exploit productive forces. And
this is precisely the reason why the fittest are so persistently

eliminated from the management of public affairs in democratic

States.' This important political fact, forming one of the most

significant manifestations oiinverted Darwinism and constituting

a veritable sociological law of itself, is not altogether a product

of the democratic spirit—as a distinguished writer would have

it— but rather the result of the proprietary instinct, which is

naturally rebellious against all energetic exhibitions of social

power. In fact, ostracism of the politically fittest is the general

rule whenever property is economically and politically strong.

Aristophanes mentions it in a famous passage a propns of the

'The idniicncc tliat tlic capitalistic class exerts upon the choite of the

electoral body often oversteps national boundaries. Thus, in 1.S16, tlie

Enj^lish manufacturers expended several million pounds sterlinf; to have

Pt)lU, the free-trade partisan, elected President of the United States.

^ Hrycc remarks th:it the most adroit and expert intrijjucrs make their

way in the Senate ; that there is a natural selection of the worst

(Bryce, loc. cit., ii., p. KW) ; and we should also note what this same
writer has to say in rej^ard to the vulj^ar type of politicians, statesmen

and Presidents of the United States.

10
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conditions prevailing in the Greek cities, where he likens this

law of politics, working toward the exclusion of the best men

from the government of the State, to the economic law of poor

money driving out the good. But during past epochs the

economically dominant class always found itself compelled by

the very necessities of self-preservation to establish a powerful

government though it was bound to react eventually against

its own interests. Indeed, the greater the labourer's subjection

to the non-labourer, so much the more complete must the

latter's servitude be under the collectivity, because the State

has then to exercise increasing force in order to maintain

its supremacy over the oppressed. This accounts for the

omnipotence of the Greek and Roman States and the political

subjection of their citizens. But the necessity for such

an omnipotent State no longer exists in our day, because

the labourer's bondage is at present effected automatically

and without the necessity of proceeding against his person 01

violating his natural liberty. The ruling class can consequently

fashion a Government that is entirely its creature, and an in-

strument withal so fragile that it dare not oppose any resistance

whatever to the class freedom of its authors. Herbert Spencer

was therefore right in saying that representative government is

the proper political form for the industrial type of society, and

the system best adapted to perpetuate its processes.^

Not content with this successful assault upon political

authority, and only rendered more audacious by success, the

capitalistic class then proceeded on its triumphal march to

conquer the military, administrative and judicial powers as

well. At every historical epoch the capitalistic class has

invariably dominated the army, because the commandin.^

officers are unproductive labourers, chosen for the most part

from the well-to-do classes, living at property's expense, and

naturally interested in defending the system. The dependence

of the administrative power upon the economic constitution

shows itself likewise even in' the smallest details. Thus the

system of local government varies rhythmically with every

change in the economic structure of society. Take for example

1 Herbert Spencer, Principles of Sociology, iii., pp. 806 ff., 810.
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the United States, In the New England States, where the

Puritan colonists established their small agricultural and manu-

facturing industries, the town formed the administrative unit

;

while in the Southern States, which were settled by slave

owners who regarded political sovereignty as a natural attri-

bute of their property, the town system was exceptional

because the general life of this section presented a rural type

that found its natural limits in the organisation of the county,

l^'inally in the Middle States, where the two economic forms

coexisted, the two corresponding administrative systems

nourished side by side.^

But the monopoly of administrative power, so persistently

and universally maintained by the propertied class, is a fact

of still greater importance. Thus it is to be remarked that

when Greece was a Roman province powerful families domin-

ated the provincial diets, and the municipal magistracies were

conferred more in accordance with the possessions of the

candidates than their individual merits; while in Asia Minor

the controlling influence was placed directly in the hands of

the rich.'- It must also be evident, even to the less clear-

sighted, that matters have not altered much to-day; for the

proprietary classes still predominate in all spheres of modern
administration, either directly or through their delegates and

representatives. True, in several communes and in some pro-

vinces the popular element has come to prevail in administrative

councils, sometimes even tending toward a kind of local

socialism;^ but this is generally due to the indolence of the

bourgeois class, which does not place much store upon adminis-

' Bryce, loc. cit., ii., pp. 221-25.

'' Momnisen, Les Provinces roinaincs, etc., trans., Italian, Uome, 1887,

pp. 261, 267, 325.

^Tiius, for example, when the communal council of Plaisancc, com-
posed of working men and democrats, in January, 1891, voted 128,000

francs of new taxes, a violent demonstration was made nj^ainst the plan by
the rich population of the town. See also the facts recounted by Lavclcyc
upon the influence of the Ktfcnudum in Basilic rillr (Lc gouvcrnctuent

iliitis la democratic, Paris, 1891, ii., p. 158 ff.). We should also call to

mind the recent socialist elections in Carniaux, the orif»inal cause of the

famous strike.
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trative power so long as political sovereignty remains in its

hands. And rightly too, because the capitalistic monopoly of

political power must eventually make a mere mockery of this

attempt on the part of a fraction of the labouring class to

control the administrative machinery. Thus popular influence

in administration is effectually checked in a large number

of the American States by a law limiting the amounts the

different administrative bodies are allowed to raise by taxation.

In the majority of European States, on the contrary, the

deliberations of communal and provincial assemblies are (by

a law emanating from the dominant bourgeois class) subject

to the veto of the executive power which is a creature of the

bourgeoisie. This in itself is enough to neutralise the

labourer's attempt to lay hold of administrative authority, and

all danger to the dominant rights of capital is thus avoided.

Judicial authority has likewise become an appanage of the

proprietary class, though it does not always show sufficient

ductility to follow all the varying forms of the economic system.

Interesting contrasts arise from this fact, one of which we may

mention by way of example. The jury system (being the direct

exercise of judicial authority by the proprietary class) gave

excellent results in classic Greece and Rome, where it was

even extended to civil cases. In our day, however, the insti-

tution offers a miserable spectacle of its own impotency, though

it has since been confined exclusively to criminal cases. The

reason of this is that the capitalistic conditions of ancient

society disassociated the proprietor from productive enterprise

and urged him to take part in public affairs; while modern

economic relations,! riveting the capitalist's attention on pro-

duction, render any conscientious exercise of public functions

on his part impossible. Our juries are consequently made up

of those who do not possess competency or influence enough

to exempt them from the duty. They are thus constituted

from the outcasts rather than from the elite of the bourgeoisie.

It is, therefore, not to be wondered at that the verdicts rendered

are too often ludicrous, and ofl'er melancholy evidence of intel-

lectual degradation and the violation of all law and common-

sense.
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The conquest that eventually crowned property politically

supreme was of a different nature than those thus far described.

It was effected by the proprietors ennobling themselves and

raising themselves to the rank of a privileged class, to be

distinguished for generations to come from the vulgar herd

of non-proprietors. This process does not, however, appear

to be logically consistent with the political power of wealth

;

for if sovereignty follows property, it cannot well be attached

to the personality of the proprietor, as it would not in this case

be free to detach itself from him whose property has been taken

away. Wealth being essentially an impersonal phenomenon,

to day belonging to one man and to-morrow passing over to

another, the dependence of political sovereignty upon such a

factor would imply its independence of all personality whatever,

and therefore render the very idea of an inherent political

power vested in some man or family altogether absurd. But

incompatible as these consequences may at first sight appear

with the political sovereignty of property, a closer examination

will show us that they are in reality the normal corollary and

final expression of such sovereignty. In fact, those who came

into possession of political power by engrossing the revenues

naturally hastened to take advantage of this opportunity to

perpetuate their privileged condition by making it henceforth

independent of the fluctuations of property. And by what

means could this be eff"ected ? Simply by decorating themselves

and their children with a special title, and by investing their

families with an indelible mark of distinction which -wou!d

henceforth assure them a share of political power even though

their property might be subsequently curtailed or lost. An

income could thus be secured by virtue of their personal dignity,

even though no longer to be obtained from property. Thus

the genius of property was thoroughly equal to the difiicult

operation of rendering the phenomenon independent of its base.

The political power originally acquired from property was thus

presLMvcd, and an income assured even after its property basis

had been removed. There is, therefore, an apparent inversion

in the normal relation between economic revenue and political

sovereignty in these cases of impoverished descendants of the
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noble houses of landed proprietors ; for to them political power
is undeniably the source of private income. But if we look

into the matter more closely we shall see that this inversion in

no wise militates against our thesis. In fact, it is one of the

best proofs of our proposition, because this same political power
which is to-day a source of private income was itself the result

of the revenue absorbed by some antecedent proprietor, who
made good use of the power that wealth gave him by perpetu-

ating it in his posterity, as such, independently of their economic
condition.

Such was the origin of nobility and such the special causes

leading to that division of humanity into two social classes

—patricians and plebeians, nobles and roturiers, lords and
commoners. But however much to the individual advantage

of the proprietary class the institution of such a noble order

might be, the plan could only be effectively realised when
inherent economic conditions rendered it possible, or perhaps

even necessary. When, on the contrary, the economic consti-

tution of society offered obstacles to its fulfilment, the project

was inexorably condemned. Under certain social phases,

inherent economic conditions, indeed, demand the ennoblement

of proprietors. During the feudal period, for example, politi-

cal sovereignty, constituting a personal attribute of the pro-

prietor, could only be effectively exercised when capable of

transmisson from father to son and confined to the family as its

inalienable heritage. Thus the inherent conditions of feudal

society caused a marked division to occur between noble and

plebeian families, quite independently of the individual interests

of the feudal lords themselves. Now-a-days, however, the con-

ditions are reversed ; for, under the normal development of the

wage system, economic egoism must be free to follow its own
inclinations without being checked by any manner of restraint.

Thus the existence of a class of men enjoying power, or even

mere privileges, without controlling corresponding revenues,

and ruling merely by virtue of heredity and tradition, is incon-

sistent with the normal course of economic development,

tending as it now does toward the simple omnipotence of

>yealth. Modern economic conditions consec^uently demanded
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the destruction of the poHtical and social power of name. The

nobility, gradually deprived of their former prestige and retain-

ing a mere nominal distinction, found themselves accordingly

compelled to renounce all influence in politics and confine their

activities to elegant salons ; the rendezvous of idleness and ennui.

But even after economic conditions made it no longer possible

for power and privilege to inhere in the person of the pro-

prietor, capitalistic property still continued to maintain the

privileges and distinctions of the owning class as a group, and

finally engendered such a condition of affairs that it became

irrational, and even dangerous to extend political power to the

non-owning classes. In short, the intellectual capacity neces-

sary to good government was developed among the proprietary

classes as their wealth increased, and opportunity was thus

afforded of cultivating the higher virtues of the mind. The

disfranchised classes, on the other hand, lost intellectual power

with their increasing misery and degradation, and relapsed into

greater brutishness as the distinction between the rich and the

poor became more marked. This mental degradation of the

non-owning classes involved political incapacity as well, and

made it socially necessary to deprive them of privileges which

they could only have exercised in an irrational and brutal

manner, involving the entire society in anarchy and ruin.

Having engrossed political sovereignty with an exclusively

egoistic end in view, property thus created an order of affairs

which made it necessary in the interests of civil society for the

proprietors to retain their political autiiority. The political

ascendency of the owning classes thus finds its complete

justification in the very condition of affairs which they thcm-

SL'lves originally brought about.'

Though the facts thus far mentioned seem to offer decisive

proof of the dependence of the political upon the economic

constitution, other phenomena of no less importance appear to

' Maine {Es%ay on Populnr Govcntnuiit), and before him Austin,

relied upon the political incapacity of the poor classes to condemn

popular government, forj;ettinj;, however, that this very incapacity and

the depiMdation that brought it about were simply the natural results of

the capitalistic economy.
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contradict the hypothesis. Among the latter we might mention

the laws for the protection of labour, which very often lower

the profits of capital, and the laws regulating landed property,

which limit the rents and privileges of the landlords. Laws
such as these are certainly contrary to the interests of those

who, according to our theory, compose the State. To solve

these apparent contradictions, we have to study with some
care a whole series of facts that have not yet been brought to

lisht.



CHAPTER II.

THE BIPARTITION OF REVENUH AND SOVEREIGNTY.

Under the free-land economy the revenue acquired by the

producers of capital and the ordinary labourers presents a

character of absolute uniformity, precluding any divergence

of interests among the several members of the community.

There being but one form of revenue, acquired in equal propor-

tions by all the co-labourers, the preponderance of one form of

income or of one class of producers over another is absolutely

impossible. Consequently legislation or public administration

emanates spontaneously from the general will and is in no wise

dictated by the interests of the majority.

The revenues from capitalistic property are, on the contrary,

subdivided into two distinct categories, rent and profits, differ-

ing from each other substantially, and even showing dynamic

opposition. This partition of the revenues into two fundamental

forms occasions a corresponding schism in the dominant class,

and introduces the germs of a perpetual division. The revenue-

holders, though dominated as a class by the common desire of

preserving and augmenting their income, are at the same time

equally desirous of increasing the special kind of revenue

acquired by each group. The former interest draws the mem-
bers of the proprietary class together in their efforts to dominate

and control the subjugated population, but the latter aim divides

them into two hostile camps, each endeavouring to increase its

own special income at the expense of the other. Thus while

the subjugated class presents a solid and compact front, its

members being held together by the very identity of their

condition, the twofold division of the revenues occasions a

bipartition of the dominant class; and inasmuch as revenue is

the basis of political sovereignty, this economic bipartition

(•53)
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occasions in its turn a corresponding schism among the holders

of political authority, and thus creates two political parties

animated by opposing interests. Those who live from rents,

being benefited by the natural increase of wealth and population

and opposed to productive improvements, represent the Conser-

vative party ; while the Progressive party is made up from those

who receive profits and who find every improvement in production

to their advantage.!

Even when cultivation is limited to the most productive

lands, and before land rent is developed, an economic conflict

may break out between agriculture and manufacture if one or

both of them be monopolised. Under such conditions a natural

antagonism arises between agriculture and industry, each

striving to increase its profits at the expense of the other, and

each eager to claim undue advantages. This economic antag-

onism engenders a corresponding political conflict, and this

explains how the ruling class may come to be divided into an

agrarian and an industrial party in countries where the popu-

lation is sparse and where land rent does not exist. During

the early days of the American Republic and in mediaeval

Europe industry was carried on by free artisans, y^^ho were

protected, by natural economic conditions or by means of

artificial monopolies, from the competition of the agricultural

producers, represented by the landed proprietors and serfs.

The economic conflict, engendered between these two species

of profits by this monopoly, gave rise to a political struggle

which dominated the entire life of the times, and occasioned

the most interesting phenomena. But now that free competi-

tion prevails there is no longer any occasion for such a schism

between the holders of agricultural and industrial profits, since

they are both dominated by the same interests. Now that

rent has assumed its automatic character, the differentiation

^ The great philosopher Coleridge recognised this fact, and identified

the Conservative party with landed property and the Liberal party with

movable property (see St. Mill, Coleridge, in his Dissertations and Discus-

sions, London, 1875, i., pp. 447-48). Turgot also offered several excellent

observations upon this subject. Naturally, this statement, though true

as a general proposition, cannot always be applied to every particular

case.
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of the revenues is based upon the inevitable antagonism between

capitalistic profits and land rent.

It is this fundamental division between the two branches

of capitalistic revenue that is the cause of the perpetual con-

flicts between the Conservatists and the Progressists in Italy,

between the Opportunists and the Radicals in France, between

the Whigs and the Tories in England, between the Provinciani

and the Portciii in the Argentine Republic, and between the

Republicans and the Democrats in the United States. We
note, however, a striking difference in this regard between

Europe and America. Though established upon economic

foundations, the political parties of Europe have other than

purely economic ends in view, because the revenues maintaining

these parties require a whole series of political, ecclesiastical

and military regulations for their proper development. But

in America (and the day will come when identical conditions

will prevail in the Old World) international questions, religious

controversies, and all that sad heritage of strife that a hundred

centuries of history have bequeathed to Europe, are happily

unknown, and the divergent revenue interests can therefore be

perfectly well safeguarded by purely economic laws. Conse-

quently, not only the platforms, but also the ends and aims

of the American political parties are essentially economic

in character. It is a perfectly well-known fact that the Re-

publican party of the United States, which upholds federalism

and protection, is composed of the commercial and manu-

facturing classes; and that the free-trade and States-rights

Democratic party recruits its ranks from the class of landed

propi-ietors. The struggle between these two parties is thus

essentially economic, since it corresponds exactly to the most

important division of their revenues. The economic character

of American political parties is, indeed, so marked that we see

them change whenever social conditions or the interests of

their members are altered in any way. Thus in 1852 the

Northern Capitalists belonging to the Republican party passed

over into the ranks of the Democratic party without any

further ado, because the loans they had made to Southern

slave owners gave them a deep interest in the landed property
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of the South.i ^n analogous condition was produced in 1889

when an increase in the duties on raw wool injured the woollen

manufacturers, and caused them to go over to the Democratic

party. At the time of the presidential election of 1888 a large

number of the Republicans who had taken up farms in the west

voted for the Democratic candidate, because a Republican

victory meant the continuance of protective duties which were

especially injurious to the interests of the farming class, forcing

them by these indirect taxes to enrich the industrial plutocracy

of Pennsylvania and New England.^

Besides this fundamental differentiation of the revenues into

rent and profits there is also a further subdivision of the latter

into entrepreneur s wages and the capitalist's interest. A con-

siderable amount of wealth is furthermore taken from rent

and profits alike to pay the interest on unproductive capital

and the wages of unproductive labour. These sub-species of

revenue give rise to as many conflicting interests, or economic

groups, which sometimes form separate political factions, but

more often adhere to one or the other of the two main political

parties. Unproductive capital and unproductive labour are of

the most importance in this regard and exercise considerable

political influence.

As economists know, during certain social phases unpro-

ductive capital is necessary to guarantee the existence of

capitalistic revenue, and accordingly becomes the object of

particular favours on the part of agricultural and industrial

property. During such periods it is but natural th?.t the

political influence of this form of capital should likewise be

considerably strengthened. And even though it fails to reach

this position of political preponderance with the assent of the

other revenue factions, unproductive capital may still be able to

iCairnes, The Slave Power, London, 1863.

"See Bryce (loc. cit., ii., p. 338 ff.), who is wrong, however, in

affirming that the division of parties in America does not correspond to

a class distinction. And when he adds that the division is not along

horizontal but along vertical lines, he is only right so far as the

American party lines, like those of any civilised country, do not cor-

respond to a contrast between the rich and the poor, but to a distinction

between the two kinds of revenue,
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attain political control in spite of them, through the concentration

of wealth which draws gigantic fortunes within the sphere of

its influence. In ancient Rome, for example, the farmers of the

revenues acquired political supremacy with the au<<mentation of

personal wealth and came to form the privileged equestrian

order which dominated the comitia and opposed the patrician

land owners.i Mediaeval Italy also suffered under the political

domination of bank capital in its crudest form at the hands of

the bank of St. George of Genoa, a financial institution which
acted under the Republic and determined its actions with the

utmost precision. In fact, in all the Italian Republics bankers

lor a long time exercised an ascendency, which became even
greater as the towns needed more money to develop their

belligerent policies. And as the bankers kept in constant touch
with the sovereign Pontiff, in order to transmit the Peter's-

pence and the tithes forwarded from foreign countries, the

Pope profited by their influence to bring the majority of the

Italian States to his side.'- Some time after this the bankers
Hugger of Augsburg, Germany, secured an impregnable position

by refusing the exchange of the Genoese banks and concentrating

German money in their own hands. They then refused to allow

credit to the king of France and gave the imperial crown to the
lord of the Netherlands. This preference was made because
Charles V. pledged them in return the commerce of Antwerp
and other very flourishing towns, hypothecating in their favour

the custom revenues that came in to him from these ports.

And how did the bankers aid the emperor in his ambition ? By
buying up the votes of the principal electors who trafficked in

their own consciences according to the most approved laws of

supply and demand. These bankers also monopolised the office

of receivers in the sale of indulgences to which the Pope had
been forced by the financial distress of the time. Hence it

happened, as Michelet has already observed, that they were
instrumental in bringing two great events to pass th.it changed

' Hef^cuisch, Ilistorisclu's Vcrsuch itbcr die rinnisJun l-'itiniiziii. Altoiui,

1804, p. 1-40.

" Hai-twi}^, Floreitthur G.sihkhi,-, 1250 r2i'.2, in llie Dnitschf Zeitahrift
Jur Oeschichlswissinscfui/t, 1889. i. p. 22 If.
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the face of the world : the coronation of Charles V. and the

Reformation. Finally in Great Britain the Bank of England

was powerful enough on the morrow of the "glorious revolution"

to overcome the coalition party of the Jacohins and the small

gentry, and to protect the new dynasty, by preventing a change

in the ministry that might have compromised its political

prestige.^

But it is in our day that the political power of unproductive

capital is most clearly marked. With the centralisation of

wealth and the creation of great banking fortunes the political

power of property has assumed a new and more important

character. Now-a-days the political monopoly of capital is no

longer content to manifest itself through the acts of the legis-

lative body alone, but must also bring pressure to bear upon

the executive power as well. This is done by means of alliances

and illicit connections between the bank on the one hand and

Government finances on the other, and through the latter's

necessarily increasing dependence upon the former. By thus

subjecting the executive power to its influence, capital gains

a means of political domination that is more expeditious and

freer from attack, because its activity is now clandestine and

out of the range of parliamentary assemblies that are open to

the fire of public opinion. Moreover, unproductive capital is

itself provided with defences of its own to meet any such

attacks. For example, the most typical form of unproductive

capital, the public debt, makes it possible for the Government

to abstain for some time from levying new taxes, and thus frees

it at least temporarily from the control of legislative assemblies.^

The present political omnipotence of unproductive capital

must, indeed, be clear to every one. And to persuade ourselves

of the truth it will not be necessary to recall the conditions

prevailing in modern Italy, which ofl'er us only too evident

demonstrations of the fact ; it is enough if we turn our attention

to the social phenomena of free America. American capital,

in its menacing proportions,' now -exercises clandestine and

despotic power over the Government much more effectually

' Lecky, England in the Eighteenth Century, i., pp. 199, 249 ff.

2 Adams, Public Debts, New York, 1887, p. 23.
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than European capital is able to do. Agents of the railwav

companies rule the lobbies of Congress, and in this way im-

pudently bring their irresistible pressure to bear. The American
rings, controlled by financial magnates mysteriously omnipresent,

are able to impose their capricious demands upon legislative

and administrative bodies.^

The political influence of unproductive labour is no less

important than that exerted by unproductive capital. There
are times when unproductive labour gains a considerable share

in the revenues, and sometimes, indeed, in capital itself. Un-

productive labour's share in the revenues naturally implies its

participation in political sovereignty. The political power of

unproductive labour is especially marked when it has secured

an interest in property, for this allows it to play its natural

political part of opposing the dominant form of revenue and
courageously restraining its excesses. Thus, for example, during

the middle ages the unproductive labourers, represented by the

ecclesiastics, acquired special economic importance, because
they were necessary to guarantee feudal property against any
reaction on the part of the labouring class ; for this reason the

ecclesiastics were not only allowed to participate in the

revenues, but were also rewarded by a share in capital itself. The
economic independence thus accorded to unproductive labour,

allowed it to offer a successful resistance to both the landed

and the capitalistic revenues. Hence arose those interesting

political struggles between Church and State, or in other
words, between ecclesiastic and secular property. Feudal
revenue, having already endowed the unproductive labourers

very richly in order to guarantee its own existence, now sought

to take back the donations it had made ; while the unpi-oductive

labourers, becoming emboldened by power, continually pretended
to fresh concessions. In our day, however, the unproductive

' Hryco, loc. at., ii., p. 463. Hudson, Th,- Raihonys and the R,f>ublic,

New York, 1886, p. 449 ff. C. .Innnct (l.r caf'itdl, la fitiaucc ct la sfucu-
latiim an XI Xe si?cle, Paris, 1892, p. 497 ff.) gives us some eloquent
ilata upon the political power of the Rothschilds. Amcdcus of Savoy
withdrew from his contest for the throne of Spain because he foiuid

he was being made the tool of intriguing liiianciers.
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labour of the ecclesiastics is no longer essential to guarantee

capitalistic property, and the economic importance of the clergy

has accordingly been reduced to very modest proportions. Not
only has all their property been taken away from them, but

their share of the revenues has also been greatly diminished.^

But a new form of unproductive labour has since arisen out

of the ruins of the old, and the class is now-a-days represented

by employees, magistrates, lawyers, physicians, journalists,

and, in general, by the liberal professions. Their duties, and

especially their moral duties, are arranged for the benefit of

capital. True, they are no longer rewarded by a share in

capital itself, but their participation in its revenues is amply

sufficient to compensate them. Of this class of unproductive

labourers, sometimes one group prevails and sometimes another.

In America, for example, the prevailing group is that of the

lower employees, while in France it is the group of higher

employees. As a result it is the lower employees that are

better paid in America, and the higher employees that are

better paid in France, simply because in the former country

salaries are determined by the lower employees, and in the

latter by the higher.- But whatever be the group of unpro-

ductive labourers that comes to prevail in each nation, it

always acquires an important political position, allowing it to

combat the revenue from property with some degree of success.

True, this struggle between unproductive labour and the

revenues can never result in the latter's entire destruction, for

in this case unproductive labour, which itself lives off the

1 It is this falling off of ecclesiastical revenues that has driven the

Pope to speculate on the Bourse, but his operations have not been

successful, and he has been obliged to disburse a million and a half to

make up the deficit. To cover his loss he has loaded Father Didon

with all manner of attentions, that he may secure a large number of

French pilgrims with their customary offerings for St. Peter. But as

this source will continue to afford, less and less, the time is sure to come
when the Pope will be compelled to accept the obolus that is guaranteed

him by law, and thus put an end to the Roman question. If this be the

outcome, it will again be economic conditions that finally solve the

political problems.

' Koscher, NaiiifleJ^re der Danokratie, 1890, p. 60.
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revenues, would only exhaust the sources of its own remunera-

tive appointments. Nor can this conflict abolish the office of

unproductive labour, which has still to guard the retainers of

the revenue from all reaction on the part of those who are

excluded from the possession of the soil. But within the

limits thus circumscribed by the inherent conditions of the

capitalistic economy, this struggle between unproductive labour

and the revenues is none the less a constant phenomenon,

which, as we shall see later on, exercises considerable influence

upon national politics.

Accompanying this qualitative division of the revenues into

rent, profits, interest on unproductive capital and the remunera-

tion of unproductive labour, a quantitative difi'erentiation is

also to be remarked between large and small holdings. Small

undertakings, whether manufacturing or agricultural, find them-

selves in marked antagonism to large concerns, and associated

by community of interests with the labouring class. Thus so

long as small holdings can preserve any political influence they

continue to engage in a fierce struggle with the dominant

plutocracy. We find examples of this in the conflicts between

the patricians and plebeians in Rome, between the great and
lesser vassals during the middle ages, between the lords and
gentry in the earlier British Parliaments, between the large

and small proprietors during early times in Denmark, and
in our day between large and small industrial undertakings.

There is, therefore, a double conflict between the different

kinds of revenue on the one hand, and between the difi'erent

degrees of income on the other. And it is worthy of note that

the conflict between the two degrees of revenue becomes more
accentuated as the struggle between the two species of revenue

and their sub-species is less marked. In Rome, for example,

where in the absence of a distinctly industrial class there

could be no marked division between agricultural and industrial

profits, and where the conflict between the large landed

estates and unproductive capital did not arise until a
later period, the struggle between large and small holdings

was correspondingly acute and characterised the entire social

development.

II
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The political power of property naturally becomes greater

with the elimination of these mixed forms of revenue which

accord a share of political authority to the classes whose in-

terests draw them into community with those who are excluded

from ownership entirely. Small proprietors, metayers, and
independent artisans finding themselves more in accord with

the wage earners than with the great capitalists usually favour

the legislative limitation of large estates for the benefit of the

proletariat. Capital's political monopoly therefore demands the

destruction of this middle class, whose interests are with the

labourers though they share in political power. To be strong

against the masses, property must be concentrated said Burke.

The destruction of the small proprietors is, consequently, an

essential condition of the life and development of property, and

for this reason after having gained political supremacy the

large owners always use their power to ruin the small. It is,

indeed, with this end in view that the system of taxation is

arranged in all countries where the large owners predominate

politically, with a view that is (as has long since been observed)

to inevitably ruin the average and smaller holdings.-

In the course of social evolution changes occur in the

economic energy of the different kinds of revenue, and political

ascendency consequently oscillates and passes from one form to

the other. Thus in ancient Rome economic supremacy at first

belonged to the patricians who represented productive capital,

agricultural and commercial alike, and to whom loaning at

interest and all employment of unproductive capital was for-

bidden. But the insuperable obstacles that slavery offered to

production forced an increasing amount of capital into speculative

enterprises, and therewith transferred the economic and political

sceptre to unproductive capital, represented by the publicans.

These speculatOi"s, however, enriched themselves not so much
from Latin capital as from the productive capital of the

provinces, by means of exactions laid upon the conquered

peoples. The inexhaustible fertility af the Asiatic lands offered

a broad field for their rapine and, by enormously increasing their

fortunes, secured them a dominant position in the government

of the State, in virtue of which they eventually obtained the
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monopoly of judicial power. The unproductive labourers of the

period, the clients, were for a long time the paid apologists of

their depredations, and Cicero himself, who gave proof of a not

very costly patriotism in combating the unproductive capital

divided up among a number of small owners, then engaged in

the exploitation of Sicily, had finally to champion these more

powerful Asiatic publicans in his oration pro lege Manilia.^

During the third stage of Roman evolution, however, the

increasing agitation of the slaves rendered the work of the

clients much more important. The unproductive labourers then

became an economic and political power, and the military chiefs

whom they elected began to hammer away at speculative

capital with redoubled blows. Pompey, though the favourite

of the publicans, still held them in checU, Caesar then disciplined

them, and Augustus finally crushed them entirely by suppressing

their political and judicial function and substituting paid func-

tionaries of the Government, the prociirnforcs. Thus in ancient

Rome political supremacy underwent an interesting transition,

passing from productive to unproductive capital and ending

finally in the triumph of unproductive labour.

Turning our attention from ancient to modern times we see

that, in our day also, economic development tends to alter the

quantitative relation prevailing between the different forms of

revenue. Before accumulation has gone very far, rent naturally

predominates over profits, and the land-owning class exercises

tyrannical power in the legislative assemblies. But with

economic progress and the increase of accumulation several

new and partially contradictory influences come into play. If

the proprietors of the soil were to make it impossiHo for

capitalists to subsist by refusing to cede any huui, they might

maintain their monopoly of political power, for the mere threat

would seem enough to put them in control of the industrialists'

votes. But inasmuch as the capitalists could still maintain

themselves for some time on their accumulated stock, even

thcjugh the refusal of land on the part of the proprietors

prevented them from employing it in productive ways, the land-

lord's pre-eminence over the capitalist would probably not go

' Dcloume, Les manicurs d'argiitt d Rome, Paris, 1890, p. 400 ff.
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uncontested. It is very true that rent has an upward tendency

and that the tendency of profits is to diminish ; but it is equally

true that the political power of the landlord is limited to his

rents, while the capitalist's power is not limited by his profits

but by his capital. Even as the capitalist controls his labourers,

so (at least when wages are low) does he dispose of their votes,

and to a degree that is exactly commensurate with the importance

of the capital employed. Thus in the political struggle between

real and personal property, it is really rent and capital that find

themselves engaged. In the course of economic progress, the

influence of the landed proprietors undoubtedly appreciates with

the increase of rent following the augmentation of population

and industrial capital ; but this very augmentation of capital

multiplies the number of those representing personal property,

while the introduction of agricultural machinery leads to a

diminution of the rural population at the disposition of the

landed proprietors.^ The relative power of these two forms of

revenue is thus the resultant of two adverse influences. But it

is easy to see that their net result is the progressive extension

of the capitalist class, and the declining prevalence of proprie-

tors. And this result is only the more accentuated by the

prevailing system of renting which removes the agricultural

labourers from the authority of the proprietor and places them
under the tenant, who by the very nature of his income is

in sympathy with the industrial capitalist. ^ The increasing

indebtedness of landed proprietors to unproductive capital also

favours this result. Hence the formerly powerful proprietary

^ We find a remarkable example of this in England, where the increasing

migration of the rural classes to the cities changed the electoral centres

and made it necessary to increase the political representation of the

towns (Gneist, Self-government in England, 3rd ed., Berlin, 1871, pp. 62-

64). Industrial centralisation, the product of technical improvements

(rends to aggravate this result.

2 In 1867 England extended the ri^ht of suffrage to tenants and made
them independent by instituting the secret baflot. This measure increased

the political influence of the tenant class, and one of the first results was
an agitation on their part for compensation for landed improvements

(Caird. The Landed Interest and the Stcpply of Food, London, 1880, pp. 72-

73).
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class is slowly forced to abandon its superior position to the

capitalists, who thus gain political power.

^

But profit's political triumph over rent is often cut short

by the unexpected intervention of unproductive labour, or un-

productive capital. Indeed, these latter forms of revenue are

very apt to thus offset the political predominance of productive

capital by allying themselves with land-rent, which can then

C(jntinue to dispute the field with growing industrial property.

Within comparatively recent times, for instance. Southern Italy

was the scene of just such an alliance between unproductive

labour and rent. To put it more definitely, the kingdom of

the two Sicilies was simply an absolute monarchy founded upon

unproductive labour and land-rent, and for this reason capital

and the bourgeoisie were there loaded with all manner of

abuses.- In our day it sometimes happens that the wavering

political power of rent meets its Bliicher in the intervention of

unproductive labour. More frequently, however, unproductive

labour makes its alliance with profits rather than with rent,

while unproductive capital, on the contrary, usually decides to

join Its forces with rent. This last alliance completely changes

the normal equilibrium between the two dominant revenue

forms, and definitely determines the political supremacy of rent

' The German nobility, seeinj; their privileges of ri'prescntatioii in the

upper h<}usc disturbed, j^raspcd as a last rcsoi-t at Liebig's theory of the

impoverishment of the soil, and declared that if it was dcsir;:ble to legally

require the restoration of the minerals taken from the soil, it was neces-

sary to conHde to them the requisite power and jurisdiction (Fraas, Die

Ackerhiiiikrisiii, Leipzig, 186G, p. 14.1). But natin'ally this was not enough
to retard the political triumph of capital. This victory has also hail its

el'fect upon jurisprudence. Thus ft)r a century in France the lawyers

proclaimed that the rights of the cultivator were superior to those of the

manufacturer, and that, for this reason, water rights beli)ngcd to the

riparian proprietors, inasmuch as the manufactiwers couKl substitute

some other force for water-power, \\ heroas the agriculturists could not

do without the water necessary for iri-igation. These considerations

ought to carry still more weight now-a-days since the introduction of

steam, but they have nevertheless lost all the authority they once had,

because manufacturing industry has since become supreme.
- Monnier, Notizii- stvriclw sitl hrif^tiiilui^i^io, Florence, 1872, pp. 3(d-3S,

104-10(i.
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over profits. The triumph obtained in this way means, how-
ever, a victory for unproductive capital. It is, therefore,

natural that unproductive capital is to-day preponderant in the

countries where it has succeeded in effecting an alliance with

ground-rent and, thanks to this alliance, dominates the rival

revenues.^ Thus while in England and in Germany the

Government is able to maintain its control over the banks and

railway companies and holds them within bounds, in modern

Italy, on the contrary, the banks and the railway companies

tyrannise over the governmental authorities, who are there

powerless to restrain speculation within proper limits. This

contrast exists because productive capital is still powerful

enough in England to defeat the efforts of unproductive capital

in spite of the support the latter obtains from rent ; and

because in Germany rent is able to cope with profits single-

handed without the aid of unproductive capital, which is thus

left isolated and powerless. But in Italy the situation is

very diff'erent. In order to be able to contend with profits in

the arena of politics, rent had there to invoke the alliance

of unproductive capital, which thus became an essential

auxiliary of landed property, and, thanks to its support,

obtained important concessions at the expense of productive

property.'^

The alliances thus formed between the revenue from unpro-

ductive capital and land-rent on the one hand, and between the

revenue from productive capital and unproductive labour on

^ When unproductive capital holds its power uncontested in politics,

it itself is apt to become divided. Thus in France, follcwing the favours

bestowed on the Rothschilds by the Government in 1847, a large party

broke away from the high bank, and passed over to the opposition

forming the centre left (Capefigue, Histoire des grandes operations

jinanciercs, Paris, 185S, ii., p. 211.)

2 Italian politico-economics, characterised so largely by favours

granted to the landed proprietors and bankers, really rests upon this

coalition of rent and unproductive capital. . The confusion that prevails

in the organisation of our banking system, and the impotence of our

laws concerning bank circulation, will never cease until some clever

minister succeeds in uniting productive capital with the people in a

compact alliance against the bankers and agricultural proprietors, or at

least succeeds in breaking up the alliance between the latter
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the other, render the original contrast between real and personal

property of continually less importance with the progress of

economic development. Moreover, with the increasing mobi-

lisation of property, real and personal estates are brought into

closer accord, thus minimising the chance of conflict between

the two. At the same time, the inevitable schism between

productive and unproductive capital, as it becomes more marked,

tends to form the economic platform of political strife and

party division.

Such in broad outlines are the relative positions occupied by

the different kinds of revenue in the political struggle, and such

are the complicated relations that prevail among them. Now
the quantitative relations between the different kinds of revenue

likewise e.xert political influences that are worthy of remark.

Whenever rents prevail in one part of a State and profits in

another, the conflict that breaks out between the two assumes

the character of a territorial struggle, and sectional politics thus

arise as the corollary and natural product of the underlying

economic sectionalism. This is especially true in the wage

economy, or, more properly, under the representative system of

government which is its necessary consequence. This system

of government allows two sections equally well populated to

send the same number of representatives to Parliament, though

the wealth of each may be very different, though large incomes

may prevail in one and small in the other, and though the kind

of revenue acquired in one section may be more powerful than

that obtained in the other. This allows the smaller revenues

to control as many votes as the large and thus continue to

struggle successfully. For this reason those who would iiave

political power exactly commensurate with riches, do not hesitate

to propose that the several provinces of tiie State elect their

representatives not according to their population but according

to their wealth ; that England, for example, holding eight-tenths

of the wealth of the United Kingdom, should also elect eight

tenths of the total number of representatives in Pai'liament.'

'(jilTen, ('noiclli of Cnjil'il, I.omloii, 18S0, p. 71. Sec iilso P:uit:iN(ini'3

interestiri';' work, Dfllc rcQuiui d'ltitlia lit ordiitc alia lorn riccltczza

(Uiornalf ilcgli Econoiiiisti Jan., 1891).
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But this proposition is evidently unrealisable, as it is in contra-

diction with the principle of political equality that constitutes

the organic law of the wage system. It shows, however, to

what extreme consequences the economic antecedents of poli-

tical sovereignty may lead. We should hasten to remark that

the equal representation of quantitatively different revenues

does not in the least disturb the dependence of political power

upon property, because even in the poorer provinces it is

property alone that counts, and the equal authority of quanti-

tatively different revenues in no way contradicts the capitalistic

basis of sovereignty.

Instances of sectional politics growing out of economic

sectionalism are to be found in all countries. In Italy, for

example, land-rent prevails in the central provinces and capital

in the north. The former provinces, accordingly, demand
import duties on grain and the latter import duties on manu-

factured products. A sectional conflict has thus arisen which

is often compromised for the time by an alliance ratified

between the two at the consumer's expense. And the same is

true of Austria, where different forms of revenues prevail in the

different provinces. There the principal contest occurs between

agricultural and industrial proprietors, but conflicts are also

of frequent occurrence among the different industrial classes.

Thus, for example, the moment the manufacturers of spinning

machinery obtained protective rights, the owners of spinning

mills considered themselves injured and demanded import

duties on yarns, etc. In these bitter sectional disputes lies

the strength of the Austrian monarchy, for it is thus enabled

to rule more easily over a population whose economic interests

are divided.

It is upon the manner of appropriating and exercising political

power that these quantitative relations between the different

kinds of income really exert their greatest influence. Indeed,

when one of the two fundamental forms of revenue is consider-

ably smaller than the other, and has not yet produced a separate

class of non-labouring proprietors, it remains practically excluded

from political control, which is then monopolised by the holders

of the dominant income. Wherever, for instance, the capitalist
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class is not yet developed, and manufacture is carried on by

independent artisans, or practised by the agriculturists as

a subsidiary industry, land-rent monopolises political power.

Such is the case in India, where the zemindars, or proprietors

of the soil, are also the representatives of social authority.

This fact has a decisive effect upon the form of government,

for whenever one form of revenue predominates and political

sovereignty is thus confided to a single class, all discussion and

every kind of opposition is eliminated from the government of

the State, and the ruling class forms a compact body, which

disposes of public affairs at its will. Under such conditions

the form of government is necessarily aristocratic. But if the

class retaining the revenue be very numerous, it usually finds

itself obliged to delegate political power to one man in order

to bring promptitude and force into the administrative system.

Thus the absolute monarchy is the normal result of the

prevalence of a single form of revenue and its division among

a number of participants. This form of government rests

neither upon the divine right of kings nor upon the meekness

of the multitude ; it is simply the product of the interests of the

economically dominant class, and lasts just so long as it continues

to satisfy such class exigencies. Even under the most despotic

and tyrannical regime, the sovereign is only maintained at the

good-will of the class that possesses economic power. This

class lends him its entire support as long as his acts as sovereign

satisfy its demands and guarantee its revenues more completely

than could be done under an aristocratic government ; but it

does not hesitate to overthrow him the moment his actions

become in any way hostile to its interests or he himself fail to

fulfil the function imposed upon him. If we follow the course

of Asiatic monarchies, for example, we find they are the result

of the predominance of a single revenue form. They continue

to persist, in spite of the most barbarous excesses, so long as

they are not hostile to the holders of this revenue, and they

crumble away, but without in the least altering the economic

system, as soon as the monarchs place themselves in opposition

to the interests of the proprietary class.

The sovereign power thus delegated to one man, that the
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class may be more effectually guaranteed in its authority, is

greater when the delegating class is numerically large and

when the opposing forces are correspondingly powerful. The

dominant class limits its delegated sovereignty when its existence

is assured, but willingly accords more authority when the

opposing factors become numerous and powerful, or, in other

words, as the rival revenue becomes stronger and more compact.

Thus, during the feudal period, royal authority was reduced to

a mere form so long as no industrial class existed; but the

growth of industrialism marked a corresponding increase in

monarchical authority, because the feudatories then found

themselves compelled to confer absolute power upon a single

head.^ This delegation of authority had an unexpected and

very curious result. The monarchs, to whom absolute power

had been given in order to defend the feudatories from the

towns, eventually broke away from their former masters, hoping

thus to free themselves from the tyranny of the nobility and

limit their privileges. It thus happened that the nobles, though

they remained the dominant class, were dispossessed of their

absolute power by the very sovereigns upon whom in their own
interests they had originally conferred the authority.

Striking proof of these assertions is to be found in the

political history of Russia as outlined in Tchitcherin's im-

portant work upon national representation. In Russia, too, a

struggle broke out before the fifteenth century between the

feudatories and the towns. But the political contest in Russia

was distinguished from the similar contests occurring in Western

Europe by the fact that neither noblemen, serfs nor townsmen
possessed permanent abodes, but led a semi-nomadic life,

moving from one region to another. Even during the fifteenth

century " the boyars and vassals were not established upon

' Warnkonig and Stein [loc. cit., iii., p. 39) are therefore wrong in

thinking that the failing off of royal authority during the middle ages was
due to the progressive diminution of the" royal demesne, resulting from

the constant donations of land to the feudal lords. This opinion is,

indeed, controverted by the successive additions to the power of the

monarch at a time when the royal demesne was reduced to almost

notii!n;j.
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their estates like feudal lords, but acquired their demesne lands

as nomad mercenaries "
; while the towns themselves were but

accidental conglomerations of citizens living in provisional

encampments composed of transportable dwellings. Thus the

struggle between town and country was fought out upon

varying ground. This gave a peculiar and striking character

to the contest, and, in fact, to the entire Russian system of

fiefs and communes. By reason of the chaotic character of

these precarious social aggregations, the political constitution

was anarchical, and even in the few towns, like Novgorod, that

were more stably established and better able to resist the

encroachments of the Muscovite princes, there was no per-

manent political organisation, but only an unstable system of

self-government.

The dispersive tendency that thus dissipated Russia's powers

and checked her development required an heroic remedy. This

came in the form of the Tartar domination, which substituted a

rigid immobility for the variableness that had thus far prevailed.

The new rule forbade the nobles from going beyond the limits

of their domains, and thus made them serfs of the empire.

Vassals and serfs were also forbidden to quit the estates of their

lords, and the townsmen were not allowed to leave their cities.

A great chain was thus stretched across Russia, and for the

first time in history an entire population was bound to the soil.

Those who resented this universal serfdom most bitterly were

naluraliy the nobles, who found themselves suddenly deprived

of their original independence. They, therefore, ibrmed a

coalition among themselves against their new masters, and

sought to regain their lost power during the minority of Ivan

the Great. The central Government accordingly looked for

support in the towns, which were forthwith organised more

efTectually and given an autonomous administration, though at

the same time loaded with heavy taxes. It was thus with the

aid of the communes that the Russian monarchs were enabled

to overc(Jine the nc^bility and transform their independent and

bellicose boyars into (jbsequious and ceremonious courtiers.

15ut the moment this transformation was effected, the Czars,

finding the support of the communes no longer necessary, once
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more accorded their preference to the nobles, who were the
natural supporters of the Crown, and for a long time the
Russian Government depended for its support upon the nobility.

Thus, in spite of its original elements, Russian political history
will be found to offer a perfect analogy with that of Europe.
In both places feudal anarchy was suppressed by absolute
monarchy, and after having relied upon the communes to
vanquish the nobility, the monarchs in both cases abandoned
the bourgeoisie after victory was assured to make common
cause with the aristocracy.^

When two forms of revenue exist independently of one another,
but one is less developed than the other, the struggle between
the two kinds of property so represented is purely nominal, for

the more important revenue really predominates in politics,

leaving the minor revenue but an apparent share in power.
And just as the prevalence of one revenue form constitutes the
economic basis of despotism, so this pre-eminence of one class

of revenues over another engenders either an aristocracy or
a monarchy concealed behind more or less democratic appear-
ances. In ancient Rome, for example, the plebeians, who
constituted the weaker economic class, obtained but a show of

political power through their tribunes of the people. In like

manner, during the middle ages the economically inferior

bourgeois class was granted but a nominal participation in the
assembly of the estates. Under the modern wage system also

the prevalence of one type of revenue has given rise to an
absolute monarchy but thinly disguised behind parliamentary
forms; as in modern Austria, for instance, where profits are

confused with wages and have not as yet assumed definite form
on account of the prevalence of the metayer system and small

undertakings ; and in Germany, too, where capital is a growth
of recent times and yet already discredited on account of its

lamentable excesses. In both cases the landed proprietors

still predominate both economically and politically, and, as a

result, there is but a nominal parliamentary system in which
the minor revenue only exerts an apparent influence, and

^Tchitcherin, O narodnomi predstawitelisUvo, Moscow, 1866, pp. 357-

358, 360.
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where the dominant revenue rules through its delegate the

sovereign.

One of the most remarkable means that the dominant

revenue employs under the wage economy to exclude its rival

from active power is the division of Parliament into two

houses. This plan makes it possible to confine the activity of

the minor revenue to the legislative house that is deprived of

all political influence. Thus, if we were justified in saying that

the institution of the wage economy gave rise to the parlia-

mentary system, we may now affirm that it is the division of

this revenue into two unequal sub-species that has occasioned

the division of Parliament into two houses. The comparative

constitutional history of England and Scotland affords striking

instances of this effect of the bipartition of the revenues. In

commercial England the bourgeoisie had already acquired

abundant wealth before this class had got beyond its nascent

state in pastoral and agricultural Scotland. In England, more-

over, the statute of Quia etnptores was in force, which allowed

any one purchasing an estate from a vassal of the Crown to

become in his turn a vassal with the right of entering Par-

liament. This allowed all commoners who bought up the estates

of impoverished nobles to participate in political sovereignty.

But there were no provisions of this kind in Scotland, and as

political power in this kingdom was practically in the possession

of one class, Parliament consisted of a single house up to the

time of the ultimate union with England. In the latter country,

however, the competition of two classes soon occasioned a

division of Parliament into two branches, in one of which, the

House of Lords, landed property reigned supreme, while in the

lower house personal property maintained at least a partial

sway.^ Now in so far as this division of Parliament into two

houses is the result of the bipartition of the revenues, and in

so far as the representatives of rent- prevail in one branch,

* See upon this subject Dalryinple, An Essay toward the General History

of Feudal Property, London, 1759, pp. 267-75.

''Unproductive capital, land-rent's natural ally, often takes a place by

its side in the upper house. Cases of this kind are to be found in the

House of Lords, in the French Senate during the Second Empire, and in

the Austrian Herren haiis {ef. Hock, Offentliehe Ah^^aben, etc., p. 232).
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and the representatives of profits in the other, the coexistence

of the two houses is after all purely nominal, for the house

representing the predominant revenue really exercises absolute

sovereignty, leaving the other house with purely nominal func-

tions. Thus so long as land-rent prevailed in England the House
of Commons was barely tolerated by the House of Lords ; but as

soon as profits gained the upper hand the House of Lords was
gradually reduced to the position of a decorative element in the

political system.^ Such was also the case in France under the

Restoration. The Chamber of Deputies, composed of repre-

sentatives of landed property, was there outvoted by the

Chamber of Peers, dominated by the great bankers.^ This

division of Parliament into two houses is only really eff'ective

when the dominant revenue possesses a majority in both houses.

Instead of the two-house system corresponding to the division

of the revenue, it then constitutes an administrative mechanism,

calculated to introduce a spirit of reflection and temperance into

the deliberations of the dominant class.

When the two kinds of revenue attain a certain equilibrium,

the political contest between them reaches its fulness and
becomes decisive. It is then that the democratic constitution

under which this battle is fought out becomes finally perfected.

If the two classes of revenue are equally powerful a political

balance is struck between the two parties, and State inaction

and governmental impotence inevitably result. The only way to

break this political deadlock is to establish an absolute govern-

ment and replace the antagonistic and powerless activities of

the dominant factions by a personal direction of affairs. But
when, on the contrary, the equilibrium between the two re-

venues is unstable, and when each in turn outweighs the

other, the contest between the two factions then engrosses the

^ John Stuart Mill, Representative Government, p. 315. Sometimes, how-
ever, as we have already seen (chap, i.), the division of Parliament is

intended to exclude the working men from political influence.

^ Louis Blanc in his Histoirc de dix mis paints a vivid picture of the

struggles that took place between landed and personal property in the

French Parliament during the Restoration. See also Calmon, Histoire

parlenientaire des Jiiianccs dc la Restniiration, Paris, 1868, and Georges, La
dette publique, Paris, 1884, pp. 223-24.
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entire political field, and leaves the monarchy, if it continue to

exist, but nominal power.^ Thus when the English bourgeoisie

reached a plane of perfect political equality with the landed

aristocracy, and the two well-balanced parties thus formed

mutually offset each other without either one gaining the

superiority, Henry VIII. reigned supreme, the most absolute

monarch that has ever mounted the British throne. But as

soon as the bourgeoisie gained the upper hand and succeeded

to power, the contest between the two political factions was

again given free field, and the function of the monarchy was

therewith limited. We find Charles I., then upon the throne,

the weakest monarch England has ever had.

We should add in conclusion that the contest occurring

between these two revenue forms, after they have attained

their complete development, is both the consequence and the

cause of the power of the reigning class. The consequence,

because it is only when the dominant class is perfectly assured

of the integrity of its revenues and guaranteed against attack

from the non-proprietors that it can afford to indulge in such

family quarrels. But the moment the revenues are threatened,

the two classes cease their struggles at once and unite against

the common enemy.'- The cause, since this struggle between

'Two other influences should be mentioned which render absolute

f»ovcrnment impossible upon the bourgeois' accession to power. One

of these, already mentioned by Macaulay, is that with the increase of

capitalistic wealth violent revolutions always work too much injury to the

dominant class. It is, therefore, less disposed to resist the usurpations

of the monarch by open revolt, and prefers rather to prevent them by

C( nstitutional measures. The other influence, mentioned by Dufresne

St. Leon, is that the system of public debts makes it necessary to have

a political constitution that will limit the power of the sovereign, for

without this there would be no guarantee to furnish the creditors of the

State.
2 During the early days of bourgeois power in England a close alliance

was formed between the capitalists and landed proprietors, simply

b-.cause the bourgeoisie felt its.lf but poorly defended against possible

aggressions on the part of the proletariat. .\nd in Austria, too, the

struggle between the aristocracy and the plutocracy suddenly ceased

in 1848 at the first sound of popular uprisings, and the two adverse

factions were suddenly reconciled to march together against their common
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its two factions exercises the powers of the dominant group

and keeps them supple and active, while unity and accord

among its members sterilizes the energies of the proprietary

class. This is seen most clearly when we compare the de-

generacy of those who rule without opposition with the longer

and more glorious lives of those who, while maintaining their

power, still keep up a ferment of war and dissension in their

ranks.^

We see thus that the transition from one form of government

to another is in no wise due to a change in the structure of

property. Liberty is, indeed, ancient, but—contrary to the

advice of Mme. de Stael—despotism is equally so. At different

epochs and under the most divergent systems of property, we
come indifferently upon political liberty and the most absolute

despotism, and this in itself is sufficient to convince us that we
have not to look to the structure of the property system for

the cause of more or less freedom in government. The diversity

is due to the manner in which the revenues are divided, what-

ever be their nature. Whenever the revenues are divided into

two sub-species, and each has acquired sufficient development

to successfully compete with the other for political supremacy,

struggle becomes a necessary condition of social" life. The

governmental system must, therefore, be such as to allow the

contest to proceed most freely ; that is to say, it must neces-

sarily be democratic in character. But when, on the contrary,

only one kind of revenue exists, or when one alone maintains

uncontested supremacy in the politico-economic system,

supremacy belongs to the holders of this revenue, and the form

of government is necessarily aristrocratic. When, however, the

members of this class are numerous and consequently in no

position to exercise their power directly with any degree of

success, they find themselves obliged (and this is especially

enemy (Mario, Weltockonomie, Tubingen, 1885, i., p. 406). Every day, in

fact, we see sudden coalitions of this kind between the opposite factions

of the dominant class whenever any menace to property appears on the

horizon.

1 Note the profound observations of Machiavelli, Discorsi sulla prima

Deca di Tito Livio, Liv. i., eh. iv.
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necessary when the rival revenue shows strength) to delegate

their sovereignty to one man, and monarchy becomes ac-

cordingly the normal political form. Thus the bipartition of

the revenues determines a democratic government, and unity

of the revenues occasions an aristrocratic government if the

revenues be held by a small number of proprietors, and

an absolute monarchy if they be divided among a large

number.

After these preliminary considerations it is easy to infer the

form of government toward vvhich society in its ascending

phase is inevitably tending. The concentration of wealth

(which is the normal result of dynamic economies) increases

the cohesion between the holders of political authority, and

thus strengthens the power of the oligarchy. But, parallel with

this augmentation in the political power of the proprietors, goes

as a natural consequence a diminution in the power of the

central government ; for as the division of wealth among a

large number of owners compelled them to delegate their power

either to one man or to a small group of men in order to assure

a sufficiently energetic exercise of authority, so, inversely, the

concentration of v.eaith in the hands of the few does away with

the necessity of such a delegation of power, and personal

government becomes therewith no longer an indispensable

condition to vigorous collective action. The centralisation

of wealth consequently tends to weaken the power of govern-

ment.

Before attempting to support tiie truth of these assertions

with further proof, let us first avoid a possible misunderstanding.

From the very fact that the form of government is determined

not by the difTerent historical hinds of revenue but by the

manner in which they are divided, it follows that there is no

necessity for a nation to make an experiment with every form

of government during the course of its history. A country

may, indeed, preserve an absolutely invariable form of govern-

ment, even though ciianges occur in the structure of its

revenues, provided that the division of the revenues remains

the same. We need not be surprised, therefore, to Htid countries

passing through a rapid economic evolution and still retaining

12
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perfect immobility of political structure. Nor is it surprising

that some countries have never passed beyond the stage of the

absolute monarchy, while others have never known anything

else but democracy. The United States furnishes a remarkable

example of this. The persistence of the American democracy

is due to the simple fact that capitalistic revenue, though it

has undergone numerous changes in form and substance, has

not yet exhibited that special division that makes for tyranny.

This latter form is only produced when the dominant revenue

is divided among a number of holders, and over against it stands

a rival revenue, subjugated, but still quarrelsome and importune.

Now such conditions have never existed in the United States,

for during the first phase of their development landed property

maintained an uncontested superiority, and industry exerted

but an imperceptible influence upon economic and political life.

And as the absence of capitalistic exploitation with its concomi-

tant conflicts precluded the necessity of a strong government,

it was naturally a democratic regime that was established.

Then with the development of the capitalistic economy, industry

took a sudden start, bringing it soon on a level with its rival.

The balance that was thus struck between the two revenues

resulted in the maintenance of the democratic constitution.

Thus the United States passed from the omnipotence of one

kind of revenue to an equality of power between two rival forms,

without stopping for any appreciable time upon the intermediate

stage where the prevalence of one kind of revenue is continually

disturbed by the restless revolt of another. In short, the

rapidity of American development suppressed that economic

phase which necessarily determines absolute power ; and for

this reason the democratic form of government has remained

intact in the American republic, despite the continual modifica-

tions that have occurred in its economic structure. But beyond

this exceptional case, economic development usually occasions

a different division of the revenues in its several phases, and

corresponding thereto there g|enerally follows a marked change

in governmental forms.

Well-known facts demonstrate the truth of these statements.

During the epoch when, wealth was concentrated in the hands
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of the patricians, Rome lived under an aristocratic government ;
^

but with the augmentation of perscjnal property in the hands

of the plebeians, the power of the publicans and small proprietors

increased, and, as the conflict between them and the optimates

became more marked, the government was transformed into a

democracy. Finally when the disappearance of middle-class

fortunes left only the few opulents to struggle with the body of

clients and freed men (who shared indirectly in property),

victory went to the latter and the empire was established. In

the Greek cities, likewise, the triumph of the people necessarily

resulted in the tyranny. In the mediicval cities also the

well-to-do class predominated at the outset and instituted a

pure aristocracy. And as their economic power was long

maintained, the aristocratic system proved equally enduring.

Of this we have a classic example in the Republic of Venice.

An aristocracy was there produced by the concentration of

commercial capital in the hands of the few, and owing to its

tendency toward progressive accumulation this form of capital

succeeded for centuries in maintaining its political and economic

supremacy. In Geneva the government was also aristocratic,

though another form of movable capital, bank capital, there

prevailed. With the falling off of this revenue, however, the

government took on more and more democratic forms. In

other mediaeval towns, less favourably situated for the growth

of commercial and banking capital, independent artisans came
to predominate, and after them the common people. The
democracy then emerged from the conflict between the com-

moners and the aristocrats, and the victory of the former

ultimately occasioned the principality."

'The primitive Roman monarchy was essentially aristocratic in

character. Scrvius Tullius, because he j^ranted larj^e stretclies of land

to the plebeians, was overthrown by the patricians, who elected Tai-quin

in his place. He in turn was removed from the thi-one because he

established two plebeian colonies on the land taken from the V'olscians.

'''When Gautier dc Bricnne became tyrant in Florence the common
people hailed the event with joy. But after the duUc was driven forth

popular conti'ol was still more complete. "See," said Villani, "what
becomes of the j^ovcrnment of a town when it has artisans, day-labourers

and idiots for its lords" (Cronicn, anno i;i44).
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But the most striking, and also the most recent, example of

this phenomenon is to be found in the rapid succession of

political forms that have followed one upon another in contem-

porary France. In 1815 the great landed properties predominated

in the economic, and therefore also in the political world of

France. The Legitimist party made up from this class accord-

ingly established an essentially aristocratic government in the

Bourbon monarchy. But economic development brought with

it a colossal increase of capitalistic wealth, and the bankers

and industrialists with their enormous fortunes then coalesced

into a powerful party which raised the Orleans to the throne.^

Under the July Monarchy an issue was drawn between landed

and industrial property, and this occasioned the democratic or

parliamentary system. This regime was but short-lived, how-

ever, for the contests between these two fundamental species of

revenue and their corresponding political systems were soon

after cut short by two memorable events : the revolution of

1848 and the re-establishment of the empire. The active part

taken by the people in the former event, and the force they

employed in its execution, caused the two great revenue factions

to cease their quarrelling and unite against their common foe.

Hence in the National Assembly of 1849-51 the great land

owners or Legitimists united with the industrialists or Orleanists

in forming the party of order, which led a violent reaction

against the proletariat. But even after the reasons leading to

this alliance (that was after all but transitory) has disappeared,

another important phenomenon entered in to make the re-

establishment of a democratic government out of the question.

Side by side with landed and industrial property there existed

in France a third important factor consisting of a large population

of small proprietors, whose wealth had steadily increased during

the period of commercial prosperity culminating in 1850. As
the political power of these small proprietors increased with

their economic well-being, small holdings were bound in time

^The same events occurred in Austria in 1848. The capitalist class

then opposed the Metternich ministry, and, after having driven it from

power, substituted a more liberal government in its place (Mario, i., p.

403).
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to prevail over both landed property and capital. Now this

conquest of political power at the hands of several million of

these small proprietors could evidently give rise to but one form

of government, since the very division of the dominant revenue

among this immense number of holders made a direct exercise

of political power on their part utterly out of the question, and

compelled them (especially as there were other forms of revenue

that were hostile to their aims) to delegate their authority to

one man, in order to maintain order and defend their property.

Hence the economic necessity of the Second Empire, which

rested upon the support of the small estates that has so long

been the rule in France. But the economic foundations of this

absolute monarchy were soon to be undermined. Personal

capital through its exactions, landed property through its

encroachments, and the State with its taxes acted as three

powerful levers to accomplish the ruin of the small proprietors

and reduce them to the position of wage earners. Upon the

decline of the small estates whose ephemeral power occasioned

the empire, the foundations of this political system were shaken,

and the superstructure accordingly fell. Opportunity was thus

offered to re-establish a democratic regime which allowed more

room for the contest between the two principal forms of revenue.

In what has preceded we have followed the threefold division

of governmental f(jrms—monarchy, aristocracy and democracy

—

because this is the classification habitually adopted by writers

on public law. But from our analysis it is evident that these

distinctions correspond but imperfectly to the real nature of

the political constitution. In fact, it is a mere illusion to

regard our modern political regiiue as democratic. Our theory

of the economic constitution of the State shows us that there

are but two fundamental political forms—the democracy and

the oligarchy. The former can only exist when all are

proprietors; for the moment an expropriated class enters into

the composition of society, the democratic form is irrevocably

banished, and oligarchy, or the rule of the proprietary class,

takes its place. We find this democratic rrginic most

completely developed in the primitive community, where all

were proprietors and all to()k part in civil government. W'f
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also come upon fragmentary and sporadic examples of the

democracj^ in the mediteval towns, where a population com-

posed of artisans and apprentices participated without distinc-

tion in the government. But intestine feuds soon led to the

rule of the rich and the gradual impoverishment of the many,

who were ultimately reduced to the position of wage earners.

And this gave rise to political absolutism. Beyond these two

examples, every political constitution that has thus far been

framed, whatever its outer form, has been in essence oligar-

chical. Such was the government of the ancient cities in which

only freemen participated. The absolute monarchies were

oligarchical in character and so also are our modern republics

and constitutional monarchies. The ancient republics were

oligarchies because the slaves were excluded from power. The
absolute monarchies were oligarchies because the sovereign

could not have maintained his power without the support of

the proprietary classes. Our republics and modern mon-

archies are likewise oligarchies because they are ruled by the

propertied classes alone. We do not wish to say, however,

that these various forms of oligarchy contributed in the same

degree to the public well-being. On the contrary, there can be

no manner of doubt that the transition from the individual

sovereignty of the proprietor to the collective sovereignty of

property has brought with it a marked amelioration in the

condition of the subjugated classes. Individual sovereignty gave

arbitrary power to the proprietor, who could abuse his political

authority for the satisfaction of his caprices ; but collective

sovereignty renders the exercise of such political authority

more prudent and regular and confines it within limits that are

defined in the interests of the entire class. We should also

note in the same connection that parliamentary government

allows social legislation which is not strictly in accordance with

the economic interests of the ruling class. And this is possible

for three reasons: first, because the moral currents generated

from the contact of men in assembly of themselves excite

generous outbursts and altruistic enthusiams ; secondly, because

the very publicity and solemnity of such gatherings preclude

the overt manifestation of that economic egoism which shows
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itself so boldly in the secret processes of private enterprise ;
^

and finally because the struggle that is let loose under the

parliamentary regime renders regulations in favour of the

working classes especially necessary. This last is, indeed,

one of the most important results that flow from the biparti-

tion of the revenues, and must now arrest our attention.

We have learned from our inquiries that parliaments simply

represent the large owners and the classes that this narrow

oligarchy deems worthy to share in political power. But we
have also noted the natural tendency of an aristocratic body of

this kind to split up into two parties ; one in possession of active

power, and the other endeavouring with the aid of public opinion

to oust its rival and gain the supremacy, without however

sacrificing its aristocratic privileges in the attempt. The result

is that an opposition aristocratic party enters the political

field, which coquets with popular principles to gain the support

of the people.- In the struggle thus engendered between the

two factions of the income-holding class, it may happen that

one or the other, or perhaps both of the two parties, courts an

alliance with the disenfranchised class in order to overcome its

rival. Thus the capitalist class, indignant at the usurpations of

the landlords, and jealous of the political preponderance of the

landed proprietors, may e.xcite the agricultural labourers to

revolt ; or the proprietors, in their turn, may stir up the working

classes against the abuses of capital. We have typical examples

of such phenomena in the parliamentary history of England

during the period following the corn law legislation. At this

time Parliament was composed almost exclusively of landed

proprietors. "What can the land owners not obtain if they

remain in accord?" asked a writer of this period. "The old

nobility still constitutes an immense majority in the House of

'This is a siiifjular application of Hcj^cliaii logic to politics. Assem-
blies matlc up of men, who arc ruled eiuii'cly hy cj»oistic standards, may
nevertheless reach altruistic conclusions. " Fieri cnim potest ut niulti,

quorum unusquisque vir non bonus est, tamen conj«rej5ati et conj'ressi

paucis illis sint nieliores, non ut sinj^uli, sed uti universi '" (Aristoteles,

I'oliliconiw, 1281, iii., 11 C).

^Sec the remarks of James .Mill, ciicd by John Stuart Mill (Mintoires,

Paris, 1875, p. 89).
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Lords, and in the House of Commons the landed gentry form

a phalanx which no ministry nor opposing influence can possibly

resist." ^ This Parliament of land owners was the author of a

host of invidious acts in the interests of landed property. It

authorised the trust estate, it sanctioned the inalienability of

lands, etc.,2 and it levied protective duties upon imported grains,

thus raising the price of food stuffs and increasing ground-

rents.^ The capitalists could only partly compensate them-

selves for the resulting rise in wages by enforcing harder and
more prolonged labour from their working men by employing

women and children in their factories, and by the introduction

of machinery. The industrialists accordingly rebelled against

these provisions restricting free trade, and began their celebrated

agitation against the corn laws by exciting the people to revolt

against the exactions of the landed proprietors. In order to

meet these pretensions of the capitalist class and offset its

influence, the land owners then began to attribute the misery of

the masses to industrial exploitation and to lend their support

to the latter's agitation for a reduction of hours and for a

limitation of the labour of women and children. Every year in

the House of Commons a manufacturer, Villiers, proposed the

abolition of the duty on corn, and a land owner. Lord Ashley,

pleaded for factory legislation.'^ This parliamentary struggle

between rent and profit really resulted to the advantage of the

^ Sir James Graham, Corn and Currency, 3rd ed., London, 1827, pp.
6 and 7.

'^The landed proprietors long preserved their numerical superiority in

the English Parliament. This explains how seventy-three years after

Pitt's Legacy Act instituted laws of succession for movable property
real property still remained exempt (Brodrick, English Land and English
Landlords, London, 1881

, p. 250). The preponderance of landed proprietors

in the House of Commons determined legislation in favour of real pro-

perty (B;igehot, loc. cit., p. 239 ff. Cf. Mario, loc. cit., i., pp. 384-85).

•'The same phenomena were reproduced in France. During the feudal

period landed propert}' showed itself favourably disposed toward the free

exportation of cereals, but, on becoming eonvertcd into bourgeois pro-

perty, it raised a great outcry and finally obtained high protective duties

(1818).

* In France the most energetic advocate of laws limiting the labour of

children was Baron Dupin, the celebrated champion of the Restoration.
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labouring classes, who therohy secured a reduction in the cost

of living and a shortening of the hours of labour. Indeed, the

lot of the labouring man would have been still further amelio-

rated had not the landed aristocrats instinctively recognised

the tie that bound them to the industrialists, and foreseen the

injuries that must have resulted from a too serious humiliation

of the capitalist class. They accordingly paused in their good

work, and left child labour beyond the pale of their philan-

thropy.

Thus the existence of laws and institutions tending to limit

the revenues is in no contradiction to the dependence of the

political constitution on property. It is simply the result of

the division of the revenues into two parts whose ends are

opposed, and whose owners are consequently dominated by

antagonistic interests. This schism naturally engenders a

struggle between the holders of the two forms of revenue,

and from the resulting clash of interests the labourers obtain

appreciable advantage. The division of the revenues into rent

and profits and the antagonism arising between them, therefore,

fulfil a great social function by constraining the holders of one

kind of revenue to seek an alliance with the people against the

holders of the other, and by forcing both classes of revenue

holders to consent to legislation favouring the lot of the

labourer. Thus after having won their initial cause against

the landed proprietors and abolished protective duties, the

l-'nglish capitalists began their decisive struggle against real

property by calling for restrictive legislation upon rent rates

and upon the legal term of leases. And to the present day

they continue to combat the exactions of the owners of coal

mines and uphold the cause of their labourers. The proprie-

tois, on tiieir side, denounce the abuses attendant on the

emission of bank notes and oppose the joint stock companies,

demanding restrictive legislation and stricter surveillance for

both. In their own behalf and against the interests of the

capitalists, the landlords also secured the abolition of imprison-

ment for debt, and continued their campaign against the

exploitation of the factory labourers. This double movement
resulted in the land laws of England and Ireland, in the laws
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restricting bank issues, and in labour legislation/ provisions

that are all, directly or indirectly, advantageous to the popular

classes.

The social function of the bipartition of the revenues shows

itself under different aspects in other countries, but nowhere

has it assumed so characteristic a form as in the United

States. Thus in California the agrarian party and the big

capitalists and manufacturers were united at first in opposi-

tion to the legislation demanded by the labouring classes to

exclude the Chinese and repress the abuses of the railroad

companies. But as the power of the big capitalists continued

to increase they became overweening in their demands upon

the landed proprietors. The latter thereupon made an

alliance with the popular party led by Kearney, and supported

the agitation toward the adoption of a constitution that was

little short of radical. This alliance between landed property

and the people resulted finally in the election of a convention

which proposed a constitution that was subsequently approved

by the people. The constitution adopted was as favourable

to landed property as it was hostile to capital, for it burdened

manufacturing industries with heavy taxes, forbade big mono-

poly companies to water their stock or employ Chinese labour,

and confided the duty of determining railroad rates to a super-

visory committee. This occurred in 1879. But the moment

the landed proprietors, with the aid of the popular faction,

succeeded in inflicting a defeat upon the rival revenue, they

hastened to free themselves from their embarrassing ally and

abandoned the popular party to its own designs. In fact, when

it came the time to elect the legislature that was to put the

new constitution into effect, the victorious proprietors took

pains not to vote for the candidates of the popular party, but

supported the candidates of the democratic party instead,

thus scattering their votes and assuring the success of the

' Almost all the legislation relative to the labour question was due to

the initiative of statesmen belonging to Tory ministries. The laws

relating to factories and works, mines, navigation, hygiene, labourers'

dwellings and education are all to be traced to the Conservative party.

Chamberlain, "The Labour Question," Nineteenth Century, November,

J892, p. 709,
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Republicans, or, in other words, of the Conservative element.

Thus the new constitution, though anti-capitalistic in spirit,

came to be applied in an eminently capitalistic manner, and

the sharp points directed at the big corporations were pru-

dently blunted by its partisan executors. In this way the

capitalist's arrogance toward the landed proprietors was
checked, but all that part of the new constitution which looked

to the advantage of the labouring classes remained a dead

letter, with the exception of a single clause.^

I say with the exception of one unique provision, for one

article of this celebrated constitution has been scrupulously

applied, and has even constituted a point of departure for a

general law of the National Government. I refer to the

clause that prohibits the immigration of Chinese labourers

This prohibition being the first legislative expression of the

American's antipathy toward the Asiatic labourer, gave fresh

impulse to the popular agitation directed toward the deportation

of the Chinese, which received its final sanction in the Scott

Bill, passed by Congress in 1888. Judging from this legislative

victory of the American labourers, a number of writers, Sir

Henry Maine among others, have attempted to show that in

America political power is in the hands of the working men, who
make use of it for selfish and reactionary ends.'^ But we have

already exposed the error that underlies such statements of

construction, and shown thnt this victory of the American
labourers (an exceptional victory, and almost unique in the

history of the New World) was due to the unconscious hos-

tility between landed proprietors and industrial capitalists. In

the midst of the contest thus engendered the land owners were
compelled to call upon the labourers for aid, and this afforded

the latter their opportunity for insisting upon the exclusion of

their Oriental competitors. But of itself this alliance would

never have been able to maintain this Chinese wall against the

Chinese if their admission had continued to be as essential as

heretofore to lower the wages of American labourers and

' Brycc, loc. cit., iii., pp. 235-249 cl pais'nn.

* Maine, Essny mi Pupiiltit Guviriniinil. Several of Maine's remarks
were uttered some time heforc by Macaulay in his eelcbratcd letter to
the Tlmn of 2:ird .March, 1857
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assure capital a reasonable rate of profits. If capital ceded a

point to the demands of the labourers it was only because the

rapid increase of population had of itself effected the neces-

sary reduction in the wages of American workmen, and thus

rendered the importation of Chinese labourers superfluous,

and perhaps even injurious to capital. Capitalists now found

labour in their own country that was infinitely more capable,

more intelligent and more efficient than the Chinese and only a

little higher priced. They no longer had any motive, therefore,

to create a systematic competition for such labour in order

ultimately to depress its value.

If it is thus that the struggle between the two kinds of

revenues gives rise to provisions advantageous—though, indeed,

in very modest measure—to the labouring class, we can readily

understand that where no such contest occurs economic

legislation preserves its essentially capitalistic character and

continues to favour one or the other or both revenue classes

at the same time. In Belgium, for example, where political

power is an appanage of manufacturing capital, and where

landed property plays but a secondary part in the. direction of

public affairs, social legislation is to-day unknown, and even the

adulterations effected by liquor dealers can not be suppressed

by law, in spite of the injurious effects upon the labouring

population. In Italy likewise, where landed property pre-

dominates, or where more often a coalition is formed between

rent and profits, legislation is inspired by narrow and selfish

aims and constantly hostile to the labouring classes. Italy,

indeed, has no law to protect the labour of children— I mean

no law that is really efficacious—though even India has provided

such legislation. Italy also lays high protective duties upon

cereals, which, though originally levied on the pretext of off-

setting the importation of cheap provisions, still persist in spite

of the rise in the price of food stuffs. Hence the sufferings of

the Italian people, who are burdened with protective duties and

scarcity prices at the same time. The looked-for reaction on

the part of the capitalists that could easily prevent the evil is

habitually disarmed by concessions of high protective duties

upon manufactured products; and in this way the alliance
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between the two kinds of revenue is senlinq the ruin of the

Italian people.' In Germany the uncontested superiority of

the large land owners aixl mine owners occasions hij^h duties

on cereals that the industrial classes are powerless to prevent,

-

and sanctions syndicates amoni» coal producers that raise

the price of fuel enormously. Landed property is, indeed, so

powerful that it can even afford to allow internal dissension to

arise between the land owners and the mine owners, each of

whom take exception to the other's usurpations. Elsewhere

the political preponderance of profit occasions differential rates,

which by diminishinjj the effect of distance lower land-rents.

In America the law of July, 1890, which compelled the Secretary

of the Treasury to purchase four and a half million dollars

worth of silver every month was passed by the combined

influence of the holders of silver mines and land owners, the

former demanding a market for their products, the latter

desiring higher prices for their produce. The McKinley Bill

was the result of the victory of the Republicans—large capital-

ists and manufacturers—who are insatiable in their demands
for industrial protection. Everywhere, in short, the triumph

of one form of income over the other, or a coalition between

the two, gives a capitalistic turn to legislation and checks

the tendency toward social politics arising from the original

bipartition of the revenues.-*

'We come upon analogous examples of this coalition between tlic

different kinds of revenue in the past history of England. Thus in the

eighteenth century the landed gentry consented to the prohibition of the

exportation of wool to the exclusive advantage of the manufacturers in

order to obtain in return the hitter's adherence to a bounty of five

shillings on the exportation of corn. And before this commercial capita!

had already secured important advantages by enforcing the Navigation

Act (see Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations, !., 10; iv., 3).

''The recent commercial treaty between Germany and Austria (1892),

that lowers the duties on cereals and modiHes the conditions imposed

upon industry, may be regarded as a symptom of an approaching reaction

in favour of industrial capital in the German Hmpirc.

••Still more might be said. The creation of the new monetary unit

in Austria, the crou-ii, which is inferior in value to that which has up to

this been current, appears to have been instigated by a desire to favour

a particular faction of the rich classes by lowering the value of the

poiirboins I
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We can thus comprehend the peculiar character of the
politico-economic development of the last few centuries.

During the first period we find the State supporting the
property system with provisions for the protection of industry

and agriculture and by means of legislative intervention for

the reduction of wages. Upon reaching the second stage

protection of this kind disappears, the checks that the legis-

lation of the previous period imposed upon individual liberty

are removed, and the laissez faire principle rules supreme in

political and economic life. During the last phase State
activity is again resumed, but under a profoundly different

form. Far from looking toward the protection and augmen-
tation of property, State aid is now called in for the defence
of the labouring man and the amelioration of his condition.^

After what has already been said the secret of this evolution

is not difficult to understand. During the first phase of the
capitalistic economy a politico-economic system is established

that is advantageous to industry and hostile to the labourer,

simply because, for a long period of time, property cannot
persist except with the help of such energetic action on the
part of the State. But economic advance ultimately renders

all legislative interference on behalf of capital superfluous.

Thus the very provisions which during capital's infancy formed
an essential condition of its growth eventually became an
obstacle in the way of its further development. Hence all

forms of State interference for the protection of property cease

in the interest of capital itself, and the progress of production

and exchange goes on under the regime of perfect liberty. As
yet the proprietary class shows no split into two revenue

classes, each endowed with about equal force, either because

a single class predominates without opposition in the politico-

economic world or because property is not yet sufficiently

consolidated and proof against reactions on the part of non-

proprietors to allow any division of this kind to occur. The
absence of such a division into two revenue classes removes the

i.This politico-economic evolution is very well described by Cunning-
ham {Politics and Economics, London, 1885, pp. 1-126. See also Jevons,
The State in Relation to Labour).
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possibility of State intervention on behalf of the labourers ; for,

as we have already seen, it is Just this bipartition of the revenues

which is the occasion of such action and gives it its greatest

force. During this period property is sufficiently strong not to

require State intervention to increase its revenue, hut it is not

yet sufficiently advanced to become differentiated into two

sub-forms and thus cause State action in the interest of the

labourer. During the third period, finally, the progressive

development of property, accompanied by its increasing power,

causes a differentiation into two partially hostile classes, whose

political attrition engenders State action in favour of the poorer

classes. Thus from the era of absolute laissez faire upon the

bipartition of the revenues we pass over at once to an epoch of

social politics.^ But even though social legislation proceeds

thus from the proprietary classes, it can never go so far as to

endanger the essential rights of property. Its direction is,

moreover, entirely different according as one or the other of

the two revenue classes predominates politically. In England,

for example, where political supremacy belongs to profits, the

provisions favouring the labourer are expressed in a series of

laws (of which the English and Irish Land Acts constitute the

most striking examples) restricting the rights of landed property.

But in Germany, where rent maintains its political supremacy,

State action in favour of the poorer classes is expressed in a

series of provisions limiting the rights of capital, as for instance

the limitations upon joint stock companies, the tax upon

operations of the Bourse, and the compulsory insurance of

working men.'-

> It was in 1832 that urban districts acquired an adequate represen-

tation in the House of Commons, and in 1833 the social Icj^islation of the

United Kingdom bcj«an.

* In April, 18H9, the large land owners of Germany passed laws for the

compulsory insurance of aged and infirm working men. In June, 1892,

185 Conservative deputies in the Reiclistag d.niaiuied legislation against

the operations of the JJoiirsc. In each case it was rent which aUied

itself with the people against profits. Sometimes, however, the labourers

refuse to make an alliance with the revenues, as was the case in lUlgium,

where the working men, who were up to this ardent opponents of the

duty on live stock, ceased their opposition at once when the bourgeoisie

demanded tlie abolition of this tax.
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The social effects of this bipartition of the revenues are

most clearly marked under the parliamentary system, where

the conflicts thus aroused are so energetically fought out.

But it is also possible to discover traces of such an influence

in political systems where parliamentarism is unknown, and if

we go back to past ages we shall find repeated examples of the

operation of this same law. Let us look to the feudal epoch

for example. During its first stages, after every trace of manu-

facturing industry had been obliterated by the disaggregation

of the Roman Empire, landed property played a great role

and the seigneurs were the only actors in the economic drama.

But a division soon occurred between the revenue from land

and the income going to the unproductive labourers who were

found necessary to guarantee property against possible revolts

of the serfs. Feudal revenues were thus divided into secular

revenues and ecclesiastical revenues. This schism lay at the

root of the persistent antagonism between the two classes of

feudatories and gave rise to the subsequent grandeur of the

towns, which profited by these disagreements among the

ruling classes to obtain their freedom. Upon the appearance

of the free town the political struggle entered into a new
phase, for the revenues of independent artisans, who carried

on the trade and industry of the guilds, now ranged themselves

in opposition to the landed revenues that were shut up in the

chateaux. This latter division of the revenues into the two

fundamental forms gave rise to a struggle between the iiQlders

of landed revenues and the holders of industrial revenues,

which for several centuries marked the course of the history

of Europe and was the secret cause of her internal wars. In

Italy the contest between ecclesiastical and secular revenues

was fought out upon the field of battle in that gigantic struggle

between the Pope, the chief of the ecclesiastical feudatories,

and the Emperor, the head of the secular lords. In the hopes

of winning in this bitter and uncertain struggle, each of the

two adversaries sought the alliance of- the towns, and they too,

accordingly, entered the lists. At Campaldino, at Monteaperti

and at Legnano both armed factions believed they were

fighting for an ideal cause, the triumph of the Pope or the
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Emperor, and this was a necessary illusion, for only high ideals

can lead brave youth to death. But whatever the delusion

that led these gallant knights to comhat, and whatever the

ideal in whose cause they threw themselves into the fray, the

unknown and invisible genius that animated the struggle did

not descend from the heights of idealism but proceeded rather

from the lower regions of economic utilitarianism. In this

contest ecclesiastical revenues measured their strength with the

incomes derived from secular fiefs. The condition of the

disfranchised classes was thereby improved, for the alliance

that the Pope and the Emperor each sought in turn to effect

with the towns was sold to them dearly, and only accorded at

the price of a series of concessions that became the founda-

tions of the subsequent glory of the Italian cities. In Milan,

where the schism between secular and ecclesiastical revenues

was not so clearly marked, a furious war raged between the

different degrees of feudal revenue, and prepared the way for the

ultimate extinction of feudalism. Here the division between

the great and the lesser nobility, the great vassals and the

smaller vassals or vavasors, increased the power of the

people, who finally revolted under Lanzone and established a

democratic rcgi}}ic.

Thus the division in the feudal order gradually weakened its

force, and opened the way for the appearance of a new and

more vigorous power which was ultimately destined to over-

throw feudalism entirely. In fact, as soon as the Italian cities

reached a condition of stability and established autonomous

governments, the now predominant industrial revenue instituted

a formidable revolt against the feudal revenue. A sanguinary

war then broke out against the chateaux as the result of this

new contest between the industrialists and the feudatories,

the former constituting the Guclph party and the latter the

Ghibellincs.' The moment this new issue was drawn the two

' Villari (Lc prime origiui cd istitutioni della rtpubblich Jioniitiiia—Pol-

itccnico, 1866, pp. 7-10) and Toniolo [Sui renioti faUori della poteuza

tcoiiomica di Firenze, Milano, 1882, pp. 55-56, 62-63, 92, etc.). Both show

admirably that the contest between the Giielphs and the (lliibellines

was but a struggle between personal and real property. It should bo
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factions of feudal revenue straightway forgot their old quarrel

and united against the common enemy which was threatening

them. The Pope and the Emperor, heretofore irreconcilable,

now tendered the hand of friendship and vowed the humilia-

tion of the rebellious municipalities. The earlier contest

between the two kinds of feudal revenue established the glory

of the Italian cities, and this new struggle between the com-

iTiunes and the fiefs contributed no less powerfully to the

elevation of the lower classes. As soon as the conflict broke

out between the towns and the fiefs, the serfs fled from the

estates of their lords and found freedom under the shelter of

the city walls. And after the feudatories had been trans-

formed into citizens, and the struggle between the Guelphs and

the Ghibeliines was continued within the walls of the towns,

at every triumph of the Guelphs the privileges of the arts were

extended to new classes of the population, and whenever the

Ghibeliines were triumphant they rehabilitated the meanest

professions and raised the condition of the common people,

whom they used as an arm against the bourgeoisie. Finally,

when the feudatories were rendered powerless and excluded

from all share in the government of the towns, and when the

remarked, however, that the struggle between the town and the country

assumed a different course in France, in Italy and in Germany. In

France the towns always represented the bourgeoisie and the country

the feudatories, and the struggle between the two was incessant. In

Italy the towns after having vanquished the feudatories absorbed them
into their own systems, and the contest between the country and the

towns was converted into a civil war. In Germany, on the contrary,

the original inhabitants of the towns were themselves proprietors of

the soil or feudatories, and it was only with the appearance of manu-
facture that an industrial population hostile to the proprietors grew up.

The manufacturing classes then obtained a share in the political power
heretofore exclusively exercised by householders, and w^hen the new
revenue form demanded a share in authority it was extended to artisans

and merchants provided they could pay the price to rent a house (Arnold,

Geschlchtc dcs Eigciitlnniis, 1861, p. 255). .Civil struggles resulted which
ended in the defeat of the feudatories who were driven back into the

country. Hence the separation of the feudatories from the towns,

which in Italy was the beginning of the development, was in Germany
its final result (see Maurer, Stddtcverfassung, ii., p. 540 ff.).
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bourgeois supremacy remained uncontested, it too split apart

into two hostile factions, one composed of the well-to-do

industrialists and the other made up of the common people,

the small artisans and apprentices; and the struggle which

arose between these two classes of the dominant revenue

extended civil rights to the lower stratum of medijeval

society.^

In mediaeval Italy the absolute separation between the political

authority of the artisans exercised in the towns, and the political

power of the landed proprietors exerted in the country, made it

absolutely impossible for these two forms of revenue to meet

except in armed conflict. But in France the struggle assumed

a more interesting political character. However great the

economic prepf)nderance of landed property over industry, fiscal

reasons made it necessary to accord the latter a nominal share

in political power; for the fiscal demesne was no longer able to

provide for the new wants of the public treasurj'. It was thus

necessary to have recourse to taxes, and as these charges were

bound to affect the bourgeoisie, it seemed better to appease

them beforehand by allowing them a right to vote on the budget.

It was solely with this thought in mind and not in the least

through the generosity of the feudal lords that the bourgeoisie

was given a right of representation in the Statcs-(}cneral. Care

was taken, however, that the representatives of the bourgeoisie

should always find themselves in the minority over against the

representatives (jf the privileged orders.-

'Nevertheless power always remained in the liands of the bour-

{;coisie. Bonaccorsi, podeslat of Rcgj;io, Iiaving inclined to be favourable

to the poor, was turned down by the Cihibcllincs after eight months'

rule (Lombroso and F.aschi. // ddilto polHin) ft le rirohizioiii, Turin,

1890, p. 193).

'The same thing tooU place, but on a smaller scale, in the Kingdom

of Naples (Giannone, loc. cil., iv., p. 264 ; vii., p. 270) and in Sicily in

the thirteenth century. Even in the lesser states and in the towns

the same phenomenon is to be remarked Thus Do Tillct in his

Histoirr dii duchc <VAo$te (Aostc, 1738) insists upon the constant

minority of the bourgeoisie in the States-General of the Duchy of

Aosta, and adds that in consequence the taxes fall exclusively upon the

bourgeoisie.
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When the third estate came to take part in the national

assemblies, a political contest was inaugurated between the

bourgeoisie and the feudal class which ran through several

centuries and every year became more bitter. A double series

of phenomena resulted from this struggle. On the one hand,

there was the fundamental division between the feudal class

and the industrial class, which benefited the serfs and hastened

their emancipation ; on the other hand, the usual conflict broke

out between revenue and unproductive labour, resulting in a

further division of the more powerful faction of the ruling class

into the feudatories and the clergy who protected their rights.

And even as the main contest between the two privileged orders

and the third estate favoured the serf class, so this intestine

struggle between the two privileged orders augmented the power

of the third estate and increased its influence. In order to

overcome its immediate rival each of the privileged orders

invoked the aid of the bourgeoisie, and with greater assurance

in proportion as the latter's force was weak and feudal authority

was assured. Thus the States-General for a long time presented

the singular spectacle of an alliance between one of the two

privileged orders and the third estate In 1560, for example,

the nobility of Orleans united with the third estate to limit

the pretentions of the clergy, and during the following year,

in Pontois, the same factions agreed to compel the clergy to

contribute their two-thirds to the liquidation of the royal debts.

But as soon as the third estate demanded the substitution of

a tax on realty for the personal tallage, harmony was at once

re-established between the clergy and the nobility, and the two

privileged orders then ranged themselves in opposition to the

pretentions of the bourgeoisie. In the States-General of Blois

the alliance between the nobility and the third estates became

manifest in the year 1588 in propositions hostile to royal

authority. But before this, in 1560, the clergy had endeavoured

to detach the third estate from its alliance with the nobility and

secure its aid in limiting the privileges of the nobles. And in

the States-General of Blois in 1577 the clergy and the third

estate united against the nobility in a demand to have the vote
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on the budc^et come before the assembled estates.^ This division

between the two privileged orders increased the power of the

third estate, and the latter, after gaining strength thus for

several centuries in silence and comparative obscurity, in 1614

suddenly summoned together all its accumulated spirit of

resistance and threatened the very foundations of feudal privi-

leges. The feudal class could afford to allow these internal

dissensions to go on so long as the third estate was held in

subjection, but the moment the bourgeois class gave this

exhibition of its force the dissensions among the factions of

the dominant class suddenly ceased, and the nobility and clergy

straightway forgot their ancient animosity to unite against the

common enemy. As an historian of the States-General has

said: "The alliance between the two privileged orders was

effected under the stress of the bitter animosities that agitated

the prelates and nobles in different ways against a turbulent

bourgeoisie, which was attacking their privileges and minimising

their influence either under the toga of the magistrate or through

the office of deputy ".-

The struggles that were fought out in mediaeval France

between the different kinds of revenue were not confined,

however, to the rarely-opened precincts of the States-General.

They extended beyond these assemblies and occasioned noisy

rebellions that were fecund in advantage for the working

classes. One of the most noteworthy of such revolts was

the L^a^M^. This great event of the reign of Henry III. was

simply an alliance between the clergy, who were the great

proprietors of the kingdom, and the mendicants of Limousin

and Auvergne, together with the coal-men and water-carriet s of

Paris, against the nobility and the bourgeoisie. Its ephemeral

' See on this subject, Thicny, Essai siir I'histnirc et la formation du tiers

itat, Paris, 1853, i., pp. 137-138, 197. De Tocqucville, L'aiuini rcj^iwc ft la

revolution, Paris, IHWi, p. 128. " Whenever tlie tiiirs found llu niselvcs in

opposition with the seigneurs, some advanta^^es for the people always

came out of the struggle" (Saint-Simon, Dk systlme iinliistriel, Paris,

1821, pp. 133-134).

'Picot, Histoire des ittnts Ghuraux, Paris, 1S72, ii,, pp. 2;W, :W9 ; iii.,

p. 368.
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success brought with it a number of measures advantageous
to the popular classes, among others, the remission of rents

due by poor tenants. Another still more turbulent conflict

broke out a little later between the different factions of

feudal revenue in the war of the Fronde. This was an insur-

rection undertaken by Parliament, in alliance with the more
important and higher paid administrative bodies, against the

Government, which had attempted to retrench somewhat the

immense perquisites attached to the numerous offices. In a

word, it was a revolt on the part of unproductive labour,

judicial and administrative alike, against the feudal revenue

which had endeavoured to restrain the demands of its allies.

This fleeting alliance between the rebellious unproductive

labourers and the higher nobility, which was itself a victim of

the monarchy and the dominant revenue, allowed the Councils

and Parliament to hold their own momentarily against mon-
archical power, and force through a number of reforms dictated

by liberal ideas. And though the resistance thus ofl"ered was
soon overcome by the defeat of the Fronde, this temporary dis-

agreement between the two revenue factions still had certain

beneficial results that showed themselves to their .full extent

later on. It was to this conflict, in short, that a large number
of the provisions, whereby Colbert later regenerated the French

finances, owed their origin.^

Going back to a still earlier period we meet with the same
phenomenon. Thus in ancient times we find this contest

between landed property and manufacturing interests turning

inevitably to the advantage of the slaves. Thucydides recounts

that in Corcyra, at the height of the struggle between the

optimates and the people, or, in other words, between the land

owners and the artisans, both factions endeavoured to effect

an alliance with the slaves by promising them their liberty, and

that the latter chose to range themselves on the side of the

people against the optimates. .When.war was declared between

the Spartans, who were conservative agriculturists, and the

Athenians, who were liberal industrialists and traders, the

former offered to enfranchise their Helots provided they would

' Clamageran, Histoire de V'nnpvt en France, ii., p. 568 ff.
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fight on their side.' In Rome also the struggle between the >C

great landed proprietors, represented by the Senate, and ths

great capitalists, represented by the Gracchi, i.e.., the contest

between the two factions of the rich class, benefited the

plebeians, who received fertile lands with the necessary capital

to cultivate them.'-' The plebeians' revolt against the patricians

compelled them in like manner to ally themselves with the

lower classes of society and enrol artisans and freed men in their

tribes." " We see from history that it was to the labouring

class—to the serfs of industry—that the plebeians appealed

in their eternal struggle with the patricians. If we desire to

understand the history of the Roman organisations of working

men, we must study the history of the civil wars at Rome.

The corporations were, as it were, for sale to the highest bidder.

Among the organisations of working men, Marius found devoted

supporters against his famous rival ; while Sulla, on coming into

power, wishing to be avenged for this hostility of the corpora-

tions, struck them down with a hand of ii'on. Catiline's flattering

but interested acts of liberality were likewise intended to gain

numerous supporters among the corporations. Another agitator,

no less celebrated, Clodius, succeeded in enlisting the favour of

the working men by means of all sorts of gratuities, immunities

and calculated generosities. In the popular assemblies the

colleges of working men accordingly always cast their votes

at the motion of the Tribune, and by their turbulent clamour

prevented his adversary from speaking."' In this way the lower

classes of society profited by the struggle between the different

factions of the ruling class, and the contest even benefited the

' Tliucydidcs, History, liv. iii., ch. ix. ; liv. iv., cli. ix. "The following

day the optimates and tiic people fought a little witii arrows and with

everything that could be hurled, and b(}th parties sent to the villages to

asft the slaves to come to their aid, promising them their freedom. The
l.itter chose to ally themselves with the people." In like manner during

the struggle with her American colonies, Kngland promised freedom to

such slaves as took her side against the colonists.

- Roscher, System, iv., p. 269. Langc, Romische Altntlninur, i., p. b71.

Bertagnolli, Viccitde (teW agricoltura in Italia, 1881, p. 111.

^ Ro.scher, Naturlchre dir Dcniokmlii-, Leipzig, ISyo, p. 98.

••Typaldo-Bassia, Des classes oiivrii res ii Rome, Paris, 1892, pp. IIG 17.
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unhappy slaves. Thus while the struggle between the patricians

and the plebeians was at its height, the condition of the slaves

was somewhat better, and the revolt of Spartacus was also

made possible by this division of the ruling class. ^ The bipar-

tition of the revenues is the salvation of the proletariat

!

We may here take occasion to resolve the apparent contra-

diction with which we are confronted. If property be the

basis of political power, how does it happen that the State

sometimes takes energetic action against one form of property :

The preceding considerations furnish us with the key to this

enigma : when one form of property predominates economically

and gains political supremacy, the State, which is the organ of

this dominant faction, is naturally driven to repress the rival

form of property. A partial socialism arises from this which
keeps down one form of property in order the better to

encourage the other. Thus Solon's Seisaktheia was effected

through the influence of the economic and political influence

of debtor proprietors who used their power to humble their

creditors. Again, the massacre of St. Bartholomew was simply

the result of an insurrection on the part of the Catholic

bourgeoisie against the Huguenot nobility; and the revocation

of the Edict of Nantes was likewise instigated by the Catholic

townsmen of France who, finding themselves overwhelmed by

the industrial competition of the Protestants of Nimes and

other more flourishing cities, insisted upon the expulsion of

the Huguenots. But the most striking examples of such

phenomena are to be found in modern eastern monarchies, like

Persia and Turkey, where property is but poorly guaranteed

and open to continual extortion from the sovereigns and the

army. In these Oriental states property assumes two funda-

mental forms : the productive property of merchants and agri-

culturists, and the military holdings held in feudal tenure by

the chiefs of the army and their followers.''^ The janissaries,

for example, are vassals of the Crown who receive landed

* Roscher, Naturlchre des Caesarismns, Leipzig, 1888, p. 13.

^See for example, Comte, Traite de Legislation, Brussels, 1837, p.

270 ff.
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property in return for their military service.^ The Mussulmen

of Sicily, in like manner, were wont to pay their soldiers by

assigning to each a share of the Kharag, that is to say, by

allotting to every soldier a pension drawn from revenues that

came to the State from the land of certain provinces. Then

the soldiers were commanded to collect the Kharag themselves,

but this converted them into gabelers and extortioners, and

gave them an actual right of property over lands in which they

originally possessed but a fiscal claim.'

When omnipotent in the State, military property frequently

commits excesses against the inferior orders of property which

are unable to resist its claims. Hence the extortions and

incessant abuses that productive enterprise is forced to submit

to at the hands of the State when the latter is the organ and

humble servant of military property. Such was the spectacle

that Rome presented during the last days of the empire, when

the military holdings of the legionaries crushed out productive

property through the instrumentality of the State. The same

thing occurred in media:;val Europe when the feudal lords

and their vassals loaded bourgeois property with abuses and

exactions." In the German towns, likewise, during tlie rule of

the feudal seigniors, it was only landed property that obtained

the protection of justice, and neither the courts nor the

communes were compelled to protect personal property. The
adulteration of coinage was also but a disguised form of

usurpation which feudal property carried out to the detriment

of the bourgeoisie through its creature the State. The evil

accordingly disappeared as soon as the bourgeoisie came into

power. Finally, the laws against usury and the persecution of

the usurers during the middle ages were largely the result of a

reaction on the side of landed property, burdened with debt,

' See in this connection Ranlic's splendid comparison between the

modern system of payinj; armies with money and the Oriental system

of rewarding; military service by ;^rantin^ a plot of land to each soldier

(Wanke, Furstiii niid Volkrr, i., Berlin, 1S57, pp. 403-4).

-See Amari, Storla dri Miisiihuniii in Sicilia, Floixnce, 1S.S4, ii., p. 28.

^ For the political domination of the proii r< i—the militaiy proprietors

amonj^ the Gauls-sec W'inspcaie, Storia di<;li ahusi fiudnli , Naples, 1883,

pp. 304 6.
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against the creditor capitalists; just as the persecution of the

Jews in modern Russia is the result of a reaction CJi the part

of Christian usurers and commerciaUsts against their Israelitic

competitors.

It is worth while to remark in this connection that the

guarantee of property does not, as economists pretend, rest

upon the protection accorded it by the State through the

excellence of its constitution and the foresight of its government

officers. This guarantee is rather derived from the organic

constitution of the State itself and is only secured under

certain conditions of economic development. When one class

of proprietors predominates over another, the guarantee of the

subordinate form of property is inevitably weak because the

State, representing as it does the prevalent form of property,

exploits the weaker in its own interest. Nevertheless the

manner of accomplishing such oppression differs, according

as one or the other form of property predominates. When
military property prevails the subordinate property is subjected

to violent exactions, but when, dn the other hand, the pre-

dominant form is merely a species of bourgeois property, the

inferior form is discriminated against in a less brutal manner

through legislation.

There is one other very important phenomenon which the

bipartition of the revenues explains, namely : the historical

possibility of reform movements and the partial success of

their leaders. The men of genius who succeed in giving fresh

impulse to the power of the State do so by turning this organic

conflict between the two property classes to the account of the

people. Robert Peel, for example, availed himself of this con-

flict in England with marvellous ingenuity, by making himself

alternately the champion of the landed proprietors against the

capitalists, and of the capitalists against the landed proprietors,

and by taking advantage of their mutual hostility to introduce

legislation beneficial to the poorer classes. In our day, again,

one of the most active and powerful reformers, Bismarck, simply

profited from the inevitable antagonism between the proprietors

of the soil and the capitalists to obtain, with the consent of the

former, laws limiting the expansion of capital and ameliorating
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the condition of the workino men.^ From the very fact that

the reformers who obtain big results do so by the grace and

with the support of the ruling class, it is easy to understand

that they gain their ends only so long as their activities arc

not injurious either to the predominant revenue-form or to the

essential rights of property. But the moment the reformer,

intoxicated by success, attempts any measures that tiireaten

property, the owning classes forget their internal dissensions

and unite in a compact alliance to discountenance the move-

ment. Then the too audacious reformer suddenly sees his

glory fade. The prestige of his genius is powerless to defend

him in the war now waged upon him by the dominant classes.

Secret attacks are instituted against him, unforeseen conflicts

arise, tenacious resistance is offered to all his reform measures,

until the reformer at last finds himself inexorably condemned

to the status of a revolutionist. History has something to tell

us of attacks of this kind instituted by the dominant class

against those audacious enough to threaten its power. Indeed

the grandest and most sublime of all reformers owed his anguish

to just such a coalition among the owning classes against

his socialistic propaganda. " It was not in opposition to the

Mosaic law, but rather in behalf of its literal interpretation that

Christ took up his work,'" an impartial writer observes. " His

levolt was not directed against religious principles, but against

property, and for this reason he was obliged to suffer death.

This explains, too, why the Pharisees opposed him. They

constituted physically and intellectually the fine flower of

Judaism. They were the best informed and the wealthiest.

And though they might take pleasure in discussing fine points

1 By this political plan Bismarck realised what I.assalie before at-

tempted, whose Socialism really amounted to an alliance between the

proktariat and the large land owners a^jainst the capitalists (Marx,

i\rilik tiis social pnlilisclun Arbiltir prDj^iinni.^ in Nmc Zfit, hSi)!, p. 569).

And such, moreover, is the fundamental idea of the Socialism of the

Chair and Catholic Socialism, both of which arc but the theoietical

product of an alliance between landed property and the labourers

aj^ainst capital. The same may be said oi Tory Socialism in Kngland.

On the other hand, economic Liberalism and agrarian Socialism reprcsciU

a reaction on capitals part against the demands of landed property.
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with a religious sectarian, they hated him who drove the money

changers from the temple, and crucified the man who declared

himself an adversary of the publicans." ^ Socrates would never

have been brought to the tragic end that Plato sadly tells us

of had he not so bravely opposed the democratic party then

dominant in Athens, had he not cast reflections upon elections

by lot, then so dear to the popular classes, and had he not gone

so far in his reforms as to threaten the kind of revenue that

was then all powerful.- In times less distant Savonarola

mounted the pyre, a victim of the fury of the landed proprietors,

upon whom he desired to lay a tax, up to this paid by the

industrial classes alone.^ And even if the ruling class does not

have the improvident reformer put to a cruel death, it at all

events renders him powerless and frustrates the realisation of

his designs. Colbert furnishes us with an example of this. The

moment he attempted to restrain the nobility of the robe and

the sword, the court parliament and the financiers all combined

against him and worked in an underhand way to overthrow him.

Colbert was accordingly obliged to reduce his grand financial

reform to the miserably sterile plan of Commissions of Parlia-

ment, which were to meet at a stated time of the yearto examine

the financial condition of the provinces. Later on in French

history Turgot's reform projects met a similar fate. This

intelligent minister was removed from power by a coalition of

all the privileged classes. In our day Gladstone's fall in 1886

was due to a combination between land owners and British

capitalists who opposed the redemption of Irish lands advocated

by this audacious reform minister. In Brazil an intelligent

prince refused to wait for the natural course of economic

evolution to effect the downfall of slavery and abolished the

system by force of law. But the holders of the revenues

' Hertzka, Die Gesetze der socialen Entwicklung, p. 286. See also Nitti's

great work, Sur le socialisme catholiqne, Turin, 1891.

" Zcller, Geschichte der griechischen Philosophie, 4th ed., Leipzig, 1877, ii.,

pp. 177-86.

^Toniolo, Scolastica ed nmanismo, Pisa, 1888. Rava, Celsi Mancini, etc.,

Bologna, 1888.
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destroyed by this reform rebelled, and a coalition of slave owners

and military men precipitated the revolutionary monarch from

his throne—an eloquent example, indeed, of the incapability of

absolute power to disrupt the revenue system, whose creature

it is and whose docile instrument it must under pain ot death

remain

!



CHAPTER III.

MANIFESTATIONS OF REVENUE AND SOVEREIGNTY.

If political power be thus an emanation of economic revenue,

the natural tendency of acts of sovereignty must be to facilitate

the development of capitalistic income and favour its holders

in every possible way. Indeed, the slightest examination of

the workings of the State is sufficient to convince one that all

privileged and powerful classes make use of their authority to

advance their own interests.^ In short, with the exception of the

influences already mentioned of the bipartition of the revenues,

all the efforts of political authority converge toward one supreme

end : to guarantee and augment the income from capital.

Finance, administration and foreign politics can thus only be

explained when regarded as the outcome of property interests.

I.

—

Financial Pomcy.

The economic constitution of the State, with its exclusive

dependence upon the economically dominant class, is clearly

exhibited when we examine the acts of political sovereignty in

financial legislation. The first fact to strike our attention in

this connection is that at every historical epoch the dominant

class has loaded the subjugated class with the whole, or a large

portion of the burden of taxation.

This phenomenon was not very marked during the earlier

period of the Roman economy ; for the principle of equality

formed one of the best features of this system of taxation.

Thus the constitution of Servius, though it established political

sovereignty fairly upon the basis of property, nevertheless

provided that belli pacisqiie iniiiiia, non virit'un ut antea, sed

1 John Stuart Mill, Principles of Political Economy.

(206)
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Sro hah'itv pecuniarum fierenty When it became necessary to

raise an extraordinary tax after the second Punic War, it

was only levied upon the rich ; and even up to the time of

Constant! Tie direct taxes upon capital and landed property

were usually levied in exact proportion to possessions of the tax

payer. it would nevertheless be a mistake to regard these

facts as exceptions to the usual relation of dependence existing

between the political and the economic constitutions, or as

contrary to the constant tendency of the proprietary classes to

tax the non-proprietors ; for the plebeians, who were thus

charged proportionately—or perhaps entirely exempted from

taxation—were not, as the modern labouring classes, entirely

excluded from ownership, but participated in the property

system, either directly as small proprietors, or indirectly as

unproductive labourers. The only inhabitants entirely excluded

from the rights of ownership were the slaves, and they, for this

reason, escaped taxation. Taxes could thus only be levied upon

proprietors, and for a long time the burden was divided equally

among them. If, indeed, the owners as a group could have

taxed those who possessed nothing, the large owners would not

have succeeded so readily in shifting the burden upon the small

owners.2 As it was the growth of large revenue soon began to

exercise its influence upon Roman finance, and when Constantine

established the sordlda muncrn and the c.vfrnordiiinrin tributn,

both very heavy taxes, the chase for immunities began, and

therewith a shifting of the burden from the rich to the poor.

'' Livctiiiottiir plurinii divitnm," Salvian exclaimed, "qiionint

tributa panpcrcs fcntut . . . udjcctioncstributariasipsiiiitcrdum

dlviles fncinnt, pro quil)u% pnupeirs solvunt."'^

The phenomenon was more clearly marked during the feudal

periou when the seigneurs assured themselves of tiicir own

'Titus Livy, History, i., 42.

'^ Amonp the Jews, likewise, taxes were piopoitionnl to wealth, some-

times even falling exclusively upon the more wealthy (Salv;id(»r, Histoire

,!fs liistiliitloiis lie' Moisr, Paris, l«(i2, i., pp. 'M)7, 'MS). Hut this is easily

explained from the fact that the Jews were a nation of proprietors, who

were in no position, therefore, to shift the burden upon a cl.iss deprived

of the liberty of choice.

'' Salvian, De Guberiuitione Dei, v., 7 ; iv., ti.
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immunity from taxation by shifting the entire burden upon the

shoulders of the bourgeois and agricultural classes. It was
impossible, however, for this plan to be carried out at the

outset, for a very simple reason. True, the classes that held

property also exercised political sovereignty ; but before the

proprietors could cast the burden of taxation upon the other

members of society, it was necessary that the revenues of the

subordinate classes offered sufficient margin to allow them to

bear the necessary charges. And inasmuch as during the

early days of feudalism the revenues of the bourgeois class

were still too small to allow them to bear the burden of taxation,

it was necessary that the incidence should still rest entirely, or

in large part, upon landed property. England furnishes us

with a remarkable example during the reign of Richard I.

(1243), when taxes were levied upon proprietors exclusively,

and in proportion to their fortunes or their titles of nobility, as

these furnished the most exact standards of valuation. Thus
the counts were taxed twenty silver marks, the barons ten,

and the knights four.i In France, likewise, during the first

phase of feudalism, there were numerous taxes that only

affected the well-to-do. We need not be surprised,, therefore,

to find that during this period high tallage was a mark of

distinction or that the rich made it a point of honour to pay

high taxes.2 Later on, when the bourgeoisie emerged from

complete poverty, the class became taxable to a certain degree,

but it could not yet bear the entire burden of taxation, despite

the fact that taxes played but a small role in the State finances,

as public expenditures were for the most part met by the

revenues of the demesnes. During this period the feudal class

succeeded in shifting a portion of the taxes upon the bourgeoisie

and in establishing a sort of tributary justice by instituting a

proportional tax upon property. But before long the proportional

^ Sinclair, History of the Public Revenue of the British Empire, London,
1803, i., p. 129. Comparing this period "with the modern epoch, Sir

James Steuart's remark would appear to be true, namely, that under
the pure monarchy the prince taxes wealth preferably, but in the limited

monarchy, poverty (Inquiry [etc.] on Political Economy, Basel, 1796, ii.,

p. 119), 2 Boisguillebert, Detail de la France, p, »73.
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tax became an equal tax, for it affected large and small owners

alike and ended by exempting the former.^ As soon as the

increasingr revenues of the bourgeoisie became more evidently

taxable, the feudal class next hastened to proclaim its own
immunity from the charge. But as the bourgeoisie was still

unable to bear the entire burden of taxation, and as the feudal

class was now legally exempt. State revenues could only be

properly provided for by introducing a general system of indirect

contributions, which alone could overcome the legal immunity

of the seigneurs and compel them to make up that part of

the public contributions which the bourgeoisie was unable to

supply.'^ Finally when the wealth of the bourgeoisie increased

to such an extent that it was finally in a position to bear the

whole burden of taxation (and this point was reached about the

fourteenth century), the entire public expenditure came to be

provided for by contributions from the bourgeois and agricultural

classes. The imposts then laid upon small proprietors furnished

a powerful means of breaking up their holdings ; and still heavier

were the burdens laid upon the serfs and coloni who were

employed in the cultivation of the soil.-' Frederick the Second's

bold attempt to establish equality of taxation in the kingdom

'Schmollcr, Epochcn lUy prciissischcn Fiiiaiiz-f>o!itlk, 1877, p. 49.

'^ Altlioii^^li modern economists regard indirect taxes as unjust and

injurious to tiie labouring classes, Colbert, nevertheless, proposed a

system of indirect contributions as a means of obtaining tributary

justice (Clement, Ilisloirc dc In vie ct dc radmiuistrtition de Colbtrt,

l^aris, 184(i, p. 97), and Steuart declared that the principal advantage

of such indirect contributions was to make the entire burden of taxation

fall upon the rich (loc. cit., p. 197). He contradicts himself, however, a

little fiiitiier on (p. 199). This opposition between the opinions of the

ancients and the moderns is easily accounted for when we I'cmcmber

that during fhe middle ages indirect taxes affected csjiceially such objects

as were not of primal necessity, while the taxation of foodstuffs is an

arrangement of modern times. Then, too, the feiid;d classes were
normally exempt from direct taxation, and indirect taxes thus furnished

the principal means of subjecting them to taxation at ail. Such was
likewise the effect of the ifi;ohs, and it was for this reason that they

were so bitterly opposed by the aristocratic classes (Selimoller, Kf>oi/tfit

der praisiisiluii Finaitz, etc., p. (54).

^ Lang, Kntwicklnu'^ dcr dnitscht-n SliUcrvcrfinsiittg, Berlin, 179.'1, p. ;J5 ff

Hullmann, Fiiiaiizgtscliic/tlf dis MUtcUiltcrs, Berlin, 18().S, p. 108 ff'.

'4
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of Naples was reduced to nothing by his successors.^ In

France it was still worse. "The rich," wrote Boisguillebert,

" are beginning to practice injustice in the distribution of taxes

iby shifting them upon the poor, thus making it necessary for

the latter to sell what little they possess." - "A tax that would

scarcely have taken ten pistoles from the amusements and

expenses of the rich would, with the current revenues, often

have sufficed," Forbounais wrote, "to carry on a war without

the labourer even hearing of it except in the public prayers.

But if a decree imposing a tax of this kind had been published,

one would have heard nothing but the outcries and complaints

of two or three million men : Demand nothing of us, draw upon

the country ; the people suffer, it is true, but the general good

outweighs private interests, and it is not good for this class of

people to be well-to-do."^ In vain Courts des Aides in 1613

required the tax-collectors to enter every house, those of the

nobles as well as those of the people ; its decree remained a

dead letter. Under the ministry of Richelieu a magistrate

proposed equality of taxation, but even this audacious minister

drew back, appalled at such a measure which would surely have

cost him his office. Not being able to reach the nobility and

clergy, Richelieu then burdened the bourgeoisie with the taxe

des gens aiscs, which fell most heavily upon the working man.

In 1710, when the minister Desmarets found himself compelled

to lay a tithe on all revenues, he consoled the king, who was
grieved at taxing the nobility, by assuring him that the nobles

would find ready means of escaping the levy. And such, indeed,

turned out to be the case.* Finally, when Calonne, brought

^Giannone, Storia, vi., p. 45.

2 Boisguillebert, Detail de la France, ed. Daire, p. 179.

' Forbounais^ Recherchcs ct considerations sur les ^finances de la France,

Basel, 1758, ii., p. 83. At the same time Rousseau wrote :
" He who has

little pays much, and he who has much pays little. If the least article

of luxury or display were attacked, all would be lost ; but so long as the

rich are content, what does it matter whether the people live ? " (Lettre u

d'Alembert sur la comcdie, Amsterdam, 1758, p. 217).

*MicheIet, Histoire de France, Paris, 1879, vol. xiv., p. 189 ; xvi., p. 285.

In Italy in the seventeenth century " if it came to a question of voting

taxes, the nobles, sure of their own immunity, would vote for the tax,

and then g«cure control of the customs, and aggravate the misery of the
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face to face with the ruin of the French finances, proposed a

territorial contribution affecting all proprietors of the soil, the

privileged classes arose as one man and drove him from power.

^

Brienne, who succeeded him, had no better success in submitting

the privileged classes of society to taxation.

Under the wage system the general conditions remain about

the same, though the form of oppression has been considerably

modified. Like the nobles of old, the bourgeoisie finds no

difficulty in throwing the burden of increasing taxation upon

the poorer classes ; and it is just in this that the marvellous

ingenuity of capital is most clearly displayed. Modern

capitalists, after having proclaimed the principle of universal

political equality, could not logically provide for their own
immunity by means of a law to that effect. On the contrary,

in principle at least, they maintain the proportionality of taxa-

tion—the dogma so boldly defended by its earliest exponents,

Vauban and Boisguillebert. Nevertheless, during the early

stages of the wage-economy capital did not hesitate to establish

a system of taxation particularly favourable to large fortunes.

Thus in England, for example, in the eighteenth century, the

inheritance tax and the stamp duty both became less and less

of a burden as wealth increased and finally dwindled to nothing

people through this monopoly " (Ferrari, La Mmtc di Vico, Milan, 1837,

p. 71). Moreover, any change in the dominant class brought with it a

corresponding change in the financial system. Thus when the artisans

and commercial classes ruled in Venice, equal taxation was vigorously

enforced (Kmiliani Gindici, Storia politica ihi municipii itnliani, Florence,

1855, ii., p. 512). In Florence, too, when the democratic government was
instituted the liitiic- was established, which burdened landed revenue

exclusively, leaving industry and commerce exempt (Canestrini, La

finanza e I'nrte di statu delta rrpultblica Jinrentina, Florence, 18(S'2, pp. 315-

.S19). When the common people of Florence (who were made up not

of proletarians but of small artisans and proprietors) acquired political

power during the last days of the republic, and during the early days of

the government of the .Medici, who relied upon popular support, they

introduced proportional taxation, and thus threw the burden upon

the large proprietors (Villani, Crouica, liv. v., p. 180 fT.). Ricca

Salerno, Storia critica dellc dottrine ftnantiariv in Italia, Rome, 1881, p.

a? ff.

• Viihrer, Histoire de ladetti puliltqiu at Frame, Paris, 1886, i,, p. 311.
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upon fortunes of a certain amount.^ And to-day in West
Virginia houses pay a tax which is proportionately low as their

value is high ; and the large landed proprietors, by corrupting

the expert appraisers, succeed in rendering the burden insig-

nificant. In Germany also, where wealth is more centralised,

the plutocrats long ranged themselves in opposition to a scheme

of taxation that promised to affect them adversely.^ Down to

1873 the Prussian law provided that the income tax paid by one

tax-payer should never exceed 7200 thalers, which amounted to

complete exemption for all incomes over 240,000 thalers. And
the large feudal proprietors in Prussia still combat Miquel's

plan for an income tax declaring that he would rob them of

their right of immunity. This obliging minister seemed, indeed,

disposed to indemnify the landlords for their loss by assigning

them a fund equal to thirteen and a half times the amount of

the annual tax ; but they demand still more, and insist upon

a capital equal to twenty-nine times the tax, plus an indemnity

for the taxes they would be obliged to pay upon their pensions,

and upon the emoluments they receive.^

When it is no longer possible to obtain immunities directly,

the bourgeoisie seeks to secure exemption by indirect means.

At first they succeeded in lessening the tax upon wealth

through the system of declarations which allows the tax-payer

to fraudulently reduce the taxable sum. Hence, under the

influence of the bourgeoisie, the modern aversion to the

cadastre has arisen, and now-a-days continually greater prefer-

ence is given to taxes on valuation. Moreover, by setting

forth and exaggerating the difficulties in the way of the taxation

of personal and industrial capital, the bourgeoisie has forced

some States to abandon the taxation of a considerable portion

of capitalistic wealth. As a result, the tax imposed on the

income derived from invested capital, and more particularly

'Vocke, Geschichte der Stenern dcs Crif'ischen Reichs, Leipzig, 1866, p. 85.

^Nebenius, OffentUche Credit, 1829; p. 218.'

^ Since these lines were written the Prussian finance minister has

presented another project in which still greater concessions are made
to the proprietors. They have now reached the point of abolisn/ng the

lana-tax.
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from landed capital, affects the consumer injuriously, for it

assesses a special form of profits and is consequently shifted

upon the purchaser. During this historical phase even the

direct tax has in this way become an indirect burden especially

affecting the poorer consumers. Thus from 1692 to 1802

England retained a light property tax, even though the public

expenses were almost exclusively provided for by indirect taxes.

By rights this tax, besides burdening landed property, shoukl

likewise have assessed industrial and commercial capital, and

also the emoluments of the liberal professions ; but it became,

in fact, an exclusively territorial burden on account of the

difficulty of determining with any degree of exactness the

revenues derived from industries and employments. • When
reduced thus to an assessment on landed revenue alone, this

tax is usually shifted upon the consumer; it becomes, in other

words, an indirect tax upon the labouring classes. Petty, the

greatest economist of the seventeenth century, indicated this

very clearly in these words: "A land-tax is an irregular tax

upon consumption". The writers of this epoch evidently had

this fact in mind when they regarded the taxes as the cause of

the misery of the working man.'- During this period the ta'iUc

prevailed in France, and as this simply amounted to a tax upon

the profits of the least fertile lands, it was accordingly shifted

upon the consumer by raising the price ; or, to put it differently.

it was an indirect tax that differed from the rest only in this

that it raised the rent of the proprietors.-' And even to-day in

' Vocke, loc. fit., p. 501. Scligman, Gemral Property Tax, New YorU,

1890, pp. 51-52. Dowcll, History of Taxation and Tax,s in En'^land, London,

1888, ii., pp. 49-51. Davcnant, "An Essay on the Ways and Means," in

his Works, i., p. 51. This last author complains that capital not invested

in land is not assessed. See also his " Discourse on tiic Public Revenues,"

ibid., p. 251.

*Howlett, The Insufficiency of the Causes to which the Increase of our

Poor is ascribed, London, 1788, p. 70. Sec also Blake, Observations on the

Effects Produced by the Expenditure of Government, London, 1823, p. 83.

'According to BoisRuillcbcrt, who wrote in 1697, the taille alTectcd tht

proprietor of the least fertile land, who, not being able to indemnify

himself from the consumers, by raising the price, had to give up

cultivation entirely (loc. cit., pp. 203, 2H4, etc.). Hut Forbounais. who
wrote in 1758, affirmed, on the contrary, that in several provinces the
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America, where the prevaihng high wages can bear a large

share of the public charges, direct State taxes assess real

property almost exclusively, and are thus transformed, in fact,

into indirect charges upon the consumer.^

But there is really no necessity for capital to resort to these

round-about methods of shifting the taxes upon the labourers,

since it can always assess the wages of the indigent classes

by taxing articles of primal necessity. Thus personal capital,

however large, succeeds for the most part in escaping taxation,

while the wages of labour, which by reason of their very

smallness, ought, it would seem, to be exempted, are burdened

with the charge, thanks to the ingenious artifice of indirect

taxes which seize upon the wealth of the working man in the

very act of consumption, that is, at the only moment when it

can be assessed.

Thus the economic and political triumph of the bourgeoisie

coincides with the systematic and general introduction of the

system of indirect taxation. Holland, the classic land of modern

capital, made this system known to England, and in 1643 the

English Parliament established the first excises upon the

manufacture and sale of beer and cider. The people,, ignorant

of the effects of these taxes, and believing that they affected

the manufacturers, accepted them without a murmur ; but the

bourgeoisie, in pressing the matter, attempted to forestall

popular indignation by proclaiming the transitory nature of

price of food-stuffs was increased by reason of the tax, and that an

increased rent was accordingly accorded to the large proprietors who

were exempt from the tax. This was the case in Languedoc {loc. cit., i.,

p. 320). Such was precisely the effect that Ricardo attributed to the

taillc (Principles, p. 108). It is true that the taillc might have one or the

other of these effects. When it was e.xclusivel}' a real tax, that is to say,

when it assessed the least fertile lands, it might be shifted upon the

<5onsumer ; but when it was a personal tax, and as such assessed all the

proprietors or farmers of the lowest class, it could no longer be shifted

and remained a charge upon those ^'ho were assessed. The taillc was

thus a tax which affected either the producers placed in the most

unfavourable conditions, or the consumers (see also Clamageran,

Uistoire de I'imfidt, ii., pp. 93-94, 595-96, etc., and Adam Smith, Wealth

of Natio)is, p. 675 ff.).

1 Ely, Taxes in American States and Cities, New York, 1888, p. 72,
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these new taxes. In spite of this assurance, the excises con-

tinued to increase considerably. Charles II. donated the landed

proprietors with a larger part of the taxes they owed and
substituted indirect taxes. ^ Leading scientific men, Hobbes,

Petty, Temple, De Wit, and a number of others extolled this

new system of taxation. It was in vain that William III.

endeavoured to introduce some sort of proportionality into the

system ; he was met by a coalition of land owners who demanded
that the excises be maintained and increased. In fact, they

became more numerous from this time on. In 1723 a large

number of imposts were done away with, either wholly or in

part, and replaced by a tax upon production. Ten years later,

Walpole, the bourgeois minister, conceived the plan of meeting

all the requirements of the budget by means of indirect taxes

alone, and he only abandoned his project when he saw the

popular indignation that the project aroused.- Through the

influence of the bourgeoisie in Parliament indirect taxes re-

mained, however, during the eighteenth century and continued

into the early part of our own century ; for, despite the poverty

of the people, taxes had to be laid upon the labouring and

industrial classes in order to meet the expenses of the anti-

Napoleonic wars. These taxes remained after the termination

of the war, as it was decided to employ the surplus in the

budget to lighten the taxes that weighed upon property.

The financial policy of the bourgeoisie had the natural effect

ofoccasioning prjpular discontent. Tims the revolt of Masanicllo

was the result of a tax on fruits ;
•' the uprising that occurred

in Naples in 1767 was occasioned by a tax on figs; in Holland

the tax on fish had a like effect ; in England the Wat Tylei-

rebellion was due to the poll tax, and Jack Cade's rebellion

followed excessive taxation.' \^ut the bourgeoisie was not

detened by these rebellions. In Prance the indirect taxes

' MacCulloch, "Traitc dcs cffcts dcs iin|i."its,"' Hibl. dcW Econom., p. 44.

*In the kinjjdoni of Italy, established hy Napoleon I., the minister

t>rina conceived the same idea ; in fact, he owed his trajjic end to this

project of taxation and the Stamp Act.

'Oiannone, loc. cit., viii., p. 48.

* Buxton, Finance and Politics, London, 18*H8, Preface,
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prevailing throughout the eighteenth century were only abolished

by the Revolution,^ which instituted a system of taxation under

which wealth alone was assessed. But this modification was
simply the product of a corresponding change in the organic

composition of the State, which (through a series of influences

of which we shall speak later on) temporarily accorded political

sovereignty to the French people. And as soon as the

bourgeoisie gained the upper hand again under the Directory

indirect taxes were re-established. A progressive tax was, how-

ever, maintained, and this rendered the Government obnoxious

to the bourgeoisie. The Directory was accordingly overthrown

and a regime of purely capitalistic finance was inaugurated,

which has since continued without further interruption. Even

to-day taxes in France fall most heavily upon the labouring

classes. All the taxes necessitated by the loans contracted

after the war of 1870 fall upon the poor people, who in this way
pay the interest on the capital loaned by the rich creditors of

the State ; while the payment of the five milliards indemnity

occasioned no increase in the land tax.^ In Prussia the tax on

milling, which affected the agricultural classes, was long retained

in preference to taxes that would have affected the. industrial

classes, and this was due to the fact that the industrialists

possessed political influence which they used to their own
advantage. This tax that weighed so heavily upon the labouring

classes found warm defenders among the most eminent theorists

of the science of finance.^ " In Thuringen," an eye-witness

^Nevertheless, as late as 1790 the French towns provided for public

expenditure by the revenues from the octrois, neither being able nor

desiring to assess the rich with direct taxes. It was only under the

pressure of popular revolt that this odious imposition was finally

abolished.

^Fellmeth, TjHy hchre von der intcrnationalcn Haiidclsbilaiiz, 1875, p. 111.

Cucheval Clarigny, Finances dc la France, 1891, p. 40.

^ See on this subject, Vocke, loc. cit., pp. 381, 55, 85, etc. Hoffmann, Die

Lehre von den Stcncrn, Berlin, 1840, p. 319. Hock Offcntliche Ahgaben und

Schnlden, Stuttgart, 1863, p. 222. Malchus, Handbuch der Finanz-

wissenschaft, Stuttgart, 1820, i., pp. 362-G3. Gneist, Das hcut/ge cnglische

Verwaltungs rcchf, Berlin, 1857, i., pp. 275,308. Leroy-Beaulieu, Traite

de la science des finances, 1883, i., p. 245. Lassaile, Die indivccte Steuer und

die Lage der arbeitenden Klasse, Chicago, 1863, p. 85 ff,
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said, " it is surprising to see the contributions that can be

extorted from the poor and the indigent. The taxes are voted

by the rich, who control far more votes than the poor, who dare

not vote freely."

'

Economists extol equality of taxation and preach the dogma,

but the bourgeoisie everywhere understands full well how to

shift the larger part of the burden upon the poor by means of

taxes upon the consumption of necessaries. Only a few years

ago Chamberlain, the British minister of commerce, declared

that in England the rich paid, on an average, 4-7 per cent, of

their income in taxes, while the poor paid 7-9 per cent, of theirs.-

Even today the indirect taxes of the United States assess

necessities and exempt luxuries. In fact, the modern system

of taxation, instead of being inspired by principles of justice,

conforms rather to the maxim of Saint Matthew (who in his

former capacity of gatherer of the taxes was an authority on

matters of finance). " Unto every one that hath shall be given,

and he shall have abundance : but from him that hath not shall

be taken away even that which he hath." ^

But in our f)pinion it would be a great mistake to regard this

1 Sax, Die Haiisindiistrie in Thitringcn, Jena, 1888, ii., p. 58.

* Chamberlain's fl};ures have been disputed, but not the underlying

fact he brings to light. See on this point tlie Ecuiioinist of tiie 14th and

15th of February, 1885. On the prevalence of indirect taxes affecting the

poor under the English financial system, see Clilfc Leslie, I:ssa}S in

Political Eaiuomy, London, 1888, p. 407. In Italy, Pescatorc has already

taken issue with the rich who oppose taxes on objects of luxury wishing

to lay them upon articles of primal necessity (Logica dclli impostc, Turin,

18H7, p. 196). But taxes upr.n articles of necessary consumption still

predominate (Ricca Srdcrno, Snllii riforma dille iinpostc indirittc in Italia,

extract from Finanzarchiv, p. 38). " Indirect taxes are the main resource

of all modern budgets" (Ccrboni, Sttitisticn comparata dci bilanci dci

principali staii d'Enropn, Rome, 1889, p. 52). Upon the prevalence of

-ndirect taxes in our century, see Clamagcran, flistoirc dc I'itnpot en

France, Paris, 18H7, i., xxv. He shows that the indirect tax, that in

l-rancc in 1839 amounted to 41 (SB per cent, of the revenue from direct

.fixation, in 18fi3 g:ive 40353 per cent, of the same (sec also Zorli,

^isttnii finanziari, Hologne, 1885, p. 70).

'"When we spcaU of the expenses of government, we mc;in, in very

large measure, that which is taken from the g;iins of the people'

Gladstone, speech before the House of Commons, KSth April, 1863)
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financial animosity toward the people as exclusively the result

of the avidity or caprice of the bourgeoisie. The disposition

may be partly attributed to the atiri sacra fames, but it is also

partially the result of the law of survival of the capitalistic

economy, which during an entire phase of its evolution requires

the reduction of wages to a minimum. This also explains the

indirect methods by which capital unconsciously endeavours to

accomplish this result. During this period capital not only

burdens the labourer with indirect taxes, but also shifts a large

portion of the tributary charge upon small proprietors and

independent artisans. The taxation of small capitalists is,

indeed, rendered necessary by the law of the persistence of

profits ; for when population does not increase in the same

proportion as capital, any augmentation of the latter that cannot

be converted into unproductive capital is bound to raise wages

and thus implicate profits. This result can, however, be avoided

by expropriating the small capitalists, for they are thus converted

into wage earners, and the resulting augmentation of the number

of labourers, corresponding to the increase of capital, does away

with the influence the increase of capital would otherwise have

in raising wages. Thus, in so far as a tax upon small capital

hastens its ruin,i taxation is a powerful instrument for the

preservation of profits.

In cases where it is impossible to tax the small capitalists,

and where the imposition of heavy indirect burdens upon the

labourers is unwise on account of the increasing impatience

of the working classes and the probable reaction such taxes

would excite among the masses, capital has to proceed in a very

different way to reduce wages to the requisite minimum. It

can only do so successfully by imposing taxes on profits, which,

by retarding accumulation, contribute indirectly toward lowering

wages, or at least prevent them from rising to a dangerous

1 Mortara (/ doveri della propricta fondiaria c la questione sociale, Rome,

1885, ch. iv.) makes this point perfectly clear. See also Sonnino, /

coniadini in Sicilia, p. 307, et passim. Jiigef , Die Agrarfragc der Gcgcnwari,

188?, iii., p. 107. BertagnoUi, Economia delV agricoltura, 1886, pp. 23-26.

Lexis (Gewcrk-vereine und Unti-rHchmervcrbcindc in Frankrcich, 1879, p.

87) endeavours to minimise the effect of taxation in wiping out small

enterprises, but his remarks are not entirely convincing.
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point. At such times the taxation of profits is not only

advantageous to the capitalists themselves but even essential

to their continued existence. Thus, for example, at a time

when for some reason or other an augmentation of unproductive

capital is impossible, the rise in wages (which would inevitably

result from the increase of capital and thus jeopardise the

existence of profit) can only be prevented by checking accumu-
lation, and this can best be done by lowering the rate of profits.

Hence this economic paradox, that the capitalistic class is

compelled to favour any plan that tends to check the demand
for labour; and among all such schemes none is more effective

than a heavy tax upon income and capital.^ Such was once

the case in the United States. Even after a large number
of the taxes introduced at the time of the war of the rebellion

had become superfluous, all the tax-payers were not released,

but only the less well-to-do. The taxes on the rich were thus

left intact. This policy was pursued because it was recognised

that so sudden an emancipation of capital would give too great

an impetus to productive accumulation and thus raise wages.

^

The real cause of such autotaxation remains a secret, however,

even to the capitalists themselves. To them this exclusive

or preponderant taxation of capital appears in the light of a

principle of justice. It is, indeed, this unconscious tendency

of the capitalistic class to tax itself that gives rise to the ideals

of tributary equality, the ethics of finance and the proportionality

of the sacrifice. In fact these ideals constitute the immediate

motive impelling the capitalists to consent to an income tax,

which is, ill fact, an essential condition of the persistence of

profits.

But a still more serious reason soon compels the capitalistic

class to submit to taxation ; namely, the reduction of wages to

a minimum. This makes it impossible for the labourers to pay

taxes, and, consequently, compels property, under pain of a

'This did not ocmr duritij^ the mitldlc .t^;cs, however, for an increase

in the reward of lahour would not at that time have cndanj;ered the

persistence of capitalistic revenue.

'Wells, " Recent F'inancial Experiences in the United Slates, " in the

Cobden Club Essays, ii., 1872, p. 496.
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chronic deficit in the budget, to support the tributary charge.
The exclusive taxation of the bourgeoisie was made possible
during the feudal period by the comparative prosperity of this

class; but in our day a heavy taxation of the labouring class

is out of the question on account of the working man's poverty.

So long as wages are maintained above the minimum, they
naturally bear the burden of taxation ; but when wages are
reduced to a minimum the capitalist understands that in taxing
this form of wealth he is actually assessing profits. For this

reason the previous efforts of the ruling class to shift the
burden upon the masses suddenly cease. It is for this reason
that, at a certain stage of modern economic development, we
note the appearance and general spread of the plan to exempt
the minimum necessary for subsistence from taxation. This is

the reason why we find the reduction of wages accompanied by
a gradual transition from indirect taxes, that are particularly

hard upon the poor, to direct taxes that especially affect the
rich. In France, for example, we note the first movement
towards an income tax in 1725, following the havoc created by
Law's scheme. The tailU and custom duties proving in-

adequate on account of the abject condition of the labourers
and the poverty of the people, it was necessary to have
recourse to the tax of the 50th, worked out by the monks of

Paris. This tax was to be raised lor twelve years—in kind
from the fruits of the soil and in money from all other kinds of

revenue—and its product was to be devoted to paying off the
public debt. But in spite of the end to which it was to be
applied, this tax excited general indignation. The magistrates
refused to enter it, and in order to make it effective the king

was finally obliged to resort to lit de justice.^ This also

accounts for the spectacle of the nobles and clergy of France
renouncing their exemption from taxation in the Assemblies of

Notables from 1787-1788. The same spectacle was repeated

in Sicily in 1810. These sudden renouncements of privileges

were but the result of the growing impossibility of confining

taxation exclusively to the lower classes ; for the bourgeoisie,

by buying up offices, had already succeeded in exempting

1 Bailly, Histoire financiere de la France, Paris, 1839, ii., p. 110,
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themselves from the tax, and the labouring class, reduced to

the last degree of poverty, was incapable of bearing the load.^

In England, at the very moment when capital was celebrating

the reduction of wages to the minimum, Pitt proposed an

income tax, and though the plan was at first opposed by the

capitalist class, it triumphed in the end. Afterwards, when
wages rose, the income tax was suppressed, and it was not

definitely re-established until 1842, after wa:_es had again fallen

to the minimum, and then only upon the express statement of

Robert Peel that the maximum limit of indirect taxation had

already been reached, because the income of the popular

classes was not susceptible of further taxation.'- In Germany
t!ie same phenomena were reproduced, and there, too, the

' See De Stourni's remarkable work, hes finances de Vancien rigimc et

tie la Rtvohition, Paris, 1885, i., pp. 230, 237, etc. We should, however,

make a note of De Gomel's remark upon the facility with which the

nobility subjected tlieir own privileges to criticism and advocated their

SLippression. The poverty of the French labouring classes on the eve of

the Revolution is vividly described by Taine (Lcs orig'.nes de la France

amtemporainc, Pans, 1S76, i., pp. 176, 431, 507).

^The progressive income tax proposed by Pitt under the stress of the

anti-Napoleonic war was energetically opposed by Fox and Sheridan,

both of whom denounced it as a violation of property rights, and it was
not accepted by the Englisii Parliament until transformed into a tax

on imports, wiiich was soon after (1802) abolished on account of the

opposition of the rich classes. It was re-established in the following

year under the name of a property tax on account of grave financial

difHculties. But this tax was lilicwise aboiisiicd in 1816, and such was
the aversion it aroused that Parli;iment ordered the destruction of all

th(; documents that had served to establish it. Robert Peel afterwards

introduced an income tax, but he only succeeded in having it passed by

presenting it as a provisional measure. Gladstone also only succeeded

in reducing indirect taxes by allowing the tax to remain on articles that

were most necessary to the labourer, as, for example, beer. This

concession was essential in order to gain the support of the rich classes

for his project (V'ocke, loc. cit., pp. 87, 9i). Pfciffer, Staatsiinnahmcu,

Stuttgart, lK(i«, ii., p. 245).

If one compares this bitter struj;gle over the introduction of the

income tax with the ease with which Parliaments voted the indirect

taxes on articles of consumption affecting the poorer classes, it 1 ccomes

still more evident that financial policies are but the cxpicssion of

propertied interests.
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introduction of the income tax, in May, 1851, corresponded

with the reduction of wages to the minimum.^ In Italy,

however, the abolition of the milling tax was only effected

when agricultural wages were insufficient to support life.

The history of taxation thus presents a singular development.

At the outset of the middle ages direct taxation of landed

proprietors was the rule, on account of the poverty of the

bourgeoisie class. During the second period the immunity of

the feudal classes from direct taxation, together with the

impossibility of shifting the whole burden upon the bourgeoisie

(who were then not rich enough to bear it), resulted in the

prevalence of indirect taxes. At the third phase the feudal

classes were powerful enough to escape taxation entirely,

while the increasing wealth of the bourgeoisie made it possible

to shift the entire tributary charge upon their shoulders. These

concurrent influences led to the diffusion of direct taxes among
the bourgeoisie. At the fourth stage of development the

dominance of the bourgeoisie and the existence of an imposable

margin in the revenues of the poorer classes led to the re-

introduction of indirect taxes which affected the working men.

And since then the successive reductions of wages toward their

minimum have made direct taxes once more the rule.

The preponderant taxation of the capitalistic class '^ at a

certain stage of our moderrt development is, therefore, in no

way contradictory to the theory of the economic constitution

of the State ; for it simply results from the fact that it is

impossible to burden the labouring classes any further after

their wages have been reduced to a minimum. So true is this

that the labourers are usually retaxed as soon as their wages

rise. Thus several years ago duties on cereals were re-estab-

lished in Europe as soon as wages rose, and all sorts of

1 Indirect taxes were the rule in Prussia after the year 1806, but

under the form of impots de classe, that were particularly grievous to the

poor classes (SchmoUer, Epochen, etc., pp. 91, 95).

- Alessio (Saggio sul sistenia tributario in Italia, Turin, 1882, i., pp. 211,

215) while recognising that the dominant class is apt to throw the

burden of taxation upon the subjugated class, also remarks that during

the last fifteen years a sentiment in favour of the expediency of taxing

themselves has taken root among the ruling classes.
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impositions came to be shifted once more upon the labourers.^

But capital is not taxed simply with this end in view. Taxation

of this kind is also in the interest of the capitalistic class as

soon as profits have reached their minimum rate, because by

retarding accumulation these taxes put off the periods of

commercial crises. Taking this influence into account, an im-

mediate solution suggests itself to several perplexing questions

of finance. It explains, in the first place, why it is that with

economic progress a transition occurs from the property tax to

the income tax. The difference between these two forms of

taxation is simply this : the former assesses unproductive

wealth, while under the latter system it is exempt. The
property tax consequently is in itself a stimulus to accumula-

tion, while no such function pertains to the income tax. At

a time when the rate of profits is considerably above the

minimum, and when accumulation can proceed along its

normal course, the property tax is preferred on account of its

influence in stimulating accumulation. But when, by reason

of the reduction of profits to a minimum, accumulation must

be held within certain bounds in order not to arrive at ruinous

excess, the income tax is preferable, simply because it accords

no special encouragement to accumulation.'- From this point

of view it is also easy to explain how it is that modern

Parliaments, representing property and capital, are coming

more and more to favour taxes on inheritance and progressive

' In the sessions of the Italian Chamber of the 21st and 22ncl of June,

1890, the minister Giolitti and M. Maftgiorino Ferraris declared that in

Italy the rich classes were comparatively little burdened, and that the

mass of the taxes fell upon the poor. This naturally provoked an absurd

reply from an enraged agrarian.

'^The expediency of limiting accumulation suggested by a reduction

in the rate of profits, also explains the aversion that several economists

{Lehr, for example, in the Zeitsiliri/t fur Sloatswiss. 1877, p. 220 (T.)

have toward exempting from taxation that part of the income which is

the result of saving, even though an immunity of this kind affords the

only way of avoiding double taxation. Thus are likewise to be explained

the subtle distinctions made by certain financiers with a view to denying

the incontestable fact of such double taxation. Thus, Vockc, Dii- Ahgahen,

etc., Stuttgart, 1887, p. 471. LJastable, /'«/>/;c /•i/infitr, London. 1892, p.

298.
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taxation. To understand this phenomenon we have only to

remember that with economic progress there is a constant

growth of disposable funds, and that when wealth of this kind

is concentrated in the hands of large capitalists, it is especially

apt to flow into ruinous speculations, and be swallowed up in

financial failures. Now the inheritance tax is doubly efficacious

in minimising the danger of such disasters, on the one hand

because it takes from the tax-payers a portion of the capital

which would otherwise be absorbed in speculation, and on the

other hand because it leaves the rate of profits unaltered, and

thus prevents the conversion of productive into unproductive

capital, which would be the inevitable result of a fall in the

rate of profits. It is for this reason that the inheritance tax

is much more suitable to a period of minimum profits than a

progressive income tax, for the latter, by causing the rate of

profits to sink below the minimum, leads to speculation. This

also accounts for the increase and extension of inheritance

taxes during periods when profits have reached a minimum, as,

for example, in modern times and the decadent days of Rome.^

But after the economy has passed into its automatic phase,

the progressive income tax becomes necessary on account of

the reduction in the rate of profits. During the systematic

period it is entirely different, as we have seen, for the heavy

taxation of small capital is then necessary for the persistence

of profits. But after the capitalistic economy has become

automatic, progressive taxation becomes advantageous to large

capital. This is true because small capital obtains a lower

^ De Graziani's ingenious observations upon the economic nature of

inheritance taxes do not explain why they are preferred to the pro-

gressive income tax. One can only understand it when one bears in

mind that the former do not retard accumulation, while the latter has

just this effect. It is true, Ricardo imagined both taxes had the same
effect, and that both equally discouraged accumulation {\Vorks, pp. 540

and 89), but his arguments are based on psychological factors of which
it is impossible to determine the weight, and not upon economic grounds.

Had he, on the contrary, perceived that the intensity of productive

accumulation is in proportion to the rate of profits, he would at once

have understood that inheritance taxes could not limit accumulation,

simply because they do not diminish the rate of profits.
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rate of profits, and a proportional tax, which does not reduce

the profits of large capital below the minimum, may still have

this effect upon the profits of small capital. Should this

reduction of profits then result in the conversion of small

capital into unproductive capital, it would inevitably work an

injury to large capital by provoking crises and disasters. It is,

therefore, advantageous to large capital to substitute a pro-

gressive tax in the place of the proportional tax. Progressive

taxation is consequently demanded in the interest of those

whom it burdens

This necessity of subjecting large revenues to a tax that is

more than proportional to their amount is the principal cause

of a most important financial phenomenon, namely, the transition

from a tax upon the net product to a tax on incomes. The

continued reduction of the taxable margin in the hands of the

poor and the labouring classes accounts for the transition from

indirect to direct taxation, but it does not afford any reason

why there should be a transition under the latter system from

taxes on the net product to taxes on incomes. This latter

transition can only be explained on the ground that taxes on

the net product must, by their very nature, be proportional,

and consequently cannot assess great fortunes at a higher rate.

Hence when economic conditions render it advisable to levy a

proportionately heavier tax upon the rich, it becomes necessary

to give up the tax on the net product, which is neither supple

nor elastic, and substitute an income tax which is by nature

flexible and which can readily be adapted to the varying personal

conditions of the different tax-payers. But that which ccjntri-

butcs still more efficaciously to the introduction of this peculiar

and essentially modern form of direct taxation, is the necessity

of reaching the incomes from unproductive capital and unpro-

ductive labour. The tax upon the net product, assessing rent

and profits exclusively, fails to reach the incomes derived from

speculative or from intermediary capital, professional labour

and the like. So long as unproductive capital and unproductive

labour are the objects of special favours on the part of the

State, the tax on the net product is usually preferretl, because

it does not reach the income from these sources. But the

>5
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moment producers declare war upon these parasite incomes,

and the favours of the State are withdrawn from these quarters,

all the enormity of such a financial scheme is recognised, and
it becomes necessary to introduce another system in order to

assess these incomes that were formerly exempt. The new
system finds its fulcrum in the income tax, which lifts the

burden of taxation from its old real property basis, and allows

it to rest henceforth upon the Prolean revenues derived from

professional labour and speculative capital. Though it con-

sents to burden large fortunes thus with a heavier load, the

capitalistic state is nevertheless careful to alleviate the resulting

inconvenience by refusing to regulate this income tax by

objective standards based upon a technical valuation of the

individual's possessions, and leaves the matter to a purely

subjective criterion based upon declarations which allow a

large part of the revenues to escape taxation.

i

The aversion toward unproductive capital and the necessity

of subjecting it to taxation explain still another financial

institution, the tax on the transfer of property. This tax,

irrational at the first glance and, in the eyes of a large number
of financiers, without any logical basis, is really the outcome of

the same desire to tax intermediary capital and other forms of

unproductive wealth that cannot be reached even by the income

tax. Hence the modern development of this new form of

taxation.

2

Important influences are also brought into play through

the differentiation of the revenues, and particularly by their

bipartition into agricultural and industrial incomes, into rent

and profits. The effects of this schism are even more important

^"In the State of New York, although wealth increased enormously

from 1875 to 1885, the personal wealth declared actually diminished"

(Ely). We see from this the amount of confidence that can be placed

in declarations. In Prussia it is calculated that the rich classes are

only taxed upon half their real, income.

^See Vocke, Gcschichte, p. 234 ff. Alessio, loc. cit., ch. i. Bastable, loc.

cit., pp. 521-22. Wagner, Allf^cmeine Stcucrlehre, pp. 432, 443 ff. In Italy,

where unproductive capital is all-powerful, it succeeds more easily in

escaping taxation, and the failure of the law upon the nullity of non-

recorded acts was due to the powerful opposition of speculative capital.
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than the phenomena we have thus far mentioned. When
monopolised landed revenues find themselves in conflict with

industrial revenues which are likewise monopolised, the former

may prove powerful enough to cast a large part of the burden

of taxation upon the latter. Many difi"erent countries offer

examples of this during the medianal stage of their economic

development. Thus in the United States, during the early part

of this century, when political power was in the hands of the

landed proprietors, the taxes hardly affected the soil at all, for

the inhabitants of the towns bore practically all the public

expenditure. In the Republic of Florence, also, in the sixteenth

century, taxation weighed more heavily upon the inhabitants of

the towns than upon the peasants.^ But still more remarkable

are the effects of the contest between rent and profits. At

such times and in those countries where rent predominates

economically and politically it is invariably exempted from

taxation. There are numerous examples of this. Thus in 1852

a proposition was brought forward in England to double the

house tax and extend it to all houses whose rent exceeded .€10;

but the project was energetically combated by tiie inhabitants

of the large cities, who as electors hastened to range themselves

in opposition to the plan and succeeded finally in wrecking it.-

In 1860 the Lords opposed the abolition of the tax on mercantile

paper proposed by Gladstone, because the plan would have

involved an augmentation of the charges on landed property.

In Italy, likewise, the proposal to revise the property tax was

defeated in the Senate (March, 1888), because, as is well known,

this body is largely composed of owners of buildings. On the

other hand, the fact that the land owners possess a majority

in the Chamber of Deputies was shown very clearly by their

refusal to re-establish the tithes on landed property (May, 1888).

Hven though rent thus refuses to drink of the bitter cup of

taxation, it does not, however, object to favouring an alleviation

of the taxes affecting labour, provided that the burden lifted

from this base may be shifted upon capital and industry. Under

' Cf. Chevalier, I.eltrcs sur I'Amiriqur du \ord, 183li, ii., p. 265. Ely,

loc. cit., p. 122. Cancstrini, loc. cit., p. 383.

'MacCuUoch, loc. cit., p. 51.
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the Walpole ministry, for example, the Scotch Lords opposed

indirect taxes and made the most of this opportunity to have

capital assessed rather than labour.^ The alliance between the

landed proprietors and the labourers in modern France has

likewise resulted in the taxation of the capitalists. This only

goes to show once more how the bipartition of the revenues

always brings with it great advantages to the labourer. No
less noteworthy are the facts that followed immediately upon

the institution of the income tax in England. Landed proprietors

whose income was more readily determinable, inveighed against

the tax and accused the industrialists of fraudulently concealing

their profits; white the industrialists, on their side, declaimed

against the idle landlords and their wealth. This struggle

resulted in repeated revaluations of industrial revenues ; and

after it became evident that the incomes declared were regularly

lower than the real incomes, the rate on industrial revenues

was raised and the farmer's rate was correspondingly lowered.

But a still more remarkable instance of the omnipotence of

rent during a certain period of development is to be found in

the history of the English tax on luxuries. " Real luxuries are

rarely taxed," as Diihring has rightly observed, " be-cause those

who enjoy them control legislation." The landlords of England,

nevertheless, favoured such taxes, and why were they then the

exceptions ? Because they lived during the greater part of the

year in the country, and therefore did not object especially to

taxes on luxuries which would affect the industrial classes of

the towns almost exclusively. Thus Tory ministers were able

to give an easy proof of their generosity by taxing the

consumption of the rich. But as soon as the Whigs (the

industrialists) came into power under Gladstone, the taxes on

luxuries were abolished.'-

The growing power of capital and its increasing prevalence

over rent has its immediate effect upon the existing system of

finance. It succeeds, indeed, in impairing the tributary im-

munity that rent has up to this enjoyed, by shifting a large

1 Lccky, England in the Eighteenth Century, ii., p. 64.

^Bilinski, Die Luxussteuer ah Correctio der Einkommensteuer, Berlin,

1875, pp. 68-70.
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part of the burden of taxation upon the landlords. The most

notable example of this is to be found in the institution of the

income tax in England. The growing power of the industrial

class exerted increasing influence upon the distribution of this

tax, and finally ended by assessing rent especially high ; even

to-day rent pays \1\ per cent, while profits only pay 8 per

cent, of the tax.^ Not content with their success, the

capitalists then desired to do away with the income tax entirely,

and replace it with a tax upon rent. In 1853 Gladstone

began his attack upon the income tax, which he proposed

to abolish in 1860. He maintained that the labourers were

not so much benefited by freeing the products which they

consumed from taxation as by freeing the capital that gave

them employment ; and in this way he prepared the way for

the exemption of the industrialists from taxation. By then

proclaiming the principle that industry ought to be freed and

property assessed, he released lawyers, capitalists, etc., from

the tax ; and, by extending the inheritance tax to landed

successions, he shifted new charges upon the soil.'- The

Crimean War, and still more the reviving power of the

landlords, rendered the abolition of the income tax impossible

at this time. Nevertheless, in 1863, Gladstone again suggested

the plan, and in 1874 he made a formal promise that if ever

he were returned to power he would abolish the income tax,

which was paid in so large a measure by the voters of his

party, the industrialists. •* Three years before this Lowe had

had the temerity to present a bill providing for still heavier

burdens upon landed property. It thus came about that the

landlords, who during the period of their ascendency had

opposed the income tax, because it burdened them with a

tributary charge, were now reduced to defending the tax, as it

at least served as a means of shifting some of the burden upon

'Dudley-Baxter, Th,- Tuxtttion of t/n- Viiital Kint^dom, London, 18(i9,

pp. 124, 146.

"Gladstone, Financial Staltviciits, London, IS(i.'<, pp. .SI SU.

^ LecUy, loc. cit. This assertion of the I-in^lish historian elicited a

reply from Gladstone, and a polemic between the two writers followed,

liuxton, loc. cit., ii., p. 165.
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industrial property. Finally, when rent regained political

supremacy upon the formation of a Conservative ministry, all

thought of abolishing the income tax was definitely abandoned.

But though the landlords thus succeeded in recovering their

political power and preventing the abolition of the tax, they

were still not strong enough to alter the manner of assess-

ment, and the tax continues to be especially unfavourable to

the interests of landed property. Only to make the matter

worse, the landed interests are also very seriously affected

by local assessments which fall almost exclusively upon the

revenues from the soil.i It is very much the same in other

countries. In Italy, for example, the direct taxes of the central

government, the provinces and the communes all weigh very

heavily upon landed possessions. Thus an alteration in the

respective positions of the different kinds of revenue brings

with it a parallel change in the distribution of the taxes ; and

the transfer of economic and political sovereignty from rent to

profits involves a corresponding substitution of a preponderant

tax on land-rent for the earlier heavy taxes on profits."^

1 See on this subject the volume of the Cobden Club Essays entitled,

" Local Government and Taxation," pp. 153-176, 219 ff. Dudley-Baxter,

loc. cit., pp. 37-39.

^ In a recent article Ricca-Salerno combats the conclusions here set

forth touching the natural transition from a tax on profits to a tax on

land-rent. He maintains, on the contrary, that the earlier form is a tax

on rent. From this—but only at a later period—we pass to a tax on

the income of capital, until the progressive decrease in the rate of

profits finally renders it necessary to shift the greater part of the

burden back again to rent (La trasformatione storica dci tributi in Eiiropa

ed in America-Nnova Antologia, February, 1891). But this objection rests

upon an erroneous interpretation of the land-tax, established during the

early centuries of our modern development. This tax, as we have

already seen, assessed agriculttu-al capital, not rent ; and by raising the

price of food-stuffs it fell ontirely upon the consumer. It is besides

singular to find this author classifying among the taxes on rent the

faille, which as Ricardo has shown tended to raise rent. It is still more
strange for him to offer the example of the taille in opposition to us,

for our proposition only has to do with the wage economy where legal

immunities are no longer possible ; whereas the taille was an essenti-

ally feudal impost and presented a very marked instance of the nobles'

immunity from taxation.
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No less important are the financial effects of the contest

between productive and unproductive capital. During the

systematic period, when the economic function of unproductive

capital procures it special advantages, productive capital is

compelled, in the interest of its own preservation, to exempt

unproductive capital from taxation. To justify so peculiar an

exemption, science, so called, then has to resort to the most

ingenious subterfuges. It exaggerates the difficulty of taxing

personal capital, whose manifold forms can, it thinks, easily

escape the impost ; it foresees the emigration of capital

as the result of the tax laid upon it ; it predicts and even

announces the destruction of State credit when public funds arc

assessed ; and so on. But when the function of unproductive

capital, namely, its office of reducing the demand for labour

and wages, has come to an end, and when profits* former

auxiliary has become its parasite, the subtleties of financial

science are brushed aside, and profit and rent then begin to

shift the burden of taxation upon personal capital (that was

heretofore declared to be non-imposable), i.e., upon titles to

the public debt, upon speculative capital, etc. This is done, as

we have seen, by introducing the income tax and by laying

taxes on the transmission of property.'

Finally the financial system is also affected to a considerable

degree by the struggles between revenue holders and unpro-

ductive labourers. The latter are successful in escaping taxation

in proportion as the dangers threatening pioperty are great,

and their aid is consequently more precious. It was thus that

unproductive labourers became all-powerful toward the decline

of the Roman Rmpire and succeeded in shifting the tributary

charges accordingly upon the capitalists and land owners. And

not very many years ago the fisc of the kingdom of Naples

bore a heavy hand upon land-rent while it practically exempted

the liberal professions physicians, the architects, lawyers,

etc., from all taxation. This was due to the fact that "those

who practised these professions were in constant touch with

'In (icrmany the tax on tr.insacti<)ns of th'.- Bourse is upheld liy the

l.'indcd proprietors (Koschcr, .SV-s7<;;;, iv., p. 443;. In the United Stales

the h»rj;e corporations are being sulijeeted lo incrcasinj^ly heavier tases.
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the people and therefore exercised a certain ascendency over

them," and the Government, which was based upon property,

was afraid of exciting these classes. Even to-day the professions

that lend their powerful, though unconscious, aid to property

are but little affected by taxation. But in proportion as the

aversion toward unproductive labour increases, these professions

become more and more heavily assessed through the income

tax and other forms of imposts.^

If capitalistic property exerts such considerable influences

upon the normal course of finance, what can we say of its

effects in exceptional periods, when war or some national crisis

makes it necessary to suddenly increase public expenditure ?

It is at such times, indeed, that the enormous power of capital

is especially manifest. Extraordinary taxes of this kind, by

reason of their amount, can only be imposed to a limited extent

upon the working classes, and the bourgeoisie categorically

objects to every such project for meeting exceptional expenses

by means of a tax. They prefer to have recourse to public

loans ; for by this means they benefit unproductive capital and

at the same time shift the bulk of the charges necessary for

the payment of interest, upon the poorer classes. Optimistic

financiers have been inclined to glorify the thesis, now somewhat
antiquated, that everything real is rational, and have adopted

the most whimsical devices of logic to demonstrate the rationality

of public debts. But facts brutally annul these chimerical

notions and show quite clearly that the extension of this system

of public loans is not due to the nature of things but simply to

the omnipotent egoism of capital. Long ago in the Italian

cities the growing ascendency of personal capital gave rise to

the system of public loans and in its turn gained added impulse

therefrom. On the eve of the great Revolution, Necker was

obliged to resort to a public loan because the rich would not

listen to any taxes. ^ In England, at the time of her wars with

France, the necessary expenses could, as Leone Levi and

Cucheval-CIangny clearly show, have perfectly well been met

by taxing the rich, but the property owners put up an energetic

^ Scialoja, / bilanci del regno dt Napoli e degli Stati Sardi, Turin, 1858,

p. 51 ff. ^vuhrer, loc. cit., i., p. 262.
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opposition and forced Pitt to resort to a loan which was con-

tracted at ruinous rates. Not content with this success, the

Bank of England also favoured the institution of a sinking

fund, which resulted in immensely increasing the debt of the

United Kingdom. Since then it has been the invariable policy

of all Chancellors of the Exchequer, to whatever party they

belong, to employ any surplus in the budget in the reduction

of taxes rather than toward the liquidation of the public debt,

because this is too dear to the dominant classes. Had Glad-

stone's provisions been followed, the expenses incurred in the

Crimean War could have been met without resorting to a loan ;

but his successor three times had recourse to this expediency,

for reasons that are easy to conjecture. We might devote a

number of pages to citing instances of this kind, all of which

go to show that public loans are by no means the result of

unavoidable necessity, but rather a product of the self-interest

of the capitalistic class and one of the effects of the economic

and political prevalence of unproductive capital. So true is

this that the moment such prevalence ceases to exist and when

unproductive capital is no longer the object of exceptional

favours, Governments hasten to arrange for the extinction or

the conversion of their debt, and seek henceforth to provide in

other ways for exceptional financial needs. In this connection

it is sufficient to recall the insurmountable resistance the pro-

ject for the conversion of the public debt of France met

with in both Chambers in 1836, and the relative ease with

which the conversion of the loan was effected in 1883. This

is enough to convince us of the close connection that exists

between the fate of public debts and the power of personal

capital.

After these inquiries into the actual development of fiiKUK-ial

institutions it is possible, perhaps, to trace the geneial theory of

public finance. To this end we should look upon finance as a

means of producing public services, and apply to this peculiar

kind of merchantlise the general laws of value, which vary untler

different economic systems according as competition between

the various classes of producers is absolutely free or limited to

any degree. Thus under the highest economic foim the mixed
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association, where competition is absolutely free^ among pro-

ducers of capital possessing different amounts of wealth, and

between producers of capital and ordinary labourers, the amount
of public expenditure is definitely determined by the number
of public services required by the several producers. Not only

is the total value of the public services thus definitely deter-

mined by their cost of production (since if it exceeded this

amount producers of capital and ordinary labourers would

themselves become producers of public services), but the

value of the separate public services sold to different consumers

is likewise determined by their respective costs, because if the

producers of such services should endeavour to impose a higher

price upon the better-to-do consumers the latter would them-

selves become producers of public services. Hence, under

such conditions, the tax paid by each tax-payer is equal to the

cost of the public services he consumes and the rate is pro-

portional or progressive according as the cost of the public

services demanded increases propo'rtionately or more than

proportionately to his income.

Leaving the free-land economy and passing to economic

systems established upon the negation of this right, we find

serious difficulties in the way of any such free competition

among the several classes of producers, since the labourers

can no longer convert themselves into capitalists or producers

of public services, and as small capitalists can not readily

become large capitalists. These obstacles to free competition

involve a corresponding change in the law regulating the

quantity and value of public services, and, as a result, the

whole financial system undergoes a radical metamorphosis.

The existence of a class that has no option in economic

matters—that can neither compete with the privileged classes

of society nor oppose their desires—makes it possible for the

latter classes to shift the heaviest burden of taxation upon the

former. This may, and usually does, have a considerable

influence on the number of public services demanded and the

amount of public expenditure necessary to meet them. If the

privileged classes had to pay for public services out of their

' See on this subject our Analisi, vol. i., cliaps. i. and ii.
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own pockets, they would require but little ; but when they

know that most of these services are paid for by the subject

classes they are naturally disposed to increase their demands.

We can thus explain the logic of that principle, so dear to

the science of finance, that in the public budget income must
be adjusted to expenditure. This principle, apparently so

contrary to every criterion of good administration and elemen-

tary common-sense, is rational enough when we consider that

the public expenses are defrayed by one class while their

amount is fixed by another class which is benefited thereby.

Under such conditions public services are gratuitous to the

class that establishes them, and financial legislation may thus

extend in any direction according to the caprice of the legis-

lators without causing any pecuniary sacrifice on their part.

Neither the difficulty of providing for the public income nor

the burdens of taxation sets any limit to public expenditure,

because these factors have no weight with those who determine

the disbursements. As a result, public expenditure is only

limited by the will of the privileged classes, who also indirectly

determine the amount of public income. This explains the

enormous expansion of public expenditure in the capitalistic

economy. This increased expenditure stands in no possible

relation to the collective needs of society ; it is simply due to

the fact that a large portion of the public services arc gratuit-

ously enjoyed by the privileged classes that determine them.

In the servile economy this excess in the amount of public

services demanded over the amount necessary to society is

determined arbitrarily by the privileged classes, but during the

systematic period of the wage ecomjmy the surplus becomes

in itself a condition essential to the continuance of profits. In

fact, at this stage it is impossible for the capitalistic economy
to exist unless wages are reduced to a minimum ; and taxation

sufficient to reduce the wages of the poorer classes to the

required minimum is, therefore, the condition sine qua tion of

the continued existence of profits. Consequently the amount
of wealth taken from the labouring classes is far more than

enough to supply the collective needs of society, and public

expenditure is artificially augmented. During the automatic
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period profits are no longer dependent for their existence upon

the taxation of the labourer ; but inasmuch as it is still possible

to shift the burden of taxation upon the working man, whenever
his wages happen to exceed the minimum, the inducement

still continues to extend public expenditure irrationally. The
tendency toward such extravagance is also accentuated during

this period in another way. Floating capital comes to the

surface and seeks profitable investment, which it cannot find

in productive employment. An artificial expansion of public

expenditure is therefore necessary in order to absorb this floating

capital ; for it would otherwise be employed in speculative

enterprise and bring disaster to society. The necessity of

unduly expanding public expenditure, which first became
manifest during the systematic stage of economic growth, is

thus enforced during the automatic period on very different

grounds.^ But after this senseless expenditure has absorbed

and exhausted the floating fund, and threatens next to absorb

productive capital as well, a reaction is produced and a more

or less lasting period of financial retrenchment follows.

The value of public services varies very much under the

difi'erent forms of the capitalistic economy. In the slave

economy, where there is no competition between the producers

of wealth and the producers of public services, the total value

of the services provided may exceed their cost, and, in addition

to this, a portion of the price of the public services consumed

by the large proprietors is paid for by the small proprietors

without the possibility of effective opposition on their part to

such unjust taxation. The same thing is true of the serf

economy, but with this important difference : the working men,

if sufficiently well paid, can here bear a large part of the burden

of taxation, and the taxes accordingly aff'ect the labourers

—

serfs and coloni, as well as the small proprietors. Under the

wage economy, on the contrary, where competition prevails

between the large capitalists and the producers of public services,

the total value of services provided can never exceed their cost.

A portion of the public services consumed by the large capitalists

^ This modern cause of the expansion of public expenditure has already

been remarked by John Stuart Mill, Leroy-Beaulieu and by many others.
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and by the producers of these services themselves is paid,

however, by the small capitalists and the wage earners, as they,

having no choice in the matter, cannot rebel against the

prevailing system of taxation. An inverse progression of

taxation proceeds from this, and an especially heavy charge is

thus laid upon the needy classes. In much the same way a

portion of the public services consumed by the holders of one

kind of revenue is sometimes paid for by the holders of another

kind of revenue possessing less power in the economic and

political system. But when wages and the profits of small

capital have been reduced to a minimum, neither the labourers

nor the small capitalists can any longer be subjected to a tax.

The roles are then inverted and a portion of the public services

consumed by these classes is paid for by the large capitalists.

As a result, taxation necessarily becomes progressive.

Such is the natural law of public finance. It is a law that

is independent of the arbitrary action of individuals, and not to

be overridden by bold reforms. But a certain field of action

is still left open to the art of finance, whose mission will

always remain important. In the first place, it belongs to

the art of finance to make as much as possible of the

bipartition of the revenues and the resulting legislative struggle,

that both revenue forms (or at least one of the two) may
be heavily taxed and the labouring class to that extent

relieved. And even admitting the necessity of exempting the

revenues at certain periods from heavy taxation, the art of

finance may still indicate the proper method of taxing the

poorer classes so that the burden shall be as light as possible.

Finally the art of finance should develop a system of taxation

that would reduce the difference between the amount taken

from the tax payer and the amount paid into tlie State treasury

to the smallest possible sum.

Not only do economic conditions thus impciatively determine

the persons upon whom the taxes are to be imposed, but they

also point out no less definitely the objects whence the State

may draw its revenues. The art of finance finds itself hemmed
in in this direction also by the complexity of social relations.

Why, for instance, did states so long provide for their public
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necessities from the products of their demesnes rather than by

taxes ? This was primarily due to the existence of free fertile

lands which could be brought under cultivation without the

application of capital. It was thus possible for the State to

appropriate as much land as it desired and increase its

resources by simply claiming fresh territory and setting new

labourers to cultivate it. A tributary cause lay in the fertility

of the lands under cultivation which made the extensive system

of agriculture practised on State lands moderately profitable.

^

After the free fertile lands were exhausted the State was no

longer able to extend its demesnes unless it possessed the

necessary capital to cultivate them, and capital could only be

acquired by taxation. Hence the extension of the royal demesne

of itself required the institution of a new form of public revenue

and gave rise to the system of taxation. Beginning as the

complement of the demesne revenues, this new institution

came in time to form the real basis of modern finance. The

transition was also hastened by a diminution in the natural

productivity of the soil, which, on the one hand, rendered State

agriculture more and more intolerable, and, on the other hand,

by increasing land-rent, encouraged individuals to absorb the

greater part of the State demesnes that they too might enjoy

the blessings of " the unearned increment ".

The system of taxation in its evolution was bound to follow

the changes in the taxable objects. Thus in the Roman
economy, when agriculture and industry were united on the

oikos of the landed proprietors, taxes were assessed on the

total income, both agricultural and industrial. But, when

industry was separated from agriculture, taxes also split apart,

and we note the assessment of special taxes upon merchant

vessels, the lustralis collatio which affected the products of

industry, and also the beginnings of taxes on personal capital.

^This is why the theorists of 'finance in the middle ages classified

taxes among extraordinary dues, the demesnes, according to them,

furnishing the ordinary revenues. Read, for example, Seckendorff,

Teutschcr Furstenstaat, Frankfort-on-Main, 1678, 448. This prevalence

of revenues from domains- over ordinary taxes in the total revenue of

the State is reproduced in modern America (Ely, loc. cit., p. 60),
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In like manner at the beginning of the middle ages, before the

towns had assumed an importance of their own and when
buildings were but an appurtenance of the estate, the building-

tax formed part of the land-tax ; but after the towns had

become differentiated from the country, the tax on buildings

also became separated from the tax on land ; and finally when

buildings became capitalised and the custom of renting grew

up, the tax on buildings was transformed into a tax on leases.^

The English land-tax which in 1696 supplied 40 per cent, of

the State revenues, under Walpole gave but 23 per cent., and

to-day only represents 1 per cent., simply because personal

wealth has relatively increased. The stamp on contracts and

taxes on consumption were introduced in Holland after land

(which was reclaimed with increasing difficulty from the sea)

could no longer bear the burden of taxation. So long as laws

prohibiting-usury were maintained, profits could not be taxed.'-

To sunmiarise : at all times and in all countries it is economic

conditions that determine, first, which classes must be exempted

from taxation and which are to bear the burden ; and, secondly,

what objects are capable of assessment and advisable to ta.v.

It is within these narrow limits, consequently, that the art of

finance has to confine itself, if it desires to formulate systems

and propose measures that shall place taxation on a really

rational basis.

If our suppositions are correct, and if we arc ready to

admit that the financial system is rooted in economic con-

ditions, we are forced to the conclusion that the modern

science of finance is involved in serious error. Indeed, of all

the social sciences finance has been least rejuvenated by the

life-blood of historical research and the positive method. In-

stead of founding the system of taxation upon economic

conditions—of which it is, after all, but the superstructure

—

the science of finance still holds fast to an antitjuated philosophy

of law, and strives to deduce a system of taxation from certain

'Stein, I-''inamwissensch(i/l, 1878, ii., pp. 62-80.

' HocU, loc. cit., pp. 117-18. In regard to the relative incn-ase of the

taxes on industry in proportion to the total amount of the taxcH in

different states, sec Malchus, loc. ci(., i., p. 244.
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precepts of absolute justice. Yet, strange to say, the science is

unable to determine whether this ideal principle of taxation

demands a distribution of taxes according to the capacity to

pay, or according to the equality of the sacrifice, or according

to other criteria held by the various schools.^ But absolute

justice does not exist, and modern science has shown that

justice, like morality, varies with the several stages of social

evolution. For this reason an eminent writer has attempted to

found a system of taxation upon an historical concept of Justice

which is admittedly the product of a definite epoch and

only applicable thereto.- But even this innovation cannot be

regarded as adequate, since the justice, or the concept of

justice, prevailing at any epoch consists, as we have seen,

simply in that which redounds to the advantage of the pro-

prietary class. In fact, this salient maxim that the justice of

any epoch emanates from the interests of the then dominant

class, nowhere finds more perfect application than in the financial

system, whose guiding principles are in reality- but the dicta

of an egoistic concept of justice corresponding to the interests

of the proprietary- class. These principles are, in other words,

the product of the economic conditions which determine the

proper system of taxation. Thus though justice proclaims the

necessity of assessing everj- one according to his means, indirect

taxes, which weigh preponderantly upon the poor, continue to

pre\-ail. And even when indirect taxes are finally abolished,

the change is in no wise due to some sudden revelation of the

precepts of justice, but simply follows upon a reduction of

wages, which makes it impossible for labour to bear the burden

any longer. Nor was the eloquent argument in favour of

prc^ressi\-e taxation enough of itself to cause the principle to

triumph : but the moment economic conditions made progressive

taxes distinctly beneficial to the owning classes the reform was

effected spontaneously.

Thus instead of coming down ftx)m the nebulous regions of

absolute justice, as the science of finance would have it, the

*See on these quesdocs, R. Meyer. D:e Prixcipitn da gtTickir%.

Brst^nmt''.^ it Ji-r Kr^rriX F;';.i'C-i^:\?ji^Ei."«J'Tf, Berlin. 1S84. p. 275 ff.

'Wagner. Al^gewt^itu Stivfr^-iri, Snittgart, p. 2S2.
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principles of taxations are really rooted in the sub-soil of eco-

nomic conditions and proceed from the lower strata of social

relations. The attempt to work out a theory of taxation

and propose measures for its proper adjustment without first

taking account of the organic composition of the State and

the economic system that determines it, is, accordingly very

much like trj'ing to wiite a treatise on the hearing without

troubling oneself to make a preliminary investigation of the

auditory apparatus. It is into just such an error that the

science of finance has fallen. Its analysis of the organic

composition of the State is incomplete, and it takes no account

of the compatibility of its doctrines with the organisation of

social sovereignty. Hence the Utopian character of most

financial theories. If the condition of the working men is

moderately good and the bourgeoisie is able to shift the burden

of taxation upon their shoulders, the science of finance pro-

claims the principle of equality of taxation. If wages are

reduced to a minimum and the bourgeoisie is compelled to

accede to the principles of equality of taxation, the theorists of

finance then declare in favour of progressive taxation. Finally

v;hen profits have likewise been reduced to a minimum and

progressive taxes have become a general necessity, financial

science devotes eloquent pages to show that the State has a

right to establish a "social" tax, effecting a profound change

in the distribution of wealth. The theorists fail, however, to

remark that such a tax would have to be voted by the legis-

lature, or, in other words, by the rich classes in whose vital

interests it is to prevent such a tax.'

1 In this connection it is worthy of remark that the older writers

showed a much more exact conception of the nature of these phenomena

than modern theorists do. For example, the already anticjuated work

of Lring on the history of German Hnances is inspired from beginning

to end with the idea that the system of taxation was the necessary out-

come of the military system, and that every modification of the former

was produced by change in thj latter as an effect by its cause (Lang,

Entuicklutt^ der detitichen Stciurvfrfassutif;, Berlin and Stettin, 1793).

One may not be in accord with Lang's fundamental proposition, but one

must at all events admit that he had a clear conception of the financial

system since he regarded it as an organic product of social relations,

l6
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The same visionary character applies to the more modern

school of finance. These theorists do not set out from a

principle of abstract justice in order to determine the nature

of the financial constitution, but endeavour to analyse the laws

which would govern public finance in a society of equals, where

free competition existed among all classes of producers. This

school undoubtedly marks an advance in scientific research,

since it substitutes an analysis of the natural laws governing

the incidence of taxation for the narrow empiricism which

instead of endeavouring to connect it with "principles of justice" or

with the "will of Governments," or with the somewhat too plastic

"conditions of intellectual development and civilisation". It is, indeed,

the consciousness of this growing void in modern science (and the remark-

able chapter— ii., 1, 2—in Wagner's Steuerlehre does not seem to me
sufficient of itself to fill up the gap) that in my opinion explains the

success of Rodbertus" observation, which, when reduced to plain

language, may be summed up as follows : In order to lay a tax on

industries there must first be industries. Undoubtedly the economic

system determines the system of taxation by showing which class is

politically dominant, and to whom therefore the decision in matters of

finance is accorded.

The most noted of modern theorists, Wagner, falls, into flagrant

contradictions on this matter ; for he maintains the ability of the State

to modify economic relations through taxation, and yet he admits

that the development of the financial system has, up to the present,

been the product of economic evolution [Steuerlehre, pp. 195-216).

But if the relative dependence of financial institutions upon economic

conditions be the law of all human history, why has this law suddenly

ceased to operate at the present epoch ; and how, in our day, can the

State fashron a better system of taxation to suit itself? This is an error

similar to that made by the philosophers of the last century, who
believed the past to have been ruled by caprice or chance and only the

present by reason. This illusion is definitely maintained by Vocke in

his last work [Die Abgaben, Stuttgart, 1887). It is only fair to remark,

however, that among other adherents of the new school of finance, no

less deserving of attention, this idea of the dependence of the financial

system upon the economic constitution is beginning to prevail. Thus
Schaffle [Grundsidze der SteiterpolHik, Tubingen, 1880, pp. 172-73) makes a

point of the financial difficulties to which modern States are exposed on

account of the disinclination of the proprietary classes, who control the

Parliaments, to vote an increase of the taxes. Prudhomme, also, in his

Thiorie de rimput, understood, though imperfectly, the economic basis of

the financial system.
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wasted itself on a series of practical propositions that were

often enough contradictory. It is perfectly evident, however,

that the laws applicable to a hypothetical society of economically

equal beings can have but little application to the various

economic systems based upon the suppression of the free land

where economic inequality is bound to prevail. It is clear, in

other words, that any theory of finance elaborated on such

premisses must, by its very nature, be visionary in character.

Indeed its true character becomes only too manifest when we
examine the doctrine as set forth by Sax, its most eminent and

original representative. According to Sax public finance is

simply the application of a certain amount of wealth to the

satisfaction of public wants. The wealth of each citizen is

composed of a number of increments, the first of which satisfy

his most pressing needs, and those that follow minister to wants

that are continually declining in intensity. All that portion

of his wealth which, if no public services were provided, would

go to the satisfaction of individual desires of a lower intensity

than his collective wants represents the amount he would be

inclined to employ in the gratification of such social desires

;

or, in other words, the sum each citi/en would be disposed to

furnish the State. This sum ought then to increase with the

augmentation of individual wealth ; for the larger the patrimony

of the individual and the greater his capability of applying his

income to the satisfaction of wants of a low degree of intensity,

the larger the number of increments available for the satisfaction

of desires less intense than his public wants, and therefore the

more considerable the simi he would be inclined to pay into the

public treasury for the gratification of these collective wants.

Let us suppose an individual whose jiossessions are represented

by 10 to satisfy with the last three increments of his wealth

wants of an intensity of 3, 2, 1, respectively, while an individual

whose wealth amounts to 5 satisfies with the last increment of

his wealth a want of the intensity of fi. If then the collective

want felt by these two individuals be represented by 7, it is

evident that the latter individual would not be inclined to part

with a single increment of his wealth for the gratification of

this social desire, while the firstnanied individual would, on
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the contrary, be disposed to dispense with three increments

of his wealth, because they in their totaUty only satisfy a want

of the intensity of 6, or a lower degree of utility than that of

the collective want. In this way each individual spontaneously

devotes to the satisfaction of his collective desires that amount
of his wealth which has a somewhat lower utility to him than

the collective want, and this amount naturally increases with

the augmentation of his possessions. A harmonious satisfaction

of the various individual and collective wants is thus secured, and

therewith a syslem of distribution congruous with the wealth of

the various individuals and the varying degrees of intensity of

their respective desires. Through the incidence of taxation the

State merely sanctions and puts in the form of an imperative

law this natural distribution of wealth between the satisfaction

of individual and collective wants. Or, to put it differently,

it applies to collective wants the amount of wealth which

would otherwise have been applied to the satisfaction of less

intense individual desires. If the State should ever attempt

to violate this normal rule and demand an amount of wealth

from a group of tax-payers greater than they would be voluntarily

disposed to devote to the satisfaction of collective desires, it

would immediately provoke a reaction and render the con-

tinuance of such successive taxation impossible.^

We might offer in objection to this theory that it is absurd

to try to justify the distribution of taxes on so arbitrary a

principle as this calculation of the intensity of the wants satis-

fied by successive increments of individual wealth ; for we can

scarcely conceive how the legislator could be guided in his

practical decisions by so nebulous a criterion. We might also

add that the sum each man is disposed to employ in the satis-

faction of his collective wants does not at all denote the normal

value of public services (which are, on the contrary, necessarily

determined by their cost of production), but simply marks the

maximum limit this value may temporarily attain. But putting

these objections aside, the fact still remains that so equitable a

financial system could only apply to a society where free com-

petition prevailed among the different classes of producers. It

^ Sax, Grnndlegung der theoretischen Staatswirthscha/t, Wien, 1888.
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would be entirely out of place in an economy based upon the

suppression of free land where competition is lacking between

labourers and capitalists and between small and large capita-

lists. Sax's theory recalls the idyllic financial conditions of

former times, when the good town of Zurich was able to meet

its expenses from the voluntary contributions deposited by its

citizens in a sealed box. Under such circumstances one might

truly say that taxes represented the amount of wealth each

citizen was disposed to apply to the accjuisition of public

services. But public finance has long since lost its idyllic

character. In our day the labouring classes, being deprived of

their liberty of choice, are compelled to submit to unjust taxa-

tion and renounce the satisfaction of painfully acute individual

desires in order to pay for the social consumption of the rich.

That is to say, the labourers have to devote to the State a far

greater amount than they would spontaneously apply to the

satisfaction of their collective wants. As a result the rich

classes gratify their collective desires with a far smaller sum
than they would voluntarily have devoted to this purpose.

It could not, indeed, be otherwise; for the most elemental

y

logic shows us that it is impossible to establish a perfectly

equitable financial system on the basis of an economic system

essentially usurpatory in character. The theory we are oppos

ing, therefore, conceals a logical contradiction. I say " con

ceals," but this is a mere figure of speech, for as a matter

of fact the fallacy is perfectly apparent, it has not, indeed,

escaped the attention of the more intelligent defenders of the

theory in question. They ask with astonishment how it is thai

the injustice and exploitation prevailing in the economic world

do not enter into the financial system, which, according to their

own theory, is but the outcome of economic conditions.' Bui

this question (to which, by the way, they offer no reply) woui.I

have been superlluous had these theorists only examined the

real systems of finance prevailing in our capitalistic societie;;,

instead of picturing the imaginary financial system of some
ideal State. They would then have been convinced that our

present financial arrangements stand in no oppositif)n to our

' Wicscr, Dcr tialurliclic Wnl/i, Vienna, 1889, p. 235.
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economic system, but, on the contrary, run exactly parallel

therewith ; and that, far from eliminating the exploitation to

be met with in the economic world, the methods of modern

finance simply reproduce and accentuate the difficulty. ^ In

according their preference to the opposite method, these

doctrinaires have only added another page to the already

bulky volume of financial Utopias.

The visionary character of these financial theories is shown

in a still stronger light when we come to examine the way in

which they attempt to solve the controverted question as to

whether taxation should be proportional or progressive. The
old school of finance, which looks upon the tax as a burden

imposed by the State, regards proportionality of sacrifice as

the guiding principle of public finance. This principle requires

that the units of utility taken from each tax-payer be proportional

to the total utility of his income. This rule only leads to the

institution of progressive taxation when the final utility^ of the

tax-payer's income stands in inverse ratio to its total amount.

If, in short, the utility of the last increment of his income (with

which the tax is paid) varies inversely as the total income, a

proportional rate by taking from each tax- payer an increasing

number of units as their utility decreases requires from each

an equal sacrifice of total utility. A proportional rate does

not, in other words, increase the burden of taxation to correspond

with the increase of total utility, and progressive taxation is,

therefore, necessary. But when, on the contrary, the final

1 It is to be remarked that Sax himself was the first to recognise that

the egoism of the dominant class might place numerous and serious

obstacles in the way of his optimistic doctrine, but he regarded these

impediments as mere " aberrations " of which the theoretical economist

cannot take account. Such " aberrations " are, however, the result of

a constantly active cause, and the product of an essential factor in

economic evolution, namely, self-interest. It is thus the "aberrations"

that follow the true economic law.

2 By the expression final degree of utility economists mean the utility

of the last increment of the product demanded by the consumer. This

final utility is naturally lower than that of the preceding increments,

because the units successfully demanded usually afford a declining scale

of utility to the consumer.
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utility of individual income declines at a rate less rapid than

the increase of the income itself, progressive taxation is only

rational on condition that the utility of the wealth taken by

the proportional tax increases at a rate less rapid than the

total utility of income.

^

But this idea of the tax as a burden pure and simple is

clearly erroneous ; for the payment of the tax necessarily

corresponds to a public service, of which it is supposed to be

the equivalent. The moment we accept this latter concept of

the tax (which Sax was the first to enunciate) we perceive

at once that justice in matters of taxation does not demand
proportionality but rather equality of sacrifice. It is no longer

a question of making tax-payers bear a loss proportional to the

utilities they possess, but rather a question of seeing that all

tax-payers give the same sum of subjective utilities in exchange

for public services that are equally useful to them. In order

to conclude from these premisses in favour of progressive

taxation, it is not enough that the final utility of the tax-payer's

income stand in inverse ratio to its total amount ; for even

under such conditions a proportional rate would still conform

to justice by requiring from each tax-payer the sacrifice of an

equal subjective utility. To justify progressive taxation on

these premisses it is necessary to suppose that the final utility

of the tax-payer's income declines at a rate more rapid than

the increase of its total amount, since only under such condi-

tions would the amount taken from each tax-payer, which ought

to correspcMid to the sacrifice of an equal subjective utility,

be more than proportional to the total income possessed by

each.

In this way Sax's theory restricts the operation of the

progressive tax within very much narrower limits tlian the

older science of finance. But in both cases, though in a

different degree, the argument offered by the two schools in

favour of progressive taxation is of but doubtful value. A
principle so indiscernible and abstract as the declining utility

of successive doses of income (a principle which .lohfi Stuart

' Sec on this subject tlic profound work of Coin n Stuart, Bijdrage tot

tie thcorie dcr progressive lukonsbelostiiig, s' Gravenhajjc, 1889,
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Mill rightly declared incapable of inspiring the work of legis-

lation) is neither susceptible of any control nor open to any

proof. The tax-payer has only to affirm that the Knal utility

of his income declines at a rate less rapid than the increase of

its total amount (and with certain limitations a mere assertion to

this effect is enough for no one in a position to deny it) in order

to prove the injustice and impossibility of the progressive tax.

It is for this reason that the theories we are opposing can

never succeed in affording a rational basis for progressive

taxation.^

Our own theory seems to us to avoid this difficulty ; for

instead of attempting to deduce progressive taxation from an

indeterminable principle, it induces it from the actual fact that

the cost of the public services required by the different tax-

payers increases more rapidly than their wealth. This can

occur in the mixed association because the successive incre-

ments of income may be applied to an ever increasing demand

for public services. It can also happen in a capitalistic

economy, when small incomes and wages, having become

^ In a recent very remarkable work [Die Progressivsteiicr; extract from

the Zeitschrlft fi'ir Volkswirtschaft, 1892) Sax admirably exposes all the

weak points of the theory which attempts to deduce progressive taxation

from the principle of proportionality of sacrifice. He shows that it is

impossible to measure the decline in the utility of successive increments

of revenue, and consequently to determine whether the rate of decline

be such as to justify progressive taxation. But, a thing scarcely to be

believed, he does not seem to perceive that his criticism affects his own
theory with still greater force. From the logic of the theory which

looks upon the tax as a sacrifice, progressive taxation is rational even

though the final utility of the income diminishes at a rate less rapid than

the increase of the income itself, provided it decline within cei-tain limits.

We can conceive of a number of reasons for a decline in the final utility

of the income v.'hich would be compatible with a progressive tax. The
legislator is thus allowed a certain latitude, and a smaller opportunity

of resistance is open to the tax-payer. But a doctrine which only

justifies a progressive tax when the final utility of the income declines

more than proportionately to the augmentation of the total income must

always leave the tax-payer free to contest the existence of such condition^

in his concrete case, and consequently allow him to deny the legitimacy

of the progression. And the remarks gratuitously added by Sax at the

close of his article in no wise suffice to dispel the contradiction.
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insufficient for the purpose, can no longer be app!'ed at all

(or only applied to an insignificant extent) to the acquisition

of public services ; with the result that a part of the necessary

public services consumed by the small capitalists and the wage

earners must be paid for by the large proprietors. Besides,

our doctrine suggests a solution of the vexed question regarding

the limits of progressive taxation, and offers the soundest

criticism upon the widespread opinion that the nature of the

progression is indefinite and that its tendency is toward the

confiscation of large incomes. There is no foundation for this

sophism when we reflect that the very function of the pro-

gressive tax is essentially capitalistic, and that it is in reality

advantageous to the class that institutes and maintains it.

Inasmuch as the aim of progressive taxation is to prevent the

profits on small capital and the wages of labour from falling

below the minimum, the limits of such progression are exactly

determined by that portion of the proportional tax which falls

upon the profits of small capital and the wages of labour and

t't-'presses one or the other below the minimum rate. Up to

this point the class of large capitalists are willing to submit to

a diff'erential rate, and it is, consequently, just to this point

that progressive taxation can go. The problem of progressive

taxation is thus easily and exactly resolved when we bear in

mind that the tax itself is the necessary outcome of the

conditions surrounding the distribution of wealth, and cease to

attempt to laboriously deduce the system from some meta-

physical principle of justice and utility.

11. DoMRSTIC Por.iTics.

Still clearer evidence of this great law that political power is

constantly being directed toward guaranteeing and augmenting

the revenues is to be found in the domain of domestic politics.

It is, indeed, through legislation primarily that sovereignty is

expressed. From our remarks upon the capitalistic foundations

of the law it has already become sufficiently clear with what

partiality the State acts toward proprietors. Passing on

now from legislation that has become crystallised into codes to
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the living and progressive legislation of present day legislatures,

the spectacle presented is in no wise different. The dominant

character of modern Parliaments—as also of the legislative

assemblies of former times—stands in marked opposition to

the interests of the labouring classes, except when social

legislation is induced by a temporary conflict between the two

revenue factions or a passing alliance of one of the factions

with the working men.

If proprietors are sometimes reformers, it is only because it

is in their own interest to be so. Alison's words :
" Given the

Toryism of a landed proprietor, how many years with no rents

would it take to make him a radical reformer ? " find constant

application. Thus the present agrarian crisis is forcing a large

number of British land owners to demand radical innovations

—for example the abolition of the right of primogeniture

—

in order to do away with existing obstacles to agricultural

production. In like manner the long agricultural depression

of 1829-30 led to the Reform Bill of 1831, which was passed

by a Parliament of land owners.^ But beyond these excep-

tional cases, revenue is the enemy of all social reform. Thus

in Italy, Parliament (especially since it has come to be elected

by the extended suffrage) follows a distinctly capitalistic policy,

refusing to legislate any matter tending to benefit the poorer

classes, even though the question turn on the comparatively

innocent proposition of a law to regulate strikes. But with

marvellous facility the Italian Parliament multiplies idle

discussions, passes laws, either utterly useless or of imper-

ceptible importance, attempts reforms in administration, legis-

lates in regard to the number of ministers, amends penal and

judicial laws—all in order to avoid the danger of touching

upon the social problem.^ The Austrian Parliament, after

many evasions, has finally allowed the proposition for working-

1 Patterson, The New Golden Age, London, 1882, ii., p. 110.

2 Moreover, whenever proposals that are in any way beneficial to the

poor classes are presented in the Italian Parliament, they are invariably

rejected. The Chamber, for instance, rejected the proposal of a law

regarding strikes, and succeeded in making a farce of the law concern-

ing the protection of labour.
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men's assemblies to drop.^ In France an impartial writer

pictures the condition of affairs in these words: "In our

Republican Parliament no social question is seriously broached.

Politics pure and simple rule and predominate there. They
discuss the revision of the Constitution, the prerogatives of the

Senate and Clericalism ; they dispute with the monarchists

;

they expect marvels of the separation of powers ; but they

do not touch upon the pressing social problems which are

presenting themselves with increasing pertinacity. It is not

that Parliament ignores the gravity of these questions ; it is

simply powerless to solve the least of them." '^

In Europe where insensate military expenditure burdens the

budgets so enormously, the Parliaments of the several countries,

despite their social inaction, still find a large field of legislative

activity in arranging financial matters. In America, however,

on account of the inexhaustible fertility of the country and

the moderate public expenditure necessary, the financial problem

has not yet reached threatening proportions, and there is a

I'oid opening up before legislative activity. The legislative

function is, in fact, reduced to so narrow limits that the State

legislatures only meet at long intervals, sometimes not more

than once in two years, and these infrequent sessions are

strictly limited in duration. The laws discussed and voted

upon in these short sessions are few in number and of mediocre

importance. For the most part they are private bills, of

advantage only to individual capitalists or the monopoly

^ The history of this project of cstablishiri}^ worliinjj-mcn's assemblies

in Austria is very interesting antl furnishes fresh proof of our assertions.

The first proposition to this effect, formulated by the labourers in 1872,

was rejected by Count TaatTe, and only taUcn up aj;ain with many
modifications by a Parliamentary Commission, which skilfully avoided

setting a date when the proposition should take effect and thus practi-

cally rejected it. Twelve years later the proposition was again pre-

sented and why? Because the progressive party (the capitalists)

recognised the impossibility of overcoming the clerico feudal party (the

landed proprietors) unless they showed some sympathy toward the

labourers. But after the progressive party had used the plan as a

political instrument, it took good care to prevent its success, and
actually favoured the abandonment of the scheme.

- Maurice, Riforme agrairc it misirf en Fruiui, 1S87, p. 52,
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companies that flourish so extensively in the United States.^

These capitaHstic legislatures are careful not to take any action

on measures to ameliorate the lot of tiic working man, whose

condition, even in the New World, is day by day growing more

serious.

Administration likewise corresponds in character to the

essentially capitalistic nature of legislation. The first effect

that capital has upon administration is to create an enormous

number of useless offices which render the administrative

machinery of modern States so slow and cumbrous. To what

can we attribute this phenomenon ? During the middle ages the

creation of superfluous offices was an indirect form of public

loan, and we can readily understand how States might have to

resort to such methods when their finances were in a critical

condition. But in our day, when offices are granted ^ and not

sold, a very diff"erent cause leads to their undue multiplication.

At the present time the creation of public employments is an

excellent method of maintaining an army of unproductive

labourers at the expense of the mass of the tax-payers ; and

also a means of completing the income of certain proprietors

who, in the capacity of employees, are thus able to write

additional revenues into the margins of the budget.^ The State

in this way becomes a powerful agent in the redistribution of

wealth, deducting a considerable amount from producers and

transferring it gratuitously to non-producers, i.e., to proprietors

and unproductive labourers. This redistribution, which in the

supposed case demands at least an appearance of employment

on the part of the classes so favoured, is often effected in

1 Bryce, loc. cit., ii., p. 186 ff.

2 In the United States the sale of offices is still practised, not, however,

by the State but through the Rings. This simply results in distributing

the funds taken from contributors among a larger number of unproductive

labourers. The greater number of certain classes of unproductive

labourers in the United States is explained by the necessity of making
up the lack of other kinds of unproductive labourers resulting from the

absence of a military organisation.

^ See the observations and interesting facts brought to light by De
Molinari, in his L'(volution politique et la revolution, Paris, 1884, pp. 318,

455, etc.
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a more flagrantly gratuitous manner. Thus the State may
I'Ctually distribute a portion of the public revenues among its

parasites ; that is to say, among those who compose the State,

namely, the members of the proprietary class.

The relation existing between the revenues and the adminis-

trative system naturally varies according to differences in the

structure, the amount and the development of the income. In

countries where the revenues are large, and where they can go

on increasing, and attain their full development of themselves,

I e only demand upon social administration is not to place

obstacles in the way of such development, and not to oppose

their more or less legitimate methods of expansion, but allow

them to organise every institution which can in any way favour

their growth. Wherever, on the contrary, either the incom-

plete development of productive forces, or their declining

activity, hinders the growth of the revenues, and when they

cannot rely upon natural economic conditions to encourage

their expansion, administration (and legislation lii<ewise) is

called upon to add new wealth by the aid of public authority.

Public administration is in such cases converted into a suction

pump to draw off wealth from the tax-payers and divert it into

the profits of property. We see this process going on every

day in a number of civilised States, where a part of the public

moneys, instead of being applied to the production of public

services useful to the proprietary classes, is handed over

directly to the revenue-holders, in order to make up a defi-

ciency in their incomes. It is useless to dwell upon this well-

known fact by giving pertinent examples ; we simply desire to

call attention to a practical conclusion that has resulted from

this interesting phenomenon of contemporary politics. Whether

the taking-over by the State of certain public functions that

can be equally well performed by private parties is beneficial or

not, depends upon what use the revenues make of public ad

ministration for the acquisition of wealth. Giving over certain

monopoly enterprises, like banks and railway companies, to the

State is undoubtedly advantageous when it takes out of the

hands of private capital undertakings in which monopoly is

bound to prevail and adds the profits to society. But when,
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on the contrary, the State is simply an instrument for expand-

ing and integrating private income, and when the public re-

venues go to swell the pockets of proprietors, the attribution

of new functions to the State is dangerous ; for it simply adds

a new base of supplies and a fresh source of nourishment to

the equivocal and dishonest partnership already established

between the revenues and social administration. Under such

conditions the State is simply a joint-stock company in disguise,

and the worst of all stock companies, because the mask under

which it is concealed, and its own eminent position, allows it

to act with impunity, and renders it particularly dangerous.

These considerations, upon which we shall not insist any

further, help us to understand the diversity of opinion that

exists in different countries in regard to the absorption of

public enterprises by the State, why the policy is regarded

with favour in Germany, and why such an aversion to the plan

prevails in Italy. Our remarks also go to prove—if further

proof is necessary—that the economic doctrine of politics is

not confined exclusively to theory, but also gOes far toward

simplifying practical legislation.

Beyond these more general influences capitalistic property

also exercises its tyranny in all spheres of social administration.

Every one, indeed, must be aware that administration is in-

spired almost exclusively in the interests of the rich classes,

and that public expenditures are for the most part made with

a view to favouring this small group. This is especially true of

the provisions for instruction. Adam Smith, as we know, urged

that the State meet the expenses of instruction for the poor,

and leave the rich to provide for themselves ; but modern

States pursue the opposite plan. They devote enormous sums

to classical and higher education of peculiar advantage to the

bourgeoisie, but they strangely neglect the education of the

masses. It is also perfectly evident that the outlay for the

encouragement of the arts, for tlie military organisation, for

public works, ^ and for civil justice, all turn to the exclusive

1 We are indebted to Villari for some startling revelations on this

subject {Niiovi tormenti e nnovi tornieiitr.ti — Nuova Antalogia, 15th

December, 1890). The municipality of Naples spent three millions for the
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advantage of the capitalist class. ^ The monopoly of political

power that the revenue-holders enjoy is no less manifest in the

administration of those particular functions which are supposed,

theoretically, to correspond to the interests of all social classes ;

for, in practice at least, these offices are performed by the State

with marked partiality toward the proprietary class. Thus
wealth's partial exemption from military service is but the

result of its political preponderance The severity that juries

usually apply to crimes aj^ainst property, standing in such

marked contrast to their habitual indulgence for crimes against

the person,- also reveals the bourgeoisie's influence upon judi-

cial administration. Finally, the capitalist class is to a large

extent exempt from punishment; for as the fablist has said:

—

Selon que vous serez puissant ou miserable,

Les jugements de cour vous rendront blanc ou noir.''

And even as there is a criminal code for the rich and another

for the poor, so there are capitalistic penalties and penalties for

Galerie Humbert I. The 100 millions voted by Parliament to Naples

were ail spent in embellishing existing structures and in building houses

for the rich ; and no means were found of spending any sum on houses

suitable for the poor. In this way the poor have been driven out of their

hovels in the course of their demolition, and are unable to Hnd other

houses in which to instal themselves, because those which have been

constructed for their use are far from the places of their labour and
trade. The result is that they must either sleep in the open air or else

take rooms in the houses recently constructed for the bctter-to-do,

where they have to cramp themselves for room on account of the

excessive prices charged for rent.

' The fact that Zorli (Tcvria psicolo^ica dclhi fuiaiizn piiblica, 1890)

brings against me, namely, that capital would be obliged to tax itself

in order to help the poor and unemployed, in no way contradicts what
has been said in the text, because it is in capital's own interest to assure

a means of existence to this outcast class which nialtsiuulii fiinii-s might

drive to terrible violence.

- Messcdaglia, Lc stutistlclie crimiitali (UIV imprrio Auslriacn, Venice,

lH(i7, p. 117, in note. The purely economic character of this fact docs
not seem to be controverted by the doubtful remarks of this illustrious

writer. Sec also Ferri, Sliidi siillii nittiimilila in Francia, Rome, 1881,

p. 35. • La Fontaine, Fnhlts, liv. viii., 1.
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the proletarians.^ All these different phenomena, and others

that might be mentioned, are but manifestations of the political

prevalence of the class that predominates economically.

III.

—

Foreign Politics.

Less evident, perhaps, but of equal importance, are the

influences exerted by the revenues upon the foreign policy of a

country, which is constantly being adapted to suit their interests.

We have already had proof of this in the vi'ay that foreign

politics follow the general variations of the different forms of

revenue. In slave societies, for example, where the owning

classes are freed from the sordid cares of accumulation, the

plan of foreign politics is adapted to satisfy the land owners'

thirst for glory and power, rather than their vulgar economic

interests. This striking characteristic of the politics of slavery

is familiar to those who have made any study of colonial

development. So long as slavery prevails pecuniary interests

are sacrificed to the desire of possessing political ascendency.

We find a striking illustration of this in the desire of the

Southern States to annex the island of Cuba. The annexation

would have virtually ruined the planters of Louisiana, Florida

and Texas, and acted prejudicially to the Union from every

point of view save that of political power. Though the plan

w-as not crowned with success, the mere fact of its having been

suggested shows very clearly that the slave owners were

^ In November, 1887, a Milan jury acquitted Count P , who was
guilty of homicide, while a Savone jury condemned a certain coal-heaver,

Firpo, to fifteen years' forced labour because he inflicted a wound upon
another coal-heaver that fifteen days would heal. The public concludes :

the law is equally severe upon all miserable wretches ! An eminent

personage assures us that in Italy rich prisoners are liberated after

three or four months of imprisonment. Henry George said that if a man
wished to kill another man in the United States he could do so without

difficulty. He could give himself up afterwards as a prisoner and with

money he could readily obtain a decree of pardon (loc. cit., p. 384). A
judge in one of the Western States made it a rule to acquit all well-to-do

assassins, and he only gave up the plan when he was shown that such

indulgence toward homicides, by discouraging immigration, lowered the

value of landed property (Bryce, loc. cit., iii., p. 647).
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dominated less by a desire of gain than by political ambition,

and that their sensibility in regard to this matter of political

power was enough to cause them to make serious sacrifices

to attain their end. The prevalence of this political concept
exercised a very unfavourable influence upon the liberty of

action of the several States. Thus when the question of the
admission of Missouri came up in 1820, the slave States of the
Gulf, in opposition to their pecuniary interests, joined with
Virginia in voting for the admission of the new State. The
admission of Missouri was certainly advantageous to the States

that had slaves to sell—and among these was Virginia—for it

increased the demand for their product ; but it was injurious

to the States that purchased slaves for use, because it augmented
the number of competitors on the market. This compact
alliance among slave owners shows thus how the ideas of

political control predominated in the Southern States over

mere private interests. It was politics again which occasioned

the rabid demand for the extension of slavery into the temperate
zone, and urged Texas, against her own interests, to co-operate

so earnestly in the efforts to saddle slavery upon Kansas.

1

The slave owners, therefore, justified perfectly Aristotle's

definition—which is precisely applicable to the slave society

—

that man is by nature a political animal.

Under the wage economy, on the contrary, the capitalist is

tied down by the cares of production and accumulation, and,

on this account, his political horizon is more limited. With
this change in the ends and aims of the dominant class, politics

are also transformed in character. " In our day," Pompae
remarked, "commerce is the basis of politics. " Thus in place

of the grand and lofty ideas that dictated the policies of the

ancient States, whose citizens were strangers to economic
cares, there has succeeded a form of politics that is meanly
inspired by the economic interests of parsimonious accumulators
of stock, whose end is to exploit the productive forces of the
nation to the utmost. It is in this vein that Sydney Smith
expresses himself in his vivid and original style :

" Were
Caesar," said he, "to revisit the earth, the rate of exchange

'Weston, Pro^r/'5S of Slavt-ry in tin- Vitltcd States, Washington, 1857, p. 35.

'7
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would be of more importance than his commentaries, the

Rothschilds would open and close the temple of Janus, Thomas
Baring would command the 10th Legion, and his soldiers could

march to battle with the cry :
' Coupons et Omnium, stocks

and Ciesar !
'

"

The influences exerted by the revenues upon external politics

will appear much more clearly after we have examined the

many forms foreign politics have already assumed. Turning

our attention first to the history of alliances, we shall discover

that it is very often an underlying economic cause which

determines their course. The history of Basel throws con-

siderable light on this subject, and shows us that the alliances

contracted by the bishop princes of this town were always

determined by the exigencies of commercial politics. A pains-

taking historian says in this connection :
" When we read that

the Bishop Burchard de Hasenbourg obtained Buchogan in

1080, a glance at the map shows us that he thereby secured

the two passes of Havenstein and of the Aaar into Olten, giving

him access to the great Swiss road which furnished Basel a

means of communication with the Alps. The long struggle

that the bishop maintained for possession of the cloister of

Pfafer appears in an entirely new light when we reflect that

this cloister afforded the prelate an opportunity to make use

of the Septimanian road. The bishop also obtained the passes

of the Jura from the king as a point d'appui to the Septimanian

road, and this shows that all his efforts were directed toward
making his commerce profitable. The importance of these

gifts reveals to us the price of the bishop's imperial policy.

His desire to secure control of the Alpine passes, so essential

to his commercial success, made Burchard one of the most
faithful acolytes of the Emperor Henry IV. It was his

craving for wealth that brought him to the Diet of Worms.
It was his commercial spirit again that caused him to take

part in the deposition of Gregory VII., that made him range

himself with those who were chosen to carry the decree to the

Lombard bishops, and forced him to accompany Henry IV. to

Canossa and oppose the emperor's rival. The greater the

economic significance- of ttiese gifts granted to the prelate by
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the emperor, so much the more does the bishop's imperial

policy assume the character of a link in the chain of his

commercial projects." ^ A rapid examination of the commercial

relations existing between England and Flanders in the middle

ages reveals the economic basis of this alliance as well. English

wool was largely exported to Flanders, and it was consequently

indispensable for England to maintain friendly relations with the

Flemish towns, which formed the principal market for her most
important product. For this reason the English sovereigns

devoted every effort to maintaining this feeling of amity,

and never undertook a war without first proving the Flemish

alliance. This was especially necessary as the war expenses

were usually met by a special tax on wool, and this tax, being

paid in kind, had finally to be redeemed by exportation of the

product to Flanders.'- To take another example : Geneva
broke away from France and formed an alliance with Charles

V. because the emperor had contracted a loan with Geneva
bankers ; and analogous reasons brought about the alliance

between Geneva and France in the eighteenth century.

Many other equally convincing instances could be added

;

but numerous as they are, we cannot conclude that all political

alliances are contracted for economic reasons. It may, indeed,

happen when two nations enter into a political alliance that

one proposes to reap commercial benefits, while the other is

actuated by a totally different impulse, either seeking to obtain

some political advantage or hoping, by making commercial
concessions, to augment its own power. It frequently happen?
that both nations seek a military rather than a purely com-
mercial end, and often such alliances, by occasioning real

economic loss, actually sacrifice the commercial end in order

to secure political advantages.^ But the loss is always com-

'Geering, Handel und Industrie der Stadt Basel, Basel, 1886. Sec also

yahrbuchfiir Gesetz/rebitnir, 1887, pp. 1121-22.

'Gibbins, Industrial History of En/^lnnd, [.oncion, 1888, pp. 48-49.

'We have an example of this in the present alliance between Italy

and Germany
; an alliance which causes Italy serious injuries by afford-

ing opportunity for economic reprisals on the part of France, but which
is imposed by the necessity of defending our political integrity against
the assaults of a power that is essentially military, on account of the
fact that landed property is there predominant.
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paratively slight, because the commercial system is a very

subordinate factor in the economic prosperity of a people.

And whether this be the case or not, the economic influences

thus driven out through the door usually return through the

window, because the very military policy which lies at the root

of these bellicose alliances is itself the outcome of the existing

revenue system, and its real end is to augment national

wealth.

The structure of the revenues has another very marked
influence upon the constitution of society which we have not

yet set forth. So long as the revenues were derived from

slavery or serfdom, their enjoyment involved no process of

accumulation on the part of the proprietor. Under these

economic systems the function of accumulation was given over

to the slaves and serfs, and force became the only means of

acquisition left open to free man. This state of economic

inaction to which the proprietary classes were condemned,

together with the preference which the morals of the day

accorded to conquest over accumulation, compelled the pro-

prietors to look to war as the best means of increasing their

revenues. And for this purpose they found a ready instrument

at hand in the military organisation necessary to maintain

servile labour in subjection. During its earlier stages, capital-

istic society is militant in character by very reason of its

economic structure, and this explains why war has so long

remained a normal institution of humanity and proved so

excellent a means of increasing national wealth. In primitive

ages wars were only undertaken to conquer the products of

neighbouring tribes. According to the most recent researches,

the earliest form of exchange was simply mitigated pillage, and

even in its historical form it bears the imprint of its origin.

Primitive exchange was eff'ected with arms in the hand, which

were only laid down during the moment of barter and then

immediately taken up again.-^ Even in a less remote age we

J Sicber, loc. cit., p. 371. This contradicts the opinion of those who
would derive exchange from the gift, and also Adam Smith's idea that it

arose from man's natural instinct to truck and barter.
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frequently come upon wars that were provoked by economic

causes. As an historian has said :
" One of the most pressing

motives of international warfare has been the acquisition of

mines and the treasure accumulated in the temples of the gods

and the palaces of the rich. The Romans were urged to under-

take the two Punic wars by their desire of possessing the

precious metals that the Carthaginians acquired from the mines

of Spain, Sicily, Sardinia and Corsica. Alexander the Great

by his invasion of Persia and India conquered a treasure

amounting to fifty million pounds.^ But these phenomena
showed themselves in a much more remarkable manner in

feudal society, where the revenue-holders, completely divorced

from the cares of accumulation, sought to increase their

fortunes on the field of battle. Hence the incessant wars

which cast so sinister a light upon the middle ages, spreading

out in an ever-widening circle, between town and town, vassal

and vassal, State and State, and finally between the West and
the East.

This progressive extension of the wars of the middle ages

was connected with underlying economic causes which must
now be examined. Property obtained by war, like property

gained through accumulation, is subject to the law of diminish-

ing retin-ns. Fratricidal wars, constituting the most marked
characteristic of this form of social organisation, dry up the

very fountain sources of production and gradually exhaust the

wealth to be derived from such forms of usurpation. At the

same time, the destruction of petty despots by the great

diminishes the number of the adversaries engaged, and lessens

the frequency and probability of such internecine struggles.

Hence the occasions for armed conflict between the proprietors

of a certain region gradually diminish as the revenues derived

from the servile system attain their normal development.

Thus sooner or later the moment is bound to arrive when the

activity of the owning classes can no longer find an outlet in

intestine broils and is reduced to a forced repose, it is then

that the militant energy of the proprietors, eager for action,

'Claimont Daniel, Gold Treasure vf Imiin, 18S4, pp. 1112.
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is apt to seek employment beyond the border.^ And just as

the proprietors of our day, who gain their wealth by accumu-

lation, are apt to embark on foreign ventures, colonial

schemes and commercial enterprises of the most hazardous

kind when they can no longer find remunerative employment

for their capital at home, so in like manner the conqueror

proprietors of old embarked upon distant wars and mad
military enterprises when their national aims were checked by

a diminution of production and a falling off in the number of

proprietors resulting from their former conquests.

The crusades ofi'er a typical example of such enterprises.

No more surprising scene is to be found in all history than

this religious enthusiasm which seized upon the different

nations of Europe at the same moment and made them
sacrifice their blood and the flower of their fortunes in the

pursuit of a mad ideal. If we ask the superficial historian the

cause of this remarkable phenomenon, we shall find it attri-

buted to the eloquence of Peter the Hermit, or the marvellous

power of the Faith ; and such, indeed, are the first explanations

that occur to us. But science affords us quite a different

explanation. Indeed, the very raison d'etre of science lies in

the fact that the explanation of phenomena elaborated from

our consciousness differs radically from the things as they

really are. It is the exclusive task of science to substitute a

deeper interpretation of things for the necessarily superficial

and fallacious explanations afforded by our consciousness.

Science is thus the philosophy of the unconscious. Now
the unconscious cause of this great medieval folly that

spread through Europe is to be found in the economic

conditions of feudalism. It was the conquering impulse,

condemned to desuetude in Europe, which sought its outlet in

a series of transmarine expeditions and ended by founding a

1 In England, for example, the Norman lords used up their energies

in intestine broils up to 1152, but at this point, no longer able to con-

sume their activities and forces in internal dissentions, they abandoned
their former centres of activity, England and Normandy, to conquer and
colonise abroad (Thierry, .Histoire de la cojiquete d'Angleterre, Brussels,

1839, p. 8).
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religious colony in distant Syria ; precisely as in our day the

instinct of accumulation, thrown out of normal employment
in Europe, rushes into over-sea enterprise and hazardous

speculation. The spirit of exaltation inspired in the European
mind by Peter the Hermit finds a perfect analogy in the

enthusiasm momentarily aroused in Holland for speculation in

tulips, or in England for draining the Red Sea, or for a host

of other insane projects. And to-day we have examples of the

same thing in the financial schemes that excite the wildest

impulses in the wisest of modern nations. The same cause

lies at the root of all these phenomena^ and when we compare

them one with another their marvellous and inexplicable

character disappears. Thus once more we find ourselves

compelled to recognise with Herder that every historical fact

is a natural phenomenon.

The economic character of the crusades comes out very

clearly; moreover, if we take the trouble to examine the various

phases of these strange enterprises, which, according to the

opinion of one intelligent historian, were inspired solely bj'

cupidity and the desire of booty. We know that at the time

of the fourth crusade the Venetians only consented to carry

the warriors of the Faith on their vessels on condition that

they should be richly remunerated and share in half the booty

secured. And as some of the crusaders were unable to pay

the sums they owed the Republic of Venice, the Doge, Henry
Dandolo, proposed that they should acquit themselves of their

obligation by undertaking a crusade against the enemies of St.

Marc, and particularly against Zara. No more brutal evidence

of the economic basis of the movement and its purely com-

mercial and capitalistic ends could be furnished than this

crusade against a Clirislicm toivn ; for clearly the religious

motive had no place in any such enterprise. The preachers

of the sixth crusade themselves entered into the vicious circle

of speculation, and paid far more attention to gathering in the

funds than to assembling the men-at-arms, even going so far

as to grant the same absolution to those who disbursed a fixed

sum as to those who personally enrolled. And it is a signifi-

cant fact that the conquest of the Holy Sepulchre—which was
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to have crowned an enterprise that apparently had no further

end in view—was made but an episode in the affair, and finally

became an incident in the attempted colonisation of Asia on

the feudal principle of Europe. Every one is aware that the

feudal and commercial struggles, which found but a limited

field of action in Europe, were given free reign among the new
states thus created ; that Christians fought on these fields no

longer against infidels but against Christians ; and that it was
these later conflicts that accomplished the ruin of the princi-

palities, and made the entire conquest ephemeral.^ These
facts taken together ought to be enough to persuade even the

most determined ilhisionist that history really turns upon
economic facts, whose influence the brilliant effulgence of

faith succeeds but imperfectly in concealing.

All the phenomena thus far mentioned are peculiar to the

feudal system. Militant politics continue to prevail, however,

through the wage economy so long as political supremacy
belongs to land-rent ; for rent, like feudal revenues, exempts
its owners from the cares of accumulation, and induces them
to devote their energies to military enterprises. Thus in our

day the countries in which land-rent predominates politically

—

Austria, Germany and Russia—are the only ones where mili-

tary politics are particularly accentuated. And in all countries

we note a recrudescence of militarism at times when land-

rents are for any reason increased. But the moment political

power is conquered by profits, and when accumulation becomes
accordingly the normal function of property, the proprietors

find active employment for their energies in capitalisation and

the direction of industrial enterprise. Thus they have neither

1 Kruger, Geschichte der Krcuzznge, Berlin, 1880, pp. 30, 64, 267, 349,

etc. In 1234 "the Emperor Frederick departed from Apulia and sailed

across the sea, more to obtain the lordship of Jerusalem than for any
particular advantage to Christia^iity. His purpose was, indeed, very

clear, for, upon landing in Cyprus, he did not undertake to wage war
upon the Saracens, but only against Christians " (Villani, loc. cit., ii.,

p. 23). The Italian poet Grossi in his poem, / lonbardi alia prima Crociata

(canto XV.), paints a vivid picture of the avarice that actuated the

crusaders.
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the means nor the desires to fritter away their forces in use

less wars. Henceforth militant politics are practically put

aside. This is why in all countries the transition from the

rule of rent to the rule of profits has brought with it a parallel

transition from militant to industrial politics. We have proof

of this in the change that occurred in English politics when
Disraeli gave way to Gladstone as Prime Minister. Thus as

the revenue basis alters, either by reason of the change from

slavery or serfdom to the wage system, or following the transi-

tion within the wage system itself from the political supremacy
of rent to the political predominance of profits, a correlative

alteration is produced in the constitution of society, which

passes from the milit«.nt to the industrial type. It is evident,

therefore, that this distinction, which is wrongly credited to

Herbert Spencer (Saint-Simon and before him J. B. Say ^

mentioned it at the beginning of this century), is really rooted

in the economic conditions that determine the character of the

revenues.

As a result, war is only resorted to under the wage system as

a subsidiary method of furthering the expansion of accumulation

and rounding out capitalistic revenues after other more pacific

and economic means have been tried without success. One
consequence of this change is, therefore, the declining frequency

of warfare in modern times. This is contrary, however, to the

opinion of those who hold that wars are the result of an excess

of population ; for according to our supposition they diminish

in frequency in proportion as population increases. Other
economic motives also enter in, beside the influence of industrial

revenues, to diminish the frequency of modern warfare, and
among others we may mention the increasing predominance of

capital invested in industrial enterprise- and the enormous

' J. B. Say, Tra'iti d'economie politiipic, 7th ed., Paris, 18(i0, pp. 375-77.

Hubbard, Saint-Simon, sa vie it sfs travaux, Paris, 1857, p. 199. Bazard
ct liiifantin, Exposition de la doctrine de Saint -Sivum, Brussels, 1831,

p. 96.

- Fawcctt was thus rif»lit in ran-^iiij^ himself in opposition to every
proposal to guarantee property in war times by an international con-
vention, for it is just this danj^er of the destruction of propcity that
makes wars nowa days of such rare <acurixnce.
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cost of modern warfare which makes it impossible for the less

opulent nations to engage in such struggles. For example, it

was simply on economic grounds that the aristocratic king

of France felt constrained to recognise William of Orange

sovereign of England, for while French resources were

exhausted English finances were in a flourishing condition,

thus rendering the eventuality of war between the two nations

a thing to be dreaded by France. In this way the very economic

conditions which formerly fomented war now-a-days make for

peace. ^ Another consequence flowing from the transition to

the wage economy is the essentially commercial character of

modern warfare that looks only to the advantage of the

bourgeois class which furnishes the means and manufactures

the necessary instruments.^ Statistics have actually proved

that of 286 wars 258 were distinctly due to economic causes,"

and that behind the remaining 28 cases, which were apparently

fought on religious grounds, economic influences were likewise

at work though their effects were concealed.'* One is really

embarrassed in the choice of the many examples that go to

prove this incontestable fact, that modern wars are waged
lor the enrichment of the bourgeoisie. Economic reasons led

Louis XIV. to undertake his rash and venturesome war against

Holland, since Colbert, hoping to make good a financial deficit

which he was unable to meet by the imposition of new taxes,

' Leroy-Beaulieu, Recherches iconomiqnes [etc.] sur les guerres contern-

poraires, Paris, 1869, p. 285 ff.

*" Jusqu'en 1498 les princes avaient fait la guerre pour conquerir des

territoires ; depuis lors on la fit pour etablir des agences commerciales"
(Voltaire).

^"Wars are exclusively the result of a utilitarian calculation"

(Ferrara, Nuova Antologia, 1866, p. 733).

^The war of the Cevennes, for example, under the guise of a religious

schism, hid a revolt of the Caniisnrds, or poor classes, against the

tyranny of property. In like manner, though at a very different epoch,

the revolution fomented in Ephesus by the manufacturers of Pagan
amulets, with a view to preventing the introduction of Christianity,

was certainly not actuated by any religious motives, but rather by a fear

lest the introduction of Christianity would work injury to the sale of

their amulets to the numerous visitors who frequented the temple of

the goddess.
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urged France into this conflict with her commercial neighbour

with a view to inheriting the latter's industrial prosperity. It

was the desire for commercial expansion that led to the

celebrated opium war between England and China, which was

terminated by the peace of Nankin and resulted in the opening

up of several Chinese ports to the Europeans.^ England's

anti-Jacobin war against revolutionary France was the result

of the anxiety experienced by the British aristocracy at the

successes of the Continental bourgeoisie. ^ And why, indeed,

are wars undertaken if not to conquer colonies which permit the

employment of fresh capital, to acquire commercial monopolies,

or to obtain the exclusive use of certain highways of commerce ?

The wage society cannot comprehend why a crusade should

have been undertaken to redeem the Holy Sepulchre, but it

would readily understand a movement in this direction if it

were a question of preserving the neutrality of the isthmus

of Suez.

Economic conditions not only exert their influence thus in

making wars more or less frequent and in modifying the ends

in view, but they also determine the military systems of

different epochs, the make-up of the armies, and even the

means of destruction. Thus no very profound knowledge of

military history is required to see that the economic conditions

surrounding feudalism necessarily resulted in the prevalence of

cavalry over infantry ; for the cavalry was composed exclusively

' II" one desires to be persuaded of the base cupidity which determined

this strange war one has only to read Justin McCarthy's interesting and
instructive work, A History of our Own Times, Tauchnitz ed., i., p. 127 ff.

* Carpi (Alcuiic coiisidcrazioni economiche sulle imposts, sul debilo pubblico,

ccc, Turin, 1850, pp. 108 9) mentions as striking examples of sacrifices

willingly made by capitalists for the State, those made by English

capitalists who aided the Government in pursuing the war against

Napoleon, and those m:\de by American capitalists who supported the

Kcpublic in its struggle with Mexico. Hut these wars were really

dictated by the self-interests of the capitalists and landed proprietors,

for even as the inlluence of the British aristocracy impelled lingiand to

her war against I-"rancc, so in like manner the necessity of extending

American capitaldrove the Union to war with its less powerful nciglibour.

(liryce, loc. cit., iii., p. 264).
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of the nobles, who were useless to production and yet always

ready to take to arms ; while the infantry, on the other hand,

could only be recruited from small proprietors and copy-holders.

But military service is the surest means of ruining small

proprietors, as it always results in their expropriation. Con-

tinued service thus led to the gradual destruction of the

infantry by drying up the source of its recruitment. Hence

the impossibility of maintaining a national infantry during the

feudal period. The States that needed foot-soldiers found

themselves, consequently, obliged to hire foreign mercenaries.

The nameless proletarian multitude, created by the wage
economy, possessing neither hearth nor home, constitutes,

however, a natural infantry contingent, and makes it possible

to accord the present high importance to this branch of the

service. It is also the existence of this proletarian class that

leads to the institution of permanent armies, whose ranks are

filled with a disinherited multitude which is only too glad to

obtain a bare means of livelihood in return for its military

services. It is evident, indeed, that the maintenance of a per-

manent army would be a financial impossibility if the soldiers

demanded for their military services anything beyond such

simple subsistence. The writers of a former epoch, more clear-

sighted than those of our day, did not fail to take account of

the interesting effect of the impoverishment of the people in

facilitating the establishment of the modern military system.

Thusatthebeginningof the last century Daniel Defoe wrote that

it was poverty which made men soldiers and drove them into

the army, and that the very difficulty of enrolling Englishmen
in the army went to prove that they lived in comparative
comfort.' Some ten years later an intelligent clergyman
remarked :

" The fleets and the armies of a State would soon
lack marines and soldiers if diligence and sobriety everywhere
prevailed, for what except misery could drive the lower classes

of society to incur all the horrors- of war?"^ Macaulay, in

his turn, saw proof of the sad condition of the English

working man in the fact that the State succeeded with so

^ Defoe, Giving Alms ho Charity, London, 1704, pp. 70-71.

'Townsend, Dissertation on the Poor Laws, London, 1786, p. 40.
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little difficulty in recruiting foot-soldiers, although the pay

only amounted to 4s. 8d. a week.^ And a hundred or more
other writers have authenticated this influence of the nascent

proletariat upon the formation of permanent armies.

Not only is a new military organisation thus effected through

the economic conditions surrounding the wage system, but

the art of strategy is also considerably modified thereby. As
a competent authority writes :

" The second stage of develop-

ment in the military art was not introduced by the invention

of gunpowder- -this only hastened its natural evolution—but

by the democratic transformation of society and the employ-

ment of infantry in mass ".2 The change from the disposition

of infantry in squares to its formation in columns was the

inevitable result of the necessity of mobilizing the immense
masses of men which the new economic regime added to the

army. In fact so numerous and important have the influ-

ences exerted by economic conditions upon the organisation of

armies become that they have now-a-days to be taken account

of by military tacticians, and not very long since Captain Max
Jahns, a Prussian staff-officer, explicitly recognised that "the
foundation of the military system is, in the first instance, the

economic condition of the people"."

Thf)ugh normally the consequence of economic causes,

war, in its turn, exercises a powerful counter-influence upon
economic conditions, and becomes an important factor in

their development. Warfare, in short, renders the contrasts

of an antiquated economic system more acute, and hastens its

inevitable decay. Thus the Thirty Years' War contributed very

powerfully to the economic development of Germany by hasten-

ing the dissolution of the feudal system and mstituting bour-

geois property. In more recent times, the victories of Napoleon

compelled Prussia to abolish the last vestiges of feudalism by
freeing the peasants, and half a century later the Crimean War
did the same for Russia. The process is not difficult to dis-

' Macaulay, History of Enp^land, ch. xix.

' Marsclli, La /rucrra c la sua storiti, iMilano, 1881. iii., p. 414.

'Iingcls, Duliriiigs Umwalzuujr th-r Wissenschaft. Lcipzii;, 1877, p. 14S.

Sec also Guerrini, La gucrra e lo stato socialc, Rome, 1892, p. 95 FF.
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cover. Wars of themselves cause a vast destruction of capital,

instruments of production and productive forces. Production

is accordingly retarded, and this emphasises the contradictions

of the declining social form. Besides, if the war is unsuccess-

ful its very results offer clear proof of a vitiated economic

system, and usually precipitate its downfall. ^ Economic con-

ditions thus give rise to war, and war, in its turn, substantially

modifies the economic system.

The influences that economic conditions exert upon politics

are exhibited in a still more pronounced manner in the con-

quest of one people by another. Economists have long re-

garded the expansion of conquering races as the result of an

exuberance of population ; but in reality the causes are deeper

and much more complex. In the first place, the excess of

population leading to conquest does not have to be an excess

relative to the production of food-stuffs as the Malthusian school

takes it ; for such an excess is inconceivable during the many
hundred years when free land existed in abundance, and con-

quest was nevertheless a fundamental institution of humanity.

If conquest be due to an augmentation of population, we must
understand this to mean an increase in the number of the un-

productive labourers ; for if on account of their numbers these

men are no longer able to acquire a sufficient share of national

wealth, they will naturally be inclined to provoke a war in order

to better their fortunes at the expense of foreign revenues.

^

And even though such an increase of the population does not

directly occasion conquest, economic motives usually conspire

to do so. In China, for example, commerce was the regular

' Tchernitchewski {Lettres sans adresse, Geneva, 1891, pp. 15, 25, etc.)

affirms that the Crimean War contributed powerfully to the abolition of

serfdom in Russia, because, in the eyes of public opinion, the cause of

defeat was the feudal system that prevailed in this great nation. It

seems to me, however, that, side by side with this purely psychological

reason, there runs an esonomic influence as well, inasmuch as the

destruction of capital during the war "rendered the limits opposed to

production by the serf system more apparent, and thus urged the

necessity of abolishing it,

2 Turner {History of the Anglo-Saxons, London, 1820, i., p. 478) develops

this point admirably.
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precursor of conquest, and invasions were instigated by the

necessity of opening up markets for Chinese products in

Central and Western Asia. The conquests of the Phoenicians

were in like manner inspired by the exigencies of trade, and

regularly followed their commercial peregrinations.

^

Conquest is also very likely to result if a different propor-

tion exist between the different kinds of revenue in contiguous

States. If one kind of revenue dominate economically and

politically in one country and another in another, the political

aggregation of the two countries might very well lead to the

ascendency of one of the locally subordinate revenues over the

whole. Important political consequences are apt to flow from

this condition of affairs ; for the hope of gaining absolute

dominion over so large an area naturally urges the locally

subordinated revenue - holders to work for aggregation that

promises supremacy. They will, therefore, be inclined to em-

ploy drastic means to accomplish their ends, even though their

actions offend the loftier principles of patriotism. In 1848, for

example, while land-rent predominated in Austria, and profits

prevailed in Prussia, Austrian capitalists, finding themselves

oppressed in their own country by rival revenue-holders, did

not hesitate to solicit the king of Prussia to dethrone the

German princes and conquer Austria, as they hoped by this

stroke to gain the ascendency over rent, and therewith secure

political power in the new State.'-

But the conditions prevailing in the conquering nation alone

do not of themselves suffice to explain the essentially bilateral

fact of concjuest; for in the realisation of this phenomenon the

military tendencies of one nation must meet with the political

inferiority of another, which thus acts as a contributory cause.

And just as the bellicose activity of conquering nations is, as

we have just seen, largely the result of economic causes, so in

like manner is the political inferiority of the nations destined to

servitude the outcome of their lower economic condition. The
conquest is thus due to the fact that the revenues of the politi-

cally inferior country are in their infancy, or have reached a

' Gumplowicz, Der Rassenkamf>f, 1883, pp. 319-20, 330.

* Mario, loc. cit., i., p. 407.
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stage of decline, while the revenues of the conquering State

(and especially if it be a neighbouring State) are in their

ascendency. When the economic inferiority of a nation is

due to the immaturity of its capitalistic development, it is

likely to pass under the commercial subjectit>n of some more

powerful State. But when the inferiority is occasioned by the

decrepitude of its capitalistic system, the weaker State usually

becomes a prey to the stronger. In the former case we have

the colony, the protectorate, or some other form of subjection

;

and only in the latter case do we find real conquest.

Numerous examples go to show that this immaturity of the

capitalistic system renders a nation an easy prey to political

organisms that have reached a maturer stage. Thus the

nascent revenues of young America developed a puny economic

system at first, and the country was consequently given over to

the domination of the English, who exploited it without scruple

until American revenues reached their maturity and broke away

from the tutelage and exactions of the mother country. The

insufficient development of the capitalistic revenues of Portugal

in the eighteenth century led in like manner to a form of

economic dependence upon England that was almost colonial in

its character, and this lasted until the progressive augmentation

of Portuguese national wealth made it possible for Pombal to

free his country from the British yoke.^ Almost at the same

time a falling off in their incomes induced the Swedish nobles

to sell themselves, some to France and others to Russia.

Hence their historical division into two hostile parties, the Hats

and the Caps, the former adopting a pro- French policy when-

ever they were victorious, and the latter following a Russian

lead whenever they triumphed ; hence, also, the succession of

wars that Sweden was obliged to undertake, sometimes in the

interest of one of their foreign masters and sometimes in the

interest of the other. '^

' Onckcn, Zeitaltcr Friedrich's des Gros'sen, Berlin, 1882, ii., p. 352.

^Lemoine, Abrege de Vhistoire du Suede, Paris, 1844, ii., p. 240 ff.

Later on when France and Russia were united under the genius of

Napoleon, they compelled Sweden to adhere to the continental blockade,

and when the King of Sweden refused to comply he was deposed and

replaced by Charles XIJI. (loc. cit., p. 345),
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But a much more important relation—one in which we
see still more clearly that political subjection springs from

economic inferiority— is the protectorate of creditor over debtor

countries. When a country which has contracted a debt is

unable, on account of the slenderness of its income, to offer

sufficient guarantee for the punctual payment of interest, what

happens ? Sometimes an out and out conquest of the debtor

country follows. Thus France's attempted conquest of Mexico

during the second empire was undertaken solely with the view

of guaranteeing the interest of French citizens holding Mexican

securities. But more frequently the insufficient guarantee of

an international loan gives rise to the appointment of a financial

commission by the creditor countries in order to protect their

rights and guard the fate of their invested capital. The

appointment of such a commission usually amounts, in the

end, however, to a veritable conquest. We have examples

of this in Egypt, which has to all practical purposes become

a British province, and in Tunis, which has in like manner

become a dependency of France, who supplied the greater part

of the loan.^ The Egyptian revolt against the foreign domination

resulting from the debt came to nothing, as it met with in-

vincible opposition from capitalistic combinations, and Tel-

el- Kebir's success, bought with money, was the most brilliant

victory wealth has ever obtained on the field of battle.

No less numerous are the examples going to show that the

decrepitude of a nation's capitalistic system lays it open to

invasion by all other peoples whose affairs are in a more
flourishing condition. Thus it was the declining state of

Imperial finances that occasioned Rome's economic and

political weakness, and placed all Italy at the mercy of the

invading tribes whose increasing revenues gave them an

immense superiority over the Latin races. The cruel fate

reserved for all nations on a declining stage of economic

evolution, and surrounded by other nations in the ascendent

phase of their development, is written in indelible lines in the

history of Britain Ireland and Poland. Britain became an

'Adams, Vuhlic Diht%, pp. 29 35.

l8
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easy prey to the Anglo-Saxons on account of the state of

anarchy resulting from economic disassociation v,'hich divided

the nation up among a number of petty tyrants and tribal

chiefs. 1 This result was effected in a still more striking

manner in Ireland. The clan system, leaving the nation

disassociated and anarchic, continued to persist in Ireland long

after it had been replaced in England by an economic system

which made for association among producers. The multitude

of restraints that limited the productivity of labour, and the

existence of an economic system which rendered association

impossible, led Irish producers to become involved in a series

of intestine broils which caused their all too insufficient

revenues to decline. The economic anarchy resulting from

these continual conflicts between the chiefs of rival clans, and

the consequent disorganisation of the primitive communistic

economy, constituted the real cause of the political anarchy

which reduced green Erin to a state of impotency and placed

her in the terrible clutches of her English neighbour. ^ The
same thing was true of Poland. There the continued decline

in production, due to the progressive exacerbation of feudal

relations, urged landed proprietors to resort to exactions and

usurpation, hoping by these means to acquire an income which

economic enterprise no longer assured. In order to wrest

booty from one another, the Polish lords then gave themselves

over to fratricidal struggles, and began to practise pitiless

extortion upon their serfs. When the gains from such

intestine conflicts began to fall off, the Polish lords were

seized with a wild desire for conquest, and overran the

neighbouring territory, bent upon procuring at any price that

increase of income which neither production nor internal

warfare had proved competent to provide. At the time when
the feudal revenues of Poland were thus becoming reduced

to so miserable a state, the nations of central and eastern

Europe were developing thp wage system and had already

succeeded in substituting an improved economic organisation

' Turner, loc. cit., i., pp. 233, 249. " Tota insula, diversis regibus divisa,

subjacuit," said one of the chroniclers of this period, ibid., p. 304.

^ Meyer and Ardant, La question agraire, 1883, p. 133 ff.
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for the older condition of anarchy. This diversity in the

economic systems of the countries in question resulted in

considerable political variation as well. In Sweden and

Denmark the ruin of the feudal system effected a breach in

the power of the nobility and substituted a strong hereditary

monarchy for the older elective monarchy, under cover of

which the nobles had really exercised full sway. In Poland,

however, the continuance of feudal revenues established the

elective principle, and this meant an impotent monarchy, the

arbitrary government of a few lords, and unrestrained political

anarchy. 1 It was but natural, therefore, that a constitution

of this kind, resulting from the declining state of the revenues,

should have renderetl Poland powerless before her neighbours,

who had already attained a higher political and economic

position. Moreover, the very extortion to which the Polish

peasants were subjected broke down all sentiment of solidarity

between them and their lords, and made them the natural

allies of the foreign invaders whose serfs enjoyed a more fortu-

nate lot. There is therefore no reason to be surprised that

Poland fell so easy a prey before her more powerful neighbours.

These facts would seem sufficient to expose the error under

which those are labouring who set the phenomenon of conquest

in opposition to the economic theory of politics. These writers

emphasise the superficial fact that men who are not proprietors

(the invaders) possess themselves of the lands and chattels of

the vanquished, and, without going further, conclude from this

that it is political force which gives rise to property relations

But in making this assertion they fail to note that before the

conquest occurred the invaders were unproductive labourers

who participated in the revenues of their own country, and

that their victory was only possible because of the superiority

of these revenues over those of the vanquished nation. The

conquest cannot, therefore, be regarded as a triiunph of force

over revenue, but must rather be looked upon as the victory of

one kind of revenue over another inferior form.'-

' Onckcn, \oc. cil., p. 436 (T. Meyer and ArJant, loc. cit., ch. vi.

'-' Even in Tacitus the distinctioii between tlic people qui rr/^/zdM/iz/'and

those qui tion ngnautur is traced back to the system of landed property,
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We do not wish to deny that political conquest may some-

times effect a change in the economic structure of society, but

we do affirm that the result is not directly due to conquest

itself, but is rather derived from the fact that conquest is apt

to modify the organic conditions of the economic system. It

is of course true that conquest may determine a change in the

personality of the property-holders, either from the fact that

the invaders appropriate the lands of the vanquished (as did

the barbarians in Italy, the Normans in England, and the

English in Ireland), or from the fact that the conquering

nation may impose a tribute upon the vanquished people.

This point is so clear that it is not necessary to insist upon it

any further. Suffice it to remark that economic subjection

weighs far more heavily upon a vanquished people than simple

political conquest. This is why Ireland, quivering with rage

ever since she was brought into economic subjection by Eng-

land, still fosters a bitter resentment which no concessions of

political autonomy can lessen in the least ; and why Alsace and
Lorraine, on the other hand, which were only conquered politi-

cally by France, so soon became loyal.

It is only when conquest operates against the very founda-

tions of the economic system, and alters the appropriation of

the soil, that it effects a real transformation of economic con-

ditions and engenders a social revolution. It is necessary,

however, at this point to establish a distinction : conquest may
result either in the superposition of one people over another,

i.e., to economic conditions. After all we have said it is easy to see how
far removed we stand from the theory of Gumplowicz, who looks upon
history and the make-up of nations as the product of international con-
flicts, without remarking that nations must exist before they can con-
tend with one another, and must consequently possess an economic
and political organisation, which, existing before the conflict, cannot
possibly be the product thereof. As a matter of fact, the process is

reversed, inasmuch as it is the internal conditions of each of the social
groups which regulate and determine the relations between the different

groups themselves. This apparently simple observation has escaped the
attention of both Spencer and Molinari, who also explain the social con-
stitution of the different nations as the result of the international rela-

tions of war and conquest.
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or in the siibstitufioti of one people for another. In the former

case, conquest results in an augmentation of population, and

this, in turn, necessitates an improvement in the methods of

production. The retention of the older economic system

—

cither of the conquering or of the vanquished people—is thus

rendered impossible. Under such conditions, conquest not

only results in a change in the personality of the proprietors,

but also effects an economic revolution by reason of the result-

ing increase of population on a limited territory. But in case

a victorious race simply takes the place of a vanquished people

—who are either exterminated or driven out—the conquest

results in no augmentation of population, and it is, therefore,

unnecessary to introduce a new economic system, as that of

the vanquished people may perfectly well be retained. Finally,

when conquest occasions a diminution in the population of

the conquered country, it makes for retrogression in existing

economic conditions. It is evident, therefore, that the political

fact of conquest which is itself the product of economic causes

has no direct effect upon modifying the economic system. It

only succeeds in effecting this result indirectly, in so far as it

alters the relation between population and production upon
which the existing economic system is based. In short, just

as war gives occasion to new economic forms by destroying the

means of production and accentuating the unproductiveness of

the declining economic system, so conquest also brings about a

like result by causing an increase of population. War, in other

words, lessens the resistance offered by the economic system
to be destroyed ; conquest adds the necessary impulse to effect

the change. Both operate upon the cause of economic evolu-

tion, namely, the contrast between the increase of population

and the limits imposed upon production by the existing economic
system ; but war affects the latter term of the contrast, and
conquest the former.

And as every economic change involves a corresponding

political change, whenever conquest modifies economic con-

ditions, it occasions ipso facto a radical modification in politics

and law. But all the alterations that national law undergoes
when brought under foreign domination are not to be explained
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by the simple fact of conquest. They are rather the result of

the transformation which conquest effects in the economic

conditions of the vanquished country by superimposing a new
population upon the old. This is so true, that when conquest

occasions no profound modification in economic conditions it

determines likewise no great legal or political change. Thus

the phenomena succeed one another as follows : economic

conditions lead to conquest, conquest, in the majority of cases,

modifies existing economic relations, and the modification of

these relations, in its turn, engenders a corresponding trans-

formation in the political institutions of the conquered

country.

History offers the clearest proof of the truth of these as-

sertions. The barbarians who effected their inroads into Italy

at the time when Rome was sinking into decline, superimposed

themselves upon the vanquished provincials. The resulting

increase of population rendered Roman and German slavery un-

profitable and necessitated the substitution of a more productive

system. The economic institutions of the new State and the

political institutions resulting therefrom both presented, there-

fore, a marked contrast with the older Roman and German
constitutions. The same was true of the Norman conquest of

England, which brought forth institutions differing from those

of the earlier Normans ; and of the Norman conquest of Sicily,

which occasioned a complete transition from slavery to serfdom.

On the other hand, the English conquest of India adding but

slightly to the population of the country, left economic conditions

unaltered and exerted but little influence upon the political and
judicial systems. It is not surprising therefore that the contact

of British civilisation has not yet resulted in detaching the

<4reat Asiatic peninsula from the sway of its legendary law.

If finally we wish to note the effects of a diminution in the

population of the vanquished country we have only to follow

the course of events in Spain down to the seventeenth century.

In the sterile northern provinces the Christians lived in wretched

penury, burdened with a constant excess of population ; while in

the fertile provinces of the south, the Moors had their granaries

filled to overflowing with food-stufl^s and enjoyed a brilliant era of
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prosperity. Hunger, as Liebig remarked, ^ urged the Christians

to attack the Moors and inspired them with an heroic bravery

that confounded the infidels and drove them from the peninsula.

Then the Christians established themselves in the provinces

abandoned by the Moors. But as the new population was less

dense than the old it was no longer necessary to resort to the

energetic productive methods which, under the Moorish regintc,

attained such wonderful perfection. The marvellous irrigation

works that the Moors had built were accordingly either

abandoned or destroyed, production retrograded, and wasteful

cultivation finally ended in exhausting the formerly fertile soils

of Spain. Now what caused all this if not the diminution of

population which effected a corresponding retrogression in

productive methods and consequently in the economic and
political constitution of the new State? In Ireland, likewise,

the English conquest led to depopulation and determined a

decline in production, bringing with it the destruction of a great

number of industries, the ruin of agriculture, and the decay of

political life. Thus not only is conquest itself the product

of economic causes but the phenomena consequential upon

conquest and the political regime derived therefrom are also

determined according to the different economic conditions that

concjucst entails.

Nor does capitalistic revenue reach the limits of its influence

in thus contracting and breaking alliances, in making wars, in

effecting conquests, and in working all the political wonders

the common mind usually attributes to the will of an absolute

monarch.

Those who are imbued with the idea upon which the present

studies rest, namely, that economic revenue is the basis of

political power, will find themselves forced to conclude that

political revolutions are likewise economic at heart, and that

consequently the majority of them are inspired by the revenue-

holders themselves. Thus those wiio are excluded from

property either keep out of the struggle entirely or fight for

' Lichij», Die Chcmic in ihrcr Aiiwcndii)i<r ant Af^rikultur tiud Physioloiiic,

Braunschwtin, 1802 i., p. 196. Sec also Engcis, Difliring's Utnwdhung
der WissiHschuft, p. 256.
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the proprietors through ignorance of the ends in view. This

truth (of which we shall speak more at length in the following

chapter) finds its most striking demonstration in the great

political fact of our age, namely, the process of political

aggregation, or, in other words, the formation of national

States. When we reflect upon the grand revolution from
which Italy emerged a united State, we ask ourselves with

astonishment why it was that this country attained its inde-

pendence and national unity so much later than all the others.

Far from the Italian revolution being without analogy with

those that gave birth to the other nations of Europe, it was,

really, but the last episode in a succession of glorious struggles

for national unity. The political conditions that agitated Italy

for forty years were but the last phase of a state of affairs

common to all the States of Europe, as long as the feudal

system dismembered the nations in a number of warring
principalities. In the other European States political dis-

aggregation gave place to centralised government, which was
formed and consolidated between the thirteenth and fifteenth

centuries. But in Italy disaggregation continued down to the
present day. And why this difference ? In France, England,
and a number of other countries, the feudal system was
replaced by a centralised government through the peculiar

activity of the capitalists who found themselves compelled to

reinforce the political authority of the monarch in order to
contend successfully with the landed proprietors. Hence we
read of French and English towns supporting royal authority
by every means in their power, and aiding the monarch to free

himself from the control of the feudal lords. And besides this

necessity of centralising the sovereign power in order to carry
on its struggle with landed property, capital likewise needed
centralisation in order to employ its best energies in breaking
down the provincial, feudal and communal barriers opposed
to its expansion. These obstacles were the inevitable outcome
of political disaggregation, and as" accumulation progressed
they ultimately became intolerable. Consequently, the very
development of capitalistic wealth worked toward the national
unification of these countries.
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In Italy, however, certain historical circumstances prevented

the perfect reproduction of these phenomena. For a number
of reasons, the most important being the lack of centralisation

and the more rapid development of personal capital,' feudal

property never attained the dominant power in Italy it else-

where secured ; while, on the other hand, the increasing power
of the towns overthrew feudalism on the field of battle and
thereby assured the bourgeoisie their political superiority.

The Italian bourgeoisie was thus in a position to hold its own
against feudal property without resorting to the institution of

a centralised authority. In France and England the towns
looked to royal authority for support and, in their turn, lent

the monarch their assistance ; but in Italy, the aid of the

central government was never required by the bourgeoisie. It

was, on the contrary, the feudal classes which there rallied

around the Emperor, while the bourgeoisie preferred to range

themselves under the spiritual and transitory authority of the

Pope whenever they found it necessary to have recourse to

some central power in their struggle with the fiefs. As a

result, the bourgeois class, which, in other countries, exercised

so powerful a unifying infiuence, contributed in Italy to

perpetuate the existing political disaggregation. Moreover
capital, though it appeared earlier in Italy than elsewhere,

failed for a long time to attain the same vigorous development

as in other countries. Like a precocious plant it remained

stunted in its growth for a considerable period. On reaching

its mature stage, and finding the obstacles presented by

political disaggregation no longer consistent with its growth,

capital in England and France broke down these barriers in

order to unify the State. But at this time Italian capital was
weak and but slightly developed, and it chose accordingly to

put up with the obstacles that confronted it and adapt itself

to the resulting state of political disaggicgution. Nevertheless,

Italian capital finally attained a degree of development that

rendered the difficulties arising from political disaggregation no
longer supportable, and national unity then became an essential

' Miaskowski, Da% Urbrccht, i,, p. 121,
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condition to the very life of property. Then at last capital

made its final effort to overcome the obstacles that stood in

the way of its development and do away with the political

disassociation that lay at the root of the difficulty. ^ There

can be no doubt, therefore, that this capitalistic movement

added enormously to the success of the revolution which ended

so gloriously in the unification of Italy.-

1 Italian national unity was necessitated by organic economic conditions,

and the inherent necessity of the case was well recognised by the great

statesman instrumental in bringing it about. With marvellous intuition

he perceived the dependence of the political factors upon the economic

situation, and expressed himself in this regard as follows :
" We proclaim

with assurance that Italy's political resurrection, now being celebrated

with brotherly enthusiasm in Romagna, Tuscany and Piedmont, con-

stitutes an indubitable sign of a new era in the industry and commerce

of our country". For this reason "let us accord as hearty co-operation

as we can in doing away with all kinds of internal customs and cementing

the economic unity of the peninsula " (Cavour, " Influenza delle Riforme

sulle condizioni economiche dell' Italia," in the Rhorgimcnto of 15th

December, 1848). See also a remarkable passage in the Saggi di econom'ta,

of Ferrara, 1890, p. 168.

^"C'etait sur le terrain des affaires que les Italiens de 1845 voulaient

porter la lutte. La revolution italienne devait desormais se faire la main

dans la poche. Suivant Petitti, les chemins de fer devaient amener la

suppression de toutes les frontieres ; suivant Cavour le groupement de

tous les intcrets, Tassociation des capitaux aurait bientot dicte la loi a

toutes les monarchies " (Costa de Beauregard, Les daniicrcs onnecs du roi

Charles Albert, Paris, 1870, pp. 13, 39, etc.). It was not by chance that

Cobden was made so much of in Italy, but with political intent ; because

cveiy one recognised that economic reforms were the basis of political

reforms (ibid.). The origin of the war between Piedmont and Austria

was economic in character, as it was the customs duties that Austria

levied upon Piedmontese wines that led to the war of 1848.

In several Italian States the insurrection was also the result of a

reaction on the part of the bourgeoisie against a form of government

I hat oppressed them ; such, for example, was the case in the Kingdom of

Naples and in Lombardy. Of themselves such reactions would, however,

only have, led to the institution of a more liberal form of government,

and not to the union of the different parts of Italy into a single State.

This unification could only have resulted from the peculiar advantages it

assured to Italian capital.

But however definite the advantage that Italian unity accorded to

capital, immediate injury, nevertheless, resulted therefrom in the form of
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The long delay in realising German national unity was like-

wise due to economic causes. Feudal property, which was all-

powerful in Germany, succeeded in reducing the normal con-

flict between feudalism and the towns to very small proportions,

and made it impossible for political unity to result therefrom.

Capital, moreover, appeared later in Germany than in the other

countries of Europe, and, being overbalanced by the preponder-

ance of landed property, it failed for a long time to acquire

sufficient energy to overcome the obstacles of political disag-

gregation. The conditions of Germany and Italy thus present

a strange contrast. In Italy the weakness of the feudal class

and the precocity of capital produced the same results as were

in Germany derived from the predominance of the feudal lords

and the tardy growth of capital. Nevertheless, the progressive

development of capital in Germany, though retarded by multi-

farious factors, still kept steadily on, and finally rendered the

old economic and political divisions intolerable. Then followed

the heroic period of German national unification. The essen-

tially economic character of this great national movement is

shown very clearly from the fact that it was inaugurated by

the successful institution of the German customs- union or

Zollverein, effected between 1828 and 1851. This league was

formed with the definite purpose of breaking down the then

existing barriers which limited the free development of capital

between the several German States. The ZoUverein was thus

the first and imperfect expedient resorted to by capital, whose

national demands could only find ultimate satisfaction in the

political unification of Germany.^

Turning our attention, finally, to another country very dif-

ferent in character and far distant from those we have thus far

spoken of, namely. North America, we find that there again

political union followed as the result of commercial and capita-

personal sacrifice and territorial devastation. It is, therefore, no matter

of surprise that the Bmirsr, which only considers the present moment
without looking forward into the future, should have responded

unfavourahly to the movement We know, in fact, that the Italian

Bourse declined with every success of the national cause (Piccinelli,

Valori pithlici, Milan, 1890, pp. 2(»5-7).

' Roschcr, System, iv., p. 41(5 ff.
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listic exigencies. The earliest form of American union was

anarchic to the point of producing almost complete political

disaggregation and seriously prejudicial to commerce. It was

the desire shared by all to check this process of disaggregation

that led the States in 1786 to send delegates to the convention

at Annapolis. This convention had no other end in view than

to regulate commerce, but it really laid the foundations of

American political union ; for this was found to be the only

means of putting an end to the existing commercial anarchy.

Proof of this is found in the fact that the first advantage the

Americans took of their political unification was to confide to

Congress the power, heretofore exercised by the several States,

of regulating interstate and foreign commerce. As an American

writer has expressed it :
" It is not a little remarkable that the

suggestion which finally led to the relief, without which as a

nation we must soon have perished, strongly supports the

philosophical maxim of modern times, that of all the agencies

of civilisation and progress commerce is the most efficient.

What our deranged finances, our discreditable failure to pay

our debts, and the sufi'erings of our soldiers could not force

the several States to attempt, was brought about by. a desire to

be released from the evils of an unregulated and burdensome

commercial intercourse." ^

Thus, always and everywhere, the capitalistic economy at a

certain stage in its development, emphasises its demands for

association, and the various fragments of the nation are forth-

with welded together into a compact unity. Later on in its

development capital finds even national limitations irksome,

and endeavours to fuse these national unities, which it has

succeeded in creating, into a colourless mass of cosniopolitanism.

In the first half of this century Benjamin Constant wrote:

" Expatriation, which was a form of punishment among the

ancients, is a simple enough matter now-a-days, and instead of

being distressing, is often enough agreeable. What we love in

our country is the security of our possessions, the possibility of

repose or peaceful activity, glory and a thousand other kinds

1 Judge Miller, quoted by Brycc, loc. cit., i., p. 25. See also the work

of Ugo Rabbeno, Protcz'wnismo americano, Milan, 1893, pp. 131-32.
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of contentment. The word country recalls to our minds the

collection of our belongings, rather than any topographic idea

of any particular land. If our possessions be taken from us at

home, we go and seek our fortunes elsewhere."^ In our day
it has gone still further. On all sides we note a tendency to

belittle the cause of patriotism, and relegate it to the lumber
room of psychological curios. Herbert Spencer has already

characterised it as a prejudice, and while, on one side of the

ocean, America is dreaming of Pan-American confederation, on
the other side, generous and sanguine hopes are held out for

the creation of the United States of Europe.

Objections will doubtless be offered to these explanations of

ours, which make economic influences determine things that

sentiment attributes to the purest and most lofty virtues.

Nevertheless, if we examine the hidden mysteries of the social

mechanism we shall, I think, be forced to admit that the senti-

mental element surrounding all great social revolutions is after

all but an illusion. A necessary illusion, however, without wliich

great events could never occur. Social evolution is, no doubt,

governed by a law of inflexible logic, but the law can only be

realised through the action of human beings, and such action

does not follow directly from abstract logic or proceed fiom a

cold idea ; it must be impelled by burning sentiment and
ardent passion. The idea can only be realised by appealing to

the heart, or, in other words, by assuming a guise that renders

it attractive. Even though there be, as Ihering says, a plane-

tary system in the moral world whose rules are as absolute

as cosmic laws, it is still necessary that, corresponding to the

real cosmic system, there be an apparent system which
consciousness can grasp and in whose name heroic and dis-

interested acts may be performed ; for such acts would never

be undertaken if we were able to penetrate into the mysteries

of nature and follow the hidden tendencies of social evolution.

Even the authors of a social revolution are unaware of its

underlying principles. They pei'ceive but a mirage which
reflects the movement in the high ideals of liberty and justice.

' H. Constant, Cours de politique constitutionelle, Paris edition, 1861, ii.,

pp. 251 55.
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They fight, they conquer and they die in the name of this

ideal, and the illusion held forth that the laws of history may

be worked out, only fades away after the revolution has been

accomplished, and the law of development is fully realised ; for

then there is no longer any danger lest the egoistic character

of the revolution should prevent or retard its realisation.

Thus after the Italian Revolution was thoroughly effected,

the secrets that actuated it were gradually revealed, and history

began its analysis The idea then slowly permeated into the

national consciousness that the Italian Revolution was an essen-

tially bourgeois movement, actuated in the unconscious interests

of the capitalist class. We may recall the words of Vico :
" The

Roman monarchy was aristocratic, and the liberty that Brutus

established was by no means popular liberty—the liberty of

the people over the great—but simply seigneurial liberty,

i.e., the liberty of the great over the tyrants. When we

reflect upon the oath taken (according to Aristotle) by the

heroes to be the eternal enemies of the people, and when we
ask ourselves what real service Curtius, Decius and Frabricius

rendered the unhappy Roman populace, we are forced to admit

that they only added to the existing misery by plunging the

people into wars and sinking them in the ocean of usury."

Vico spoke these words of the Roman Revolution, but, ad-

dressing ourselves to the Italian Revolution, we can equally

well say of it : Mutato nomine de te fahula narratur.^

1 " We have accomplished a Revolution which has to a large extent

been carried out by the intellij^ent bourgeoisie, disinterested, liberty-

loving and willing to sacrifice everything for their freedom. The con-

ditions were such that the people could not take part in the Revolution,

and for this reason they had to be forcibly carried along by us. As a

result we had to work alone, and establish a regime of liberty for Italy by

ourselves. Thus, though wishing to do right to all, we found ourselves

confined, without our wishing it or even knowing it, within the limits of

a small circle ; and we have now almost come to believe that our little

sphere represents the entire world, forgetting that beyond our limited

group there is another class whose numbers are large, and for whom
Italy has never cared. It is time now she began to give these a thought "

(Villari, Speech before the Chamber of Deputies, 30th May, 1875). See also

Sonnino, / contadini in Sicilia, p. 463. Turiello, Governo e governati in

Italia, 1886, i., p. 138. Mouhier [Notizie storichc sitl brigantaggio, Florence,
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This truth, which to some may seem too hard, does not really

pluck a single leaf from the sacred laurels of the Italian Revolu-

tionists. Nor does it remove a single stone from the monu-

ment of respectful admiration that the nation owes to its

martyrs and redeemers. Instead of belittling the victory

won, this concept ought rather to inspire us for the changes

yet to come. Indeed, the moment it became clear that these

national revolutions were essentially bourgeois in character,

1872, pp. 36 8, 104-6) tells us :
" In 1860, when they were clamouring for

the constitution, the partisans of the Bourbons explained to the lower

classes that the constitution was but the outcome of the violences of

the bourgeoisie, who hoped to gain possession of monarchical power in

order to increase the burdens on tlie people and wreak vengeance on the

poor for their long suffering'-, and again, "it was the bourgeoisie who
assured the success of the liberating army ". A French brochure, pub-

lished in 1863, also speaUs, with a slight touch of irony, "of this bour-

geoisie, by whom and for whom the Italian Revolution was begun and

fought out ". It is a very remarkable fact—and Ugo Foscolo deplored it

with his usual eloquence—that during the French Revolution the Italian

people constantly took sides with Austria against the armies of the

Republic; while the Italian bourgeoisie, on the contrary, everywhere

fraternised with the Republicans (Quinet). And even in the recent

struggle for Italian independence, the people remained indifferent or

actually hostile to the national armies, and at times—sad to relate

—

secretly desired the victory of the foreigner. The brutishness of the

poorer classes certainly contributed largely to bring about this state of

affairs—and this we do not deny—and still more the fact, so often

remarked, that patriotism is a sentiment unknown to the masses who

are excluded from the possession of property. " I made my first ex-

perience," Garibaldi remarked in this connection, " with the slight

sympathy the country people feel for the national cause, cither because

they are priest ridden or because they arc usually inimical to their lords,

who for the most part were compelled to emigrate with the invasion,

leaving their peasants thus to enrich themselves at their expense

"

(Garibaldi, Mcmorie, p. 201). In the Neapolitan Revolution of 1799 almost

all those politically condemned were the rich and the unproductive

labourers. So likewise in the Italian Revolution the proportion was

about the same. Of 1159 revolutionists, there were 50 labourers and 44

peasants ; 49 were landed proprietors and 256 practised liberal professions

(Lombroso, // dcUtto politico, 1890, p 244). In the south some of the more

miserable classes lent their support to the national Revolution, but this

was only because the bourgeoisie encouraged the hope among them that

the new Government would divide the demesne lands among the poor.
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bringing but trifling advantage to the people, tiie idea was

bound to take possession of the popular mind that the changes

effected under the auspices and in the interests of the bour-

geoisie must be followed up by transformations of a purely

popular character elevating the degraded condition of the most

numerous classes of society. This revelation does not tarnish

the glory of those who fought for past ideals, but only

destroys the reality of the ideals themselves. And of itself the

revelation has created a new and still more glorious ideal that

is even now being blazoned upon a standard round which

future generations will rally. Had the ideal of the bourgeois

revolution represented a reality, and had this revolution really

established the reign of universal justice, social evolution would

therewith have come to an end. It is, indeed, in pointing out

the divergence between the ideals proposed by this revolution

and the facts that it accomplished, that science justifies and

proclaims the necessity of a further transformation, which will

surely add new pages to the history of heroism and sacrifice,

and point out the path the human race must follow toward still

further progress.



CHAPTER IV.

REVOLUTIONS OF REVENUE AND SOVEREIGNTY.

Economic revenue stands in the same relation to political

power as a principal to his agent, or as a workman to his tool.

It often happens that the agent is dismissed or the tool thrown
aside, either because they no longer satisfactorily fulfil the

functions demanded of them, or because the requirements of

the principal or of the workman have changed. In the same
way it may come to pass that the existing political power is

overthrown and replaced by a different form of government,

either because the governing authorities fail to properly respond

to the demands of the proprietors, or because the constitution

of the owning class has undergone a change. In other words,

political revolutions may occur for reasons intrinsic in the

powers that be, or for causes inherent in the capitalistic

revenues that constitute the basis of power.

Political revolutions of the former order are of minor
importance. They occur whenever the constituted authorities

turn against the class whose interests they are supposed to

represent. We have already had occasion to recall several

examples of reactions of this sort in speaking of the fate that

property reserves for reformers who threaten its power; and
we might mention a number of others still more remarkable.

Thus, " it was an excessive increase of taxation that provoked
the reaction of the barons at Runnymede ; unless taxes had
been exorbitant, Charles I. would never have been put to

death; the extortions of the exchequer, under Charles II.,

added to the unpopularity of the Stuarts, and it was the
exactions of James 11., and the suspicion that he was making
up his income out of packages secretly sent him by Catholic
I-iancc, that hastened the Revolution of 1688 ".i

' Bu.\tnn, loi\ ( ./., l^refacc, viii.

(289) 19
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Before proceeding further, we should also remark, that the

fact that political revolutions are exclusively the work of the

proprietary classes explains why it is that there seems to be

no coincidence between times of scarcity and revolutionary

periods. An eminent authority ^ has brought up this fact in

opposition to our contention, but, as a matter of fact, it is

a perfectly logical corollary of the main proposition ; for in

affirming that political revolutions emanate exclusively from

the proprietary class we imply that they are removed from

all influences of a rise in the price of food-stuffs, which only

affect the poor and disinherited classes. Temporary periods

of scarcity may, indeed, produce popular discontent or lead to

passing sedition.^ More frequently, however, famines render

the people inert and paralyse their energies, making it all the

easier for the proprietors to control them. On the other hand,

as Villani has said, "tranquil ease engenders (among the

people) a spirit of arrogance and a desire for the new ". But

we know of no case where temporary famine has produced a

real political revolution, for this is a phenomenon peculiar to

property. If the dearth continue, very different effects may,

indeed, result ; for permanent scarcity betrays th^ decline of

the prevailing capitalistic regime, and may thus be regarded, if

not as the real cause, at least as the presentiment of an

approaching decomposition of the existing political system.

But leaving aside this really exceptional case of the con-

stituted authorities turning against the revenues which they

represent, we find ourselves before the much more important

phenomenon of a change occurring in political power through

a transformation in the revenues themselves. This trans-

formation may be of two kinds : it may either proceed from an

alteration in the relative force of the different kinds of revenue,

or it may be the result of a modification in the organic

structure of the property system itself. We already know

1 Lombroso, loc. cit,, p. 88 ; and Rossi, II fattore economico ttei nioti

rivoluzionari (Archivis di Psichiatria, ix., fasc. i.).

^There can be no doubt that such temporary periods of dearth do not

cause popular movements. .This is clear from what has been said above

on the influence of indirect taxes in provoking seditions.
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that different divisions of the revenues into their several

sub-species result in different forms of political power; that

the government is monarchic, or aristocratic when a single

kind of revenue prevails which is divided among a large number
or concentrated in the hands of the few ; and democratic when
two kinds of revenue are struggling for political power with

about equal force. Now it follows naturally from this that

any change in the distribution of the revenues must effect a

corresponding revolution in political power, which passes,

accordingly, from the monarchic to the aristocratic, to the

democratic form, or vice versa, as the case may be. Partial

political revolutions of this kind may occur at any time

without effecting any change in the existing capitalistic system.

They are simply the result of alterations in the apportionment

of the revenues among their sub-species, rent, profits, interest,

etc. Thus all the revolutions that occurred in the Greek

cities, of which Aristotle and other writers of antiquity made
so much, those incessant movements which transferred

political power from the optimates to the people, and from

capitalists to unproductive labourers or the reverse, were but

the natural consequence of an alteration in the relative

preponderance of the different parts of the revenue, whose

main structure still rested upon the permanent foundation of

slavery.' Such was also the nature of the ceaseless conflict

that occurred in the Italian cities during the middle ages. And
at the present time similar political contests establish a form

of government one day which may be abolished or modified on

the morrow.

Political transformations of this kind derived from a quan-

titative alteration in the different divisions of the revenue,

despite their great frequency, are, nevertheless, of but limited

importance ; for they are all effected on the basis of a

substantially invariable economic foundation, and cannot,

consequently, occasion any essential change in the political

constitution. The transformations resulting from organic

' Cf. Brugi, Le cauie economiche della riforma delta coslituziu/u ulrutese

itcondo AristuUU (Vol., per le onoranxe a F. Scrafini, Florence, I892j.
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alterations m economic structure present very different and

much more important characteristics. We are ah-eady aware

that each successive form of capitalistic revenue tends inevitably

to decline, and that out of the dissolution of the old a new
form of revenue appears with its corresponding economic

organisation. Now a change in the form of economic revenue

necessarily engenders a revolution in political power. Thus
economic revolution is bound to result in political revolution.

The researches we are here pursuing bring to light a very

remarkable fact, namely, that all variations in the revenues,

however produced, always tend to increase political power and

render its exercise more authoritative. On the one hand, any

augmentation in the revenues increases the power of the

revenue-holding class ; and, on the other hand, any diminution

in the revenues increases the tendency among the proprietary

classes to compensate themselves for the pecuniary loss by

exploiting political power to their personal advantage. Thus
in Germany, the efforts of the feudal lords to acquire jurisdic-

tion over their subjects became greater in proportion as the

revenues from their estates diminished. ^ Such was also the

case in France ; the more feudal regulations hampe'red produc-

tion, and the more the reaction of the peasants and artisans

limited feudal revenues, so much the more were the feudal

lords inclined to use their political power to make good the

loss. Hence the enormous pensions granted the idle nobility

and which occasioned the huge deficit that ultimately led to the

revolution. An augmentation of revenue increases political

power in a permanent way, however, while a diminution of

revenue only adds to political power temporarily, and ends at

last in destroying it altogether ; for the decomposition of the

revenue system leads inevitably to the ultimate decomposition

of political sovereignty

The phenomenon which marks the beginning of this process

of decomposition is the brealking up of the standing alliance

between the revenue-holders and the unproductive labourers.

From intermittent struggles these two groups are led on to a

' Inama-Sternegg, Deutsche Wirthschaftsgeschichte, ii., p. 45.
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battle a outrance, whence only one emerges intact. Toward

the decline of the classic economy, for example, the unproductive

labourers, clients, and soldiers, seeing their perquisites rapidly

falling off, declared open war upon the revenue-holders, re-

presented by the Senate. Thus the old equilibrium between

the army and the Senate, that had been preserved with such

care by the earlier Caesars, was ruthlessly destroyed under

Severus, who organised the army for its revolt against property.^

The reaction ended, as we know, in the political defeat of the

revenue-holders, who were reduced to a mere shadow of their

former power, and compelled to abandon the dictatorship to

the unproductive labourers composing the army. Thus the

decline in the revenues derived from slavery had its immediate

effect in the dissolution of political power. In like manner, the

decline of the feudal revenues was accompanied by increasing

violence in the standing conflict between the unproductive

labourers (the ecclesiastics) and the landed proprietors. The

latter, unable any longer to maintain an innumerable hoi'de of

tonsured clients, forcibly expropriated them and took back

the donations they had originally granted. This process of

expropriation was effected in all the countries of Europe, but

the methods by which it was carried out differed in the different

States. England and Germany simply confiscated the posses-

sions of the ecclesiastics, but France forced the Church to

give them up. In the two former countries the struggle ended

in a reformation, in the latter it was settled by a concordat.

Moreover, in France, where there was no Parliament, it was

the king, representing the proprietary classes, who combated

the clergy ; while in England, where the Parliament was so

strong, it was the lay lords and commoners who opposed the

Church, and the struggle thus became sharper as the political

representation of the laymen increased at the expense of the

clergy.- But though the methods of expropriation differed, the

' Roscher, Cccstirisntus, pp. (il, 71.

* It was the power of the bourgeoisie, according to HurUe, tliat sacrificed

the interests of the Church for those of a few money handlers. See also

Michelet, loc. cit., iii., pp. 42-59. Mill, Disscrtolioiis nml Discussions, ii., p.

176. Gncist, Englisilu- Ver-,viilttiii^, pp. 178, 20.'<. Gneist rcmarUs that
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result was the same, namely, the disruption of the historic

alliance between the feudal revenue-holders and the ecclesias-

tics and the sudden coalition of the latter with the serfs—

a

coalition that was effected contemporaneously in Denmark,
Sweden, Germany, and in most of the countries of Europe.^

This latter coalition, by encouraging the revolt of the serfs and
the poorer classes, prepared the way for the final dissolution of

the feudal revenue system and led to the downfall of the entire

political organisation founded thereon.

From the midst of such economic decomposition, and out of

the political ruin resulting therefrom, there arises immediately

a higher form of capitalistic revenue, which, in turn, effects

a recomposition of political sovereignty. Thus when the col-

lective economy was disaggregated, and the weaker and less

well-to-do members of the communal organisation were forcibly

reduced to slavery by a few usurpers, the latter also took pos-

session of political power, and excluded the vanquished from
all participation in the management of public affairs.' This
ancient political revolution thus made sovereignty a prerogative

of freemen, even as the preceding economic revolution made
liberty itself a privilege. Later on, when the slave economy
likewise became disaggregated and an ephemeral expansion of

small holdings spread itself over the ruins of the old system,
these small owners were, in their turn, forcibly expropriated

and reduced to serfdom by a handful of bandits. The usurpers,

having thus gained possession of the revenues, hastened to lay

hold of political power as well. The enserfed class was accord-

ingly deprived of all right of interference in the government of

the secularisation of the ecclesiastical holdings resulted from the fact that
the social function of the Church had come to an end. But to him this
function consisted in inspiring proprietors with fcilings of humanity
toward their serfs, and not in inspiring the latter with sentiments of
devotion and obedience.

' Oncken, ZeiUilter Friedriclis, ii.,.p. 455 ff.

'^ Emile de Laveleye sees the origin of political inequality in the de-

struction of the primitive economic equality effected by the retirement
of the proprietors, from the marked organisation, and by the breaUing-up
of communal property {Le gottveyncment dans la dimocratie, Paris, 1891,
ii., p. 290 If.).
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the State, and sovereignty was parcelled out among the great

landed proprietors in the form of personal jurisdiction. After

this manner the feudal revolution was accomplished, which

made political sovereignty the appanage of a small number of

privileged personalities. When serfdom was abolished modern

property arose as the outcome of still another economic revolu-

tion. The new class of proprietors, finding themselves excluded

from political power which was still monopolised by a few

seigniors, then instituted a revolt. They stripped the privi-

leged lords of their personal sovereignty, and substituted the

collective sovereignty of the entire capitalist class. In this

way the bourgeois political revolution was effected, which

completed the preceding economic revolution by according

sovereignty to capital.

We shall dwell more particularly upon the character of this

bourgeois revolution, because it carries with it such irresistible

proof of the fact that a metamorphosis in economic structure

effects a corresponding transformation in the political constitu-

tion.

If we go back to the beginnings of bourgeois omnipotence,

which to-day fills the entire civil world with its ostentatious

display, we shall find no trace of that dissociation of property

from labour which constitutes so striking a characteristic of

the modern capitalistic system. The mediaeval towns, which

were the cradle of the bourgeoisie, were inhabited by a popu-

lation of master artisans, journeymen and apprentices, all

fraternally united in craft-gilds. The masters and their adepts

constituted the well-to-do classes (po/^olo gnisso), and the ap

prentices the common people. Both classes participated in

sovereignty, and disputed the supremacy in the government of

the towns. Nor was political control always in the hands of

the wcll-to do. In 1412, for example, the common people

triumphed in Paris under Simon Cabochc, and the Govern-

ment established after this municipal election was the terror

of the guild-masters and commercial classes. As an author of

the time wrote :
" II falsnit, en cc temps, tres-perilleux en icelle

villc pour nobles honiiites dc quelque parti qu'ils fiissent, puree

que le peuple et conniiun, dessus dits, avaient grande partie de
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la domination dedans icelle ". Almost at the same time " Liege

presented perhaps the most perfect picture of equality the

world has ever seen. Small industries participated in the

government like the large, Vk'orkmen had the same right of

voting as their masters, even the apprentices partook of the

suffrage, and the haute bourgeoisie, after a half century of

domination, was so weakened that it was obliged to give up
its power." 1 In 1378 a revolt was instituted in Florence

against the well-to-do classes by the common people ;
" the

lowly labourers " (who were oppressed by their masters and
badly paid for their work) and the popular party triumphed
under Michel de Lando.^ Even as late as the fifteenth cen-

tury in France the entire population participated in the elec-

tions of the towns, and a feeling of close solidarity held the

different factions of the bourgeoisie together. Their deputies

systematically upheld the rights of labour, and denounced the

abuses of the feudal lords and the misery of the rural classes.

" However limited by their exclusively municipal character, the

representatives of the third estate always felt themselves called

upon to defend, not this or that faction, or this or that class,

' Michelet, Histoire de France, viii., p. 13. Gerson, a writer of this
time, said :

" Tout le mal est venu de ce que le roi et la bonne bour-
geoisie ont ete en servitude par I'outrageuse entreprise des gens de petit

etat". The so-called ''bonne bourgeoisie" was, however, composed of
working men. Then the same author adds :

" L'etat de la bourgeoisie,
des marchands et laboureurs est figure par les jambes qui sont de fer et
partie de terre pour leur labeur et humilite a servir et a obeir. ... en
leur etat droit etre le fer de labeur et la terre d'humilite " (Michelet, v.,

p. 312). In the Pays de Liege the craftsmen were really sovereign, they
made war and peace, they levied taxes. And, a very remarkable coinci-

dence, the political organisation rested upon the organisation of industry
(Laveleye, Le goiivernemcnt, etc., ii.,pp. 369-75). Bruges was governed by
four Prud'honnnes, elected by the bourgeoisie who made up the popula-
tion (Raynouard, Histoire dn droit municipal, Paris, 1829, ii., pp. 185-86).

It is equally remarkable that for so long a time the consuls of the Italian

cities were simply the coiisuh des arts. See for the democratic govern-
ment of the Italian towns, Emiliani-Gindici, loc. cit., pp. 533, 559.

2 Machiavelli, Sforie Fiorentine, Milan, 1820, i., p. 219 ff. Faletti-

Fossati (7/ tiinmlto dei Ciompi, Turin, 1882, pp. 310-11) admirably depicts
the Florentine Revolution of 1378" as a political struggle between the two
factions of the bourgeoisie.
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but the cause of all the roturiers and all the people without

distinction." ^ Thus the democratic economic constitution

produced, as its necessary corollary, a perfect political de-

mocracy.

But with the progress of accumulation the social constitution

underwent a radical change. The master workman was con-

verted into a non-labouring capitalist, and the journeyman

was transformed into a wage earner. The economic equality

formerly existing between the two classes was succeeded by

the domination of one class over the other. The bourgeoisie

separated themselves from the common people and became the

capitalist class, while the labourers were forced into a position

of economic dependence. To arrive at this result a double

struggle was necessary. On the one hand, it was essential to

exclude the working class (which had had a large share in the

government of the towns during the corporative regime) from

political power ; and on the other hand, it was necessary to

dispute political sovereignty with the feudal class, which had

retained its ascendency in the General Assemblies and in

tlie government of the State. The energy and skill of the

bourgeoisie showed themselves very strikingly in this twofold

contest.

In proportion as their wealth and economic power increased,

the more successful were the attempts of the bourgeoisie to

exclude the people from all share in the government of the

towns. During the sixteenth, and even to the eighteenth

century, municipal history is but an account of successive

reductions in popular privileges and the increasing success of

the oligarchy. During the Hfteenth century in France, as we

have said, the general assemblies of the towns were composed

of the entire population. Toward the end of the seventeenth

century such representation was a rare occurrence, and in the

cightcentli century the people ceased tocomposcthe Parliaments.

riius the assemblies being no longer elected by the masses, no

longer reflected their will. Everywhere the assemblies were

now made up exclusively from the notables, some of whom had

' Aug. Thierry, Es%ai sut I'liistoirc ct dii tun itot, i., p. 48.
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seats in their own right, while others were the representatives

of corporations or privileged companies. The further we advance

the more we find the number of notables in their own right

increasing and the number of representatives of industrial

corporations falling off. Finally the assembly was made up

entirely of the bourgeoisie, and artisans were refused admission

to its deliberations. Moreover, the mayor (if the office were

elective) could only be chosen from among the principal notables.

Thus the government of the towns became oligarchical in char-

acter, and the idea of excluding the people from political rights

inspired all municipal legislation from the reign of Louis XI. to

Louis XV.i

The political supremacy of the bourgeoisie naturally had its

immediate effect upon the system of taxation, for the taxes

that the bourgeoisie established in the towns fell principally

upon the popular classes. "The bourgeoisie of the towns,"

as Turgott sagely remarked, " have found a way of so regulating

the octrois that they do not fall on their own shoulders.'' A
like exclusion of the labouring classes from e<:onomic and
political power was effected at the same time in England.
" The effect of these measures, coupled with the gradual

decline of the old English yeomanry, the substitution of

tendency at will for leases, the indiscriminate allowance of

outdoor relief, the enclosure of commons, and several other

causes, was to impair fatally the spirit and capacity of self-

government in rural districts. Such a revolution may have

been to some extent inevitable, and partially compensated by

greater national unity. Still the fact remains that bj'^ the

reign of William IV. the descendants of free holders, who once

sat as judges and legislators in the courts of their own country,

hundred and township, had sunk into day labourers but one

degree removed from serfdom.'"^

Along with this economic separation of the bourgeoisie from

the people and the political' supremacy of the former in the

government of the towns, the situation of the third estate in

1 De Tocqueville, loc. clt., pp. 60-62, 356, 3R0, 139.

- Brodrick, " Local Government in England," in the Cobden Club Essays,

1875, p. 23.
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the general assemblies underwent important modifications,

and although bourgeois deputies still continued to deplore

the miseries of the labourers, their proposals were much more

moderate. Thus in France, in the States-General of 1484, the

bourgeoisie no longer offered, as in 1357, a new system of

administration, but limited itself to proposals for a reduction

of taxes, the suppression of abuses in the collection of the

inille, and the repurchase of the alienated portions of the royal

demesne. And in the States-General of 1588 we find the

third estate (though its representatives still expressed their

interest in the condition of the labourer) far less differentiated

from the other two orders than was the case in preceding

assemblies. In fact the third estate had by this time

substantially changed its nature. It was no longer the order

which stood for the bourgeoisie, the freemen and the serfs,

or, as Baron de Senecey scornfully expressed it, an " ordre

ioinpose dii pciiple des villes et des champs, ces deniiers quasi

li'iis hominagers et justiciables des deux premiers ordres, ceux

des villes, marclinuds, artisans, fils de cordonniers et de

save tiers ". It was now composed exclusively of rich bourgeois

who bought with money the offices which exempted them from

taxation, even as they had already freed themselves from

military service through their wealth. They were henceforth

on a plane of equality with the nobles, as they were now idle

owners themselves, all-powerful in the towns as the nobles were

influential in the country, and only excluded from effective

participation in the government of the State by their minoi-ity

representation in the general assemblies.

After the bourgeois capitalists had consolidated their political

forces and excluded the labourers from the local government

of the towns, it only remained for them to complete the second

lialf of their programme and break down the political pre-

logatives of the aristocrats. The bourgeois' political revolt

:igainst feudalism accordingly followed close upon their political

reaction against the labourers.

This struggle between capital and tlie fief was profoundly

different in character from the contest described in the

preceding chapters between prolits and rent. The antagonism
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between profits and rent is an antagonism between two

revenue classes both of which share in poHtical power, and

contend together for poHtical superiority. This struggle

belongs to the normal periods of political evolution, and in no

way prepares for the dissolution of an existing social system.

It is, on the contrary, the product of stable conditions; so

much so that all antagonism between these two revenue

classes ceases the moment the existing social system is in any

way threatened. The conflict between the bourgeoisie and

the nobility, on the other hand, presented a very different

character. It broke out at a critical period of political

evolution, and was the result of a particular process of social

decomposition. The new revenue form excluded from political

power fought in this case to wrest the sovereignty from the

class controlling the revenues of the preceding system, and

still maintaining its monopoly in the government of the State.

The conflict between rent and profits is, moreover, permanent

in character and embraces every historical period of social

evolution; while the struggle of the new revenue form against

the political monopoly of the holders of the old is a transitory

phenomenon peculiar to the period of revolution. The an-

tagonism between profits and rent displays itself in the silent

conflict which goes on day by day but never modifies the

essence of the political constitution ; while the battle between

capital and the fief was begun by an open revolt and ended in

political metamorphosis.

If we compare the insurrections of the communes against the

fiefs with the revolt of capitalistic property against the political

power of feudalism, we find that both political movements

present the same appearance, because in each case personal

property measured its strength against landed property.^ But

this apparent resemblance hides a profound diff"erence ; for the

very nature of the revenues, and, consequently, the political

^ In the struggle between the communes and the fiefs personal

property and real propertj' alone were engaged; while in the course of

the contest between the bourgeoisie and the nobility, the landed property

of the bourgeoisie—in so far as it existed—allied itself with personal

property in its reaction against feudalism.
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systems, were essentially different at these two epochs. In the

early economics of the middle ages we may search in vain for

wage labour, because the conditions that make for the wage

system (the necessary corollary of the modern capitalist

system) were entirely lacking. We only meet with a class of

independent artisans who were paid for their work, and a class

of landed proprietors whose revenues were derived from the

subjection of their labourers. The struggle between the

communes and the fiefs was thus in no wise a contest between

capital and landed property, but a revolt of independent

labour against feudalism. Inasmuch as the lack of an

automatic capitalist rc'^imc and the absence of a wage-earning

class made it necessary to accord personal sovereignty to the

landed proprietors, this political struggle between personal and

real property could not well result in wresting jurisdiction from

the landed proprietors. Thus the contest only succeeded in

checking such excesses on the part of the feudal lords as

worked injury to the industry and commerce of the towns.

For this reason, the incessant conflict between personal and

real property during the middle ages never resulted in a

decisive victory for either side, but perpetuated itself in a

series of indecisive struggles, whose net result was to limit the

rights of rapine and warfare maintained by the feudal classes.

It became very different, however, after capitalistic wealth

and the wage system were introduced, when rural serfdom

disappeared and when economic equality no longer prevailed

in the towns. The very existence of a wage-earning class

made the personal jurisdiction of the landed proprietor entirely

superfluous. His continued authority was thus a mere survival

of an antiquated economic system, and a form of usurpation

no longer required by the organic conditions of society. The

capitalist class, accordingly, took it upon itself to break down

the political power of landed property, and the old conflict

between personal and real property was renewed under an

entirely different form. Personal property was no longer re-

presented by independent artisans, but by capitalists, bankers

and entrepreneurs ; and the struggle between the two forms of

property, instead of continuing its old indecisive course, resulted
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in definitely dissociating landed property from the personal
sovereignty which had up to this formed its historic attribute.

In most of the nations of Europe the abolition of the personal
sovereignty of landed proprietors was accomplished several
centuries after the struggle between the commune and the
fief, and was marked off from this earlier conflict in a very
definite way. But there was one country in which these two
struggles were merged, and, in this particular case, it is some-
what difficult to fasten on the instant when the bourgeoisie
conquered political power. It was in Italy that this exception
to the normal development of capital occurred. In the other
countries of Europe the conflict between the commune and
the fief wore itself out in a succession of fruitless struggles in

which neither party gained a decided advantage ; but in Italy

the bourgeoisie of the towns was soon powerful enough to
vanquish the feudal lords on the field of battle. The latter,

deprived of all political privilege and seigniorial jurisdiction,

were then compelled to choose their domicile within the
victorious towns and submit to their laws.i Thus, by a sort
of historical crasis, the disjunction between landed property and
personal sovereignty was eff"ected in Italy as the result of the
earlier conflict between the commune and the fief. A very
remarkable result followed from this precipitate development.
The Italian bourgeoisie, precociously victorious, wrested juris-

diction from feudalism at a time when such jurisdiction was
still essential to the maintenance of the revenues from landed
property. Thus although the Italian bourgeoisie was able to
vanquish the feudal lords, it could not modify the economic
conditions which rendered individual political authority neces-
sary on the landed estates. But the sagacity of the victorious
bourgeoisie was equal to the occasion. They robbed landed
property of its sovereign jurisdiction, but at the same time
^hey re-established the restrictions necessary to guarantee the
evenues by a law regulating the rights of the agricultural
jrfs. The prohibitions on the emigration of the serfs and

' See for example, Sismondi, History of the Italian Republics, chap.
\xv. Ferrari, Histoire des rjvoluiions d'ltalie, Paris, 1858, i., pp. 219-49,
111., p. 165, etc.
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the determination of their rents and dues, formerly imposed
by the landed proprietors, were now established by the town
authorities.! In short, the moment the towns mediatised the
feudal lords they provided by law for the maintenance of the
very restrictive dispositions whose economic necessity had
originally occasioned seigniorial jurisdiction.

The victorious party which accomplished the political defeat
of Italian feudalism was made up of the burghers, but not
capitalists, because the capitalistic economy, founded upon
the wage system, had not yet appeared upon the horizon of

history. It was not until a later period that the automatic
capitalistic economy developed in Italy. The bourgeoisie then
became divided into the two classes of entrepreneurs and wage
earners, and following this later economic differentiation, the
capitalist class finally gained possession of political power by
disfranchising the labourers. Hence we note a peculiar de-

velopment in Italy, presenting a strange contrast with the
other nations. In other countries the differentiation of the
bourgeoisie into a capitalist and a wage-earning class, and the
former's absoiption of the monopoly of governmental authority,

preceded the political victory of the bourgeoisie over the feudal

lords. In Italy, on the contrary, this political victory over
feudalism and the suppression of seigniorial jurisdiction pre-

ceded the differentiation of the bourgeois class and antedated
the economic and political ascendency of capital.

-

An important consequence flowed from this fact. In Italy,

where the non - feudal class was composed of artisans and
labourers, the bourgeoisie formed a compact mass, and feu-

dalism fell before the impact. Among the other European
nations, however, the bourgeoisie entered into its contest with
the fief, a divided class. In these cases it was not, therefore,

the entire mass of non-feudatories which precipitated itself

against feudalism, but sometimes one of the two bourgeois
factions and sometimes both, according as there was antagon-
ism or harmony between them in this matter of disputing the
political supremacy of feudal property. On this account the

^ Pohlmann, La poUt qn- >• "noiniqiu- de la rriinissaii - fl.tr <it nr, Leipzii;,

1878, pp. 7-8. 2 yuiiiet, Les revolutions ti'Ita! , . l^aris, 185/, p. 179.
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bourgeois revolt shows striking differences both in character

and in efficacy in the different European countries, according

as capital alone raised the standard against the fief, or asso-

ciated the working people in its rebellion. Fi'om this point

of view we are able to perceive the real differences between

the several bourgeois revolutions fought out in the different

European States.

Germany, England and France are the classic lands of this

revolution. Thus the political commotions in Germany at the

time of the Reformation, the English Revolution of 1688, and

the French Revolution of 1789, all three constituted the politi-

cal fulfilment of the preceding economic transformation giving

the capitalist-bourgeoisie its dominant position. But in these

three revolutions essential differences existed which have thus

far been overlooked. In Germany, capital found itself in a

position of hopeless inferiority against feudal property, and

having to rely entirely upon its own resources in its contest

with feudalism, it attained but incomplete success. In Eng-

land, however, the capitalist-bourgeoisie early acquired great

wealth, and soon succeeded in limiting the powers of the

nobility. Thus by the time the bourgeoisie decided to de-

finitely possess themselves of political sovereignty, they found

themselves confronted by a weakened adversary, and they

were thus able to gain the victory over feudalism alone with-

out invoking the aid of the people. Hence nobles and capita-

lists formed the principal figures in the drama of the English

Revolution, while the people remained indifferent spectators.

In France, on the other hand, the bourgeoisie never attained

sufficient wealth and power to allow them to restrain the

excesses of the nobility. The nobles, therefore, opposed a

vigorous resistance to the political demands of the bourgeoisie,

and the latter found themselves accordingly compelled to

seek an alliance with the people. As compared with the

English Revolution, the Frehch Revolution, therefore, presents

a strikingly popular character.

Let us examine into this contrast a little more closely. No-

thing places greater obstacles in the way of a study of this kind

than the habit common to so many historians and publicists of
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re*>ardinj< the political events of a certain epoch as the outcome
of the will of the sovereign. These men seem to forget that a

man is only king because other men consent to the arrange-

ment, and that this consent is simply based upon the fact that

the sovereign's exercise of political power accords with the

interests of those who lend him their support. Consequently,

as a moving cause behind the policy of the most despotic

monarch, there always stands the interests of the dominant
proprietary classes. These preliminary observations may be

directly applied to the great social conflict between the nobility

and the bourgeoisie ; for the acts of the sovereign power in

debasing the nobility—ordinarily regarded as a spontaneous

expression of central authority tending toward consolidation

—

simply represent the means employed by the bourgeoisie in

weakening the power of the aristocracy. If we are content

with appearances, it was the king who triumphed over the

nobility; but, as a matter of fact, the monarch could not have

made a single move in this direction without the support of the

bourgeoisie, and it was only the latter's growing power that

impelled the sovereign to continue his struggle with the nobility.

Or, to put it more directly, it was really the bourgeoisie which

measured its strength against the feudal class, and the mon-
arch was simply the instrument employed to destroy the power
of the nobility.

Direct proof of this is to be found in the histories of the

three above-mentioned countries, where the political power of

the bourgeoisie first became apparent. At the beginning of

the eighteenth century capitalistic wealth was already highly

developed in Germany, though it had not yet reached the point

attained in England and I'rance. Commercial companies were
trading with the Hast and the West Indies, and the great

banking house of the Fuggcrs traflickcd in the sale of in-

dulgences. So groat, indeed, was the power of this house

that it impeded the religious movement then making toward

a disruption of the existing relations between Germany and
Rome. Hut this same bourgeoisie, whose power was thus
increasing, was still excluded from political power, or at best

enjoyed but nominal pai-ticipation in the assemblies of the
20
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States. Political power was then concentrated in the hands

of a small fraction of the feudal class, the electors ; while the

other feudatories, namely, the lesser nobles, remained practi-

cally excluded like the bourgeoisie. The political power of the

lesser nobility continued to decrease with their increasing im-

poverishment, following the depreciation in the value of landed

property and the growth of luxury. Looking at it in this way,

we are not surprised to find that the Diet of Worms (1521)

sanctioned the state of things thus rendered necessary by

economic conditions, and consolidated the power of the higher

nobility by excluding the nobles of the second degree from

all share in the government of the State. During the follow-

ing year the dominant nobility passed a series of laws distinctly

hostile to capital, interdicting all commercial companies pos-

sessing a capital of over 50,000 florins, and taxing commerce
by a general system of import and export duties.^ The lesser

nobles first raised the standard of revolt against this tyranny

of the princes, and Sickingen, the romantic hero of declining

chivalry, gathered about him all the vassals in rebellion against

the regular regime. But he fell before the princes in alliance

with the towns, and with him died anarchic feudalism and its

irregular authority. Encouraged by this success, which de-

stroyed for ever the military dictatorship of the feudal class,

the bourgeoisie then began to off"er vigorous resistance to

the legislation restricting capital, A legion of unproductive

labourers, " literary parasites, scribblers and pamphleteers,"

as Janssen calls them, aided them in their revolt. They
despatched ambassadors to Charles V. in Spain, and through

the influence of gold and with the help of the Fuggers, they

obtained from the emperor the revocation of the obnoxious

laws. This was the second triumph for the bourgeoisie, but

they never went any further. Though deprived of its original

rights of warfare and rapine and held in check by the emperor,

the feudal class in the person' of the princes nevertheless pre-

served its political monopoly, which could only be taken from

them by some great revolution. But without the aid of the

people the bourgeoisie was unable to effect a revolution of such

^ Janssen, Geschichte des deutschen Volkes, Freiburg, 1882, ii., p. 229.
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magnitude. They dared not seek such an alliance, however,

nor were they willing to accept it when voluntarily offered.

In the country districts the unfortunate labouring people,

tortured in martyrdom for ten centuries past, finally arose in

rebellion against the usurpations of the feudal lords. Urged
on by the impoverished clergy, and eager for vengeance, they

burned the castles of their lords, and swore that henceforth

only the cottages of the poor should be seen upon the earth.

During the revolution that followed some of the towns offered

unlooked-for assistance to these political uprisings, and made
common cause with the peasants. Strasburg received the

rebels as citizens, Ulm provided them with money, and Nurem-
berg supplied them with provisions. A learned man, Conrad
Mutian, declared that the revolt proceeded more from the

towns than from the country, and the bourgeoisie and the

people appeared, for the time, to fraternise in a joint attack

upon dominant feudalism. But the capitalists suddenly drew
back and, discarding the willing support offered by the culti-

vators, made an alliance with the enemy. The towns then lent

their strong support to the feudal lords in their struggle with

the agriculturists, and Luther himself, the pontiff of the bour-

geoisie, condemned the rebellion, denied the claims of the

peasants, and proclaimed the legality and sanctity of serfdom.

This change of heart was the salvation of feudalism. The
revolted serfs on their side, lacking the discipline and guidance
of the bourgeoisie, went to horrible excesses, which reached a
climax in the savage communism of the Anabaptists; while, on
tiie other hand, the feudal class, strengthened by the alliance,

or at least the neutrality, of the bourgeoisie, consolidated the
foundation of their political power, and cemented their autho-
rity with the blood of the agricultural population. Thus,
having refused to accept the proffered popular alliance, the
(jcrman bourgeoisie saw the political power they had been on
the point of possessing escape from their hands. For several

more centuries, accordingly, sovereignty remained a special

privilege of the feudal class, though it continued to be modified
and adapted to the new times.'

' Ranl<c, Deutsche Gcschichte im Zcitaltcr der Reformation, 6th ed.
Leipzig, 1881, i., pp. 206-321 ; ii., pp. 31-149; iii., pp. 375-77.
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The bourgeois insurrection against the nobility in England

had a far more glorious outcome. At the time of Henry 1. the

English bourgeoisie was powerful enough to render valuable

aid to the sovereign in his struggle with the feudal lords. Still,

this early alliance between the monarch and the bourgeoisie

was not yet strong enough to weaken the power of the nobility
;

for the nobles at once united in opposition and imposed a new
constitution upon the king, that was exclusively to their

own advantage, and under which the bourgeoisie had no

representation whatever. But the increasing wealth of the

commercial classes, and the progressive impoverishment of the

nobles—which made it necessary for them to dispose of a

portion of their lands to the owners of capital ^—compelled

the nobility at last to assent to the admission of the bourgeoisie

into Parliament ; for it was impossible to subject this new
wealth to taxation without according it a right of representation.

The English bourgeoisie on entering Parliament in 1295 found

itself, however, in a hopeless minority as against the feudal

class which still preserved its political power. It is true, the

lesser nobles—the knights—soon severed their connections

with the upper nobility and united with the towns-—a remark-

able result of the antagonism we have already observed between

large and small holdings. But even this coalition between the

lesser nobility and the towns would have remained ineffectual

against the great barons had not the famous Wars of the Roses

occurred. This war was the suicide of the British nobility, as

the feudal lords came out of the struggle weakened and almost

ruined. The forces of the capitalist class were, on the other

hand, enormously increased, and tended more and more to

counterbalance the influence of its feudal rival. From this

time on the English Parliament presented the interesting

spectacle of a contest between two equally matched parties,

each of which succeeded in turn in acquiring ascendency over

* " The nobles of England," wrote Daniele Barbars, Ambassador of

the Republic of Venice, " ruined in their possessions, burdened with

enormous expenses, and without money, can rarely become wealthy, and
are often enough compelled to sell their paternal heritage ' (Relazioni

litgli Ambasciatori Veneti, Alberi edition, first series i., vol. ii., p. 261).
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the other, until the capitalist class, gainint* in strength through

its economic development, succeeded at last in overcoming the

feudal lords in the great revolution.^

During the period of their ascendency the nobility practised

economic and political tyranny, and turned the legislation of

the time in favour of the landed proprietors. Thus, during

the reign of the Stuarts, the nobles passed protective laws to

their own advantage and combated the infant industries of the

day. The bourgeoisie reacted, it is true, not, however, through

parliamentary procedure, for from such means they were

precluded by their minority representation, but through the

instrumentality of Elizabeth, who took the side of the merchants

against the nobility. This bourgeois legislation stirred up a

spirit of revolt against the monarch among the aristocrats who
rallied around Marie Stuart. Marie was beheaded, and in her

death the bourgeoisie celebrated their first victory over the

aristocracy. The aristocratic party regained confidence, how-

ever, with James I. and Charles I., under whose governments

legislation once more turned in favour of the feudal proprietors.

But the bourgeoisie executed Charles I., the feudal king, and

acquired new power under Cromwell. In order the more

effectively to oppose the still imposing ranks of the aristocrats,

the English capitalists were, however, themselves compelled

to erect a powerful centralised government, which, following

the normal law of history, ultimately reacted against them
;

for Cromwell, not content with casting heavy burdens of taxa-

tion upon the nobility, also held the bourgeoisie in check and

ameliorated the condition of the lower classes. The capitalists

naturally chafed under such restraint and made it the occasion

of their indifference toward the new Government, which, lacking

' Stubbs, Constitutional History of Enf^ltiiid, 4th edition, Oxford, 18S.S,

i., pp. 3;i9. 483. 581, ff. ; ii., pp. 196, 319. Durinj; the Wars of the Woscs

l)()th the rival parties souj^ht the support of the towns, but by cmployinj^

the alliance in their own interests they gradually placed the balance of

jiDwrr in the hands of the Commoners. The nobility as a body was also

compelled at times, on account of its own weakness, to invoke the aid of

the bourgeoisie in their struggles with the sovereign. The Count of

l.cinster had to do so in his liiffcrence with Heniy III. (Buckle, History of
Civilisation in luif^land), ii., p. 313 ff

.
; iii., p. 12 ff.
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the support of capitalistic revenues, fell at the first blow.

Monk, himself a large landed proprietor, restored the Stuarts,

and feudal legislation was reintroduced. But the capitalists

were now ready to enter upon a really decisive struggle, and

accordingly took their stand in the "glorious revolution". In

this contest the small proprietors and cultivators, the Round
heads, found themselves brought face to face with the clergy

and the Crown, the Cavaliers. The former were victorious,

and raised to the throne of England a son of commercial

Holland, William of Orange. The revolution thus signified

the political triumph of the bourgeoisie. Traders, brokers,

bankers and speculators were carried into power with the

new dynasty. The monarch created joint-stock companies and

granted them subsidies and privileges. Industry was favoured

—in a word, the new revenue form was triumphant. It is to

be noted, however, that this triumph was effected without

any intervention on the part of the labouring classes, who, far

from finding themselves benefited by the revolution, lived to

see their economic bondage increased through the subsequent

expansion of capital.

The bourgeois revolution of France presents a very different

character. The growth of the wealth and power of the French

bourgeoisie was too limited and too gradual to allow them to

combat the nobility with any vigour. In spite of the fact that

the kings of France, after Louis IX., chose their ministers

from the bourgeois class, and limited the pretentions of the

nobility, they never pursued this policy to the point of ruining

the aristocracy. The power of the French nobility is clearly

shown in the war of the Fronde and the conflict between the

Catholic and Huguenot nobles which culminated in the bloody

massacre of St. Bartholomew. Both the^.e struggles were

simply family quarrels among the nobility, and, like all such

divisions in the dominant class, reveal the solidity of the base

upon which their power rested. The inability of the French
bourgeoisie to overcome the nobility was demonstrated still

more completely by a fact of singular importance. In England
the representatives of, the towns united with the other two
orders in proposing sanguinary measures against the peasants
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who revolted under Wat Tyler ; but, in France, the small

bourgeoisie, led by Etienne Marcel, contracted a fleeting

alliance with the rebellious Jacquerie. Thus in the one country

the bourgeoisie was able to dispense with the help of the people,

while in the other a popular alliance was necessary. ^ The

inherent weakness of the third estate of France appeared in

a still more marked manner in the States-General of 1614,

where the coalition of the two higher orders succeeded in so

neutralising the efforts of the third that, one fine day, the

deputies of the bourgeoisie found the doors of the hall of the

National Assembly closed in their faces. Thrown back on

their own resources, the third estate then recognised that they

would never be able to overcome the feudal lords without

seeking the aid of the people; and it was the task of 1789 to

frame this alliance.

In the assembly of 1789 the deputies of the third estate

belonged exclusively to the bourgeois class, and consisted of

lawyers, notaries, wealthy merchants and the like. They repre-

sented the capitalists, but not the labourers. A journal of the

period remarked sadly upon this exclusion of the people from the

National Assembly as follows :
" When we turn our gaze from

these assemblies to the rest of the people who fill the streets,

the squares, the market-places and the shops, and who apply

themselves patiently to their hard daily toil, we ask ourselves

whether, under the new order of things being prepared for us,

these poor wretches, who dare not even approach the halls of

assembly, will remain thus impoverished and always be in

servile dependence upon the rich. And who among us can tell

whether a bourgeois despotism may not succeed the rule of

this pretended aristocracy?" On comparing the reports of

the proceedings of the third estate in 1614 with those of 1789,

' Cf. Stubbs, loc. cit., ii., pp. 480-81, with Michelct, Histoire dc France,

iv., p. 282. This difference between the I-Vcnch State, essentially

aristocratic in eharactcr, and the British State, which was aheady

coming to be dominated by the bourgeoisie, soon showed itself also in

the hinguage of the respective countries. From this time on the English,

looking at the matter from the point of view of the citizen, called the

tax a duty ; while the I->ench, regarding the question from the standpoint

of the State, called it a droit.
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we see with regret that all feeling of solidarity between the

bourgeoisie and the labourers had by this time disappeared,

and that this same bourgeoisie, whose representatives in the

preceding assemblies had so eloquently denounced the miseries

of the people, now uttered but timid accents in their defence,

and reserved all their energies to freeing themselves from

aristocratic domination and establishing their own political

independence. The deputies of the States-General were

assembled for three months before a single word was spoken

in favour of the rural population, which was then reduced to

even greater misery. It was only then that the proposition

was offered to institute a fourth estate, an ordve des campagnes,

that the working people might be represented in the sovereign

assembly.^

But finding themselves in the minority in the States-General,

and recognising that decisive action on their part against the

nobility and the Crown would be impossible without popular

support, the bourgeois capitalists finally encouraged the people

to revolt.^ Withdrawing from Parliament the bourgeois

reaction then descended into the streets and became a

revolution. It was a comparatively easy matter to instigate

the people to revolt, as they were already aroused by the

sinister effects of famine which had come to prevail on account

of the intolerable methods of production, and the inability of

the revenues excluded from political power to organise agri-

cultural and manufacturing enterprise on a rational basis.

Other influences contributed no less strongly in arousing the

French people to action. On the one hand, there was the

activity of the unproductive labourers of the ancient regime,

^ Very valuable data on this subject, drawn from the Archives of

Paris, are to be found in Kareew's remarkable book, unfortunately very

little known in the western world. See N. Kareew, Les paysans ct la

question agraire en France, dans le dernier quart du xviii^ siecle, Moscow,

1879, pp. 343, 392, and App., Ixi., Ixii.

2 Neither peasants nor labourers led the proletariat revolt of 1789; the

leaders were always lawyers, doctors, or men of letters, like Marat,

Saint-Just and Robespierre. Cathelimeau was the only proletariat

leader of the rebels, and he was a Royalist, chef de la Vendee, i.e., a

reactionist (Lombroso, loc. cit.).
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the priests, who were now become poor and hostile to the old

property system ; and, on the other hand, there was the

agitation conducted by the unproductive labourers of the new
regime, the paid thinkers of the bourgeoisie, who furnished an

ever increasing stock of arguments of a more or less literary

character to direct against the nobility.

^

Taking everything together, it is, therefore, not surprising

that a popular uprising fanned by so many influences should

have burst forth like an explosion. The people were responsible

for the events of the fifth and sixth of October. It was due to

the populace that the king was circumvented in his flight and

brought back to Paris. Under the pressure of this great

.

popular excitement, the sovereign was placed under the

protection of the bourgeoisie and the now powerless nobility.

In fact, during all the long period required to accomplish the

defeat of the court and the nobles, the bourgeoisie and the

people fought under the same standard. But when the court

was finally vanquished and the aristocracy overthrown, and
after all the obstacles in the way of the political domination of

the capitalist class had been removed, "two parties appeared
in the third estate," and the bourgeoisie suddenly separated

themselves from the people, who had up to this rendered them
such valuable aid. From this time on the bourgeoisie ceased

to be a revolutionary body, and, instead of continuing a futile

struggle against an enemy that had been disarmed, they began

to lay the foundations of their own political power. But the

people, whom the bourgeoisie had aroused and excited to action

'To those who still repeat the everlasting commonplace that the
French Revolution was the work of the encyclopedists without reflcctin}:»

that the theories of these writers can only be explained as products of

the environment in which their authors lived—we recommend the

following passaf^e from an impartial writer : "The six years prccedint;

the Revolution were peculiarly shameful for the men of letters. It is

difficult to fathom the degree of infamy to which these men who made
a business of writing were willing to descend. Phiiosopiiy, mathematics,
the drama, romances, journalism, in fact all branches of the human
intellect, were engrossed by the encyclopedic monopoly. At the root of

their ideas there was nothing but vanity and wealth" (Buchez and
Roux, loc. cit., xii., pp. 3-4).
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against feudal privileges by holding out to them the hope of a

better future, continued the Revolution on their own account,

combating every privilege and opposing all authority, whether

in the person of the Crown, the nobility, the clergy, or the

bourgeoisie. Thus '89 became '93 ; the bourgeois revolt gave

place to a popular revolution ; and the people began to pillage

the estates of rich bourgeois proprietors as well as the chateaux

of the nobles. It was no longer simply the aristocracy of birth

the people were combating, but the aristocracy of wealth as

well. Thus the capitalist class shared the same fate as the

cruel Phalaris, who perished, it is said, in the heated brazen

bull he had made to burn the victims of his tyranny.

The bourgeoisie thus occupied two positions during the great

Revolution. They destroyed the existing political constitution,

they abolished the hated privileges of the nobility, and they

battered a breach in the financial system that stood as a

rampart about the political structure. But after having over-

ridden privileges, proclaimed liberty and equality before the

law, and led their struggle with the champions of the past to a

successful issue, the bourgeoisie engaged in another desperate

battle to consolidate their political power and exclude the

labourers from authority. At the very moment when a seat in

the assembly ceased to be a prerogative of birth, it became a

privilege of wealth. And this was not merely for the vain

glory of the victorious bourgeoisie but because political authority

was regarded as an essential guarantee of property ; and because,

as a historian of this period justly remarked: " Si on accorde

a la majorite des individus d'une nation le pouvoir de /aire les

lois, et que cette majorite n'ait rien elle usurpera legalement"}

To avoid this serious danger a law (which we have already

mentioned) was passed restricting the right to vote to citoyens

actifs; and, in October, 1789, the law of the marc d'argent

declared only those eligible to the National Assembly who paid

taxes amounting to a marc. '' A coalition of all the aristocrats,"

wrote Loustalot, "vehemently opposed any change which

aimed at depriving the rich of their right of becoming members

1 See Kareew, loc. cit., p. 406,
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of the legislative body. The aristocracy of wealth was sanc-

tioned by a national decree."

Bourgeois finance, exempting the rich from taxation, then

succeeded the feudal financial system that weighed so heavily

upon the roturiers. As early as 1787 a royal decree assessing

the rich in proportion to their incomes met with a refusal from

Parliament, and the reason for such action was well recognised

by the men of the time. The anonymous author of the

Catechisiiic des Parlements (1788) thus apostrophised the

members of Parliament :
" Do you think the people do not see

that you refuse to levy these taxes simply because you would

have to pay them yourselves ? " The bourgeoisie then endea-

voured to renew the old immunities from taxation in their own

interests. Instead of being paid out in fabulous pensions to

the old aristocrats, the public wealth now came to be squandered

by a set of financiers, bankers and brokers, whose shameless

speculations made the historians of the period declare that

money had taken the place of patriotism.

The new plutocracy controlled the towns and the country,

and assumed the privilege of recruiting the army ; forming, at

Mirabeau's suggestion, a garde honrgeoisc, which quelled the

rebellion of the famished population in the country districts.

But this was still not enough. Every association or union

of working men organised with a view to raising wages was

forbidden, and when journeymen tailors and domestics out of

employment gathered to the number of 3000 before the Louvre

they were dispersed by the troops.

The split between the bourgeoisie and the people was now

complete and irrevocable. As a patriotic writer remarked

:

"Misunderstandings are increasing, and the differences be-

tween the two parties, the bourgeoisie and the people, have

already led to an open rupture ". A deputy expressed himself

thus in the National Assembly :
" It is necessary to make a

distinction between the two classes of citizens dwelling in

Paris: there are those who gain their daily bread by the

sweat of their brows, and those who live at their ease. We
must persuade the former of their sense of duty and restore

conlidence to the latter." " These burned chateaux, these
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pillaged estates, these ransacked farms—all this ruin," an-

other deputy declared, " is the result of the war of the poor

against the rich. The assembly should put a stop to it." ^

It was too late. The sleeping lion that the bourgeoisie had
aroused would no longer listen to the voice of his keeper and
sprang upon him. The Legislative Assembly, composed of

bourgeois representatives and higher employees, gave way to

the National Convention, in which the people, represented by

the Montagiiards, gained the ascendency over the bourgeoisie,

represented by the Girondino. The latter finally succumbed.

This was great good fortune for the proprietors, for the Con-
vention was now occupied for some time with its process

against the king and its wars with Europe. These preoccu-

pations diverted the attention of the people and their assembly

from the revolutionary measures they would otherwise have

insisted upon.^ Indeed, the king had scarcely been beheaded

before Rabant proposed in the Chroniques de Paris (January,

1793) the equalisation of wealth,^ At the same time, the

Society of the Friends of Liberty proposed the following de-

cree with the authorisation of the Government : " The Conven-

tion invites the poor to take advantage of this opportunity to

declare war upon the rich and re-establish order at any price",*

The Convention, for its part, was not long in deciding upon a

system of taxation to equalise wealth. Under the transparent

euphemism of " forced non - interest bearing loans," a pro-

gressive tax was introduced in the month of January, 1793,

that in reality confiscated all incomes over 9000 livres. The

1 Buchez and Roux, loc. cit., i., p. 254; ii., p. 214. An article entitled

" Riches et Pauvres," published in the Revolutions dc Paris in the month
of January, 1791, says :

" Ce sont les pauvres qui ont fait la revolution,

mais ils ne I'ont pas faite a leur profit, car depuis le 14 juillet ils sont a

peu pres ce quils etaient avant le 14 juillet ". And it adds, with some-
what too naturalistic phraseology: " Le fumier, qui fait pousser de tres

beaux fruits, doit etre rejete lors qu'il pue " (ibid., viii., p. 422).

^ Saint-Just himself declared before the Convention that social reforms

had been hindered by the wars against the powers and the aristocrats

(Esquiros, Histoire des viontagnards, Paris, 1847, ii., p. 380).

" Buchez and Roux, xxiii., p. 466.

* Pages, Histoire secrete de la revolution fran^aise, Paris, 1798, iii., p.

248,
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French Assembly was under no illusion in regard to the op-

position the bourgeoisie was likely to make to the application

of a law to " ramener a Veqalite, par dcs voies dances, les

fortunes qui en Hnient sorties"; and for this reason they

confided the execution of the law to a jury composed of

officers of the central administration and six or eight citizens

chosen from the tax-payers of districts which were not affected

by this particular tax.^ We can gather from this that, in order

to bring the bourgeoisie under the execution of the law, it was

necessary to exclude them from legislation and administration.

But the Reign of Terror betrayed the effervescent character

of the political power of the proletariat. It simply represented

the temporary dictatorship of the labouring class at a stage

when economic conditions rendered any system of social

equality impossible. It was the product of an antithesis

between existing economic conditions and the political as-

pirations of a temporarily dominant class which, unable to

gain its ends by legislative reforms, abandoned itself to mad
violence. The existing antagonism between political sovereignty

and economic conditions gave rise to such painful contrasts,

that a reaction was bound to set in toward some political

system better adapted to the prevailing economic terms. It

was, therefore, but natural that the frightful excesses of the

Reign of Terror so soon called forth a vigorous protest on the

part of the bourgeoisie. It resulted, in fact, in the Revolution

of Thermidor, which re-established the supremacy of the

proprietary class.

Thus the capitalistic revenue - holders, after successfully

destroying the political supremacy of the feudal proprietors,

next overcame the popular classes that originally lent them

their support. By this double victory capitalism established

its absolute dominion.

-

1 Stourm, loc. cit., ii., pp. 376-81.

'We must accordinj^ly attribute wonderful inventive genius to M. de

Molinari, for, after havin'^ explicitly aflirnicd the economic basis of

politics, this author adds tiiat this principle only applies to past epochs,

and is no longer true under present conditions, because the French

devolution disturbed the normal equilibrium between the economic and
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Important consequences nevertheless resulted from this

temporary intervention of the labourer in the affairs of the

French Revolution, because it compelled the bourgeoisie to

tolerate a political system which benefited a portion of the

popular classes. In order to resist the. popular despotism of

the Reign of Terror, and at the same time discourage any

further attempt on their part, the nobility and adherents of the

ancient regime, the bourgeois class (and the more so because

it was composed in part of a number of small proprietors) was
itself obliged to establish an equally despotic government,

which, though constituted by the bourgeoisie, soon reacted

against them. Thus just as the British Commoners were

compelled, in order to offer effective resistance to the nobility,

to place themselves under the dictatorship of a Cromwell, so

the French bourgeoisie, in order to make sure of their victory

over the nobility and restrain the still rebellious populace, were

likewise obliged to confide the sceptre of power to the hands
of an absolute monarch who soon made them feel the burden

of his tyranny. By his wars Napoleon benefited the people,

for wages rose as the supply of labour diminished; but on the

other hand, his taxes, the continental blockade, the set-backs

to commerce and credit, and the duties on beverages, ^ half-

ruined the bourgeoisie. We can readily understand how a

sovereign of this character, whose efforts were all directed

towards re-establishing the former despotism, must sooner or

later provoke a reaction on the part of the bourgeoisie, to

whom such absolutism was abhorrent. Thus after the nobility

had been subdued and the populace repressed, as soon, that is,

as the causes making it necessary to put up with an absolute

political systems and forcibly established a political constitution that

fails to correspond to modern economic conditions (loc. cif., p. 423 ff.).

As if the French Revolution were not itself the result of a lack of

equilibrium between the political constitution, which gave the sceptre

of power to the nobility, and the economic system dominated by the

capitalistic bourgeoisie]; and as if its aim was not precisely to put an
end to this false balance by adding political sovereignty to the econo-

mically dominant class

!

' " Ce sont les droits sur les boissons qui m'ont perdu," cried Napo-

Icon at St. Helena.
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government had ceased to exist, the bourgeoisie turned against

their own creature and cast him down. By monopolising the

necessary provisions and thereby compelling Napoleon to defer

his Russian campaign for six weeks, the bourgeoisie was really

responsible for the catastrophe that was immediately produced

by the cold. It was the bourgeoisie again who, while the

Corsican hero was giving battle to the allies on the plains of

Champagne, and the results of the war were still in doubt,

caused the 5 per cents, to fall to 45 francs, and thus gave the

coup de grace which determined the ruin of the empire. It

was the bourgeoisie who paid for Marmont's defection ; it was
they (the emperor himself said so at St. Helena) who com-

pelled Napoleon to abdicate, and it was they, finally, who sold

him to the English.

This weakness of the French bourgeoisie, which obliged them
to call upon the aid of the populace in the great revolution,

continued to be apparent at each succeeding stage of their

political history. Thus when the aristocratic government of

the Restoration became intolerable to personal capital, the

capitalist class could only resist the oppression of the govern-

ment by again contracting an alliance with the people;^ and

for the second time a revolt begun by the bourgeoisie degenerated

into a popular revolution. But the people reaped no real

advantage from the revolution, as it resulted in raising Louis

Philippe to the throne, who, during the first years of his reign,

almost realised the ideal of a government for property. Soon
afterwards, however, the bourgeois king, profiting by divisions

in the bourgeois class, transformed himself into an absolute

monarch. This act called forth renewed resistance on the

part of the bourgeoisie in alliance with the people and resulted

in the revolution of 1848, which, originating in a bourgeois

reaction, ended in a socialistic revolt. In order to shake them-
selves free from their importunate allies, and remedy their

political weakness, the bourgeoisie then again sought recourse

in a C;csar, and the second empire was established. But
though, like the former despotism, an instrument of the

' Louis Ulanc, Histoirc </c dix mis, i., p. 27 IT.
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bourgeoisie, the new government overrode their interests, and

during his entire reign the monarch kept perpetually vacillating

between property and the proletariat, until the day arrived

when the bourgeoisie, once more in alliance with the people,

overthrew the empire and acquired absolute political power

under the Republic, the form of government under which the

political supremacy of property attains the apogee of its

development.

To resume : in Germany, where the bourgeoisie could not of

themselves destroy the power of the landed proprietors and dared

not accept the proferred alliance of the people, the bourgeois

revolution proved abortive, and feudal politics were allowed

to remain in a modified form. In England, on the contrary,

the relative weakness of the nobility and the strength of the

bourgeoisie made it possible for the latter to possess themselves

of political power single-handed, and thus effected the essentially

capitalistic revolution of 1688. In France, finally the relative

strength of the nobles compelled the bourgeoisie to ally them-

selves with the people in order to obtain political supremacy,

and this gave a popular character to the French Revolution.

The popular character of this movement is, by the way, one

of the main causes of the more equitable distribution of wealth

still prevailing in France. In accordance with these differences

in origin, the German Revolution resulted in a semi-feudal

constitution, the English Revolution established a capitalistic

State, and the French Revolution introduced a popular regime.

But the fief is now disappearing from Germany, and the power

of the people is declining in France, so in both these countries

the political supremacy of capital is gradually being established

and consolidated.

Like all great social changes this bourgeois conquest of

political sovereignty brought forth its opponents and defenders.

Swift, the celebrated English humorist, saw with regret the

forfeiture of the political rights of the landed proprietors who,

in his opinion, were incorruptible judges and upright statesmen
;

and looked with suspicion upon the appearance of a new class

of politicians, cosmopolitan in character as their wealth was

proteiform, who were only solicitous of easy gain. But Saint-
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Simon, the high priest of bourgeois socialism, boldly declared

that political sovereignty belonged by right to industry. " The
producers of social utilities," said he, "being the only men
useful to society, alone have a right to govern it. The last

step that industry has now to take is to assume the direction

of the State, and the great problem of our times is to assure

the majority in Parliament to the industrialists." ^ The means
that Saint-Simon proposed to attain this end vi^ere, indeed,

singular. They consisted in letting the farmer instead of the

proprietor pay the land-tax ; that the former as a tax-payer

might take his place among the electors. But childish as this

proposal is (for it is evident that the extension of the right of

suffrage to agricultural capitalists could just as well be effected

directly without making them go through the useless formality

of paying the land-tax), it is still interesting as a theoretical

expression of the political triumph of the bourgeoisie, which

was thus sanctioned by scientific dogma.

This bourgeois revolution, fought out so long ago in the

more civilised countries of Europe, is now being effected

under our very eyes in modern Russia. What, indeed, is the

Nihilist movement at present disturbing Russia but a revolt

of the capitalistic revenue-holders in alliance with the pro-

letariat against the authority founded upon patriarchal and

collective property ? The rural communities and the small

proprietors hold political sovereignty in Russia. It is upon

these two pediments alone that the political power of the

Czars reposes ; while the great proprietors and the capita-

lists, who maintain uncontested economic supremacy, are ex-

cluded from all share in political sovereignty. Just as in days

gone by the French bourgeoisie was supreme in the assemblies

of the towns, but excluded from all participation in the central

government ; so likewise in modern Russia the capitalistic

aristocracy predominates in the councils of the provinces, in

the zenisloos, but has no share in the central government,

and even finds its local freedom limited by imperial inter-

'Saint-Simon, Du systlme iiulustrirl, Paris, 1821, pp. 115, 117, etc.

ax
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ference.^ This exclusion of the dominant revenues from

political power prevents them from attaining their complete

development and establishing means of production more in

harmony with the needs of the country. This is the cause

of the insufficiency of production in Russia, and more especi-

ally of agricultural production, which is still in the hands of

the rural communes. Hence the terrible famines which

scourge modern Russia, as they formerly (and for the same

reason) afflicted France on the eve of 1789. The poor classes

bear the full burden of these periods of scarcity, and they are

consequently becoming restless and turbulent. The oppressed

are thus being fashioned into ready instruments in the hands

of capitalists who desire to triumph. For this reason the

economically dominant classes, which are striving for political

power, ally themselves, on the one hand, with the unproductive

labourers, men of letters, teachers, physicians and the like,

whom they support ; and, on the other hand, with the pro-

letariat classes, whom hunger is torturing and driving to re-

volt. It is this immense congeries of human forces which is

ready to precipitate itself upon the old Muscovite monarchy,

founded upon a revenue system that is already upon its

decline. Such is the nature of Nihilism. This dismal asso-

ciation which makes the prince fraternise with the mendicant

in the common ideal of ruin and death ; this dark Vehme, who
seeks his associates amid the miseries of the isba and among
the splendours of the throne, is simply the result of the in-

surrection of capitalistic revenue, already successful in the

economic field, seeking to reap the fruits of its victory by

appropriating political sovereignty. And in sinister opposition

to the rage of the coming revenue-holders, who desire the

power they do not possess, stands the determination of the

holders of the declining revenue, equally anxious to maintain

at any cost an authority which now lacks economic justifica-

tion. It is not in the lea'st surprising, therefore, that this

Russian reproduction of the contrast already witnessed in

France between political sovereignty and economic conditions

should also reproduce a new Reign of Terror, whose records

^ Stepniak, La Russie sous Us Tzars, Paris, 1887, p. 424 ff.
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are now being written in indelible characters of fire and sword

in the annals of contemporary Russia.^

While the dominant capitalistic revenues of Russia are

preparing the way for the bourgeois revolution, these same

revenues are beginning to lose power in Western Europe, and

threaten now to carry down with them the political system

which they support. The revenues derived from the wage

system approach extinction in two ways : on the one hand from

the fact that they themselves tend to decline below the mini-

mum, and on the other hand because, even before they reach

this point, unproductive labour becoming less richly remun-

erated by property shows a tendency to break away from its

old alliance with capital and unite its fortunes with the wage

earners. But when the revenues from capital are annulled

there will no longer be any reason for concentrating political

power in any one social class, and sovereignty will then become

the common heritage of all producers. Before arriving at

this result, however, the very course of economic development

will make for the fuller participation of the labourers in politi-

cal authority. This will result from two sets of influences.

In the first place the unproductive labourers who, during the

period of capital's ascendency, have united in preventing

the exercise of the labourer's right of vote by inducing them
to elect the property-holder's candidates, will renounce this

role as soon as the falling off of capitalistic revenues begins

to cut short their share, and they will then apply themselves

to directing the votes of the working classes in their real

interests. Universal suffrage will then allow the poorer

classes to be really represented in Parliament and have their

revolutionary demands definitely formulated. On the other

hand, following the diminution in the revenues, it will become

1 Docs not the ruin, resulting particularly from the competition of

Indian and American grain, that has visited the Russian proprietors

since 1884 go far toward explaining the recent recurrences of Nihilistic

outbreaks ? As a contributing cause must also be added the great

number of charges instituted of late by the Russian Government in

favour of the nobility and given as the price of favours granted, by
virtue of the law of the 12th of October, 1889, to the impoverished
large proprietorB.
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increasingly difficult to grant the unproductive labourers a

large enough share in the benefits of capital to persist in the

present plan of converting the popular representatives into

servants of property. Hence in due time the people's candidates

will become the real representatives of their electors, and will

henceforth impress legislation with a character more in con-

formity with the interests and wishes of the labouring classes.

A new element will thus be introduced into the legislative

assemblies. The political struggle between rent and profits

will suddenly come to an end, and the existing schism in

the capitalist class will be healed. Both factions will then

unite against their common enemy. Modern assemblies will

thus become divided into two radically adverse parties, and

the interesting conflicts fought out in bygone assemblies

between the third estate and feudalism will be reproduced in

the coming contest between the third and fourth estates. But

just as the bourgeoisie failed to obtain political supremacy

until economic ascendency was secured, so long as the exist-

ing economic system concentrates wealth in the hands of the

capitalist class, the fourth estate will likewise only constitute

an increasingly powerful minority. It will never obtain political

supremacy, in other words, until the natural evolution of

economic relations shall have determined the decomposition

of the existing capitalist system and substituted a higher form,

namely, the mixed association. The political power of labour

will then be built upon a new economic base excluding all

monopoly of capital. In a word, political democracy will be

established as the natural and necessary result Oi the coming

economic democracy. "The dissolution of society bids fair to

become the termination of a career of which property is the

end and aim, because such a career contains the elements of

self-destruction. Democracy in government, brotherhood in

society, equality m rights and privileges, and universal education,

foreshadow the next higher plane of society to which experience,

intelligence and knowledge are steadily tending. It will be a

revival, in a higher form, of the liberty, equality and fraternity

of the ancient gentes." ^

^ Morgan, loc. cit., p. 552.
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This result will be hastened by the intervention of two very

powerful factors. The first of these is the sudden energy to be

imparted to social activity by the intervention of the labourers

in the political struggle. The coming economic transformation

by placing more and more emphasis upon popular influence,

will threaten the very existence of the capitalists and compel

them in self-defence to establish a powerful centralised govern-

ment. This necessity of centralising social power in the

interests of the capitalist class has, indeed, already become

manifest. To be sure, in France, Switzerland and America,^

where the division of wealth is more equal and the economic

contest less acute, the capitalist class is still able to maintain

a comparatively free system of government. But where, on

the other hand, the struggle is bitter, the bourgeoisie has been

compelled to establish a stronger government to be prepared

for probable reactions on the part of the subjugated class.

This policy of centralisation which the boui-geoisie is being

compelled to adopt,'- will, however, ultimately turn against its

authors, and by limiting capitalistic rights and privileges it

will hasten the political change which the present economic

transformation has already rendered inevitable.

The other influence hastening the decomposition of the

present political system and facilitating the recomposition of

a higher form is the frightful degeneration now going on in

the ranks of the bourgeois class, rendering it less and less fit to

hold the sceptre of power and direct public afl'airs in a rational

way. It was, as we have seen, the formation of capitalistic

property which created the intellectual superiority of the

proprietary classes and justified their political ascendency.

But the dissolving influences of social diff'erentiation have

' Even in America the people only find refuge against the political

omnipotence of the corporations in the veto of the President or the

Governor, and this is considered by some American writers as a step

in the direction of Cicsarism (Hudson, Railways, p. 473).

' It is a significant fact that in Germany, Italy and even in England the

political acts of the Crown have recently come to be affirmed with more

energy, and the sovereigns of these countries now manifest a marked

tendency to abandon the purely passive roU- imposed upon them by the

constitutional rij^ime.
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gradually weakened this superiority and greatly diminished

the intellectual force of the dominant class. As Dr. Jacoby

has so judiciously remarked : "Men appear to be constituted

for equality. All distinctions into political, economic or in-

tellectual classes, and every kind of selection logically resulting

from these distinctions, are equally injurious to humanity

among the elect as among the rest of mankind. Nature

appears to desire to take her revenge upon this violation of

her laws and visits her punishments upon the elect even to the

seventh generation. Each privilege that man assumes is one

step toward degeneration, phrenopathia, and the dying out ot

his race." ^ It will not be necessary to offer detailed proof of

this shocking degeneration. We have only to observe with

an impartial eye the sad spectacle of unregulated individual

interests and passions taking the place of political experience

and the art of government in modern civilised countries. But

while the capitalist class is pursuing its downward course, the

working classes, tempered by hard labour and bitter struggles,

are gaining every day m intellectual and moral capacity, and

acquiring in constantly increasing measure the qualities that

will ultimately fit them to rule. Thus at the moment when
the economic basis is being disturbed upon which the political

authority of the bourgeoisie has so long reposed, we see also

the gradual disappearance of the conditions of intellectual

superiority which originally justified their dictatorship. Hence

the necessity of wresting political authority from a plutocracy

which is sinking into senile atrophy. Bourgeois hands are no

longer able to wield political power, and it must therefore be

committed to the younger and more vigorous representatives

now called upon to lead the human race to a higher destiny.

1 Jacoby, Etudes sur la selection, etc., Paris, 1881, p. 608.



CHAPTER V.

PROPEUTY AND POLITICS.

It only remains for us to draw some of the more important

conclusions flowing from these considerations.

Political science has heretofore been dominated by the idea

that laws spring full born from the mind of the inspired legis-

lator

—

proleni sine matre creatam—and that their function is to

regulate social relations according to immutable principles of

justice. This concept gave jurisprudence its former prestige,

and made public law the foundation and keystone of social

science. This was particularly true of the last century, but

with a deeper insight into the composition of society a new

concept has since arisen, and the law is now coming to be

regarded as an organic product of economic conditions, rather

than the chance result of the legislator's will. Thus the earlier

superficial idea of the relations existing between legislation

and economics is gradually giving place to the deeper concept

which regards the political constitution as the necessary out-

growth of the existing economic system. The process by

which the economic system thus determines its corresponding

political constitution, the organic bond which unites the one

to the other, is the political monopoly of property. By its

means economic conditions determine the composition of the

State, and direct legislation in the way best calculated to serve

the interests of the exploiters of the economic system, and

consolidate their power. Thus politics is but a method of

survival, and a means of pieserving and extending the property

system.^ The older concept, which regarded law as the

• A propos of this, Colajanni remarks that in German the word Reich

means rich and empire (Soctolof^in Criniiiuile, vol. ii., p. 593). One might

add that in English also the word Comiitoiiwealth is often used for

Republic.

(327)
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determinant of economic relations, made jurisprudence the

social science par excellence ; but the more modern con-

cept that takes economic conditions as the basis of politics

and legislation canonises political economy (whose very name
it justifies), and makes it the foundation of all the social

sciences.

We should hasten to remark that this theory does not go so

far as to maintain that economic conditions may not be modi-

fied by law. It is a great mistake to suppose that the theory

which makes legislation depend upon economic conditions can

be successfully combated by showing that these relations can

themselves be effectively modified by law. The economic con-

cept of the State is in no wise disturbed by such considera-

tions, as it rests upon the truth of this proposition. If legis-

lation were really powerless to modify economic conditions,

and if the immediate economic situation were irrevocably

determined by natural law, there would then be no reason for

the proprietors to possess themselves of political authority
;

for in this case, even though the non-proprietors possessed

legislative functions, they would still find it impossible to

effect any modification in the existing social order. If then

the concept of economic law, as conceived by orthodox science,

were in conformity with the true state of things, the capitalistic

composition of the State would no longer have any logical

justification, and the political constitution would cease to have

any connection with the economic system. It is thus only by

admitting that legislation is capable of modifying social con-

ditions that we arrive at the conclusion that, in the interest of

their own preservation, the proprietary classes must possess

themselves of political power in order to direct legislation in

accordance with the property system. Our immediate deduc-

tion must then be that the law is only capable of modifying

economic relations in so far as economic conditions are able

to modify themselves. If, in' short,- the economic system de-

termines the political constitution, and the latter in turn may
by legislative action alter its economic base, it is evident that

the law simply acts as an intermediary, through whose instru-

mentality the economic system succeeds in modifying itself,
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and that, as a matter of fact, economic relations develop and

change by a natural process of intrinsic elaboration.

Another conclusion may be drawn from this theory of the

economic basis of politics : it alone succeeds in pronouncing

a decisive sentence upon the theory which represents the State

as the product of a social contract. If we limit our researches

to the primitive epoch when property was still collective, it is

impossible to deny the rationality of this theory. It might,

indeed, be accepted, unless facts showed that the State was

a spontaneous product of economic conditions. But the

moment we reach the period of private property, the theory

becomes irrational and absurd. Under such conditions what,

indeed, would the social contract mean ? It would simply be

an act by which those excluded from property, or, in other

words, the great mass of the people, voluntarily renounced the

exercise of their individual will, in order to submit themselves,

not to a general will in which they were to participate, but to

the controlling will of the proprietary class. Now how can we

possibly suppose the disinherited would ever consent to so

one-sided a contract ? And even supposing an unconsidered

consent, would they not soon see the error of their choice and

return to the state of nature ? To suppose the contrary it

would evidently be necessary to eliminate the element of

personal interest which amounts to a denial of one of the most

elementary principles of human nature.^

'Though inclined to he paradoxical, Linguet still recognised this

contradiction in the thcoiy tiiat founds the State on a contract. He
made the following judicious ohservation :

" Cette union, qui legitime

une proprii'te exclusive, cctte confederation qui no s'etend qu'au petit

nomhre et dont Ic but est d'cterniser Tasscrvissemcnt de la multitude,

cst-elle naturelle ? A-t-elle pu jamais i-trc volontaire ? Kile a dii leser,

des le commencement, les interets dc quclqu'un, puisqu'clle prononijait

une exclusion Des qu'clle donnait aux uns, cllc rcstreignait les

pretentions des autrcs. Elle n'a done ete fornic'e qu'entrc ceux qui

participaient ^ scs avantages. Pour amener le reste des hommes d y
acccdcr, il a fallu les y contraindre " (Tluorii- dt-s lots chiilrs, 1797, i.,

pp. 310-11). Lingiiet is, ho\ve%er, wrong in supposing that, if wc exclude

the hypothesis of the social contract, civil society could only have
originated in violence; for if violence is able to destroy a social system

it cannot, at the same time, succccil in substituting a new and more
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It is just this inherent contradiction between the economic

constitution of the State and the logical possibility of the

social contract that caused the best theorists of this system

to fall into the most hopeless confusion. Thus, Hobbes, who
eulogised the social State so enthusiastically and contrasted

its advantages with the horrors of the State of nature, found

himself inevitably led to endow his State, the Leviathan, with

tyrannical power over its members, and proclaim the excellence

of absolute government. But if society be advantageous to its

members, what is the necessity of an absolute sovereign to

compel them to remain in the association ? We only escape

from the dilemma when we look upon the State as an

instrument of the proprietary class. From this point of view

we can readily perceive that those excluded from property are

naturally inclined to rebel against the exactions of the dominant

class, and that they must, consequently, be held in check by a

yoke of iron and led by an inexorable master. But this solution

does not yet put an end to all the contradictions involved ; for

if the State is the result of a contract, it is dissoluble any

moment at the will of one of the contracting parties ; and no

absolute power could therefore prevent the more numerous
classes of society from breaking the civil association. Hence,

in spite of the absolutism of the sovereign, the dissolution

of the State would be inevitable. And again, if an absolute

sovereign be necessary to hold the subjugated classes in

obedience, how has it been possible to establish the Liberal

Governments of the day ?

Such are some of the contradictions in Hobbes' theory.

Rousseau, coming after, agreed with his English predecessor

that the State had its origin in a contract ; but instead of con-

cluding in favour of absolute government, Rousseau proclaimed

himself the prophet of political liberty. But Rousseau's con-

clusions are equally contradictory; for while granting the

stable form ; and besides, violence could never succeed in subjecting the

whole mass of the nation for all time to the few. It is only when we
come to regard the political constituti )n as the product of economic

necessity that we are ableto understand how the classes excluded from

revenue and power subsist in the civil association.
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1

economic composition of the State, and admitting property's

political monopoly, he still believed the non-owning classes

would respect a contract which turned to their own disadvan-

tage. " Laws," he says, " are always useful to those who own,

and injurious to those who do not own. It follows from this

that the social State is advantageous to men in so far as all

possess something, and no one of them owns too much." i

But once we admit the plutocratic character of the State, it is

difficult to understand why the disinherited should voluntarily

submit to a system which they could at any instant destroy by

abrogating the original contract. Rousseau only succeeds in

avoiding this contradiction by a trivial subterfuge. He im-

agines that when the natural development of society gave rise

to private property, the proprietors set a silly trap for those

excluded from ownership, persuading them with fallacious ar-

guments to put an end to their struggles with the rich, and join

with them in establishing a civil society that would evenlually

redound to the exclusive advantage of the proprietors them-

selves.2 But even supposing the proletarians of primitive

times to have been stupid enough to be persuaded by a proposi-

tion of this kind, their descendants, somewhat further removed

from the state of nature, must certainly have had their intelli-

gence sufficiently developed to comprehend the enormity of

so one-sided a contract. Thus admitting the economic basis

of the general will, the necessary deduction from the social

contract theory would be the total irrationality of the State

and the logical necessity of its immediate destruction.^ We
can only escape this inclusion by regarding the State as a

natural product of economic conditions. We must recognise,

in other words, that the labourer's acquiescence in the it-i:;ime

of civil society is not the result of any free choice on his part,

but the effect of his condition of servitude, brought about by

the suppression of the free land, which compels him to endure

the economic and political domination of the proprietors, and

' Contrat Socinl, hU. i., ch. ix.

^ Rousseau, De riui^fulile des conditions, ii.

' See on this subject Hume's profound observations in liis Essays,

pp. 281-83.
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obey the laws they estabhsh. The State has not its ratson

d'etre in the will of its citizens, nor has any one class, however
large, sufficient power to destroy it; for it rests upon the
granite foundations of natural necessity, and continues to exist

however violent the opposition of those excluded from political

government.

It is a singularly characteristic fact that these palpable truths,

ignored by modern economists, were very well recognised by
past century writers. As early as 1656,i James Harrington,
for the first time propounded the theory that the political con-
stitution is the product of economic conditions. " Dominion
is property," he wrote in his Oceana, •' as is the proportion or
balance of Dominion or Property in Land, such is the nature
of the Empire. If one Man be the sole Landlord of a Territory,
or overbalance the People, ... he is Grand Signior. ... If

the Few or a Nobility with the Clergy be Landlords or over-
balance the People, ... the Empire is mix'd Monarchy,
And if the whole People be Landlords, ... the Empire is

a Commonwealth." 2 The conditions of the age explain why
Harrington limited his considerations to landed property, and

1 A repeated study of the Oceana makes it impossible for me to agree
with Cossa (see his excellent Introdnzione alio studio delta Economia Poli-
tica, Milan, 1892, p. 182) that this work had already been published in
1640. I am led to believe that the real date of its publication was 1656.
To persuade oneself of this, it is sufficient to note that the work is

dedicated To His Highness the Lord Protector of the Commonwealth of
England, Scotland and Ireland, and that Cromwell figures in the course
of the book under the name of Olphaus Megaletor, Lord Archon and Sole
Legislator of Oceana. Now we know that Cromwell was not proclaimed
Protector until the month of December, 1653. The well-known anecdote
concerning Harrington and Lady Claypole, Cromwell's daughter, relative
to the manuscript of Oceana, proves equally well that the book was not
yet published when Cromwell became Protector (Guizot, Republique
d'Angleterre, 1864, ii., p. 165). Moreover, even though Toland does not
indicate the precise date of the publication, the date 1656 seems to me
to be confirmed from the fact recounted by Toland himself, that upon
its publication the work was violently criticised by a certain Dr. Henry
Feme, and that Harrington replied immediately in 1656.

^ Harrington, The Oceana and other Works, collected, etc., by Toland,
Ed., London, 1700, pp. 39-40.
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in another essay he said: "Property in Mony (except, as has

bin shewn, in Citys that have Uttle or no Territory), corns not

to the present account. But Property in Land, according to

the distribution that happens to be of the same, causes the

poUtical Balance-producing Empire of the hke nature. . . .

So an Agrarian is a Law fixing the Balance of a Government
in such a manner that it cannot alter." ^ Toland in his life of

Harrington says Harrington was the first to discover that
'• Empire follows the Balance of Property," and this discovery

he likens to those of the circulation of the blood, of printing, of

guns, etc.
"
'Tis incredible to think," he adds, "what gross

and numberless Errors were committed by all the Writers

before him, even by the best of them, for want of understanding

this plain Truth, which is the foundation of all Politics ".^

' Harrington, The Prerogative of Popular Government, pp. 290-91.
"^ Ibid., p. xvwi. Harrington, it is true, attributed the discovery of

this theory to Aristotle, on the ground, perhaps, that he devoted the first

two books of his Politics to a study of economic conditions. But it does

not seem to me that we can in any way accept this opinion. To show that

Aristotle was actuated by a directly opposite concept, it is sufficient to

recall his idea that when the poor are very numerous in a country, it is

they who become the arbiters of public opinion :
" Where the number of

the poor is more than proportioned to the wealth of the rich, there will

naturally be a democracy" (Politics, iv., 1296, C. 20). Now it is perfectly

evident that there could be no thought more incompatible with the

theory of the plutocratic basis of the State. In several other passages,

it is true, Aristotle seems to incline toward this doctrine. He affirms,

indeed, that it is just that those who possess more should also have a

larger share in the administration of public affairs: "It would not be

just that he who paid one mina should have the same share of a hundred
mina- as he who paivl the remaining ninety-nine " (iii., 1280, A. 30). And
elsewhere, he declares still more explicitly that power belongs to the

rich :
" Besides, the ruling class should be the owners of property, for

th6y arc citizens, and the citizens of a State should be in good circum-

stances; whereas, mechanics or any other class whose art excludes

the art of virtue have no share in the State" (vii., 1329, A.). But this

idea is always expressed in partial declarations, and nowhere appears as

a complete and coherent theory. It is, besides, easy to understand that

so long as slavery prevailed it was impossible to discover the economic
basis of politics. The slave economy suppressed the producer, as the

slave was not considered a person. To social science he was a mere
abstraction. The slaveu being thus excluded from civil government, and
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Harrington's theory met with opposition and scorn at first,

but toward the close of the seventeenth century it found an

ardent defender in Davenant. Those who possess money, this

author wrote, have at all times and in all countries dictated

the laws, and subjected the majority of the people to their

power. This idea of the dependence of political relations upon
economic conditions is also to be met with sporadically in the

writers of the eighteenth century, though most of them per-

sisted in the delusion that economic relations were the result

of political conditions. Nevertheless, Montesquieu, the most
authorised representative of this idea, affirmed that, ^'les for-

tunes excessives regardent comme une injtire to2itce qu'on ne leuy

accorde pas de richesse et d'Jwjineur". " Suppose," said an an-

onymous English author writing in 1756, "an island inhabited

by 10,000 people, and the property of this island to be divided

among 1000, the result would be an aristocratic government."

And according to Dalrymple, there is no maxim of politics more
generally applicable than that power follows property. " In-

their legal existence ignored, society was made up of freemen who all

took part in political sovereignty. Hence it never occurred .to the minds
of the philosophers that the citizens possessed political power as proprie-

tors of slaves or as unproductive labourers guaranteeing the revenues,

but only as freemen, and by a law of nature. Thus the only task that

remained for politics was to so arrange matters that this natural right

of freemen should have the largest possible opportunity to develop. It

is on this account that Aristotle concerns himself so constantly in his

Politics with the struggles between the different classes of freemen,

between the optimates and the plebs; but we find no trace of the idea

that these two classes, struggling for supremacy, owe their right of

aspiring to authority to economic conditions. The instances of the

influence of economic conditions upon political relations mentioned in

Aristotle always concern the relations existing between the different

classes of proprietors. " The qualification may have been originally

fixed according to the circumstances of the time in such a manner as to

include in an oligarchy a few only, or in a constitutional government the

middle class. But after a time of prosperity, whether arising from peace

or some other good fortune, the same property becomes many times as

large, and then everybody participates in every office; this happens

sometimes gradually and insensibly, and sometimes quickly. These are

the causes of changes and revolutions in oligarchies" (Politics, v., 1306,

C).
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dustry," Sir James Steuart added, " gives wealth, and wealth

gives power." Among all the defenders of this thesis, one of

the most enthusiastic, if nut the most intelligent, was the

Prussian minister Herzberg ; but influenced by mercantile

prejudices, he confounded property relations with the balance of

trade. "The balance of trade," said he, "has a real influence

on the balance of power; the nations which are commercially

strong are politically powerful." And one of the founders of

the American Union, John Adams, remarked that those who
possess the land, hold the destinies of nations in their hands.

•

The physiocrats recognised the economic structure of society,

and advocated a State composed exclusively of landed pro-

prietors and ruled in their interests. By attributing political

sovereignty to the proprietors of the soil, the physiocratic theory

attempted to forestall any attempt on their part to acquire

privileges detrimental to the community ; for the physiocrats

succeeded in proving, and logically enough from their point of

view, that it was in the interest of the land owners to bear the

entire burden of taxation, because they would be the first to

be injured by anything that disturbed national prosperity.

Finally the economic structure of the State was also recognised

by Adam Smith, who was, indeed, the first economist to estimate

political action by taking into account the peculiar economic

interests of the different classes composing the State. The
great Scotsman's Liberalism was thus much less a product of

' Davenant, W'orki, ed. by Wentworth, London, 1771, i.,p. 155. Mon-
tesquieu, Esprit des lots, v., 5. Locke, On Civil Government, ch. v.

Anonymous, Enquiry into the Nature, Foundation and Present State of
P.biic Credit, by a Friend of Trade and Liberty, London, 1756, pp. 7-8.

Steuart, loe. eit., i., p. 332. Herzberg, " Mcmoire sur le vrai caractere

dune bonne histoire," in the Mhuoires dc VAcadanic dc Berlin, 1786.

* " L'Eldt ne reside essentiellenient que dans le souverain qui en est le chef,

dins les proprictaires dn produit net, ct dans les entrepreneurs de culture''''

(Mcrcier dc la Rivicre, Ordre nalurel el esseiitiel des societies politiques,

edition, Dairc, 551). The Abbe Bandeau affirmed the same (Introduction

a la philosophie cconomique, ib., 690). But the most ardent upholder of this

theory was Germain Garnicr, who in his work, De la propnite dans ses

rapports avcc le droit politique, Paris, 1792, maintained the principle that

political sovereifjnty was a natural attribute of landed property, and
should, therefore, be exercised collectively by all proprietors of the soil.
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eighteenth century philosophy than the result of his profound

idea that political preponderance naturally belonged to the

economically dominant classes. Thanks to this idea, Smith

has given us a theory of the State which is inductively correct.

He never allowed himself to conceive of an imaginary State ever

ready to submit to any changes the theorist might have in

mind, but always induced State action and its proper limits

from the complex of social relations. After Adam Smith came

Arthur Young, who also recognised the organic structure of

the State, and expressed himself as follows :
" The great line of

division, into which the people divides, is first, those that have

property, and second, others that have none. ... It is not

that the proprietors of property should have voices in the

election proportioned to their property, but that men who have

a direct interest in the plunder or division of property should

be kept at a distance from power. Here lies the great difficulty

of modern legislation, to secure property and at the same time

to secure freedom to those that have no property." Burke

upheld the same ideas when, referring to the first and third

assemblies of revolutionary France, he remarked that the

government was no longer in the hands of the proprietors

;

and destruction of property was therefore inevitable. Fox

also saw that political power was based upon property. Gentz

even took the trouble to calculate the amount of income going

to the members of the French assemblies of 1791 and 1792,

and found that it did not exceed 100,000 francs Herein, said

this author, lay the real cause of the revolutionary tendency

of French legislation at this period. These considerations

show a deep insight into the organic structure of the State.

Later on, Haller, although a defender of the divine right of

kings, affirmed that landed property was the basis of power.

" A man," said he, " does not possess a demesne because he is

a prince, but he is a prince because he possesses a demesne."

Thiinen also regarded it as one of .the greatest contradictions

of the parliamentary system that legislative power belonged

to the bourgeois class, which exploited the existing economic

system and would therefore never consent to have it destroyed.

Almost at the same time an eminent American statesman,
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Daniel Webster, wrote: "A republican form of government
rests not more on political constitutions than on those laws

which regulate the descent and transmission of property.

Governments like ours could not have been maintained where
property was holden according to the principles of the feudal

system. The freest government, if it could exist, would not

be long acceptable if the tendency of the laws were to create

a rapid accumulation of property in few hands, and render the

great mass of the population dependent and penniless." This

idea of the economic basis of politics is to be met with again,

though expressed with some hesitation, in Mario's works; and

we find the same theory set forth very freely by Jones,

Proudhon, Marx (who throws much light on the question),

Engels, Lassalle, Scheel, De Molinari, Gumplowicz and De
Greef.^ " There is neither law nor party," a recent distinguished

writer concludes, '• which can prevent the economically dominant

class from obtaining political power." 2

But this truth so energetically defended by past writers, and

still maintained by some few modern representatives, has been

completely neglected by the great majority of our best modern

' See Adam Smith, bk. iv., ch. vii. ; bk. i., ch., x., part ii. ; bk. i., ch.

xi., part iii., etc. A. Young, loc. cit., i., p. 615. Burke, Rijicctions on the

Revolution in France. Haller, Restaiiration ihr Staatswisscnschaftcn,

Wintcrthur, 1816-18, ii., p. 268. Jones, Literary Remains, London, 1859,

pp. 234-36. Thunen, Der Isolirte Staat, Berlin, 1875, ii., p. 40. Webster,

Works, i., pp. 35-38. Proudhon, Qu'est ce que la propriite, Denxihne Mhnoire

{Oeuvrcs, Paris, 1873, i., p. 278 ff.). Marx, Znr Kritik der politischen

Oekonomie, Berlin, 1859, preface, v.-vi., and Das Kapital, p. 122 and passim.

De Molinari, loc. cit., p. 313 ff. Gumplowicz, Griindriss der Sociologie,

Vienna, 1885, p. 116 and passim. De Cliccf, loc. cit., i., p. 165 ff. ; ii., p.

21 ff. Mario, loc. cit., i., p. 400 ff. Scheel, Theoric der sozialen Fragc,

Jena, 1871. Mazzini himself, although inclined like all writers of our

heroic age to exaggerate the influence of political rekitions upon eco-

nomic conditions, admits the economic composition of the State, and

declares that society is regulated exclusively by the holders of funds

and the owners of capital (Prose politiehe, Floiencc, 1848, p. 151.)

'^ Dr. Dictzcl in his interesting work on the Relation between Political

Economy and the Social Sciences, Berlin, 1881, pp. 40-41. Sciiaefilc also

(Kapitalismus und Socialismus, 1878) regards the Socialists of the Chair in

error when they suppose the modern Liiicral State can effect any great

changes in the existing economic system.

22
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economists. Under the impulse of philanthropic sentiments

these theorists are really establishing under deceptive appear-

ances the old sophism of the dependence of economic conditions

upon the law/ and proclaiming the doctrine that the State

can change its economic base on scientific principles, even

though such changes involve an important limitation or actual

violation of the property system. This idea, vihich was received

with such great favour in Germany, is now passing over into

Italy, by virtue of a singular process of doctrinal transmi-

gration of which we Italians have several times felt the evil

effects.

iThe illusion that represents law as a product of the will of the sover-

eign exercises its injurious influence upon questions that are appar-

ently far removed from those we are considering. Thus, one of the

most distinguished representatives of the Socialists of the Chair in

Italy believes that the statistics cannot deal with political facts because

they depend upon the will of the Government and cannot, therefore,

present the normal conditions necessary to statistical investigation

(Ferraris, Saggi di Economia, Statistica e Scienza dcW Amministrazione,

Turin, 1880, p. 82). The observation holds good, as we can see, for all

who believe the State to be guided by its own will and to rule with its

own force ; but it falls to the ground before the theory that regards the

acts of collective authority as the necessary results of economic conditions,

and accordingly of a sufficient degree of social regularity for statistical

observation.

To our objections, Ferraris replies, that, while affirming the depen-

dence of political institutions upon the law, he does not mean to declare

that they are the arbitrary products of government ; he regards them,

on the contrary, as the necessary result of historical causes {La statistica

Ic sue partizioni ecc, Venice, 1890, p. 9). True, but if the law be but the

formal expression of necessary historical causes, there is no longer any

reason to exclude political facts from statistical research. The mere

assertion that facts are produced because there is a law that induces

them, carries no weight against ?:his conclusion, inasmuch as the law

itself only exists by virtue of social causes that render it active. Those

who take Ferraris' view of the matter should recognise that the

dependence of political facts upon the law only represents the first

phase, or the mere surface, of the phenomenon. At bottom we shall

find that these facts—like all social phenomena—really depend upon an

ensemble of causes that are perfectly susceptible of statistical research.

De Gabaglio's observations upon this point appear to us to be excellent

[Teoria generale delta statiklca, 2nd ed., Milan, 1888).
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Legend tells us of an Anglo Saxon warrior who found, on his

return from a campaign in a far-off land, that a son had been

born to his wife. When he showed his bitter resentment and

reproached his spouse for her infidelity, she replied that the

child was not born in sin but was the offspring of a wonderful

miracle ; that one winter day as she was walking in the country

a HaUe of snow descended upon her and she became a mother.

For this reason the boy was called the "snow-child" by the

people. The husband affected to believe the prodigy, and as

he was about to depart on another campaign in Italy he desired

the child should accompany him. But scarcely was he departed

from his country when he put the boy to death. On returning

alone to England the disconsolate mother asked him what had

become of her child. " He was the child of the snow," the

husband replied, " and when he approached the land of the sun

he melted away."

This old legend may be taken as an allegory in the history

of social science. At every phase in the development of this

science, northern theories, children of the snow and born of

an illegitimate union of sophisms and Utopias, have descended

triumphantly into Italy, suddenly to become liquefied there

under the burning rays of southern logic. Thus tho doctrine

of the "ethical principle," so long held in respect by German

economists, after a brief vogue in Italy, died out and was soon

forgotten. The exaggerations of a few inductive writers of the

North, who desired to convert the science into an everyday

recital of facts and a series of little histories more or less

recreative in character, found but fleeting response in Italy and

were soon reduced to desuetude. The socialist theory of value,

which met with no decisive refutation in the country where

it was born, was reduced to a palpable absurdity by Italian

writers. The sterile metaphysical discjuisitions on the theory

of utility which for a brief space intoxicated the Italians, were

soon either abandoned or refuted. Thus if Italy cannot yet

lake pride in having given a new turn to social science, she

can at least flatter herself that she has stripped sophism of its

faded laurels, and hastened the triumph ot truth by destroying

false doctrines.
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As one of the most intelligent of Italian writers ^ has

expressed it : During these memorable times when we were

celebrating with paeans of enthusiasm the advent into Italy of

the " ethical principle," a celebrated theory, which had long

been evolving in the favourable atmosphere of Germany, came
to us in the triumphal train of this idea. This was the doctrine

of State Socialism, which demanded instant recognition from the

Latin races. Indeed, of all the theories that have in recent times

disputed the field of social science, there is none which carries

a more marked impress of German genius than this, and none

whose Teutonic filiation is more direct. It is, indeed, a strange

thing that the same German genius, which, in the early stages of

its history was inspired by the spirit of absolute individualism,

should in its maturity give birth to this concept of State

omnipotence, which is now making its influence felt upon the

entire intellectual life of the nation. Long before economists

began to make their practical applications of the theory, the

idea had already found immortal expression in the works

of the philosophers, the jurists and the poets, of Germany.

Goethe's poem, which contrasts the supreme truth and omni-

potence of government with the vanities of science and love,

is, indeed, a fitting counterpart to the Hegelian philosophy

which celebrates the deification of collective authority. It is

true, this faith found its support in the prevailing conditions

of the epoch ; for Napoleon was then transcending all bounds

the mind had formerly set to political power, and proclaiming

his belief that, in modern society. Politics was to take the

place of the Destiny of the Greeks, and determine the fate of

humanity. But even during the subsequent period, when
mean administrative cunning, and the somnolent government

of a host of petty princes succeeded the rule of political

genius, the belief in the omnipotence of the State still persisted

in Germany. Indeed, the faith continued to grow until the

economists finally made use of the theory to establish the

dogma that the State could and should undertake to modify

the social order, and that it was only by the application of

^Antonio Salandra.
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collective authority that the iniquities disgracing modern

society could ever be done away with.

The doctrine was hailed with enthusiasm by writers who

preferred to dispense with profound research into economic

conditions and their development. If, indeed, economic rela-

tions are capable of modification by State action, all serious

study of economics is without purpose, and, in the end, im-

possible. Without purpose, because a bare examination of

the injuries resulting from existing institutions is sufficient to

advise a change, and indicate the character of the new system.

Impossible, because social relations which may be altered by a

decree of government, cannot be deep-rooted in history and

human nature, and thus only to be explained as results of the

individual or collective proclivities of a preceding period. We
find all the scientific productions inspired by this theory regu-

larly divided into two parts : in the first, the author weeps

literary tears over the injuries flowing from a certain institution,

while in the second, he invokes State aid to repair the deplor-

able defects. In place of the confessedly objective mathematical

studies undertaken by those who believe economic conditions

incapable of modification by human hands, and only alterable

by natural processes, we have eloquent declamations, detailed

descriptions of the social evil, and suggestions of remedial

measures. Instead of remaining an analysis of human society,

a social physics, political economy thus becomes a mere science

of administration, a vnde niecuni for officials ; and the moment
politics enters the domain of economics, its scientific character

disappears.

If, however, the theory of State omnipotence could only be

criticised from the standpoint of its destructive influence upon

economic science, no decisive refutation of the doctrine would

he possible ; for it could always be rejoined that, far from being

:i weakness, this dethronement of economic science constitutes

I he chief glory of the new doctrine, whose purpose it is to

demonstrate the futility of profound research into such subjects.

It is not enough, therefore, merely to determine the influence

of the new doctrine upon the older science. It is necessary

to ascertain the scientific value of State socialism itself, and
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decide whether this new dogma of political economy will stand

the tests of logic. But here a further remark is necessarj'.

The endless struggle between the defenders of constituted

authority and the advocates of economic liberalism has recently

resolved itself into a discussion over the proper limits of in-

dividual enterprise, and the justice or opportuneness of an

extension of collective initiative. This is the theme which, in

our day, Herbert Spencer, Emile de Laveleye and Minghetti

have disputed with an eloquence worthy of their high intelli-

gence. ^ But in our opinion this is not the ground upon which

the question should be discussed. If, however, called upon to

express a personal opinion on this subject (which seems to lend

itself more to a personal estimate of the leaders of the different

schools than to real scientific research), we should not hesitate

to range ourselves with those who recognise the right of ener-

getic State action to modify social conditions. In fact we
cannot see that the most jealous defender of individual liberty,

or the greatest enemy of tyranny, has any more right to regard

vigorous State action in defence of the poor classes, as the

prelude to a coming era of slavery, than the premonition of a

period of human redemption, when the liberty of the whole

human race will be substituted for the privilege of the chosen

few. But we are forced to add that disquisitions of this

character, touching the justice and opportuneness of State

interference, must always remain barren of result, because the

limits of collective action are not marked out by abstract

principles of morality and justice, but determined exclusively

by the organic structure of the State itself. One might per-

fectly well recognise, for example, the justice of State inter-

vention for the abolition of slavery ; but a State composed of

slave owners would never proclaim the freedom of labour until

economic conditions rendered such a step advantageous to

them. Inquiries into abstract justice can, therefore, never

dc>termine whether State action is able to relieve humanity of

1 See Spencer, Man v. the State, London, 1885. ^mile de Laveleye

and Spencer, L'^tat et Vliidividii on Darwinisme Social et Christianisme,

Florence, 1885. Minglietti, " II Cittadino e lo Stato " in the Nuova

Antologia, November, 1885.
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the ills that assail it. We have first to seek a solution of the

more modest and positive problem, whether, given the actual

constitution of the State, collective action for the purpose of

substantially modifying the social system is practically possible.

The organic composition of the State is the unknown quantity

which alone affords us the key to the solution of the proposed

problem. This, then, is the question upon which we must rivet

our entire attention.

The careful study we have made of this problem in the

preceding pages justifies our present conclusion, that the

confidence modern writers accord State action proceeds from

an insufficient knowledge of the organic structure of society.

These present day economists, who magnify the economic

dignity of the State, draw their demonstrations solely from

the principles of legal philosophy. Imbued with the profound

doctrines of Hegel, Ahrens and Romagnosi, they conclude that

the State has the right to intervene for the purpose of modify-

ing the natural economic system and changing its base. But

these writers fail to take into consideration a very simple fact,

which should check their immoderate enthusiasm. False to

the experimental method in which they claim to believe, they

never ask themselves whether the State is actually capable of

introducing organic changes into the economic system. The
socialists never face this problem ; in fact, they cannot face it

as long as they continue to regard the State as something

entirely above society, ruling over humanity like some superior

divinity. Nevertheless, if we reflect for an instant upon the

ictual composition of the State, we shall perceive at once that,

being, as Minghetti himself admits, an organ of society, the

State must draw its form and content from the particular

social organism whence it emanates. The State is, in other

words, the political expression of the existing economic system,

and is always composed, therefore, of the economically domi-

nant class. This being established, it is diHicult to conceive how
such eminent thinkers could possibly uphold so serious a pct'dio

priucipii as this : that the State is capable of profoundly modi-

fying existing economic conditions. If, as these economists

affirm, the capitalists as a body are ruled by the criteria of
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personal interest, how can we suppose they will suddenly

abandon this standard on the threshold of their parliamentary

assemblies and proceed to effect their own economic suicide ?

But if, on the contrary, the capitalists are governed by altru-

istic standards, and are disposed in their legislative capacity

to favour measures leading to their own negation as a class, why
do they not proceed directly to this end, and openly renounce

their economic predominance, instead of acting stupidly in

two opposite senses, employing their economic power to de-

stroy itself. If, on the one hand, the capitalist class is domi-

nated by personal interest, governmental modification of the

existing economic system is an absurdity. If, on the other

hand, the class is governed by altruistic criteria, governmental

authority to modify the economic system is superfluous, since,

in this case, the same influences that direct the capitalists in

their economic conduct would of themselves suffice to assure

the most perfect system of social justice. In either case. State

intervention to regenerate the economic system is irrational.

Thus if we suppose the State, as at present constituted, to

work toward an effectual amelioration in the lot of the working
class, we are justifying a political error, nothing more.^

In affirming the inherent impossibility of a radical change

being effected in economic conditions through collective in-

tervention, we do not wish to deny the possibility of State

action palliating the evils resulting from such conditions, for

interference of this kind is perfectly feasible so long as it does

not modify the essential rights of the dominant class. The
fact that political sovereignty is derived from economic revenue

does not, for example, preclude the possibility of ameliorating

the hygienic surroundings of the labouring class. Legislation

of this kind in no way alters the condition of the capitalists,

for it neither affects the stability of the wage system nor

threatens the existence of rent and profits. On the contrary,

such ameliorations are actually advantageous to property in

that they increase the vitality of human labour, the only real

' Loria, La rendita fondiaria e la sua elisione naturale, Milan, 1880, p.

193. See also La legge di popolazione ed il sistema sociale, Sienna, 1882,

p. 50.
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source of income. In short, the social legislation of the day

really contains nothing contradictory to the capitalistic struc-

ture of the State, and the proposals made by modern economists

(with Luzzatti at their head in Italy) to ameliorate the con-

dition of the poorer classes, are bound to be fruitful so long

as they confine themselves within the above-mentioned limits.

But when the economist proposes State intervention to alter

existing economic conditions, either by the confiscation of

landed property, or by a progressive tax leading to the seques-

tration of fortunes, or by establishing communistic enterprises

(as Wagner proposes in Germany), he forgets the organic

composition of the State, and fails to perceive that the eco-

nomic forces he is aiming to destroy are the mainstay of the

political constitution. His role is honourable enough, but his

usefulness is that of the vox clatnantis in deserto.

But our assertion will probably be objected to on the ground

that, given the inherent inability of the State to alter its eco-

nomic base, science must either stir up a revolution or resign

itself with oriental fatalism to the development of economic

conditions. This would break all existing bonds between science

and the art of government, it would do away with the legisla-

tive function entirely, and destroy the power of the intellect to

enlighten and direct mankind in the battles of life. Science

would thus become either impotent or revolutionary.

It appears to us, however, that those who grant the inherent

inability of the State to modify the economic system, and con-

clude from this that salvation can only be secured by a violent

revolution, are unconsciously influenced by the old idea of the

fixity of economic relations. Of course, if we refuse to admit

that social conditions are subject to a continual ferment, which

itself produces constant metamorphoses, we can only expect

such transformations to be effected by the acts of man. If

such actions were regulated and disciplined, we should describe

it as reform, but if unorganised and anarchic, we should call it

revolution. On these premisses it is also beyond question that

the inability of the State to effect such radical reforms allows

no other alternative in the declining stage of society than revo-

lution. But this is one of those ancient dogmas which modern
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science must destroy The belief is, indeed, unconsciously

pervading the scientific mind that, in the social as well as in

the physical world, every structure is subjected to the transform-

ing process of organic evolution. Economic conditions are, in

short, subjected to a process of transformation, and pass, as we
have seen, from one form to another by virtue of an inherent

force and in spite of all human opposition.

If this be true, the dogma of State socialism is irreconcilable

with the evolutional process. If, on the other hand, we accept

the economic theory of the State, we are able to apply the law

of evolution to social phenomena. Were the State in a posi-

tion to modify its economic base according to its own enlight-

ened or despotic will, there would no longer be any bond of

connection in human events and nothing to determine their

course—the free will of man would replace the unconscious

trend of history. But if, on the contrary, we recognise the

economic basis of political power, there is no longer any illusion

concerning the latter's ability to alter its economic base, and

we are forced to conclude that a modification of economic

relations can only be derived from economic conditions them-

selves. It is the progression of social facts that sets in motion

the force required to destroy the existing economic form and

replace it by a new and more complex system. The rising

social form thus destroys its progenitor—parricide is the law

of history.

By this fundamental doctrine modern science removes the

necessity of violent revolution, and demonstrates the absurdity

of such a process by showing the utter inability of popular

revolt to modify an historically necessary social system. An
analysis of the capitalistic economy teaches us that no revolution

can be really general and effective until unproductive labour

detaches itself from its normal alliance with the revenues

to join forces with productive labour and set forth its claims.

It shows us also that this .alliance between the unproductive

labourers and the disinherited of the earth can only be effected

when the progressive diminution of the revenues has converted

the unproductive labourers into opponents of the existing

property system. A successful revolution can only occur,
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therefore, when the normal development of the existini*

economic system has reached the point described for its own
destruction. In other words, a successful attack can only be

directed against an existing social system after the natural

forces leading to its destruction have already been set in motion.

It follows from this, e contrario, that every revolt attempted

by the working classes before the critical period has arrived,

and while unproductive labour is still allied with capital,

must remain abortive. All revolutions undertaken by the

non-proprietary classes alone, without the support of the

unproductive labourers, are thus foredoomed to failure. The

rebels, divided and disorganised, not at all sure of themselves

and uncertain of the ends they would attain, soon fall back

under the dominion of the proprietary class. Two typical

examples may be taken to prove the assertion. The ancient

economy was not destroyed by the revolt of the slaves, nor

was the ruin of the mediaeval economy effected by the armed

uprising of the serfs. These two economic systems did not

Buccumb until the clients of the Roman economy and the

ecclesiastics of the mediaeval economy were induced by a

falling off of their share in the constantly decreasing revenues

to break their long standing alliance with the revenue-holders

and lend their support to the final revolt of the labouring

classes. In other words, these two systems continued to

persist until the inevitable progress of economic development

rendered them intolerable.

The conviction that the popular classes are powerless to

destroy the existing order of things by a violent revolution has

already begun to take hold of the minds of both the dominant

and disinherited classes. The following facts furnish striking

illustration of the truth of this assertion. Under the social

systems preceding our modern economy, the dominant class

had to take constant care to exclude the subjugated class from

military service. Neither the slaves of classic antiquity nor

the serfs of the middle ages were allowed to carry arms.

During the classic period military service was a privilege

belonging exclusively to freemen, and during the middle ages

the right to carry arms was a prerogative of the feudal lords
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and, in some cases, of the small proprietors. Afterwards,

when paid troops came to take the place of the feudal militia,

each State endeavoured to recruit its mercenary army from

foreigners, in order to avoid the dangerous alternative of inuring

its national population to war. Some of the more conservative

publicists of the last century, Arthur Young among others,

were seriously exercised over the dangers to which the pro-

perty system would be exposed by establishing a national

militia. For this reason some thought it better to replace

the national army with a bourgeois militia, so that property

should be represented in the ranks as well as in the State.^

But the bourgeoisie had very different views on the matter,

and continued to organise the proletariat on a military basis.

Why ? because they understood instinctively that though

physically capable—by virtue of its numbers and independently of

any military organisation—of overturning the property system,

the proletariat class would still find itself powerless before

the compact alliance effected between unproductive labour and

the revenues ; for this alliance, while reinforcing the revenues

with efficient support, at the same time deprived the labouring

classes of all intelligent direction and revolutionary spirit.

Once convinced of the absolute powerlessness of the working

men to overthrow the capitalist system, all the apparent

danger suggested by the military organisation of the lower

classes at once disappears ; for of what use are arms when
their possessors do not know how to use them to their own
advantage ? On the contrary, military organisation only

affords the proprietors another means of holding the needy

under their control by establishing a new phalanx of unpro-

ductive labourers. Thus the officers of the army are able to

1 Arthur Young, loc. cit., ii., pp. 450-51. Merlin, likewise, in his Rapport

a VAsscmblee Nationale du 20 avril 1790, asked whether it were not better

to limit the right of carrying arms to citoyens actifs, and in the country

to those who possessed a certain amount of landed property (Kareew,

loc. cit., p. 412). Hallam also, speaking of the militia established in

17.57 in England and commanded by "gentlemen of sufficient estates,"

added that the militia ought to be established "on its only real basis,

that of real property " {Constitutional History of England, iii., p. 349).
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subject a portion of the poor population to the strictest dis-

cipline, and so detach them from their fellows that they may
be led against the people if the latter perchance revolt.

It is not surprising, therefore, that this military organisation

of the poorer classes, that so alarmed the writers at the

beginning of the bourgeois age, is to-day a matter of concern

to no one. In short, the bourgeoisie, with an equal sense of

security, makes use of proletarian soldiers as well as proletarian

labourers.^

But some one is sure to answer: your theory leads to a

pernicious quietism by excluding the very possibility of human
activity remedying economic evil. In the light of the theory

of evolution as it is generally understood, the objection cannot

be denied ; for this doctrine affirms the normality of incessant

progress. True, the current theory admits that evolution in

general reaches its final stage in dissolution, and it takes pains

to demonstrate this fact by an infinite number of examples

drawn from the inorganic and the organic world. But when

these theorists come to analyse social phenomena, they appear

lo forget that the process of disintegration forms an integral

part of the law of evolution, and we consequently seek in vain

for any recognition of the importance of this process in

historical development. We might almost say that we are

confronted by two theories of social evolution, or that the

same theory has two sides. In so far as the theory amounts

to a superficial and incomplete application of biological laws

to social phenomena, the idea of evolution meets with the

approval of the dominant class ; first, because it proclaims the

impotence of reformers ; secondly, because it emphasises the

lloeting character of secondary economic phenomena, and fails

to take account of underlying economic categories which, for

this reason, appear eternal ; and finally, because it represents

social development as a spontaneous and continued progress

This naturally does not exclude the possibility of a portion of the

army sometimes fraternising with the proletariat in revolt. But this

is always an exceptional case, a necessarily partial phenomenon, and
barren of serious results so long as no alliance is thereby scaled between
the unproductive labourers and the people.
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which, without interruption, without upheaval and without

violence, leads to universal betterment, and therewith conduces

to the profit of both the oppressors and the oppressed. But

in so far as it involves a profound investigation of economic

conditions from their genesis to their ultimate decay, the theory

of evolution meets with the instinctive aversion of the ruling

classes ; first, because it includes every economic relation and

brings them all under its fatal progression ; secondly, because

it realises the necessity of the existing state of affairs and can

yet conceive of the future necessity of their non-existence ; and,

finally, because it reveals the fact that the necessary changes

are not effected by a gentle insensible process working to every

one's advantage, but by a series of catastrophes, revolutions, and

general disturbances lasting through an epoch of social atrophy.

If taken in the former of these two senses, the law of

evolution leaves no practical task for social science to perform

and robs it of all influence upon human progress ; but if under-

stood in the latter sense, which is the only correct one, it

assigns the science a practical role, modest perhaps, but not

without an importance of its own. From a profound study

of economic conditions, science is, in this sense, called upon

to draw its conclusions as to the character of the coming social

change and to propose measures to attenuate the catastrophes

which must inevitably accompany the approaching transfor-

mation. The practical task thus imposed upon economic

science stands in no sort of opposition to the exclusive retention

of political power by the proprietary classes. Indeed, as soon

as the necessity of a social transformation is definitely de-

monstrated, it is to the interest of these classes to facilitate the

inevitable transition as far as possible by mitigating the resulting

disturbances which are sure to affect them first of all. With
a view to establishing a rational system of social politics within

the limits thus defined, science can, consequently, call upon

the dominant classes. It need not, however, invoke their

philanthropic approval, for' it is enough to appeal to their

enlightened self-interest and show them that it is to their

direct advantage to undertake to render the necessary social

transformation less painful a process.
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Considered in its practical aspect, the task thus assigned

is, indeed, limited and modest in character; but it is the only

one compatible with the existence of economics as a science.

Of course if we were to admit that economics could propose

radical social reforms that were in any way realisable, the

practical function of the science and its influence on human
life would be enormously extended. But we would thereby

destroy the science itself by sapping its roots ; for we would
be denying the existence of the essential conditions, independent

of human will, which constitute the necessary basis of all

scientific thought. Proof of this lies in the fact that the period

during which the world was dominated by a belief in the efficacy

of arbitrary reforms was likewise the prehistoric period of social

science. Indeed, economics only arose after the concept had
come to prevail that social relations possess a consistency of

their own and are subjected to an organic process before which

the will of man must bend. The limited role assigned to social

science in practice is, therefore, the condition sine qua >ion of

the continued existence of such a science.

But restricted as it is, this practical function still imposes

an inordinate theoretical task upon scientific thought. After

what has been said it can readily be seen that economic science

can only exert its influence on practical life provided it is able

to follow the normal evolution of humanity and predict the

coming social system. What then is the nature of the new
form that economic relations will assume ? This is the great

problem of political economy, and in its solution, though appar-

ently hypothetical and conjectural, lies the only hope of economic
science being able to propose practical rules for the guidance

of social legislation within the limits prescribed. VVe have

elsewhere devoted long and laborious investigation to this great

problem, but its solution cannot be definitely reached until all

the choicest intellects of the world co-operate to realise this end.

The limits imposed by this essay do not permit us to fix our

attention upon the problem of the coming economic system,

but one truth, at least, has come to us in passing—and all

history confirms it -namely, that the ultimate economic form,

while presenting the highest stage of development and the
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nearest approach to perfection, will, at the same time, differ

less than any of the preceding systems from the primitive

social structure of humanity. This profound identity between

the first and the last stages of social evolution corresponds to a

logical lavi' which is apparent to all who reflect upon the course

of human development. During the first phase of the process

all the constituent elements of the social organism are already

in existence, but in an embryonic state, which can only be

brought to maturity by a long process of historical elaboration.

Each successive stage develops one of the organic elements

existing in germ in the primitive period, and with the growth of

each of these elements the structure of society, and the laws

by which it is governed, undergo successive modifications.

Thus, after all the elements existing in a germinal state in

primitive humanity have attained their complete development,

the final structure of society will be but a gigantic reflex of the

primitive social organism, because the same elements that

coexisted in the primitive organism at a like degree of embry-

onic development will also coexist in the final social organism

at a like degree of maximum development. A great writer has

affirmed that the human physiognomy attains its greatest

beauty at the moment of birth and at the moment of death,

because in the former case the destroying influences of life are

not yet in operation, and because in the latter case they have

disappeared. So, too, the social physiognomy presents its

most harmonious and beautiful type at the outset and the end

of its secular development, because at the first and last phases

of humanity all the elements composing the social organism

arrive at the same degree of development, while the inter-

mediate stages of historical evolution are characterised by the

preponderant development of some social factors over others

which remain in the germ state. Hence the final social system

ought to present the greatest quantitative divergence, and, at

the same time, the closest qualitative analogy with the primi-

tive social form.^ The last term of history should thus repro-

duce the first :

—

^ If we compare the economic system, based upon the mixed associa-

tion (which we beUeve to be the form of the future), with the primitive
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Nil erit ulterius quod nostris moribus addat

Posteritas . . .

This tendency of the stream of life to remount to its sources,

this circular movement of history, was recognised intuitively

by primitive peoples, who represented the course of historical

development by a circle. Such was the mysterious Kncph,

emblem of the eternal recurrence of things. Such also was

the mystical tradition of the religious epopee, which tells us of

a primitive age of unconscious brute happiness whence man
was cast forth into a world of sin and passion, from which he

will one day emerge (the sacred books predict) and return,

purified and redeemed, to the blessed peace of the early age.

Such, finally, is the touching legend of Mazeppa, the marvel-

lous and picturesque symbol of the course of human events.

Mazeppa was young, happy and ardent, but a harsh sentence

stopped him in his joyous career, and stretched him bound on

the back of an untamed steed, that bore him bounding and

rearing across desolate steppes, until the miserable rider, blood-

stained and tortured with pain from his awful course, found an

asylum at last with the devout virgin of the Ukraine. There

he received a royal crown, and attained grandeur and glory in

his new-found country.

Such is the history of the human race. Out of the brute

felicity of primitive communism mankind was cast forth upon

the storms and vicissitudes of property. Under the stress of

such conditions he has passed through centuries of struggle

and martyrdom, until he has finally come to the last stage

of his journey, and under the serene skies of a more equit-

able social system, he now sees peace and justice at last

economic form, we shall find both to be characterised by equality of con-

ditions, and by the non-existence of capitalistic revenue, and by social

peace. The dilTerence lies in the fact that under the earlier economic

form a complete development of individual force could only be obtained

b)' force, and individual well-being w as, therefore, secured at the expense

of his subjection to the collectivity ; but under the final form, coaction of

this kind will no longer be necessary, the reign of liberty will then be

definitely established.

23
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in the conditions of the earlier age, since ripened by

civiHsation.^

The premonitory symptoms of this final transformation are

already to be detected in modern conditions. It is true our

present society carries an appearance of vigour and vitality

which seems to defy assault, but if we put our ear to this

exuberant life, we can hear the slow rumblings of death

destroying it from within. A splendid mantle covers our

civilisation, but on looking more closely we see that it has

already lost its sheen ; its brilliant colours are beginning to

fade, and ere long this splendid cloak will become the funeral

shroud in which capitalistic society is to sleep its last. Under
the apparent signs of health, science must look for the symptoms
of disease, and watch for the premonitions of death. It should

not, however, attempt to avert an inevitable destiny, but rather

endeavour to moderate the convulsions which must inevitably

accompany the birth of a new and more vigorous society. By
confining itself to this task, science will accomplish far more
than by proposing irrealisable plans of social reform.

' This idea—also expressed by Cognetti de Martiis [Lc forme primitive

neW evoluzione ccononiica, Turin, 1881, p. 4S0)—is to be met with among
writers of very different tendencies and at epochs widely separated from
one another—from Vico to Cernicewski. Aristotle himself said: "Res
enim humanas et coeterarum eas qua; naturalem motum et ortum ac
obitum subeunt, circulum esse dicunt " {Physica Auscultatio, iv., 14).



CHAPTER VI.

IN ANSWER TO SOME OBJECTIONS.

Our theory has at least had the merit of calling forth

numerous objections. The intrinsic value of these criticisms,

as well as the eminence of the critics themselves, makes it

incumbent upon us to reply. We cannot, therefore, bring

our present inquiries to a close without first taking some

account of these criticisms and endeavouring to answer them

briefly.

And first we wish to exonerate ourselves from the charge of

cynicism that we have incurred in several quarters on account

of our moral and political doctrines. "A dismal doctrine," as

our lamented friend Emile de Laveleye remarked, " which

seeks to lov.er the dignity of the human race in our eyes by

showing it to be governed exclusively by sordid material

interests."^ But alas ! we must answer these belated moral-

ists that the cynicism is inherent in the conditions themselves

—which could not, indeed, be sadder—and not in the minds

of those who frankly set forth the things as they are. A
sorry cynicism is that which seeks to mask the horrors of

contemporary society under fallacious theories, and hide our

immoralities under polite euphemisms. Such is the kind of

cynicism, however, which modern scholars are constantly

guilty of, and consequently our researches do not meet with

approbation. But the writers of former times proceeded in a

very different way. Being inspired with a higher sense of

their mission, these older writers boldly affirmed the true

character of moral and political institutions. And in this

connection it is worthy of remark that several French writers

of the last century fully understood the capitalistic foundations

^ Revue de Belgique, November, 1886.

(355)
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of modern morality and drew very interesting deductions

therefrom. In support of our assertion we will not cite the

names of Mably or of Morelly—who declared that egoism

could only prevail as an ethical principle in a community of

equals, and never in a capitalistic society—because the Utopian

ideals of these writers deprive their theories of scientific

value. We desire, however, to recall certain words of D'Alem-

bert, which go to show how thoroughly this dominant mind

grasped the essentials of modern morality. On 29th January,

1770, this French philosopher wrote to Frederick of Prussia,

who had questioned him concerning the foundations of

morality, as follows: " In my Elements of Philosophy I took

enlightened self-love to be the principle of all moral sacrifice.

One point, however, has troubled me^ Sire, in rendering this

ethical principle absolutely universal and unrestricted, namely,

to know whether those who possess nothing, who give all to

society and to whom society refuses everything, can ever have

any ethical precept except the law. How, indeed, can we
expect to persuade these men that it is to their best interest

to be virtuous when they might with impunity be otherwise ?

Had I been able to find a satisfactory answer to this ques-

tion, I should long since have put forth my catechism of

morals." In a letter of the 30th April following, after having

stated that egoism justified the poor man in committing theft

against the rich, D'Alembert added more explicitly :
" It is

true, Sire, that reasonable as the doctrine is, it is not proper

to set down in a treatise or in a catechism of morals an

account of the abuses that could be made of it by cupidity

and sloth. This inconvenience makes it impossible to frame

a complete system of morality for the use of all orders of

society. . . . The answer to the enigma seems to me to lie in

the fact that the distribution of wealth in society is monstrously

unequal, and that we are compelled to sacrifice victims,

innocent though they be, in order to prevent the poorer mem-
bers of society from arming themselves against the rich, as they

would be tempted to do, and, perhaps, have the right to do." ^

-'Frederic II., Ocuvres posthnmes, Berlin, 1791, vol. xx., pp. 99-107.
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The fact that prevented D'Alembert from completing his

catechism of morality was precisely that upon which we insisted

in the earlier part of this work, namely, the existence in every

capitalistic society of a class of men deprived of their liberty of

choice, whose self-interest incites to revolt, and who must,

consequently, be led to obedience by a systematic perversion of

their egoism. Those who have become convinced from our

remarks will not, however, agree with D'Alembert that the

morals of the rich class are determined spontaneously by their

egoism, nor will they admit that the poor classes are held in

check exclusively by the fear of punishment. On the contrary,

powerful moral forces concur in moderating the conduct of all

the different classes of society. But every one must at least

accord this French writer the merit of having recognised that

capitalistic property renders a morality founded upon egoism

both irrational and unrealisable. Comparing this doctrine

with those that are now-a-days displayed before the public,

learned and ignorant alike, we must reluctantly confess that

moral science has, in many respects, undergone an appalling

retrogression. Surprising and contradictory to our optimistic

illusions as this retrogression may at first sight appear, it is

not, however, difficult to explain when we reflect a little upon

the influences to which the human mind has of late been sub-

jected. It may be traced back, indeed, to the well-known

psychological law, that the mind is freer and follows the truth

with more courage when social conditions render the practical

application of its conclusions more difficult. On this principle,

it is clear that the present tendency of putting ideas at once

into execution, and the close connection that to-day prevails

between theory and practice, must exert an oppressive influence

upon the calmness and impartiality of theoretical expression.

It is not so surprising, therefore, that the writei'S of the past

century enunciated a true theory of morality, while our modern
theorists offer but an artificial counteipait.'

These historical comparisons, together witli the nuiltitude

' As a strikiiifj exception wc should cecall (iiivdu's jutlicious observa-

tions {La DinniU- ii>if;!(iisc' conttinpordiiir, I^aris, 1879), \vhich give evidence

of profound insight into the truth of this debated question.
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of facts that we have brought forward (and the many others

which the intelligent reader will easily be able to add), all go

to support our thesis on the economic foundations of morality

and the law.^ But still more serious objections have been

raised against our inquiries regarding the economic basis of

sovereignty. These criticisms, therefore, demand our special

attention.

The fundamental idea of this work—that economic revenue

is the basis of political sovereignty ^—appears inadmissible to

an eminent writer, Tarde, who assures us, on the contrary,

that logically and historically it is political power that determines

economic influence. No one, he says, can deny that the possession

of political authority is, and always has been, the surest way

of making a fortune. And as in our day politicians aspire to

political power in order to acquire wealth, so, in the same

way, the condottieri and the monks of the middle ages, though

deprived of all possessions, succeeded to political power, and

immediately made use of it to acquire a vast patrimony.

Moreover, the bourgeoisie of this period only succeeded in

^ Thus, for example, the large number of astrologers and diviners in

the west of the United States (Bryce, loc. cit., iii., p. 647) confirms what

I say, namely, that the religious sentiment grows stronger where the

struggle between man and nature is more doubtful. On the other hand,

the falling off in the religious spirit among the labouring classes of the Old

World—a fact that we have already mentioned—is confirmed from the

data that Booth has collected regarding the morals of the working men
in the East End (Life and Labour of the People, London, 1891, i., p. 119).

On the other hand, the fact that in America no limits are set to the

freedom of testation clearly confirms our statement that restrictions on

the right of testation only arise where the field for the employment of

capital is itself becoming limited, and it is necessary to check the pro-

gress of accumulation in every possible way. A large number of facts

in support of my thesis are to be found in Seeley, The Expansion of Eng-

land, p. 135 ff. ; in Jannet, Les Etats Unis contemporains, Paris, 1889, i.,

pp. 154-55, 346 ; ii., pp. 50, 350; in Garlanda, La miova democrazia Ameri-

cana, Rome, 1891 ; in Rogers, The Economic Interpretation of History,

London, 1888, etc. See also our Analisi, -Turin, Bocca, ii., p. 146 ff.

2 Lepetit {II socialismo, Milan, 1891 , p. 62) reproaches me for considering

sovereignty an appanage of land-rent alone ; but I never said this. On

the contrary, I affirm that political power goes with revenue, whatever

its form.
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accumulating their small amount of capital after the Revolution

had occurred which established the power and independence of

the towns. If we go back to a still more remote epoch, this

author continues, we shall find that the patria potestas, the

primitive source of all authority, political, religious and judicial,

preceded the property system and gave it birth. The primitive

man had no property, he only possessed theocratic authority,

which he exercised over his women, his children and his slaves,

and this enabled him to capitalise the herds and cultivate the

soil. It was, therefore, revenue which sprang from sovereignty.

This is also evident a priori, for " sovereignty is a condition

precedent to productive activity, militant or industrial, while

revenue simply marks the limits of enjoyment and consumption
;

thus revenue must logically follow and not precede sovereignty "}

This last argument seems to us, however, to prove the very

reverse of this eminent philosopher's proposition. If revenue

marks the limits of consumption, it follows that those who
are shut out of the revenues are deprived of the possibility of

consuming, and must, therefore, seek this favour at the hands

of the revenue-holders. How then can we suppose that a

group of men, whose very existence depends upon the favours

of another class, can resist the political aspirations of the latter

and prevent them from acquiring power? This is evidently in-

conceivable, for the moment those shut out of the revenues

attempted any resistance the other class would at once cut

them off from their means of subsistence and reduce them to

submission through starvation.

But, aside from this argument, Tardc's main proposition,

that a class cannot acquire economic revenue until it has first

gained possession of political authority, is also untenable. It

is true that in order to secure an income from capital it

is necessary to gain control over other men, or in some way
exclude them from the possession of the soil, but to accomplish

this result it is not necessary to acquire political power, for the

property-owner's own forces, joined with those of the unproduc-

tive labourers, are sufficient for the purpose. It is only after

^ Rcvuc Philosophiqiiv, January, 1887.
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having possessed himself of the revenues that it is necessary

for him to possess pohtical authority in order to make sure

of their continuance. Thus the group of adventurers who
founded Rome first of all brought the inhabitants into subjec-

tion by reducing them to slavery, and it was only after this

conquest had been effected that they secured the monopoly of

political authority through the constitution of Servius. It also

happens in our day, though rarely, that the working men,
excluded from political authority from the very fact of their

economic condition, succeed in acquiring a share in the social

surplus ; thus showing, in the most explicit manner, that one

can acquire revenue without first participating in political

sovereignty.

The facts set forth by Tarde in support of his proposition

will not bear impartial criticism. It is, in the first place,

absolutely untrue that the patvia potestas was the original

source of political authority ; for sovereignty was established

on the basis of mother right long before the patria potestas

was known ; and even among tribes recognising the paternal

line political authority was already pretty well developed before

the patria potestas was recognised. ^ Moreover, modern research

into prehistoric conditions—and Morgan's investigations in

particular—has clearly shown that the patria potestas was
itself but the corollary of private property, and that during the

period of communal property maternal authority exercised

absolute sway. This refutes the statement of our opponent

that the patria potestas preceded private property, and shows
that this ancient form of political authority was itself derived

from economic conditions. History supports the views of

this French philosopher no better than prehistoric research.

History shows us, in fact, that the accumulation of bourgeois

wealth,—which should, according to Tarde, have followed the

political revolt of the towns,—on the contrary, preceded this

event by a considerable period, and was, in fact, the cause of

this revolution. For documisntary proof of our assertion, it

is sufficient to refer to the studies of Augustin Thierry and

igieber, loc. cit., p. 284.
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Monteil on the development of the third estate. Both these

writers, after describing the accumulation of bourgeois wealth

during the feudal period, and pointing out the growing contrast

between the economic strength of the bourgeoisie and their lack

of political power, show that this contrast culminated in the

bourgeois revolution and disappeared entirely upon the libera-

tion of the bourgeoisie from the yoke of the nobility.

Only one of the facts suggested by Tarde seems in any way

to contradict our contention, namely, his reminder that the

cundottieri and monks of the middle ages participated to a

considerable extent in sovereignty though they possessed no

capital. This objection, indeed, applies to the first edition of

our work, but it can be readily answered from the subsequent

investigations we have made of the capitalistic function of

unproductive labour. We have shown in our Propruie Capital-

iste,^ and indicated in the preceding pages, that the revenues

are not entirely absorbed by the owners of land and capital,

but that a share is also acquired by the unproductive labourers

necessary to defend the revenue system from the attacks of

those excluded from landed property. The moment we recog-

nise that men owning no capital may still participate in the

revenues, we understand at once how these men may, and often

do, share in political sovereignty as well. We can thus explain

without difficulty the objection rightly raised by Tarde to the

first edition of our work. This analysis of unproductive labour

(which in our opinion possesses exceptional importance to a

proper understanding of the structure of the various economic

systems, and the relations existing between the different classes

of society) also refutes other objections that have been brought

against our hypothesis. In short, the criticism that Fioretti

and other economists make against us for dividing society into

two classes, the capitalists and the labourers, and for failing to

take account of artists, lawyers, physicians, and liberal profes-

sions generally, seems to us absolutely untenable after the

study we have recently made of the unproductive labourers.

Pioretti also remarks that any theory based on egoism fails

• Bocca, Turin, 1889.
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to explain the donations of land voluntarily granted by the

seigniors of the middle ages to the churches and monasteries.^

But if our analysis of unproductive labour be correct, it was
egoism again that induced these mediaeval capitalists to sur-

round themselves with this great legion of ecclesiastical clients.

It was the special function of these men to assure the acqui-

escence of the labourers and the serfs in the economic system
that exploited them, and this result could only be obtained by
allowing the ecclesiastics to participate in the feudal revenues.

To Sax's 2 objection that an economic system based upon usur-

pation is impossible, because the exploited classes being the

more numerous would easily succeed in overthrowing it, we
answer, in like manner, that the force lodged in the numerical

superiority of the exploited class is easily neutralised by the

moral influences exerted by the unproductive labourers, who
encourage weakness in the lower classes, and keep them in a

state of ignorance, in order to make sure of their acquiescence

in the usurpatory system. And to Rabbeno^ finally, who finds

it incomprehensible that the labouring classes, more and more
degraded through the influence of the present system, should
ever be in a position to overcome the owners of capital, and
establish a higher social form, we have only to reply that, after

the land has all been appropriated, a rise of wages above the

bare minimum is no longer antagonistic to the interests of the

capitalist, but actually to his advantage. This rise in wages
will improve the moral condition of the working man, and
make it possible for him to attempt an economic revolution.

Besides, our analysis confesses that the working classes could

not undertake the revolution without the aid and guidance of

the unproductive labourers, who afford just the conditions

of intelligence and culture requisite for the heroic work of

social reform. Our analysis also shows how the unproductive

labourers are urged to join their forces with the wage
earners on account of the diminution of capitalistic revenue

1 Cultuya, 1886. 2 Sax, loc. cit., p. 110.

^ Rabbeno, La funzione cconomica mila vita politica (in the Rivista di

Filosofia scientifica, 1886). See also VValtershausen, Moderne Socialismus

in den Vereinigien Staaten,-Ti&rVm, 1890, p. 16.
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which diminishes the share going to capital's intellectual allies,

and by the corresponding rise in wages, which increases the

remuneration of the intellectual allies of labour.^

The idea that the division of the legislature into two

branches results from the bipartition of the revenues is also

objected to by Tarde on the ground that this division already

existed in the early period of the United States when capital

had not yet acquired sufficient importance to allow it to make

a successful stand against landed property. But even though

no schism had as yet occurred between land-rent and the profits

of capital in the early days of American development, a conflict

nevertheless existed (as was also the case during the middle ages

in Europe) between agricultural profits established upon servi-

tude and industrial revenues acquired by free labour. This con-

flict was encouraged in the economic field through industrial

protection and manufacturing monopoly, and formed the basis

of the original distinction between the Senate and the House,

Moreover, we have taken pains to point out that this division of

the legislature into two branches only results from the bipar-

tition of the revenues when one of the two revenue classes

is in control of one house and the other of the other. But if,

on the contrary, the dominant revenue happens to prevail in

both houses, the division of the legislative body is in no wise

connected with the bipartition of the revenues but merely an

administrative device to lend dignity and weight to legislation.

The same is true when only one form of revenue prevails, for

there again technical rather than economic reasons lead to the

division of the legislature into two branches.

Antonio Salandra in his admirable article on our work'-' raises

• This accounts, at least in part, for what is called Catholic socialism.

This may, indeed, result from the fact that a considerable number of

ecclesiastics now live at the expense of the poorer classes, and are

consequently interested in protecting them. It is, nevertheless, true that

if an adequate social system were established and if poverty were to

disajipear, the capitalistic functions of the clerj^y would come to an end,

and their emoluments would likewise cease. For this reason, and
all appearance to the contrary, the cicrjijy will always stand out as the

natural adversaries of every radical economic change.

^GiontaU dtgli ccunomnti, May, ISbti.
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still other objections, equally as serious to our studies in

finance. In answer to what we have stated above, ^ he observes

that if capitalists desired to put a check on accumulation in

order to prevent a rise in wages, they could do so more

naturally and more agreeably to themselves by enlarging their

consumption, without resorting to the roundabout and dis-

agreeable method of imposing an additional tax on their own

income. Not only Salandra, but two other writers equally as

talented, Fusinato - and Rabbeno, have also raised this objection.

The latter adds that he cannot understand what conscious

motive induces capitalists to tax themselves in this manner

when the real cause rendering such autotaxation advantageous

to them, VIZ., the capitalistic necessity of reducing wages to a

minimum, is obscured, and cannot for this reason act as a

motive for their voluntary sacrifice. Though worthy of serious

consideration, none of these objections are unanswerable,

especially as we have elsewhere devoted such serious study

to the laws of accumulation. In our analysis of capital we

showed that the amount of wealth saved and devoted to

reproduction stands in definite proportion to the rate of profits

and is entirely independent of the beneficial or injurious in-

fluences that accumulation may exert upon capital. Accumu-

lation, therefore, continues, even though by resolving itself

into surplus wages it may be useless or actually prejudicial

to capitalistic revenue. The moment we recognise that ac-

cumulation does not depend upon the will of the individual

capitalist, but follows necessarily the variations in the rate of

profits, we perceive at once that, the rate of profits remaining

constant, capitalists cannot increase their unproductive con-

sumption at the expense of accumulation, but must neces-

sarily, though unconsciously, devote a definite amount of their

wealth to accumulation. Hence there is no other way of

checking accumulation than by lowering the rate of profits,

and this can only be done by laying a tax on incomes.

In this connection it should also be remarked that the

income tax is not, as our opponents seem to believe, something

iSeep. 218 ff.

^Rivista italiana per le scienze giuridiche, 1886.
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entirely different from the extension of unproductive consump-
tion, but, in reality, part of the same process ; for to what
purpose are the returns of the tax applied if not to the

satisfaction of the collective wants of the well-to-do classes?

What then is the income tax but a means of securing by force

of law the expansion of unproductive consumption which could

not be obtained from the capitalists voluntarily ? Herein we
find an answer (or at least it seems so to us) to Rabbeno's

judicious observation regarding the lack of a conscious motive

for autotaxation ; for we now see that there is such a motive,

and that it consists in the desire to increase the collective

consumption of the capitalist class. But leaving aside this

conscious motive, we can still detect another in the psychological

connection which exists between phenomena and the immediate

motives necessary to produce them. Thus the unconscious

necessity of the autotaxation of capital is at a definite time,

reflected in the minds of the capitalists as an abstract law of

justice, which dictates a higher tax on capital This idea of

justice suddenly cropping out, offers an immediate and conscious

inducement for capitalists to lay a tax upon themselves, though

it is at bottom in their own interest.

Herzenstein, who has written a long and brilliant criticism

of our work in the Ponce nisst\ passes rather arbitrary

judgment upon our theory of taxation, and especially upon our

explanation of the income tax, and the tax on the operations

of the BriiirscA In so far as the latter is concerned, however,

Roscher himself has remarked that this tax is due entirely

to the influence of landed proprietors and their aversion toward

the capitalists. And, m our opinion, the numerous facts with

which we supported our assertions in regard to the income tax

are in themselves sufficient to defend our proposition from the

criticism of tliis eminent Russian publicist. Nor d(jes it appear

more difficult to reply to still another criticism raised against

our theory of finance. It has been said that our explanation

does not go back to the first causes of financial piienomena;-

but this is wrong, for our theory determines with the greatest

^Riisskaia Mussf, March, 1890.

^ Ricca-Salerno, GiornaU dcgli economisti, July, 1887.
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exactness both the quantity and the value of public services,

and connects each with the economic conditions prevailing at

different social epochs. Unquestionably, financial phenomena
are only connected in this way with a further cause which is

itself far from simple and susceptible of still further analysis
;

but the same may be said of all the political phenomena that

we have represented as the outcome of economic conditions.

This admission does not, however, justify the criticism aimed
at us by the eminent philosopher Icilio Vanni, who protests

that an explanation which has itself to be explained is no
explanation at all ; nor does it support the objection made by
Adolph Wagner, who thinks that the materialistic interpretation

of history only substitutes for one mystery another which is

equally as unintelligible ; nor finally does it justify the reproach

that Philippovich hurls at our theory, of resting on nothing

because it fails to explain the economic conditions which it lays

at the foundations of society. 1 It seems to us, on the contrary,

that it is always scientifically useful to demonstrate that two
phenomena apparently disconnected are in reality the cause and
consequence of one another, for in this way the search for the

original cause of the phenomena in question is considerably

simplified by being limited to the study of a single category

in place of two as before. The sciences progress through
simplification and by reducing the most diverse phenomena to

a single fundamental fact. It is, indeed, only through simpli-

fication that science approaches the truth, for it is only in the

simple that the truth is to be found. As Kant has said: the

reduction of terms is not only an economic rule of reason, but

furthermore an innate law of human nature.

Along with these criticisms of our particular views, others

have been offered, more eclectic in character, which accept

some parts of our thesis and reject the rest. Maurice Block,

with his characteristic charm of style, has compared our book
to "a jewel which seems all gold, but is hollow in part and

' Vanni, Prime linee di tin programma critico di sociologia, Perugia, 1888,

p. 43. Wagner, Grundlegung der Politischen Oekonotnie, Leipzig, 18S2,

p. 239. Philippovich Grundriss der Politischen Oekonotnie, Freiburg, 1893,

p. 50.
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filled with baser metals".^ And several other writers, sharing

his point of view, have admitted the application of our theory

to one social period, but denied it to another. It is unfortu-

nate, however, that our adversaries could not have come to an

agreement among themselves in this matter, so as not to find

themselves in such striking contradiction. To Salandra, for

example, our theory appears applicable to the present period,

dominated as it is by material interests, but false for past

epochs, which were influenced by nobler sentiments. Philipp-

ovich, on the other hand, declares that economic conditions

only determined political and social relations in the past, and

that they no longer exert such influence, because, in his opinion,

the progress of civilisation has tended to withdraw politics

from under the action of utilitarian calculation in order to

direct it toward loftier ideals. These two criticisms, equally

forcible, and running in opposite directions, mutually destroy

each other, as we see and demonstrate the lack of any principle

of continuity in the evolution of sociological laws.

But a much more serious accusation has been raised against

our theory. From several quarters we have been reproached

for being one-sided in our views, because we fail to take

account of the moral, religious and civil factors, which, along

with economic facts—and sometimes more efficaciously than

they— determine the dynamics of humanity. Thus Tarde says

it is a mistake to leave out of account the ideas that have

successively taken root in the human mind. " So long as the

aristocratic period of society endured, birth alone gave the

right to rule, and the smallest drop of noble or royal blood was

worth more to ambitious men than any amoimt of treasure.

Why ? because it was essential for a pretender to be considered

a legitimate successor, and the idea of legitimacy was then

connected with blood. How many thrones have been firmly

established on this prejudice, independently of any desire on

the part of the people, and even in tlie face of pronounced anti-

pathy on their part ! That candidate always had the best

chance who conformed most closely to the religious and politi-

' Journal des Economisles, 1886, p. 71.
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cal standards rather than the material interests of his electors.

A man does not always believe what it is to his interest to

believe. His belief and his desires are two different things,

and it is fortunate for the governed that such is the case. Had
the ruling property owners no other end in view than to pre-

serve and increase their wealth, we should expect them to adopt

stronger measures to attain this end, and not hesitate in their

choice of the means. But the transition from slavery to serf-

dom, and from serfdom to the wage system, would be absolutely

inexplicable on these grounds ; for how did power come to slip

from the grasp of wealth and intelligence during these critical

periods ? Ideas unconsciously infiltrate through the intelli-

gence, ultimately penetrating into the minds of the oppressors

themselves, and by this slow process the face of the earth is

changed. Why have not the majority continued to exploit the

minority, as they could have done by keeping them in service

or serfdom ? Simply because new principles have taken hold

of the minds of men, and this is the invisible restraint that

human development involves. Abstract principles and concrete

purposes are established independently of one another, and,

once formed, develop along two independent lines : the principle,

along the path of logic, according to the invariable axiom that

" he who states the premisses gives the conclusion "
; the pur-

pose, by way of theology, utilitarianism, economics, if you will,

according to the maxim " he who wishes the end desires the

means". "And thus social movements are religious or philo-

sophic, like the Reformation or the French Revolution, which

no utilitarian considerations can ever succeed in explaining,

or great economic transformations ... At times these two
evolutions are independent, at times they touch each other,

mingle and cross one another ; sometimes the one and some-

times the other predominates in the direction of public affairs,

but never the one to the entire exclusion of the other. I main-

tain we should congratulate ourselves on this ; for, on the one

hand, it is the obstacles opposed by practical necessity which

prevent the fanatic from carrying the articles of his faith to a

disastrous conclusion ; and, on the other hand, it is the shame
of too openly contradicting himself that restrains even the least
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scrupulous politician from employing certain means that are

useful to his ends but condemned by his conscience. If it be

not a sense of shame, it is at least the fear of being blamed and

repudiated by his party which stamps this miserable falsehood

on its face. The most haughty despots would not become

fanatics but sceptics, 1 fancy, if the sceptics' will did not evi-

dence a lack of virile thought, and if sceptics did not generally

show themselves equally as inconsequent in the pursuit of their

ends as in the application of their principles." ^

This is, indeed, a fine page, and Salandra's criticism, written

in the same vein, is no less elegant. " In the interests of

scientific truth and the soundness of our own judgment, we

cannot be content with a single cause, and in this particular

case we cannot except the economic cause. If hunger be a

natural phenomenon, so, happily for human nature, is faith.

These arbitrary limitations of our nature, this search for a

single cause, which does not appear more scientific simply

because it is base, reduce themselves finally to a metaphysique

a rehours, a theology of the appetite, and make us wish for the

old metaphysics and the old theology. If humanity is one day

to be reduced to choose between your philosophy of history

and that of St. Augustine and Bossuet, let us hope it will

repudiate the scholars and economists and pin its faith to the

saints. . . . Poor modern science I It is obliged to accept the

heritage of the sophists. M. Loria explicitly endorses the

remark of the most antipathetic of all the interlocutors of the

dialogue of the Republic, Thrasymachus of Chalcedon, who

affirmed that justice was the interest of the strong. But

' Tardc, loc. cit. Several such criticisms have also been offered by

Bela Foldes in an interesting analysis he has made of our work (Annalci

d'Ecouomic politique <VJhia, February, 18S8) ; by Kaizl in the same

review (December, 1887j ; by Cossa, loc. cit., p. 28; by Dalla Volta in the

Rasscgiin di Scicnzc Sociali e Politichc, 1888; by Mortara in the Rnssegmi

critica di open- filosofichc, etc., 1887. Sec also the long review of our

Essay in the Revista trencral dc derccho y ndmiitisfniciou, November, 1886;

Miraglia, " Lc teorie di Spencer, di George c di I^oria " in the Mcmorie

dell' Accadcrttia di scienze monili e politichc <// Napoli, 1893; and Majorana,
" La teoria sociologica della constituzione pulitica " in the Antologia

Giuridica, 1892, 1893.

24
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while recalling Thrasymachus, why did M. Loria not challenge

Socrates' successful refutation of the proposition ? Why did

he not seek in another of Plato's dialogues that sublime

scene—the grandest that history or legend has recorded after

that of the death of Christ in expiation of the sins of man

—

where Socrates, in respect for the laws of his country, tran-

quilly refuses to escape the iniquitous sentence ? No, on

Golgotha and in the prison of Athens it was not economic

imperatives that commanded."^

It is impossible to stem this torrent of criticism with a single

wall. We prefer, therefore, to examine the objections one by

one and refute them separately. In the first place, those who
maintain that human acts are dictated not by interest alone,

but also, and still more powerfully, by beliefs and ideas, should

ask themselves whence come these beliefs and ideas ? To

those who follow the positive method, as I understand it, beliefs

and ideas are in no wise spontaneous phenomena, but necessary

products of the social environment. Hence to say that human

acts are the immediate outcome of belief only goes to strengthen

the proposition that they ultimately result from economic

conditions. We demand again of our adversaries how it

happens that the beliefs and ideas prevailing at different

epochs, though radically unlike, are always of such a nature

as to strengthen and support the then prevailing economic

system. Why was it that the ethics of the sword ruled in the

ancient world just when it was necessary to hold those excluded

from the possession of the soil in submission by force or a

show of force ; why did the morality of the Cross prevail

during the middle ages when religion sufficed to keep the

disinherited classes in obedience ; and why does social morality

rule supreme in modern society where the acquiescence of

those excluded from possession of the earth is secured by the

force of public opinion ? Does not all this show in the clearest

manner that beliefs are not heterogeneous phenomena entirely

disassociated from economic interest, but, on the contrary,

derivative and unconscious symptoms of such interest, serving

'

' Salandra, loc. cit.
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to satisfy it more completely? Unquestionably, in a large

number of cases belief does enter into conflict with individual

interests and repress the appetites ; but these restraints upon

the individual's activity are necessitated in the interests of his

class, which cannot be fully satisfied until the indulgence of

individual egoism is wisely restrained. It is accordingly always

class interest, if not the interest of the individual, which

determines the ruling beliefs of any social epoch. But even

supposing beliefs and ideas to develop independently of economic

interest, and to have their roots in entirely different soil ; and

admitting, for the sake of argument, that a large number of

acts do not correspond to economic interest at all but to other

motives, such as ambition, villainy or love ; what we still affirm

is that these motives only influence the political history of

peoples in so far as they prevail among the ruling classes. In

other words, it is not beliefs and ideas in general that consti-

tute a factor in history but only the special beliefs and ideas

of the proprietary class. Beliefs and ideas were also present

in the hearts and minds of the slaves, the serfs and the wage
earners, but these beliefs and ideas have had not the least

effect upon the marcli of history, for they have always been

repressed by the beliefs and ideas of the patricians, the feudal

lords and the capitalists. Thus even denying that this different

way of feeling is due to the economic condition of the different

classes, it still remains true that the economic situation of the

diff'erent classes alone determines which set of moral ideas

succeed in exerting its influence upon the history of mankind.

Coming now to an examination of the historical facts which

have been arrayed against us, we are able to detect the error

of those who attribute social changes to beliefs and ideas.

Strange, indeed, that a philosopher of Tarde's ability, in order

to uphold his proposition, should find himself constrained to

repeat, with the ingenuousness of a novice, the ancient legend

of the transition from slavery to serfdom being effected through

the influence of faith.' We have only to remark that the same
social forms, which were supposed to have been entirely de-

' And so, too, Zorli, Teur'ia pucolu^ka Jella (iiutnzn piibliiU, p. 31.
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stroyed in Europe under the influence of the new rehgion,

reappeared in the New World under the empire of these self-

same beliefs, and attained a vigorous growth. It is also

worthy of note that in Europe itself the ministers of this

religion were the warmest partisans of slavery, and the most
pitilesss lave masters. And our opponent seems to forget that

neither slavery nor serfdom were abolished until they ceased

to bring any particular advantage to the proprietary class. 1

deem it useless to linger any longer over this point upon which

I have insisted so strongly in my Propriete Capitaliste. I will

add, however, that I consider Tarde's assertion that the

Reformation and the French Revolution cannot be explained

on utilitarian grounds erroneous. The Reformation—and I

insisted upon this point also in the above-mentioned book

—

occurred as the result of an essentially economic conflict

between the feudal lords and the ecclesiastics who protected

feudal property from the attacks of the serfs. The feudal lords

endeavoured to exclude the ecclesiastics from too large a share

in revenues from property, while the clergy, relying on the

precious support they lent to the feudal system, pretended to

an augmentation of their rewards. Every one knoAvs that the

Reformation began with a reaction on the part of the property

owners against the sale of indulgences, and that the first

victory of the proprietary classes over the ecclesiastics was
followed by an alliance between the latter and the serfs, which

gave new life to the Peasants' War. As for the French

Revolution, the essentially economic character of this great

movement has been thoroughly recognised ever since Saint-

Simon traced its course, and other more recent historians

have emphasised this point of view. The French Revolution

amounted to nothing more nor less than the political revolt of

the bourgeoisie, who were already in possession of capital and

its revenues, and aspired to their natural complement, political

sovereignty. This is the view of the French Revolution that

we have adopted, and we do not believe it can be set aside

by the apodeictical remarks or apothegms of any philosopher,

however eminent and however profound his knowledge of

history and human nature.
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Nor do the facts set forth by Salandra in the fine passage

we have quoted seem to us to controvert the economic concept

of history. On the contrary, they only offer new and striking

demonstration of the theory. We are perfectly willing to

agree with Salandra that economic motives did not prevail

on Golgotha and in the prison of Athens if he means by this

that they did not directly inspire these two heroic sacrifices.

The sublime conduct of the reformer who sacrifices his life for

the idea that burns within him is certainly the product of a

lofty ideal and not the result of economic criteria—no one

would ever think of denying this. But the economic germ
is, nevertheless, to be discovered in the objects of the reform

movement, in the hostility which it meets in the ruling classes,

and in the miserable lot reserved for the reformer. The calm

intrepidity with which the reformer suffers martyrdom, tiie

stoical dignity of the inspired apostle who " mounts the pile

like a deputy mounting the tribune,"—all such things are the

fruit of a lofty character in which no economic motives enter.

But the martyr himself is a product of his social environment

and the political preponderance of property in one of its forms.

From this point of view we may, therefore, say with truth

—

because it is an undeniable fact— that economic motives did

predominate both on Golgotha and in the prison of Athens,

since it was the reaction of property against threatened

socialistic reforms which brought Jesus to the cross, and

Socrates would never have been led to his sad fate had not

the dominant democratic class revolted against the oligarchic

suggestions of this great and pure-minded philosopiicr.

One word more in this connection, in reply to the assertions

of an illustrious writer who insists in opposition to our theory,

that modern social legislation and all the measures recently

enacted in favour of the poorer classes are not the outcome of

a conflict between the two kinds of revenue, but the result

of a growing spirit of charity and philanthropy among the

proprietary classes.^ It would seem as though the facts and

' Luigi Lu/zatti, " Lc classi clirifjonti c gV\ opci:ii iti Inj^liiltciia "

(Ntiova Aiitologia, 16th November, 1892). This same ohjeetion lias been
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observations offered in the course of this work ought to be

sufficient to answer this assertion, but, by way of addition,

we will submit a brief reply. If the proprietors were really

dominated by feelings of pity and justice toward their labourers,

why then are these sentiments smothered, and how comes it

that all traces of legislation in favour of the needy classes

vanish as soon as peace is concluded between the two factions

of the proprietary class? If labour legislation be the fruit of

moral sentiments and religious fervour, how does it happen

that in pious Belgium, in devout France, and in Catholic Italy

legislation of this kind excites so little serious interest. And
why, if capitalists and proprietors are really moved by sentiments

of charity and kindness toward their employees, is there any

necessity for social legislation at all ? Is it not perfectly evident,

on the contrary, that the very necessity of social legislation

shows a lack of those spontaneous sentiments of kindness

which optimistic science attributes to the more fortunately

situated members of society?

Taking all these things into consideration, and after as con-

scientious an examination of the matter as we are capable, it

seems to us that though this accusation of one-sidedness may
perhaps be justified in a way by some too positive statements

of ours (which we have sought to modify in this edition), it

cannot, however, be applied to our main proposition, which

appears to us irrefutable.

But another objection, equally as serious, has been raised

by Herzenstein. " If," says he, "the theory of the economic

concept of the State be true, we are forced to the conclusion

that the whole process of evolution is rigorously determined,

and that any alteration of the normal process is impossible.

There is no sphere left for the free will of man. The whole

raised by another distinguished writer, Petrone, in his interesting essay

on "La filosofia politica contemporanea " {Rivista di Giiirisprudenza,

1892). Luzzatti's proposition has been recently combated by Bissolati,

" La lotta di classe e le alte ideaiita delfa borghesia {Critica Sociale,

December, 1892, January, 1893). Stringher, also, has much to say in

favour of our theory. See his brochure, " Sulia depressione industriale,"

extract from the Nuova Antologia, 1887,
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development is determined by objective factors, which are more
powerful than the subjective desires of mankind, and we must,

therefore, bow before history and accept what it brings. If,

perchance, this passive condition be interrupted by any sudden

outbreak or active ebullition of the human passions, by some
altruistic impulse for example, the ideal is quickly followed by

disillusion ; for the man who is unwilling to submit to the fatal

progress of evolution, desiring to direct social life according to

the higher principles of equity and humanity, must recognise

in the end that he is after all only an instrument, and that all

his efforts are of no avail to the class in whose cause he has

enlisted, but always redound to the advantage of that class

which history is bringing to the front. Now, we ask, what
other outcome is there from this point of departure except

indifferentism and quietism ? Setting out with this idea of

perfect regularity, can we arrive at anything beyond complete

and absolute submission to the existing order of things ? Such

is the only legitimate deduction to be drawn from this concept.

It is not surprising, therefore, that the most consistent writers

holding this point of view fall into absolute contradiction with

their own doctrines. When M. Loria tells us in melancholy

accents that those who have sacrificed themselves for glorious

ideals really gave their lives in the fulfilment of a process

running absolutely counter to these ideals, are we not authorised

in saying as much of all contemporary movements performed

in the service of noble aspirations ? M. Loria protests, it is

true, against this deduction, and, foreseeing that conclusions

leading to quietism are sure to be drawn from his premisses, he

makes strenuous efforts to show that his theory still leaves a

wide margin for social activity. But he does not succeed in

demonstrating the fact ; the objection is merely foreseen, not

avoided. On the contrary, his reply, which contains more
dialectic than proof, shows us that cither his theory is not

sufficiently established, or that he himself has not the hardi-

hood to draw the final conclusions. All M. Loria's active

nature rebels against the quietism his theory imposes. In his

conclusions there is an echo of a deeper sentiment which does

not escape the reader. The hanly initiative of the man is
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in revolt against the narrow limits within which materialistic

science wishes to confine human life." ^

But can we really say that a doctrine leads to fatalism which

concedes a fertile field to human activity, and which only seeks

to mark out the limits within which such efforts may be applied ?

Can we give the name of quietism to a theory whose efforts lie

in the direction of substituting enlightened action, conscious

of its ends and aims for blind, ignorant innovation which is

powerless to realise its purposes? If we but take the trouble

to examine the economic theory of politics ever so superficially,

we shall see at once that it admits of two distinct sorts of

legislative action calculated to soften the severity of the eco-

nomic system and to some extent modifj- its structure. In the

first place there is abundant opportunity to ameliorate the

sanitar}' and econom.ic condition of the poorer classes without

in the least interfering with the rights of propertj', and measures

of this kind are in no way excluded by our theory-. On the

contrar)', our theory shows that such legislation is the necessary

result of the conflict betv,-een the two forms of capitalistic

revenue. The possibility of reforms built on air and arbitrarily

conceived is, indeed, excluded by our concept ; but, at the same
time, the reformer is enabled to see how he may make sure of

the success of his plan by allying the owners of one kind of

revenue with the labouring class and by provoking a contest

with the other kind of revenue whose inevitable result will

be the moral and economic elevation of the poorer classes.

Turning, in the second place, to the great social transformations

which alter the structure of property, our theoiy does, it is true,

deny that such movements can be effected before the necessarj'

change in econom.ic conditions has rendered them inevitable

;

but far from this conclusion leading to the degradation of

human nature, it seems to us to inspire the highest sentiments.

If we examine the great spontaneous movements that have

sought to modify economic conditions before their time, we shall

' Herzenstein, loc. cif. Analogous objections have been made by

Caldara. " Del concetto di iiberta neir ordine economico'" in the Pensiero

Italiauo, IS92. p. 493, passirji. See also Caporalis remarks in the A'Kora

Scimza, 1886, 1891.
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find that they all lacked definite purpose. There was no clear

idea of the new order of things to be substituted for the old

;

and on this account these movements lacked discipline and

order : they were anarchic, and hence their want of effect. Our
theory, on the contrary, declares that it is first of all necessary

to learn the nature of the future social system and, after this

knowledge has been acquired, to substitute a co-ordination of

efforts toward this definite and rigorously determined end

for the blind and disorganised attempts that have thus far

been made in this direction. Instead of restraining the noble

outbursts of those who aspire to a higher social order, this

concept should rather enlighten and discipline their efforts;

that is to say, it should arouse in them the attributes which

alone can secure success. This in no way precludes the

possibility of reform. On the contrary, by pointing out the

proper way, it prevents the reformer from wandering forth

into the sterile fields of illusion and keeps him in the narrow
path leading toward the truth. Instead of leading toward

fatalism, our theory, on the contrary, tends to encourage

rational human activity, which alone can prevent, or at least

mitigate, the confusion otherwise attendant upon social meta-

morphosis.

^

The ideas developed in the present work on this particular

point are more fully illustrated and confirmed in our Analysis

0/ Capitalistic Property. In brief, the results of this analysis

are as follows : the present suppression of the free land,

obtained by means of an exclusive appropriation of the soil,

tends to reduce the rate of profits below the minimum, and
thus render the very existence of a capitalistic economy im-

possible. Becoming thus inadequate at a certain stage in its

development, the capitalistic economy must eventually give

way to the final economic form,'- based upon the free owner-

'Scc the Hnc observations of Vanni, II probUnia della filosofia del

dlritto, 1891, p. 58 ff.

*Thc very idea of an ultimate economic form is inacccptabic to
several disticguishcd writers, and, among others, to Fusinato. But as
it is now admitted by anthropologists that organic evolution has a limit,

and that it is no longer producing sensible modification in the human
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ship of the soil, or, in other words, to a voluntary system of
co-operation between the producers of capital and the ordinary
labourers. If left to the operation of economic forces this

transformation would involve antagonism and confusion, but it

may be effected more quietly through the intelligent efforts of

man. A wide field is thus opened to human activity, and it

is certainly a noble mission for mankind to withdraw social

development from the operation of the blind and brutal forces

of physical evolution and submit the process to the kindlier

and more civilised action of intelligence and reason. One may
say that the task set for social reform is thus limited to narrow
proportions, but one must admit that the problem is thereby
made more concrete, for there is at last some definite object

in view. According to our analysis, economic reform ought to

limit itself to the single task of re-establishing free land in a
rational and voluntary way ; for otherwise the result will be
reached by a natural process bringing with it confusion and
disaster. Science and practice have, accordingly, to propose
the best means of re-establishing free land and replacing the

present capitalistic system with a voluntary association of

labour. Such is the high mission our theory confides to

collective activity. We see then how ill-founded is. the accusa-

tion that our doctrine leads to fatalism, and proclaims human
effort in the domain of social legislation useless and vain.

Thus, unless describing the orbit within which a reform may
move can be considered as equivalent to excluding the possi-

bility of reform altogether, no one can possibly tax our theory

with the imputation of fatalism. Those who still accuse us

must, therefore, be labouring under the old delusion that they

can modify the structure of society as they will by following

the fantasies of their own minds. The socialists of the Chair

seem to us to fall into this error, and it is against them
especially that we have directed our criticisms. It is true,

species, we may well recognise with John Stuart Mill that economic
development is likewise limited, or, in ' other words, that economic
evolution will reach a state of equilibrium and stop there, marking at

this pause the beginning of new developments of a higher and more
peaceful order.
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Herzenstein reproaches us for this polemic, which he considers

useless and inopportune. In his view, the socialists of the

Chair do not pretend to radically and arbitrarily change the

property system ; they limit themselves, he says, to plans of

partial reform, a large number of which I myself have sub-

scribed to in the course of this work. But we take issue

primarily with the economists of this school on their funda-

mental idea of economic reform. They make reform depend

exclusively upon the laws of the State or upon the will of man,

while we regard such movements as the natural result of

economic conditions. It is true several adherents of the new

school do confine their propositions of reform to certain half-

way measures not calculated to alter the essence of the capita-

listic system, but one cannot say as much for all of them, and

certainly not of Adolph Wagner, whose proposals are frankly

radical, as, for example, his idea of a social tax and the sociali-

sation of fields and houses. ^ Besides, the greater or less ex-

tension given to the various plans of innovation, proposed by

the economists of this school, depends entirely upon the per-

sonal inclination of their authors, which differ widely, and is

never the result of that consciousness the writers should possess

of the existence of an organic law which presides over economic

development. The ruling idea among all these socialists of the

Chair, however varied their different shades of opinion, is that

economic reform is confided exclusively to the decision of the

State, which may give to the movement any character it

pleases. Among none of these writers can we detect even the

germ of an idea of the coming social form, and yet a conception

of this kind is indispensable to any one who wishes to offer a

feasible plan for social change. It is against tiiis concept, so

unscientific, and so hostile to all true reform (since it removes

the possibility of its realisation), that we have directed our

attacks; and, in offering these criticisms, we believe we have

rendered a real service to the cause of social reform, whose

success we have endeavoured with the best of our ability to

advance.

• Sec the 3rd C(J. of his Gruudligiiiti^ th;it has recently nppearcd.



CONCLUSION.

ECONOMICS THE BASIS OF SOCIOLOGY.

Founded as it is upon the violent suppression of the free

land, capitalistic property is only able to persist by means of

a series of what we have called connective institutions, which
are non-economic in character. These institutions are designed

to discipline the egoism of the proprietary classes, and so

vitiate the egoism of the labouring classes that they will be
induced to put up with an oppressive economic system against

which they would surely rebel if they were to follow their own
interests. Morality, law and politics are the most important
of these connective institutions. All three depend upon the

economic, environment and all proceed logically from the

conditions which make for the persistence of capitalistic

revenue. Thus all the non-economic factors running through

the social system would seem to be ultimately derived from
underlying economic conditions which alone furnish an adequate
explanation of their complicated mechanism.

This assertion that the diverse manifestations of social life

may all be traced back to a single instinct and a simple

motive seems at first sight irreconcilable with the multiplicity

of sentiments that apparently dominate mankind. On first

view it, indeed, appears contrary to the facts of the case that,

with the one exception of the desire for wealth, all the other

human passions only appear in the social drama as silent

supernumeraries. But this apparent contradiction disappears

at once when we take into consideration the artificial character

of the capitalistic system. After we have once thoroughly

grasped the truth that capitalistic, property is not a natural

phenomenon but a violation of law, both human and divine

—

the impossible erected into a system—we shall be able to

understand how in order to guarantee the persistence of so

(380)
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absurd and contradictory a system it is necessary to draw
upon all the passions and sentiments of human nature, corrupt

them at their purest sources and divert them into the service

of this monstrous engine of iniquity. It is not so strange,

therefore, that morality, law and politics, in fact all the varied

manifestations of social life, have in time become impenetrated,

polluted and transformed by capitalistic influence and made to

harmonise perfectly with its evil designs. Nor is it so surprising

that the capitalistic economy, itself organically contradictory,

has engendered a corresponding contradiction in the varied

elements of social life. All these contradictions and absurdities

will disappear, however, with the advent of the coming social

form. In the economy established upon equality and association

social relations are self-adjustive and do not have to seek support

in the perversion of the normal manifestations of human nature.

Under this pure economic system morality is simply the

natural and spontaneous emanation of enlightened self-interest

;

the law reduces itself to a simple guarantee to the producer of

the product of his own labour, and politics proceeds naturally

from the general will. The capitalistic taint now pervading

these institutions will, in other words, disappear entirely upon
the cessation of capitalistic property, and leave the social spirit

susceptible to the innumerable genial influences of which

human nature is capable. Morality, law and politics will still

remain the connective institutions of society, but, instead of

being placed at the service of the economic interests of one

particular class, they will benefit humanity as a whole and aid

in developing its higher destinies ; instead of forming the gluten

of a tainted mass, these institutions will hold together a healthy

body ; instead of acting as cement to an aristocratic edifice,

they will maintain the more perfectly proportioned structure

of Human Equality.

In conclusion, it will be well to add another remaik in answer

to the modern sociologists. They affirm that this idea of the

dependence of social relations upon economic facts must be

rejected on the ground of modern evolutionary science ; for,

according to this theory, society is an organism, and in an

organism we have simply the reciprocal action and reaction of
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the component parts, with no one part dominating over an-

other.i Atid yet it seems really incredible that modern socio-

logists, imitating in this the metaphysicians of old, should

presume to decide questions so difficult and complex with the

help of mere empty phrases which are passed on from one

writer to another like a literary trust. They pretend, for

example, to determine this important question with the decisive

apothegm : society is an organism. Whether society be or be

not an organism, I, for one, must confess my inability to decide

;

and it is probable that those who answer the question in the

affirmative have no very definite idea of what they mean.

Herbert Spencer himself frankly admitted that he used the

phrase social organism in a tentative sense, as a figure of

speech which allowed him to present the life of society in a

striking way and in plastic form. But his disciples, less cir-

cumspect and prudent than their master, affirm on every

occasion that society is an organism. What do they really

imply ? If they mean by this that human society is subjected

to laws of its own which develop automatically, and against

which man cannot rebel, or if they intend to imply that society

is no mere product of human artifice, a machine that man may
destroy or alter at his will, but a product of nature, possessing

a structure of its own and subjected to normal laws of develop-

ment and decline, they are simply asserting a self-evident

truth that has long been recognised. But this truth stands in

no manner of contradiction with the fact established by experi-

ence that social laws proceed from economic causes. Nor does

this latter fact in any way interfere with the analogy, so dear

to some, between society and an organism. ^ In the individual

organism there are vital organs without which life cannot be

maintained, and secondary organs whose destruction neither

destroys nor abbreviates the life of the animal. We need not

be surprised, therefore, to find the same thing occurring in the

^ See, for example, the objection raised on this ground in the Archiv

Jur sozialc Gesetzgebiing, 1892, v., p. 3.

2 The favourite analogy between society and an organism has been

recently very well criticised by Gunton, Principles of Social Economics,

New York, 1891, p. 305.
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social organism. Here, too, there are the necessary and prim-

ordial organs, which we call the economic elements, and other

organs derived from these, under which we include all the

remaining factors of super-organic life.

When these truths have once taken firm root in the minds

of the intelligent classes (it is doubtful, however, whether this

will occur for some time to come) it is to be hoped that the

prejudices still prevailing in the moral sciences will disappear.

It will be no longer possible then for writers of authority to

hope to effect economic perfection through moral reform, or

by modifying of some article of the code, or by changing the

political constitution. Every one will then understand that

morality, law and politics are the effects and not the causes

of economic conditions. Modern socialism, that hopes to

innovate the social system by creating new laws, will then be

regarded as a sterile Utopia. When vivified by this economic

concept, ethics, jurisprudence and politics will at last become
positive sciences and rest upon the solid basis of reality. Men
will then cease to speak of an absolutely imaginary society,

as they are now in the habit of doing. At the present time,

indeed, the theorists of these sciences reason as though society

were composed of men who are independent of one another,

who are endowed with equal economic force and who possess

the same political power. But in reasoning thus they forget

the inherent differentiation of capitalistic society, and leave

Dut of account the relation of dependence in which the greater

number stand to the few, although these facts lie at the

root of modern society and determine its laws. They fail, in

short, to comprehend that morality, law and politics do not

relate to society as a uniform whole, but only to the proprie-

tary class which is able to fashion diverse social institutions

to suit its own fancy. These theorists are thus forced to

make of their science an eternal Utopia, because the optimistic

laws they elaborate in their minds and apply to a non-

differentiated society come at every step into contradiction

with the phenomena of capitalistic conditions. But once the

present capitalistic basis of ethics, jurisprudence and politics

is recognised, we shall witness an unexampled renaissance of
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these noble sciences^, which will then emerge from their

immediate position and move forward along new and higher

lines.

The positive study of capitalistic property makes it possible

to reduce the most diverse manifestations of social life to their

lowest terms and analyse them scientifically, thus enabling us

to give a scientific basis to sociology. It is, indeed, only

by thus connecting social relations with their economic

antecedents that sociology can ever assume the character

of an exact science, like political economy, and divest itself

finally of its present inorganic nature. But we cannot trace

back modern social relations to their economic antecedents

without recognising at once that capitalistic property is the

result of usurpation and that in order to continue it must
force the most diverse elements of human activity to co-operate

in the realisation of its ends. On the other hand, should we
prefer with orthodox economists to regard capitalistic revenue

as the natural and legitimate reward of abstinence, endurance

or any other effort, the possibility of affording sociology an

economic foundation and therewith raising the new doctrine to

the dignity of a science is at once eliminated. If the income

from property were really the legitimate reward of abstinence

on the part of the capitalists, there would then be no necessity

for resorting to moral compulsion in order to hold the working

classes in obedience ; for, being the victims of no form of

usurpation, the labourers would have no incentive to revolt.

And, on the other hand, if the working classes were not deprived

of their liberty of choice, and were really as free as the pro-

prietors themselves, it would be impossible for the latter to lay

exclusive hold on political and juridical power to the exclusion

of the labourers. If this were the case capital would have no

motive in creating connective institutions to maintain cohesion

in the property system, as such cohesion would result spon-

taneously. Nor would the possibility remain of establishing

such institutions to the injury of the labouring classes since

they, being on a plane of perfect equality with the owners,

would quickly discover a way of circumventing any such plan.

Thus those who adhere, to this optimistic theory of distribution
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must remain incapable of tracing social relations back to their

economic origin ^ and giving sociology a scientific character. It

is not surprising, therefore, that where the optimistic theory

of distribution still prevails sociology still lacks a scientific

foundation, and is now-a-days reduced to an incoherent salma-

gundi of heterogeneous information, a collection of intellectual

commonplaces, a fit resort, indeed, for the proletariat of the

thinking world. Thus, to the many sins of this optimistic

school, we must now add another : the inanity of modern

sociology.

Thus, in the natural order of thing.s, a systematic falsification

of economic relations has resulted in the impotence of the

science of sociology. But one of the greatest merits of the

exact theory of distribution, and of political economy in general,

will be to lay a firm foundation for this social science. During

the last days of capital sociology will then form the moral

science par excellence, even as law represented the culminating

point reached by social science during the period of property's

infancy.

'The few writers who, while following the optimistic theory of dis-

tribution, still affirm the economic basis of sociology, cannot proceed a

single step beyond this bare assertion and Hnd themselves unable to

incorporate the idea in any convincing theory. Thus Dc Johannis in

his interesting work, Delia univcruditti <• preminetiza liei fiuomcni cconomici

(Rivista di filmofui sciintlfica, 1883), and De Grecf (Introduction a la

sociologie, 1886), both affirm the dependence of social facts upon economic

conditions, but their remarks on this subject do not go beyond ornate

platitudes of literary phraseology. The superficial character of these

researches comes out most clearly in the observations of the latter on

the above mentioned writers. Carrying out Hertzl>erg's idea (which

we have combated above), De (Jreef believ-cs that the most profound

economic facts, and those whicli form the basis of all sociology, arc the

phenomena of exchange. And why ? because roads, canals, banks, etc.,

are the most firmly established economic organs (loc. cit., i., p. 193).

But these, on the contrary, arc the most superficial and complex of all

social phenomena, and owe their greater perfection and more elaborate

structure to just these characteristics!
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